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Lay Summary

There is a drive to transform the electricity industry from one based largely on fossil fuels to one based on low or zero carbon sources. As a result, the amount of wind power connected to the electricity grid is expected to increase. Wind power is sustainable and affordable, but it is also variable; its output depends on the weather and it cannot be easily controlled. Electricity storage, which works like a rechargeable battery, is a potential solution to this challenge. Storage systems can be charged up during periods when it is windy and too much electricity is produced. Energy can then be released when there is demand for electricity but no wind.

Storage at this scale is expensive and there are a number of regulatory issues with liberalised electricity markets which prevent it from accessing revenue streams. One way storage can earn money is by trading electricity; buying when demand is low and the price cheap, and selling during peak hours when the price is high; however, electricity prices are volatile and future prices are highly uncertain. Furthermore, increasing wind power has the effect of suppressing peak electricity prices and, as a result, reduces opportunities for energy trading. Despite being more valuable, storage could make less money when more wind power is installed. The policy implications of this research indicate a failure in the electricity market in rewarding the true value of electrical energy storage.
Abstract

There is a drive to transform the electricity industry in the UK from one based largely on fossil fuels to one based on low or zero carbon sources. The challenge of this transition, enabling a secure and sustainable electricity industry at an acceptable cost to consumers, has been dubbed the *Energy Trilemma*. Grid-connected electrical energy storage presents a potential solution to this challenge. However, the benefits of storage are split across different sectors of the electricity industry and there are a number of regulatory barriers preventing access to revenue streams. One accessible revenue stream is energy trading or price arbitrage. In current market conditions, arbitrage cannot provide sufficient revenue for electricity storage to cover its capital costs; however, some studies have suggested that with increased penetration of intermittent renewable power, electricity price volatility will increase enabling storage to become commercially viable through price arbitrage alone.

This thesis examines the hypothesis that: *Increased wind penetration leads to increased commercial opportunities for energy storage through price arbitrage.* A linear programme is used to define the optimum operating strategy for a storage device, subject to the constraints of maximum storage capacity, charging and discharging rates, conversion efficiency and self-discharge. Initially, historic electricity prices from the British electricity market are used to investigate the value of storage with a low penetration of intermittent wind power. The results show that revenue is dependent on storage characteristics, with the performance of different technologies varying substantially. Furthermore, revenue is highly dependent on changes in market structure and fuel price variations from one year to the next.

The thesis describes the development of a fundamental electricity price model based on the stacked merit order dispatch of thermal generation bidding to produce electricity in a competitive market centred around marginal generation costs. For peaking plant, an exponential uplift in price is applied to represent scarcity of supply. The implications of increasing wind power output are examined using projections of the location and capacity of future wind farms and spatially distributed hind cast wind speed data generated from a mesoscale atmospheric model.

The analysis highlights that despite increased value being placed on storage in an energy system with a high penetration of wind power, opportunities for arbitrage are, in fact, reduced. This is a result of an oversupply of electricity on windy days suppressing peak electricity prices and reducing the daily price spread, which arbitrage exploits.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternating Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEA</td>
<td>British Electricity Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTA</td>
<td>British Electricity Trading and Transmission Arrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSC</td>
<td>Balancing and Settlement Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSICo</td>
<td>Balancing and Settlement Code Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAES</td>
<td>Compressed Air Energy Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPEX</td>
<td>Capital Expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCGT</td>
<td>Combined Cycle Gas Turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCL</td>
<td>Climate Change Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>Carbon Capture and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>Central Electricity Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEBG</td>
<td>Central Electricity Generating Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES</td>
<td>Cryogenic Energy Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Contracts for Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHP</td>
<td>Combined Heat and Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>Carbon Dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSC</td>
<td>Connection and Use of System Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCUSA</td>
<td>Distribution Connection and Use of System Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECC</td>
<td>The Department of Energy and Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>Double Layer Capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNO</td>
<td>Distribution Network Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>Dynamic Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSIM</td>
<td>Dynamic System Investment Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSR</td>
<td>Demand Side Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUKES</td>
<td>Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EES</td>
<td>Electrical Energy Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMR</td>
<td>Electricity Market Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENA</td>
<td>Electricity Network Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPRI</td>
<td>Electrical Power Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>Emissions Performance Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSRC</td>
<td>Engineering and Physical Science Research Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EROI</td>
<td>Energy Returned on Invested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESN</td>
<td>Electricity Storage Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESOI</td>
<td>Energy Stored on Invested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUETS</td>
<td>European Union Emissions Trading Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FES</td>
<td>Flywheel Energy Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAK</td>
<td>First-of-a-Kind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>Great Britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEMA</td>
<td>Gas and Electricity Markets Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>Gigawatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWh</td>
<td>Gigawatt Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMRC</td>
<td>Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE</td>
<td>Health and Safety Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGES</td>
<td>Integrated Market-fit and Affordable Grid-scale Energy Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPP</td>
<td>Independent Power Producer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kV</td>
<td>Kilovolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kW</td>
<td>Kilowatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kWh</td>
<td>Kilowatt Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCOE</td>
<td>Levelised Cost of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCPD</td>
<td>Large Combustion Plant Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li-ion</td>
<td>Lithium Ion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOLP</td>
<td>Loss of Load Probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRA</td>
<td>Master Registration Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Megawatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWh</td>
<td>Megawatt Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaNiCl</td>
<td>Sodium Nickel Chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaS</td>
<td>Sodium Sulphur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBP</td>
<td>National Balancing Point (Gas Price)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETA</td>
<td>New Electricity Trading Arrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC</td>
<td>National Grid Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGET</td>
<td>National Grid Electricity Transmission PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCd</td>
<td>Nickel Cadmium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiMH</td>
<td>Nickel Metal Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAK</td>
<td>Next-of-a-Kind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>Net Present Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&amp;M</td>
<td>Operation and Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCGT</td>
<td>Open Cycle Gas Turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFER</td>
<td>Office of Electricity Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofgem</td>
<td>Office of Gas and Electricity Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFTO</td>
<td>Offshore Transmission Owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONR</td>
<td>Office of Nuclear Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEX</td>
<td>Operational Expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTC</td>
<td>Over the Counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCI</td>
<td>Project of Common Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHS</td>
<td>Pumped-Hydroelectric Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSB</td>
<td>Polysulphide Bromide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Regional Electric Companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROC</td>
<td>Renewable Obligation Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rpm</td>
<td>Rotations per Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELT</td>
<td>Scottish Hydro-Electric Transmission Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMES</td>
<td>Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNG</td>
<td>Synthetic Natural Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>Scottish Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPTL</td>
<td>Scottish Power Transmission Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE</td>
<td>Scottish and Southern Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSEB</td>
<td>South of Scotland Electricity Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STC</td>
<td>System Operator-Transmission Owner Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWh</td>
<td>Terawatt Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKERC</td>
<td>UK Energy Research Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLL</td>
<td>Value of Lost Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRB</td>
<td>Vanadium Redox Battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF</td>
<td>Weather Research and Forecasting (Model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEBRA</td>
<td>Zero Emission Battery Research Activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>Matrix of constraints computed from conversion and storage efficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_c )</td>
<td>Fuel conversion coefficient for generator class, ( x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>Vector of maximum storage capacities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>Cost of generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_T )</td>
<td>Cash flow in year, ( T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_x )</td>
<td>Installed generation capacity of marginal generator class, ( x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{D} )</td>
<td>Average annual demand for future energy scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>Demand for future energy scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{\text{CAPEX}} )</td>
<td>Distribution capital expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{d} )</td>
<td>Average annual demand for base year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>Peak demand for future energy scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>Peak demand for base year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_t )</td>
<td>Historic electricity demand at time, ( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( EP )</td>
<td>Total lifetime electricity production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e_x )</td>
<td>Cost of enriching uranium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{F} )</td>
<td>Average annual fuel price for future energy scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>Vector of prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{f} )</td>
<td>Average annual fuel price for base year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{\text{car}} )</td>
<td>Carbon price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_t )</td>
<td>Fuel price for future energy scenario at time, ( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_t )</td>
<td>Fuel price for base year at time, ( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_x )</td>
<td>Fuel price for generation class, ( x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{\text{CAPEX}} )</td>
<td>Generation capital expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( IC_{\text{CAPEX}} )</td>
<td>Interconnection capital expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( lb )</td>
<td>Lower bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>Life of investment project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( PE )</td>
<td>Price of Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_t )</td>
<td>Price of electricity in period, ( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_x )</td>
<td>Power output of the marginal generator class, ( x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{\text{max}}^c )</td>
<td>Maximum quantity of electricity which can be charged in a single period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{max}^D$</td>
<td>Maximum quantity of electricity which can be discharged in a single period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_t^C$</td>
<td>Electricity bought in period, $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_t^D$</td>
<td>Electricity sold in period, $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q^*$</td>
<td>Market clearing quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q^C$</td>
<td>Maximum charging rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q^D$</td>
<td>Maximum discharging rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Discount rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Annual revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^*$</td>
<td>Annual revenue multiplied by minus one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Forecast error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S CAPEX$</td>
<td>Storage capital expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{max}$</td>
<td>Maximum storage capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_t$</td>
<td>State of charge in period, $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Settlement period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T CAPEX$</td>
<td>Transmission capital expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>Wind speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ub$</td>
<td>Upper bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>Variable operation and maintenance cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_x$</td>
<td>Variable operation and maintenance cost per unit output for generator class, $x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Vector of decision variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Empirically determined uplift coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Empirically determined uplift coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_d$</td>
<td>Price elasticity of demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_s$</td>
<td>Price elasticity of supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Thermal efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_c$</td>
<td>Conversion efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_s$</td>
<td>Storage efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_x$</td>
<td>Thermal efficiency of marginal generator class, $x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi^*$</td>
<td>Market clearing price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi_x$</td>
<td>Marginal generation cost of the marginal generator class, $x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>Carbon produced from burning fuel at 100% efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( u_x \) Carbon produced from burning fuel at 100\% efficiency per unit output for generator class, \( x \)

\( c \) Expected value
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The Climate Change Act 2008 placed a legally binding commitment on the UK Government to achieve an 80% reduction in UK greenhouse gas emissions relative to 1990 levels by 2050 [1]. This strengthened a drive to transform the electricity industry from one based largely on fossil fuels to one based on low or zero carbon sources. As a result, the number of intermittent renewable and inflexible nuclear generators connected to the grid is expected to increase in coming decades. The integration of these technologies, whilst maintaining an acceptable level of security of supply, is expected to impact costs. The challenge of ensuring a secure and sustainable electricity industry, at an acceptable cost to consumers, has been dubbed the Energy Trilemma.

Grid connected, electrical energy storage (EES) presents a potential solution to this challenge. It is championed as a facilitating technology, enabling intermittent renewable electricity to be integrated with existing electricity systems. It could reduce the requirement for investment in peaking plant and avoid energy curtailment from non-dispatchable generators. It also has the potential to reduce system operating costs and capital expenditure in transmission and distribution infrastructure. EES provides benefits to a number of stakeholders throughout the electricity industry. A study carried out by Imperial College London, for the Carbon Trust reported that by 2050, the implementation of EES could bring savings of up to £10bn/year to the UK [2]. However, the benefits are accrued between regulated and deregulated markets leading to complex contractual arrangements and providing little incentive for any individual actor to invest. Without appropriate financial rewards for EES, its potential to deliver value to the electricity system will not be realised.
1.2 Motivation

Storage of electricity is technically feasible, but it can be inefficient and historically has not been economically viable as a standalone investment, requiring justification at a system level. As the market share of non-dispatchable generators – such as wind and nuclear – increases, the challenge of ensuring that variations in demand can be met is becoming more apparent. As a result, the potential for EES to accommodate this variance is being recognised.

In January 2013 the UK Government announced energy and, specifically, its storage as one of Eight Great Technologies of focus for applied scientific research [3]. The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) has acknowledged a role for EES in the UK in conjunction with demand side response and interconnectors [4]. However, the value of EES is not well understood with estimates for optimum capacity in 2050 ranging from 7GW to 59GW [5]. This range has been derived from various system models which have not adequately represented EES. Many have a coarse temporal resolution which underestimates the value of EES in managing short term fluctuations in wind [6] [7]. Others do not model transmission and distribution constraints and neglect storage value in reducing congestion and investment in network infrastructure [8] [9] [10]. Further work is required to quantify these benefits. Grünewald reports that officials have remarked that they are “hunting for objective evidence” on the value of storage [11].

Interest in the commercial value of EES has equally increased in recent years and technical developments are improving efficiencies and reducing costs. Commercial models generally evaluate the techno-economic performance of a specific EES device in a defined market. There are broadly three categories of commercial EES models.

1. Models evaluating the economics of EES when operated with standalone renewable energy systems to provide a firm local energy supply; examples of studies include [12], [13] and [14].
2. Models assessing the added value from dedicated EES backing-up an intermittent renewable plant to allow increased output from embedded generation to be taken up by the grid, for example in [15], [16], [17] and [18].
3. Models estimating the revenue from EES devices operated to maximise profits through price arbitrage in specific electricity markets, including [19], [20], [21] and [22].

The first category of models is of less relevance to this thesis which is concerned with grid connected EES. It is also largely accepted that providing dedicated EES for specific renewable
generators is not an efficient approach to balancing variations in output. Barnhart commented that coupling EES directly with wind is like “spending $100 on a safe to store a $10 watch” [23]. Taking a wider system approach allows small variations to be managed by aggregating the output from multiple variable generators [24]. For this reason, the second category of studies is not considered. The third category, estimating revenue from price arbitrage, is investigated further. These revenues could be coupled with other ancillary services; however, these are generally traded through private bilateral exchanges where contract values are not disclosed. These models are less common and are challenging to validate.

Previous arbitrage studies have suggested a dependence of EES revenue on market structure through comparisons of arbitrage in different global markets [22] and variations within a single market from one year to the next [20] as generation capacity and fuel prices change. These have largely used historic electricity prices. It has been suggested that commercial opportunities for EES may emerge in the future with a higher penetration of intermittent renewable energy; however, the level of reward and its dependencies have not been fully defined.

Projecting the future scope for arbitrage is more challenging and this is particularly so for markets such as Great Britain (GB), where substantial structural changes will occur. Historically, peak electricity prices tend to have been driven by gas prices as Figure 1.1 shows. This occurs as mid-merit and peaking generators include a large proportion of gas turbines [25]. Furthermore, as wind power has made only a small contribution and has had little impact on wholesale electricity prices, daily fluctuations in price have been driven principally by variations in demand as shown in Figure 1.2. Over the next decade the contribution from wind generation is expected to increase dramatically. It is often speculated that commercial opportunities for storage will emerge as the penetration of intermittent renewables grows as it has the potential to increase price volatility [26]. More frequent and more acute price differentials would provide additional opportunities for arbitrage which could become a more profitable revenue stream in the future.
A notable analysis of this phenomenon for future GB systems is presented by Grünewald et al [19], finding that 32GW of wind capacity would enable the gross value of storage to cover its capital costs and investment could be commercially viable through price arbitrage alone. Wind generation was attributed a marginal value equivalent to the opportunity cost of a Renewable Obligation Certificate (ROC) which had the effect of driving costs negative during high wind – low demand periods. An exponential mark-down was applied to electricity prices when demand was lowest to represent generators’ preferences not to curtail output, which may be unrealistic. The magnitude of electricity prices will depend on the specific subsidy regime in place. The minimum price will ultimately be limited by the value which could be recovered by a subsidy payment for a renewable generator, and would not be infinitely negative, as an exponential mark-down implies. The study examined four EES technologies in markets with increasing renewable energy capacity. The sensitivity of net present value (NPV), based on
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arbitrage revenue, was tested against a range of variables. The trading margin, or daily price spread, was highlighted as one of the most sensitive parameters. The model was not, however, capable of reflecting variations in gas and carbon prices in the price spread and consequently the effect of these on EES revenue.

There is a rapidly changing portfolio of generation technologies in GB and the potential for large scale development of wind, nuclear or gas capacity to be deployed in the future depending on the prevailing market and political favour. To understand the implications of this on EES, and the business case for storage in the future, the effect of changing market structures and variations in gas and carbon prices, in addition to wind power output, must be established. While investigating future energy scenarios, understanding initial deployments of EES before the technology is deployed at scale is essential. This period of initial market penetration is critical to new technologies as, without overcoming barriers facing the first generation deployments, market penetration at a larger scale is unfeasible.

1.3 Research Objectives and Scope

This project aims to investigate the system level and commercial value of EES in GB. It highlights the benefits of EES and some of the regulatory and commercial challenges encumbering its uptake in liberalised electricity markets. The impact of changing market structures, such as generation portfolios, gas and carbon prices, on arbitrage revenue is investigated to provide insights into the commercial value of EES in future energy scenarios.

The objectives are to:

1. review the state of the art of EES technology and scope for future improvements in the absence of non-technical barriers to development;
2. qualitatively assess the benefits of EES to electricity networks;
3. identify routes to market for EES in GB and highlight any commercial or regulatory barriers;
4. develop a techno-economic model to quantify the commercial value of EES through price arbitrage;
5. investigate the value of EES in future energy scenarios with a high penetration of intermittent renewable energy.

1.4 Contribution to Knowledge

This thesis will test the hypothesis that:
Increased wind penetration leads to increased commercial opportunities for energy storage through price arbitrage.

The project provides evidence of the value of EES to electricity networks and highlights deficiencies of liberalised markets in rewarding those benefits commercially. Techno-economic models have been developed previously; however, these largely assess the commercial value of EES under historic market conditions. There is a distinct gap in the literature of arbitrage models which use electricity prices for potential future energy scenarios, which this thesis addresses. As the electricity sector transitions to a low carbon industry in the future, it is essential that the implications of these changes on enabling technologies, such as EES, are understood. Critically, in this work, an arbitrage model is coupled with a fundamental price model to investigate the value of EES in future energy scenarios. Both of these techniques are commonly used independently in literature and a coupled model has been demonstrated once previously by Grünewald et al [19]. While the framework applied in [19] is credible, there are a number of areas within the model that have limitations. Specifically, the approach to modelling negative electricity prices during periods of low demand and high wind power output. In this work, a different approach to formulating the electricity supply function has led to distinct results which are contrary to previous findings. Furthermore, the level of detail in the price model enables the impact of changing gas and carbon prices on arbitrage revenue to also be investigated, which have not been published previously. A better understanding of how EES is valued in current and future energy scenarios should deliver insights into how policy could best incentivise appropriate investment.

It is expected that the results, analysis and discussion herein will be relevant to anyone with an interest in the development of the EES industry including technology developers, policy makers, regulators, network operators and others involved in the design and operation of the power sector.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into seven chapters.

Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to the project, states the aims and objectives and outlines the structure of the report.

Chapter 2 reviews EES technologies. A history of the EES industry is presented to provide background information on technology progress to date. EES technologies are then presented by type and compared on the basis of technical ability and cost to highlight the range of storage
devices available. Potential developments for EES are discussed to identify the scope for future improvements in the absence of non-technical barriers to development.

Chapter 3 discusses the benefits of EES to the energy system as a whole and the commercial opportunities. Issues with integrating large amounts of intermittent renewable energy into the electricity system are reviewed and the associated costs are discussed. A summary of research on the value of EES to the electricity system and the potential size of the EES market are then presented. The environmental and social impacts of EES are also considered. The system benefits are contrasted by the revenue streams available and the regulatory barriers to market entry. Finally, support mechanisms in GB, and internationally, are discussed.

Chapter 4 presents a techno-economic model used to evaluate the revenue available to a storage operator through price arbitrage. Preliminary results, based on historic electricity prices, highlight a dependence on market structures and revenue risk from one year to the next. A comparison of EES technologies demonstrates the range of commercial viability of different devices and which characteristics are most favourable for arbitrage. An assessment of the net present value and investment risk is included to highlight the high costs and risks facing first-of-a-kind deployments of EES.

Chapter 5 describes the model used to simulate electricity prices for future energy scenarios. Development of a competitive model of the electricity market is presented and validated using historic electricity prices. The method used to apply the model to future energy scenarios, with changing fuel and carbon prices, demand and wind power capacity is then explained.

In Chapter 6, the arbitrage and price models are coupled to investigate the impact of changing market conditions on arbitrage revenue. The sensitivity of revenue to individual market variables is explored, confirming the dependence of EES on uncertain market conditions. The characteristics of EES most favourable in markets with a high penetration of wind power are investigated, showing the changes from those favoured historically, a consequence of the transitioning electricity system. Finally, the National Grid Future Energy Scenarios are applied to the model to compare the performance of EES in alternative plausible future electricity systems.

Lastly, Chapter 7 summarises the thesis conclusions. The validity and implications of the results are discussed and recommendations for further work are made.
Appendix A provides an overview of electricity market design and fundamentals of energy system economics which will be referred to throughout the rest of the thesis. A brief overview of the electricity industry in GB is presented to provide context for the study.
Chapter 2 Electricity Storage Technologies

On the grid, electricity is produced and consumed almost instantaneously. It is used within a tenth of a second of being generated and less than one tenth of a second of power produced can be stored as electrical energy in the system [31]. EES is a means of converting electrical energy into a form that can be stored so that it can be converted back into electrical energy to be used at a later date. EES has many uses including for portable devices, electric vehicles and grid-scale applications. In this chapter a brief history of EES development is presented followed by a summary of potential grid-scale EES technologies. Technologies are presented by type and then compared on basis of technical and commercial characteristics. Finally, potential future developments which may lead to breakthrough improvements in cost or performance are presented.

In the long term, electric vehicles are expected to be integrated with the grid, however, the principal application of these would be for transportation and so electric vehicle storage technologies are not explicitly examined. If electric vehicles are integrated with the grid, average and peak electricity loads are likely to increase in addition to providing further network storage capacity. The implications of this are discussed in later chapters.

2.1 Historic Development

Grid-scale EES has been implemented in GB since the turn of the twentieth century. Lead-acid accumulators supplied loads on DC networks when generators were shut down overnight [32]. As consumer demand for electric lighting increased, the shape of the load profile became harder for generators to supply with a distinct evening peak as shown in Figure 2.1. Batteries were considered an ideal solution for load levelling, enabling generators to meet higher peak loads without being oversized for average demand. They also allowed generators to operate at
a more constant output with higher efficiency. By 1910, all DC generators and some AC generators had their own batteries [33].

In America, utility companies recognised the importance of EES in power networks and Connecticut Light and Power Company built the first centralised pumped-hydroelectric storage (PHS) plant in 1927 which began operating in 1929 [35]. Despite the initial interest in EES, further development of the electricity industry was driven by achieving economies of scale through large central generating stations coupled with extensive transmission and distribution networks [36]. Demand was aggregated and profiles smoothed leading to more efficient operation of power stations reducing the requirement for storage. Interest in grid-scale EES stalled and there was little development of technology [37].

In the 1960s, research into nuclear power instigated a second wave of interest in EES. Utilities anticipated future electricity systems with inflexible nuclear plant playing a dominant role. PHS was expected to provide peak power to compliment nuclear base load [38] and a number of projects were developed. There were few alternative EES technologies which could provide the capacity that PHS could and, consequently, there was little implementation of other technologies during this period.

By the 1990s, development of PHS declined for various economic and environmental reasons. Cheap gas prices, high interest rates and technical developments of the combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) led to the dash for gas [39]. Gas turbines became more competitive for providing peak power than capital intensive pumped-hydroelectric plants. Additionally,
environmental concerns drew out the permitting process and led to some cancelled projects [11]. It is likely that the re-structuring of the power sector during the 1990s also contributed to the slowdown. As discussed in the previous chapter, many countries liberalised generation markets while retaining a highly regulated transmission network. Adequate policies to support EES technology, which falls between the two, were not considered.

Since the start of the twenty first century, there has been a resurgence of interest in EES as a result of the increasing penetration of intermittent renewable energy. Today, there are 884 grid connected EES projects worldwide [40] with this number increasing as more demonstration projects come online. The US Department of Energy maintains a database of all global energy storage projects where the most up to date information can be found [40]. America and Japan are emerging as marker leaders with the largest number and capacity of EES projects connected to the grid. Despite the increasing number of projects being deployed, the total installed capacity remains relatively small with less than 150GW known to be in operation globally and only 3.2GW in the UK as of July 2015 [40]. High capital costs and poorly understood performance characteristics are inhibiting widespread uptake of storage. Furthermore, the market remains fragmented with over 136 companies offering different technology solutions [41]. There remains significant scope for development of EES and for rationalisation of the range of technologies in the future.

An overview of major grid-scale EES developments from 1859 to 2012 is shown in Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.2 Electricity storage technology timeline (source [42])](image)

In parallel to the development of grid-scale EES, industries for portable devices and, more recently, electric vehicles have emerged. Requirements for storage are very different to those for grid-scale storage with a focus on reduction in size and weight and less onerous demands
on cycle life and storage capacity. However, technology breakthroughs from these industries have the potential to be applied to grid-scale EES in the future.

2.2 Storage Technologies

There is a wide range of EES technologies which are grouped in literature by a number of classifications including by technology characteristics or by application. Figure 2.3 lists EES technologies by the form of energy they use. Each technology is described below.

![Summary of electrical energy storage technologies grouped by type of energy storage](image)

**2.2.1 Mechanical Storage Systems**

**Pumped-hydroelectric storage**

Conventional PHS systems have two water reservoirs at different heights. Using electricity, water is pumped from the lower reservoir into the upper reservoir where it is stored as potential energy. When electricity is required, the water is discharged from the upper reservoir, passing through a turbine connected to a generator. An illustration of its operation is shown in Figure 2.4.
Electr
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PHS is the most commonly used and widely established storage technology. Over 120GW of PHS is installed worldwide making up almost 99% of global grid-scale EES [44]. The largest PHS plant in the world is in Virginia, USA and has a peak power output of 2100MW [45]. A picture of the upper reservoir is shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.4 Operation of pumped hydro-electric plant (source [43])

PHS plants can be designed to deliver 100-5000MW power. Discharge times can range from a few hours to a several days and average efficiency is 75-80% [47]. A Sankey diagram of the losses in the conversion process is shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.5 World's largest pumped-hydroelectric storage station, Virginia (source [46])
The advantages of the technology are its long lifetime and practically unlimited cycle stability. Plants can come online and ramp up to full power very rapidly. PHS is a mature technology, which is reliable and has the capability of delivering large power and energy capacities.

The disadvantages of PHS include its dependence on geographical conditions and extensive land use. There are many issues with planning permission because of environmental concerns. Additionally, sites are often located at significant distances from demand centres. PHS plants are capital intensive, requiring considerable civil structures to be built with typical lead times in excess of 10 years. Financial concerns are cited as the primary cause for projects being abandoned [49].

Their flexibility means that there is a wide range of applications which PHS could contribute to, but typically they are used for ancillary services including reserve supplies and provision of black start facilities. The largest plant in the UK is Dinorwig in North Wales which has a storage capacity of 9.1GWh and, within 12 seconds, can output 1.32GW of power [50]. It predominantly provides fast response and short term operating reserve services.

As a mature technology, there are few technical developments which are expected to lead to breakthrough improvements in performance or reductions in cost for PHS. Variable speed pumps can provide slightly higher efficiencies and better frequency regulation control. There have also been some improvements in turbine blade performance [49]. Recently, there have been proposals to increase the energy density of PHS through pressurising the water flow. This approach, hydraulic PHS, would use water pressure to lift a heavy weight such as an excavated rock cylinder. However, work in this area remains theoretical and issues with tectonic movements, maintaining water seals and friction must be overcome [51].
Developments for existing designs of PHS are limited due to environmental considerations. There are counties with sites still available, but it is estimated that 75% of PHS sites in Europe have already been exploited [52]. Small scale (mini-hydro) plants are expected to be developed, but these would principally be for isolated communities which operate on local grids. Less conventional solutions are also being sought to increase large PHS capacity. By 2030, over 50% of Europe’s conventional reservoir hydroelectric generators will need to be refurbished and these could be retrofitted with pump facilities during this time. Furthermore, existing PHS sites may be expanded. Scottish Power, which operates Cruachan, one of four large PHS plants in the UK, is currently undertaking a cost benefit feasibility study into doubling its capacity [53]. Underground PHS is also being investigated as an option for new capacity. These systems would make use of existing underground infrastructure such as abandoned mine shafts, quarries or caverns to facilitate reservoirs and pumping and generating machinery. These projects would mitigate many environmental and local planning concerns and also reduce the noise associated with PHS operation [49]. However, high capital costs and identification of suitable underground caverns may be obstacles to development. Offshore PHS has also been proposed; however, capital expenditure and issues with corrosion have prevented any projects being developed to date [49].

**Compressed air energy storage**

Compressed air energy storage (CAES) is similar to standard gas turbine technology; however, the compression and expansion cycles are decoupled into two discrete processes. Electricity is used, instead of gas, to compress air and the energy is stored as elastic potential energy [54]. The compressed air is stored in either underground caverns or in storage vessels. When electricity is required, the compressed air is combined with gas, combusted and expanded through a turbine connected to a generator. A sketch of the system is shown in Figure 2.7.
Typical storage capacities are 50-300MW and CAES is the only commercial technology other than PHS which is capable of providing large capacity with a single unit [37]. Underground storage makes use of existing caverns or abandoned mines and is the most cost effective method of storage. Over ground units tend to be smaller and more expensive [49].

Advantages of CAES include its large capacity and rapid start up time. It is a simple, reliable system with a long lifetime, although slightly shorter than PHS. The systems can tolerate frequent cycling and can operate efficiently at part load. The system can store energy for relatively long periods of time (over a year) and has a fairly low capital cost [37]. CAES can serve many applications, but is suited to load levelling and balancing because of its rapid response time.

Disadvantages include its low roundtrip efficiency. Currently CAES systems dissipate the heat generated during air compression into the atmosphere. Before the air is expanded, it must be reheated which results in efficiencies not much higher than 50% [48]. A Sankey diagram of the storage process is shown in Figure 2.8. Like PHS, underground storage is geographically constrained and economic projects are limited to locations near rock mines, salt caverns or depleted gas fields. The process burns natural gas relying on a finite resource and emitting fossil fuels. This attribute also means that operation costs are variable, being dependent on gas prices which can be volatile.
CAES has been used for industrial processes for over 200 years [45]. The first utility scale project was a 290MW plant in Germany using a salt dome for storage. This began operation in 1978 [56]. In 1991 a 110MW plant with a 26 hour capacity was built in Alabama, USA. The facility cost $65m and uses salt caverns to store air at up to 76Bar [57]. In December 2012, General Compressions completed construction of a 2MW facility in Texas which became the world’s third CAES project [58]. Further projects in the USA, Japan and South Africa are planned or under construction.

Research and development is focussed on adiabatic CAES where the heat generated during compression is recycled for use in the expansion process. This is expected to increase efficiency significantly [59]. Operational experience is also expected to bring cost reductions and performance improvements as more projects are implemented. Different configurations of inter-cooling and humidification and simplified high pressure turbo expander train designs are anticipated to bring about further improvements [52].

**Flywheel energy storage**

Flywheel energy storage (FES) systems store energy in the angular momentum of a spinning mass. The principal components of the technology are the rotating body or cylinder in a compartment, bearings and a transmission device. Energy is maintained by keeping the flywheel at constant speed. A sketch of a FES system is shown in Figure 2.9.
The principal advantages of the technology are its cycle stability and long life with little maintenance which can last over several hundreds of thousands of cycles. The device is capable of fully discharging and its performance is almost completely independent of temperature. FES has a high power density and can provide rapid response for high power applications [60].

The principal disadvantage is that FES systems experience very high rates of self-discharge so are not suitable for storing energy over long periods. This is predominantly due to friction losses at the bearings. Furthermore, the components must be housed in a robust container due to the large amount of energy stored in the spinning mass. This, and the high precision engineering required to minimise the losses, leads to high costs.

A Sankey diagram of the FES system is shown in Figure 2.10.
First generation FES systems for grid applications have been available since 1970 utilising a steel cylinder spinning on mechanical bearings [45]. Improved devices now use a carbon filament mass, which has high strength, inside a vacuum on magnetic bearings to reduce friction losses. These lead to self-discharge rates of around 1% per hour compared to mechanical bearings which have typical losses of 5% over the same time period [61]. FES is used commercially in industrial applications for power quality because of its ability to rapidly charge and discharge [62]; however, there are limited examples of grid-scale projects due to their high cost.

The principal barrier to development is the cost of precision engineering. There are two directions in which the industry is progressing to address this. Firstly, cost reduction is anticipated through mass production. Units are expected to be built up in modules where space is not restricted [63]. Secondly, advanced performance devices are being developed to operate at higher angular velocities, improving the capacity and reducing the cost per megawatt (MW). FES performance is ultimately limited by material properties. To increase the power capacity, flywheels must be made larger and operated at higher speeds. Eventually, the linear speed of the material at the outer radius of the flywheel will be so high that the material will become unstable. Advances in material developments have led to a transition from low speed FES systems operating at approximately 6,000 rotations per minute (rpm) to high speed systems operating between 10,000 and 110,000rpm [64].

2.2.2 Electrochemical Storage Systems

Secondary batteries

Secondary batteries comprise one or more electrochemical cells containing an electrolyte, a positive electrode (anode) and a negative electrode (cathode). When an electrical load is connected to the battery, an electrochemical reaction occurs at the electrodes which generates electricity. When an external voltage is applied across the electrodes, the reaction is reversed and the battery is recharged [37].

There are various types of secondary battery. Characteristics differ between types, but they tend to have low power density with low self-discharge losses and high efficiencies. Large scale deployments are rare with batteries making up less than 1% of grid-scale EES [65]. This is due to their short cycle life, sensitivity to depth of discharge and high maintenance costs. Additionally, many batteries contain toxic materials with an environmental impact associated with their disposal.
Lead Acid Batteries

Lead acid batteries are the most commonly used batteries worldwide. They were invented in 1859 and have been commercially available since 1890. Typically, they are used for emergency power supplies or standalone systems. They are also used as starter batteries in cars. During early electrification, lead acid batteries were employed as grid connected storage as discussed in Section 2.1 [45].

Lead acid batteries have a high roundtrip efficiency of 85-90% and low self-discharge rates. A Sankey diagram of the conversion process is shown in Figure 2.11. They are a proven technology with an existing infrastructure from the automotive industry for end of life recycling [48].

![Sankey Diagram (Advanced Lead Acid)](image)

**Figure 2.11 Sankey diagram of advanced lead acid battery (source [48])**

The cycle life of lead acid batteries is only around 1,000 cycles and they have a low power density. They do not perform well at elevated temperatures and need an integrated thermal management system. The energy capacity is also reduced when there is a high power demand and they use lead which is a hazardous material.

Commercial applications of grid-scale lead acid batteries have included:

1. An 8.5MW battery with 14MWh storage capacity operated in Germany to supply frequency and spinning reserve services to West Berlin. In 1993, after 7 years of operation, BEWAG was connected to the West European grid resolving the frequency issues and the storage was decommissioned [66].
2. A 10MW battery with 40MWh storage capacity in California, USA built as a demonstration project. At the time, this was the world’s largest lead acid battery storage system. It was decommissioned in 1997 after nine years of operation as an experimental facility [67].

3. In 1994 a 20MW 14MWh system began operation in Puerto Rico to provide spinning reserve, frequency control and voltage regulation services. It was closed in 1999 after numerous cell failures [68].

The poor cycle life and relatively slow charging rate of lead acid batteries have prevented significant commercial success of the technology for grid applications. However, recent developments, driven predominantly by requirements for hybrid electric vehicles, have led to innovations in advanced lead acid batteries which address some of these deficiencies. Advanced lead acid batteries incorporate carbon into the negative electrode, significantly improving the system cycle life [69].

**Nickel Cadmium and Nickel Metal Hydride Batteries**

Nickel cadmium (NiCd) batteries have been available since 1915; however, they have not experienced the same level of commercial success as lead acid batteries largely due to their considerably higher cost and safety concerns [45]. NiCd batteries have a high tolerance to a range of temperatures and can operate at -40°C. They also have a relatively high power density and long cycle life. However, due to the use of highly toxic cadmium, in Europe they are only permitted in static applications and in 2006, they were banned for use by consumers due to environmental concerns about disposing of spent units [45].

Nickel metal hydride (NiMH) batteries were developed in response to concerns over NiCd batteries however, they have slightly different characteristics such as high energy density but significantly lower maximum power capacity. As a result, they were commonly used in mobile applications including power tools; however, they have since been replaced by lithium ion batteries which are cheaper. The electric vehicle industry does favour NiMH batteries over lithium ion batteries as they are considered more robust and the materials are relatively more abundant [70]. NiMH batteries are not expected to make a significant contribution to grid-scale EES in the future.
**Lithium Ion Batteries**

The electrolyte in a lithium ion (Li-ion) battery is formed of lithium salts dissolved in organic compounds. During charging and discharging lithium ions move between the metal oxide cathode and the graphite carbon anode [37].

The concept of lithium ion batteries was suggested in the 1960s and they were first produced when a practical graphite anode was developed by Bell Laboratories. The first commercial batteries were produced by Sony in 1990. Since then, improvements in material science have allowed higher energy density and longer cycle life, of up to 10,000 cycles to be attained [37]. Li-ion batteries have a high efficiency and a flexible discharge time which can range from seconds to weeks. A Sankey diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2.12.

![Sankey Diagram](source [48])

They are currently expensive and experience negative effects if overcharged/discharged. There are also issues associated with overheating. As with most metal oxides, they are unstable at high temperatures and can release oxygen which leads to thermal runaway, fires and even explosions. To minimise these risks, the batteries are fitted with monitoring units to avoid overcharging [37]. Further disadvantages include poor performance when cycled over a range of discharge levels and concerns over the finite resource availability of lithium [71].

Li-ion batteries have been the most commonly used storage technology for portable and mobile applications since 2000. Currently, they take over 50% of the market share [37]. The high cell voltage levels mean a reduced number of cells, and associated electronics, can be used; one Li-ion cell can replace three NiCd cells. These cells can be scaled up for distribution scale EES and research and development over the coming years is expected to drive down
costs. The main challenge to using Li-ion batteries at a large scale is the high cost of internal protection circuits which prevent overcharging.

Lithium ion batteries are best suited to power quality applications; however, to date there have been a limited number of grid-scale installations. In 2015, there were 230 Li-ion battery installations world-wide totalling 310MW. However, only 7 of these were rated at greater than 10MW [34]. In 2013 UK Power Networks commissioned Europe’s largest Li-ion storage facility in Bedfordshire, UK. The 6MW/10MWh device was installed as a demonstration project to improve the understanding of the economic case for grid connected EES in distribution networks [72]. Despite the limited number of units in operation a recent report by Lux Research indicated that Li-ion batteries would dominate the grid-scale EES market in the future. 90% of all grid-scale EES projects proposed in 2014 used this technology [73].

In 2015 Tesla announced the launch of its Li-ion battery, Powerwall, intended for consumer use coupled with solar panels at a domestic level. Its intention is to create the infrastructure to enable the emerging electric vehicle industry in which Tesla is a market leader. However, the Powerwall product is also marketed at utility scale for grid applications [74]. Several other companies are working on Li-ion battery development including Kyushi Electric Power and Mitsibushi Heavy Industries. There is significant potential for cost reduction through mass production and refinement of the manufacturing process. Other research is focussed on enhancing materials used for cathodes. The expected cost reduction per kilowatt hour (kWh) of the battery, excluding protective equipment and power electronics, is presented in Figure 2.13.

![Figure 2.13 Lithium ion battery cost reduction since 2010 and cost projection to 2020 (source [34])](image)
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**Metal Air Batteries**

Metal air batteries consist of an anode made from a pure metal and a cathode connected to a continuous supply of air. Various metals could be used, but currently only zinc air batteries are technically feasible. Lithium would be a more attractive metal to use as it has a high specific energy but there is a high risk of fire from a reaction between the lithium and moisture in the air. The reaction rate of the battery is controlled by varying the flow of air.

To date there has been no grid-scale development of this technology. Electrical recharging of the battery is difficult and inefficient. Generally, the battery unit is replaced and the recharging process undertaken in a separate industrial location. If a more effective means of recharging could be developed, this type of battery could offer low material costs and high specific energy [45].

**Sodium Sulphur Batteries**

Sodium Sulphur (NaS) batteries are molten state batteries which use a sulphur coated anode and a molten sodium cathode. The temperature of the battery must be maintained within the range of 300-350°C to maintain the molten state of the cathode. When the battery is charged, sodium ions pass into a reservoir through an ion selective conductor. There is no self-discharge because the electrons cannot move across the conductor. When the battery is not in use, it is typically left in a molten state of charge. If it is cooled it must be reheated before it can be used which is time consuming.

These types of battery have a reasonable reputation for cycle life of up to 4,500 cycles. Provided they are kept in a charged state, they have fast response rate in the range of milliseconds. They can provide short bursts of power at six times their standard power rating and so can be used economically for energy shifting combined with power quality applications [45]. Further advantages include the relative abundance of the raw materials [49].

The main disadvantage is that a heat source is required, using energy and reducing the performance of the battery. However, if the batteries are cycled on a daily basis, with appropriate insulation, they can be kept in a molten state from the heat produced by their own reactions. There are also potential safety issues with molten sodium being in close proximity to molten sulphur. These are separated by only a brittle ceramic tube which, if damaged, would allow a runaway thermal reaction. This would lead to fires which could extend beyond the single cell and propagate through the entire battery unit.

A Sankey diagram of the NaS system is shown in Figure 2.14
There were major development programmes in Canada, Germany, Japan and the USA from 1960-1990, which (excluding Japan) focussed on applications for electric vehicles. For commercial and safety reasons all these development programmes were abandoned apart from the Japanese.

In the 1990s, NaS batteries were manufactured by a single Japanese company, NKG Insulators, which produced units of 50kW and typically 300-360kWh of storage capacity. These are not practical to use as a single unit and so 20 or more batteries are combined to make up a commercial plant with power ratings of approximately 1MW and energy capacities of 6-7MWh. Over 200 batteries have been deployed throughout Japan and Germany, France, the USA and UAE also have grid connected units [75].

Highly toxic hydrogen sulphide was released following a fire at a battery facility in September 2011. Following this incident, all production and operation was stopped pending investigation [44]. The investigation concluded that the fire was caused by a manufacturing defect leading to a short circuit in one of the cells. Manufacturing was resumed in 2012 with the addition of fuses and short circuit prevention plates. All units produced prior to the incident were recalled and retrofitted with the safety measures.

**Sodium Nickel Chloride Batteries**  
Sodium nickel chloride (NaNiCl) batteries consist of a nickel chloride cathode, a beta alumina separator and a liquid sodium anode. Similarly to the NaS battery, electrons cannot move through the beta alumina and so the battery experiences no self-discharge, although heating can consume up to 14% of the energy capacity per day [76]).
These batteries are also known as ZEBRA (Zero Emission Battery Research Activity) Batteries and have been commercially available since 1995. They are high temperature batteries and an operating temperature of 260-360°C is required to maintain a molten anode. Similarly to NaS batteries, they are generally left under charge and molten so that they are ready to use when required [45]. They are considered safer than NaS batteries and are fabricated from low cost materials.

Disadvantages include that preheating of the battery is required, there are safety concerns associated with molten sodium and they are not suitable for applications with short, frequent cycles.

A Sankey diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2.15.

![Sankey Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.15 Sankey diagram of sodium nickel chloride battery (source [48])**

NaNiCl batteries have been implemented in electric vehicles and future development is focused on this application with objectives to improve power density. There are higher energy versions available which would suit grid-scale applications including load balancing and asset upgrade deferral. However, there are few examples of these applications in practice. One example is a 400kW unit in development in Charlotte NC, USA which is used for smoothing output from solar power [2]. There is expected to be slow development in the future, as the batteries are currently only produced by one company, Beta R&D.
Flow batteries

Flow batteries contain two liquid electrolytes which are separated by an ion selective membrane. When discharging, selected ions are allowed to pass through the membrane and complete chemical reactions to produce electricity. Tanks are used to store the electrolytes which are pumped into the battery when needed. The power depends on the rate of electrode reactions occurring whereas the energy storage capacity is dependent on the tank size. A diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2.16.

![Flow battery system](source [77])

Flow batteries have a very long cycle life and are not sensitive to the depth of the discharge cycle. They can be recharged in the time it takes to exchange the tanks of spent electrolyte for ones containing charged electrolyte. The recharging of the electrolyte can then take place out with the system.

Disadvantages include that they have a low energy density and high capital and operation costs associated with the chemical plant pumping system and flow control. Their conversion efficiency is lower than most secondary batteries at 65-75% [48]. A Sankey diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2.17.
Flow batteries were first used for EES on long term space flights by NASA in the early 1970s. Now, they are considered to have potential for grid applications for storing electricity over longer periods of hours or even days for load balancing and standby power [45]. The technology has only been deployed for a limited number of grid applications. The Huxley Hill Wind Farm in Tasmania utilised a 200kW flow battery which was operational between 2003 and 2008. [78]

Future developments are focussed on safety and operability, but there are also opportunities to improve electrode technology enabling higher power densities. System costs have reduced significantly over the last five years as shown in Figure 2.18; however, there is not expected to be significant scope to reduce this much further in the short to medium term [34].
Redox Flow Batteries
Redox flow batteries use liquid or gas electrolytes and charge and discharge through reversible reduction and oxidation reactions. Many different combinations of electrolyte have been investigated, but only zinc/bromine and all vanadium units have been progressed. Vanadium units have proven most successful as there is inevitably some passage of metal ions across the membrane and with the same metal on both sides, the only result is a loss of energy. If different metals are used, there is also a reduction in the battery capacity as the electrolytes degrade [45].

The University of New South Wales, Australia, first developed redox flow batteries in the 1980s. Units up to 500kW and 10h have now been installed by SEI in Japan. Other companies including ZZB Energy and Cellstrom manufacture smaller units which can be combined to make up larger capacity plants [45].

Hybrid Flow Batteries
Hybrid flow batteries comprise an active mass stored in an electrochemical cell and a liquid electrolyte in a storage tank. They exhibit some features of secondary batteries and others of flow batteries.

Exxon developed a zinc-bromine hybrid flow battery in the early 1970s and several companies are now working on commercialisation of the technology. In the USA, ZBB Energy and Premium Power have developed 1MW 3MWh systems for utility applications. Smaller units for community storage are in development [45].

2.2.3 Chemical Storage Systems
There is potential to use electricity to produce hydrogen or synthetic natural gas for storage. This could then be converted back into electricity when required. These gases act as secondary energy carriers as they can be stored or transported to a location where they can be used. The over-all efficiency of the process is low, but it is the only concept which could enable storage of electricity in the terawatt hour (TWh) range. Additionally, the gas could be used for alternative applications including transport, heat and chemical industries as well as for electricity.

Hydrogen
A hydrogen storage system contains an electrolyser, a tank and a fuel cell. Using electricity, the electrolyser splits water into hydrogen and oxygen. This is an endothermic process which needs a heat source for the reaction to occur. Electricity is generated in the fuel cell using
Hydrogen and oxygen. For economic reasons, the oxygen is not stored during the splitting process but vented to atmosphere and then oxygen is taken from the air for power generation [45].

Various different approaches have been used to store hydrogen including in underground containers at high pressure, as a low temperature liquid and adsorbed in metal hydrides. Small volumes can be stored above ground at pressures of up to 900 bar. Larger volumes of thousands of cubic meters can be stored in salt caverns and underground piping systems at pressures of up to 200 bar [45].

The advantages of hydrogen storage are that the only emissions at the point of generation are water vapour and there is practically no self-discharge. The gas can be moved from the generation location if the demand is in a different place, but this would incur additional costs and reduce the roundtrip efficiency.

The disadvantages are the extremely low efficiency of around 30-40%, and potential safety issues surrounding hydrogen storage. Additionally, fuel cell technologies are currently very expensive [48]. A Sankey diagram of a hydrogen storage system is shown in Figure 2.19.

![Sankey Diagram](Image)

*Figure 2.19 Sankey diagram of hydrogen storage system (source [48])*

The processes involved use mature technologies which have been implemented extensively in the chemical industry. Transport and containment structures are also based on well-established technologies [48]. Various research and development projects have successfully demonstrated the feasibility of using hydrogen storage, but its low efficiency and high cost have prevented further commercialisation.
Synthetic natural gas

An alternative option for chemical storage is to form methane, or synthetic natural gas (SNG). This requires an additional process following the splitting of water to react hydrogen and carbon dioxide to form methane, a process known as methanation. SNG can be kept in pressurised tanks or fed directly into the gas grid. This process could make use of carbon dioxide from fossil fuel emissions.

Methanation is a continuous process so intermediate storage of hydrogen and carbon dioxide are required to ensure a continuous supply is available. Recently the power to methane concept has been piloted in several research and development projects [79].

The main advantages are that methane has a higher energy density than hydrogen and can make use of existing infrastructure; however, it has a very low roundtrip efficiency, even less than that of hydrogen storage and also it creates emissions at the point of electricity generation.

2.2.4 Electrical Storage Systems

Double layer capacitors

Capacitors store an electric charge between two conductors separated by a dielectric insulator. Conventional capacitors have a low energy density. Large, expensive and cumbersome dielectrics are needed if a high capacity is required. Super-capacitors operate based on the same principle as traditional capacitors, but their capacity and discharge current are significantly larger. Double layer capacitors (DLCs), a type of super-capacitor, do not have a conventional solid insulator. Instead, energy is stored at the interface between a porous conductive electrode and a liquid electrolyte ion conductor. The porosity of the electrode significantly increases the surface area [80]. The capacity of DLCs is one to two orders of magnitude larger than conventional capacitors.

The advantages of DLCs are a practically unlimited number of charge and discharge cycles, with a cycle stability of up to 1,000,000 cycles without degradation. However, regardless of the number of cycles, the solvents used have a time dependent lifespan of 5-6 years. DLCs are a durable technology with a high reliability and minimum maintenance required over their lifetime. Additionally, they can operate in a range of temperatures and environments. They have low inner resistance and so charge and discharge quickly making them well suited to high current loads. DLCs are not susceptible to overcharging and are relatively environmentally friendly and easy to recycle [48].
Disadvantages include that the technology is currently very expensive and has a high rate of self-discharge so it is not suitable for long term storage. A Sankey diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2.20. The technology is well suited to applications of voltage and frequency stabilisation.

![Sankey Diagram of a double layer capacitor system](source [48])

DLCs have been applied since the 1980s in consumer electronics to bridge short voltage failures and the technology is developing for grid-scale applications [45]. There have been limited examples of installations to date due to the prohibitive cost. This is expected to change with future developments of the technology to improve performance and reduce the cost in parallel with anticipated increased requirements for ancillary services.

Potential developments of the technology focus on three areas [63].

1. Electrode developments to increase the surface area further through use of composite materials and eliminate inter-particle resistances.
2. Electrolyte development to minimise fluid viscosity potentially by raising the fluid temperature.
3. Package development to minimise weight and series resistance.

Significant advances are expected to be made in the coming decades allowing DLCs to make a substantial contribution to grid-scale EES for high power applications in the future.

**Superconducting magnetic energy storage**

Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) devices use an electric current to create a magnetic field in a superconductor. The superconductor is cryogenically cooled to below its critical temperature. At steady state, the superconductor offers no resistance to electron flow.
so energy losses are effectively zero. Losses in SMES devices are associated with the cooling system [81]. A schematic of an SMES system is shown in Figure 2.21.

![Figure 2.21 Superconducting magnetic energy storage system (based on [82])](image)

SMES devices have an almost infinite lifecycle, are quick to charge and can provide rapid response to power requirements. They have no moving parts, but reliability is dependent on the refrigeration system. For short time periods, they can provide a very large power output and have a relatively high efficiency of around 90% [48]. A Sankey diagram of the storage process is shown in Figure 2.22. The energy density of the technology is low and the superconducting materials are only available at very high cost. The device also requires continuous cooling [45].

![Figure 2.22 Sankey diagram of superconducting magnetic energy storage system (source [48])](image)

SMES was first proposed in 1969 in France; However, it was research at the University of Wisconsin, in 1971, which led to manufacture of the first unit [83]. Following this, there was
worldwide development of the technology from companies including Hitachi, ISTEC, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation and ACCELL Instruments GmbH [37]. Large SMES systems are commonly used in physics experiments with high power requirements, in particle detectors and for nuclear fusion. There is limited commercial development for grid-scale applications of the technology as it is generally cost prohibitive. There are also environmental concerns with managing the large magnetic field. Where it is available, it is used for power quality and frequency regulation.

Research within the European Union has focussed on developing micro-SMES systems, with a capacity of less than 10MW. Countries such as Germany, Italy, Finland and Spain have made developments in this area. There has been less attention, until recently, paid to high temperature superconductors. However, there have been demonstration projects with superconductors functioning at around 20K. This is a significant improvement on the critical temperatures of around 4K which were needed when superconductivity was first discovered over 100 years ago. Research and development over the years has led to materials with critical temperatures of up to 100K being developed; however, these have not yet been demonstrated with SMES technology [63].

Increased temperature superconductors have the potential to allow this technology to become commercially viable; however, there are still several technical issues which must be overcome. For example high temperature superconductors are granular and boundaries between grains limit the transport of current. The technology has the potential to produce devices with 100MW capacity at 99% efficiency over a 40 year lifetime. This is anticipated to be a reasonable goal to have reached by 2050 [63].

2.2.5 Thermal Storage Systems

Cryogenic energy storage

Cryogenic Energy Storage (CES) stores liquid air or nitrogen in large volumes at atmospheric pressure in insulated tanks at cryogenic temperatures. The liquid can be liquefied onsite using electricity or imported through existing supply chains from the chemical industry. When electricity is needed, the liquid in the tank is expanded and used to drive a turbine. There are three discrete modules in the system for charging, storing and discharging [84]. A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 2.23
The advantages of CES are that there is an existing global supply chain of the components, the storage technology is not geographically constrained and there are no emissions associated with the electricity production. However, the technology has poor efficiency if the waste heat is not recovered. A Sankey diagram of the storage process is shown in Figure 2.24. There are also safety concerns regarding warming of the stored liquid which could cause a build-up of high pressure gas. Advocates of the technology argue that the chemical industry, which has extensive experience of liquid nitrogen, have robust procedures in place which can mitigate these risks [85].

Figure 2.23 Cryogenic energy storage process (source [85])

Figure 2.24 Sankey diagram of cryogenic energy storage system (source [48])
The technology is in the early stages of development. Highview Power Storage installed the first 350kW demonstration plant in the UK in 2012 [85]. A picture of the plant is shown in Figure 2.25. The technology has not yet been demonstrated at the MW scale. CES could make a significant contribution to EES applications which require large volumes of energy to be stored. The storage capacity can be easily increased at low cost by increasing the size or number of storage tanks. Similarly to flow batteries, the storage equipment is decoupled from the charging and discharging equipment, so the capacity and power ratings can be increased independently. There is further information on Highview’s liquid air energy storage system in Chapter 5 as the technology is used for an investment case study.

![Highview's 350kW liquid air energy storage demonstration project](source [85])

**Figure 2.25 Highview's 350kW liquid air energy storage demonstration project (source [85])**

**Pumped heat energy storage**

Pumped heat energy storage systems store energy as a temperature difference between two containers of mineral particulate such as gravel. Using electricity, heat is pumped out of the first container until it is cooled to approximately -160°C. The second container is heated to approximately 500°C. The containers are stored at a fixed temperature inside insulating covers. When required, the heat pump is reversed and used as an engine to generate electricity from the temperature difference [86].

The system is environmentally friendly with zero operating emissions and it does not use any hazardous materials. It has a long lifespan and can tolerate a large number of charging cycles. The cost of the system is relatively low and it makes use of local materials. The conversion efficiency is 70-80%, similar to that of PHS. A Sankey diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2.26.
The disadvantages are the potentially large footprint of the system and that the technology has not been demonstrated outside of a laboratory to show proof of concept. Isentropic, based in the UK, is currently developing the technology.

There is a wide range of potential applications for pumped heat storage which only exclude markets which require a response time of less than a few minutes. The units are expected to be in the range of 2-5MW capacity which will be built up to provide plants of larger capacity.

### 2.3 Technology Comparison

#### 2.3.1 Technical Comparison

A summary of the characteristics of the EES technologies is shown in Table 2.1 with their typical applications. The applications for EES are explained further in the Chapter 4.

Plotting EES technologies graphically enables a visual comparison of technologies to be made and shows more clearly which devices would be suited to which applications as shown in Figure 2.27. This shows that only PHS and CAES technologies offer high power ratings which can be delivered over very long time-frames for applications of large scale energy management. These technologies have poor power densities and are geographically constrained depending on the availability of appropriate sites for reservoirs or underground storage caverns.
Table 2.1 Summary of storage technology characteristics [37], [42], [45], [75]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Power Rating</th>
<th>Discharge Time</th>
<th>Response Time</th>
<th>Lifetime (years)</th>
<th>Cycle Life</th>
<th>Self-Discharge per Day</th>
<th>Appropriate Storage Duration</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Typical Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pumped Hydro</td>
<td>100-5,000MW</td>
<td>1-24h+</td>
<td>Seconds-Minutes</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>&gt;15,000</td>
<td>Very Small</td>
<td>Hours-Months</td>
<td>75-85</td>
<td>Time shifting, power quality, Emergency supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed Air</td>
<td>5-1,000MW</td>
<td>1-24h+</td>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>&gt;25</td>
<td>&gt;10,000</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Hours-Months</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>Time shifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flywheel</td>
<td>0-250kW</td>
<td>Miliseconds-15mins</td>
<td>&lt;Second</td>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>20,000-1,000,000</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>Seconds-Minutes</td>
<td>85-95</td>
<td>Power quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Acid Batteries</td>
<td>0-20MW</td>
<td>Second-Hours</td>
<td>&lt;Second</td>
<td>3-15</td>
<td>250-1,500</td>
<td>0.1-0.3%</td>
<td>Minutes-Days</td>
<td>85-90</td>
<td>Off-grid, emergency supply, time shifting, power quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel Cadmium / Nickel Metal Hydride Batteries</td>
<td>0-40MW</td>
<td>Seconds-Hours</td>
<td>&lt;Second</td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>1,500-3,000</td>
<td>0.2-0.6%</td>
<td>Minutes-Days</td>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>Off-grid, emergency supply, time shifting, power quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium Ion Batteries</td>
<td>0-10MW</td>
<td>Seconds-24h+</td>
<td>&lt;Second</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>500-10,000</td>
<td>0.1-0.3%</td>
<td>Minutes-Days</td>
<td>85-90</td>
<td>Power quality, network efficiency, off-grid, time shifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Air Batteries</td>
<td>0-10kW</td>
<td>Seconds-24h+</td>
<td>&lt;Second</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
<td>&gt;1,000</td>
<td>Very Small</td>
<td>Hours-Months</td>
<td>50-70</td>
<td>Off-grid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.1 (continued) Summary of storage technology characteristics [37], [42], [45], [75]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Power Rating</th>
<th>Discharge Time</th>
<th>Response Time</th>
<th>Lifetime (years)</th>
<th>Cycle Life</th>
<th>Self-Discharge per Day</th>
<th>Appropriate Storage Duration</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Typical Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Sulphur Batteries</td>
<td>50kW-8MW</td>
<td>Seconds-Hours</td>
<td>&lt;Second</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>2,500-4,500</td>
<td>~20%</td>
<td>Seconds-Hours</td>
<td>75-85</td>
<td>Power quality, time shifting, network efficiency, off-grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Nickel Chloride Batteries</td>
<td>0-400kW</td>
<td>Seconds-Hours</td>
<td>&lt;Second</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>~1,000</td>
<td>~15%</td>
<td>Seconds-Hours</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Time shifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Batteries</td>
<td>30kW-50MW</td>
<td>Seconds-10h</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>1,000-10,000</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Hours-Months</td>
<td>65-75</td>
<td>Time shifting, network efficiency, off-grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>0-500MW</td>
<td>Seconds-24h+</td>
<td>Seconds-Minutes</td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>10,000-100,000</td>
<td>Almost Zero</td>
<td>Hours-Months</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Time shifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Layer Capacitors</td>
<td>0-300kW</td>
<td>Miliseconds-60mins</td>
<td>&lt;Second</td>
<td>4-12</td>
<td>100,000-1,000,000</td>
<td>20-40%</td>
<td>Seconds-Minutes</td>
<td>75-95</td>
<td>Power quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting Magnets</td>
<td>100kW-10MW</td>
<td>Miliseconds-8s</td>
<td>&lt;Second</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>&gt;100,000</td>
<td>10-15%</td>
<td>Seconds-Minutes</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Power quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryogenic</td>
<td>100kW-30MW</td>
<td>1-8hours</td>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>20-40</td>
<td>Insufficient Experience</td>
<td>0.5-1%</td>
<td>Minutes-Days</td>
<td>55-75</td>
<td>Time shifting, network efficiency, off-grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumped Heat</td>
<td>2-5MW</td>
<td>1-24h+</td>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>Almost infinite</td>
<td>0.05-1%</td>
<td>Minutes-Months</td>
<td>72-80</td>
<td>Time shifting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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There is, however, a series of technologies serving applications which require a range of 100kW to 10MW of power. These technologies are best suited to distribution scale applications which have varying needs for power and delivery duration. These technologies could replace standing or spinning reserve or assist with peak shaving or load levelling at a local level.

Equally, there is a significant number of smaller power rated technologies which can discharge power rapidly. These technologies are suited to power quality applications such as frequency response and voltage control and will assist in managing smaller, but more frequent fluctuations in generation and consumption. These devices require rapid response rates and a relatively long cycle life in addition to fast discharge times to assist with these services.

Each technology has specific technical features and individual advantages and disadvantages. It is evident that there is no single EES device that will develop as a generic technology solution. Currently a range of technologies with different characteristics is being developed and it is likely that each of these will serve different applications forming multiple niche markets.

2.3.2 Commercial Comparison

In addition to exhibiting a range of technical characteristics, storage technologies vary significantly in cost and technology maturity. Figure 2.28 shows the relative development stages of different technologies. While systems may be technically developed, there may not be widespread use of them for grid-scale applications. There are further requirements to
improve reliability of some technologies before they can be implemented in the electricity industry. Additionally, costs must be reduced to make them commercially viable.

A summary of technology costs is outlined in Table 2.2. These costs are based on values reported by Chen et al [37] which are similar to those given by the Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) [48], but somewhat smaller than the costs reported by Arup [75]. Arup takes into account increases in cost estimates for near term scope of supply, or first-of-a-kind (FOAK) costs. In the longer term, once technologies have been proven at demonstration scale, the costs from Chen et al and EPRI are expected to be more appropriate. These should be representative of the costs of next-of-a-kind (NOAK) devices. It is difficult to access reliable cost data due to the commercially sensitive nature of the information and the lack of practical experience of EES projects. Developers may provide different costs based on different analysis assumptions in addition to differences in actual technology cost. Furthermore, project costs vary depending on size and location. A cost range is given for each technology to attempt to address these challenges. It should be noted that cost estimates vary by orders of magnitude between different sources. Values are left blank where there is insufficient information available.

Storage costs are formed from power related costs ($/kW) and energy related costs ($/kWh). For technologies which have discrete charging/discharging and storage modules such as flow batteries and CES, these costs are associated with the respective equipment for each function and can be scaled independently. For other devices, such as secondary batteries, these are approximations. In these cases, the power rating and storage capacity cannot be sized independently and the costings are more complex.
## Table 2.2 Summary of technology costs [37], [48]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Cost $/kW</th>
<th>Cost $/kWh</th>
<th>Cost $/kWh/Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pumped Hydro</td>
<td>600-2,000</td>
<td>5-100</td>
<td>0.1-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed Air</td>
<td>400-800</td>
<td>2-50</td>
<td>2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flywheel</td>
<td>250-350</td>
<td>1,000-5,000</td>
<td>3-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Acid Batteries</td>
<td>300-600</td>
<td>200-400</td>
<td>20-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel Cadmium / Nickel Metal Hydride Batteries</td>
<td>500-1,500</td>
<td>800-1,500</td>
<td>20-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium Ion Batteries</td>
<td>1,200-4,000</td>
<td>600-2,500</td>
<td>15-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Air Batteries</td>
<td>100-250</td>
<td>10-60</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Sulphur Batteries</td>
<td>1,000-3,000</td>
<td>300-500</td>
<td>8-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Nickel Chloride Batteries</td>
<td>1,500-3000</td>
<td>100-200</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Batteries</td>
<td>600-2,500</td>
<td>150-1,000</td>
<td>5-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>10,000+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Layer Capacitors</td>
<td>100-300</td>
<td>300-2,000</td>
<td>2-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting Magnets</td>
<td>200-300</td>
<td>1,000-10,000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryogenic</td>
<td>200-300</td>
<td>3-30</td>
<td>2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumped Heat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The storage and power related costs from Table 2.2 are presented graphically in Figure 2.29 which shows the range of cost estimates for each technology. This supports the conclusion that different EES technologies will be suited to different applications. Devices with the lowest costs per kWh but relatively higher costs per kW, such as CAES and PHS, would be applied to applications where large volumes of energy, but low power delivery requirements are
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needed. Alternatively, those with high costs per kWh, but low costs per kW, such as FES and DLCs, would be better applied where high power but low energy requirements are needed.

Figure 2.29 Graphical representation of power and energy related storage costs

Different applications can provide value in different ways and so it is not appropriate to directly compare the costs of all technologies. The cost per cycle is included to provide a metric for evaluating cost of energy storage for applications which require a frequent charge/discharge cycle. Some developers calculate a levelised cost of energy (LCOE) to provide a suitable metric on which storage costs can be compared to generation technologies. This is calculated, excluding discounting, by:

\[
LCOE = \frac{(CAPEX+O&M+E+D)}{EP}
\]  

(2.1)

where \( CAPEX \) is the capital expenditure, \( O&M \) is the operation and maintenance cost including replacement costs for any components, \( E \) is the cost of electricity used for charging over the lifetime of the device, \( D \) is the decommissioning cost and \( EP \) is the total lifetime electricity production. This calculation provides a single metric for cost comparisons to be made; however, there are a number of underlying assumptions which are depend on the specific technology type and electricity market under analysis. This includes the number of cycles carried out over the device lifetime and the cost of wholesale electricity. Furthermore, valuing storage with a metric which is directly comparable to generation technologies does not reflect the value of storage in providing flexibility. On an LCOE basis, storage cannot compete with generation technology as it is a net consumer of electricity.
Whatever metric is used to compare costs of EES, in most cases, a step change in technology cost is required to enable grid-scale applications.

2.4 Future Developments

There is no single EES technology which is yet commercially viable, capable of making a return for investors on a large scale, for grid applications. Technologies which are mature have high capital costs or significant environmental impacts and those which have potential to provide large power ratings have not yet been demonstrated. With a renewed interest in the industry, developments are expected to reduce costs leading to increased levels of deployment.

PHS is expected to remain the dominant technology being developed in countries where sites are still available. In 2013 the SBC Energy Institute reported 8.2GW of PHS under construction and a further 8.3GW planned which increases total global capacity of PHS by approximately 13% [42]. Additionally, existing plant is expected to be upgraded with variable speed turbines and underground and underwater PHS may develop in the longer term.

It is anticipated that CAES will develop rapidly in the USA where there are numerous suitable natural sites for storage caverns. There is further interest in Germany, South Korea and Canada [42]. With substantial funding being channelled into this technology, demonstration of adiabatic CAES is expected to improve the roundtrip efficiency leading to further deployments. However, the Boston Consulting Group anticipates that CAES will only form an interim solution with the market potential declining after 2020 due to the technology’s reliance on fossil fuels and limited flexibility [87].

Battery technology has not changed substantially since its invention over 200 years ago and limited deployment of large scale batteries is expected without significant reduction in price and improvement in cycle life. Improvements in safety standards and recycling techniques are expected as the industry develops. To date, developments have been made through empirical methods and there has been a lack of understanding of the fundamental processes which occur at the interfaces between electrodes and electrolytes. Advances in analytical and computational tools to understand these processes at an atomic level and time-scales down to femtosecond range will vastly improve knowledge in this area [88]. This may allow for improved designs with enhanced characteristics. Lead acid batteries are not expected to make a significant contribution to grid applications; however, Li-ion batteries are proving to be popular and Japan announced a three year subsidy scheme for this technology in 2012. The uptake of NaS batteries is expected to increase in the future; however, longer term, flow batteries may take...
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the majority share of the grid battery market [42]. Battery research must also take into account the resource scarcity of rare earth metals.

Flywheels will benefit from mass production and high performance engineering.; however, several failed projects in 2011 provided set-backs to for the technology. In USA, a project for frequency regulation was abandoned and in a lab in Germany, an engineer was killed which highlighted safety concerns [42]. Efforts are being made to optimise storage for longer durations for use in electric vehicles. Breakthroughs in technology from this industry may prove to be advantageous for grid-scale EES. However, FES devices are expected to contribute only to niche applications of voltage and frequency stabilisation due to their high levels of self-discharge.

Radical developments are anticipated for SMES and DLCs as EES. Developments in material science are expected to provide significant improvements in performance. Research on synthetic control of material architectures to refine grain size, structure and compositions could lead to breakthroughs in capacity, power and lifetime [88]. However, these devices are only expected to be used for high power, short duration applications.

Cryogenic energy storage and metal air batteries are expected to attract significant research interest due to their advantages of being environmentally benign. However, development of these technologies is anticipated to occur over a longer timescale due to a lack of experience to draw on from their use as electricity storage in other industries.

The focus for hydrogen development will be for use in hybrid vehicles. Cost and efficiency are expected to improve with research and more robust and reliable supply chains may be established. If there is an opportunity for this technology to transition into the grid-scale EES industry in the future, these developments will be advantageous.

The principal barrier to development of EES technology is high capital cost. Renewed interest in the industry has led to resources becoming available for research and development. This is expected to provide breakthroughs in performance and reductions in cost of many of the technologies discussed. To establish the commercial potential of each technology, further evidence is needed on the expected lifetime of the devices and the impact of duty cycles. Demonstration projects planned over the next decade will assist with obtaining this information.
2.5 Chapter Summary

A brief history of grid-scale EES was presented which highlighted the phases of development of EES in GB. Firstly, batteries were coupled with early generators to efficiently supply variable demand. Secondly, PHS was built in response to the expectation of large scale deployment of inflexible nuclear generators. Today, a third phase of EES development is underway in anticipation of a large penetration of intermittent renewable generation. Many different technologies are being developed. In this chapter, these were presented individually and then compared on a basis of technical and commercial characteristics. The range of advantages and disadvantages of each technology demonstrated the range of applications to which EES could be applied. These applications are discussed in more detail in the following chapter. Finally, potential future developments of EES technologies were discussed. Despite a number of existing grid-scale projects, EES requires significant research and development, to reduce costs and improve performance, and further demonstration of novel technologies, to provide operational experience and evidence of reliability and cycle life.
Chapter 3 System Benefits and Commercial Opportunities

This chapter discusses the system benefits and commercial opportunities of EES. The ‘cost’ of intermittency is discussed before introducing the applications of EES and its estimated value to the electricity system. The environmental and social implications of EES are then examined to highlight the additional benefits which are not readily monetised. Detrimental environmental impacts and the long term sustainability of EES devices are also considered to ensure that the overall objective of resolving the Energy Trilemma is not compromised by the short term goal of balancing variable renewables. These discussions establish a role for EES, highlighting the net positive contribution it could play in enabling a secure, sustainable and affordable electricity system. Understanding the value of storage at a system level highlights the benefits it could provide.

The revenue streams available to EES are then presented. Due to complex regulations in the electricity sector, these are distinct from its applications. Regulatory barriers which lessen and, in some cases, prevent access to income are also presented. Support for EES is discussed, firstly in GB followed by other countries which are taking action to reduce the market barriers EES faces. Finally, action which could be taken to remove the barriers to deployment of storage are suggested.

This chapter draws together literature on the potential system value of EES demonstrating the benefits that storage could provide to the electricity system. By contrast, it highlights the
barriers to market entry for EES which currently exist establishing a disparity which exists between the commercial and system level benefits of EES.

3.1 The Cost of Intermittency

The penetration of variable renewable generation has increased in recent years as efforts have been made to decarbonise the electricity industry. This is expected to increase further in the coming decades as the cost of onshore and offshore wind and solar generators reduces and as wave and tidal technologies are proven commercially [89]. In addition, under the LCPD, many coal generators in Europe, which previously provided dispatchable generation¹, are being mothballed [90]. These changes are expected to bring increased costs to the electricity system. The potential to minimise these costs has prompted a resurgence of interest in EES. To understand the role and value of EES, the cost of intermittency must first be understood.

When discussing the impact of intermittency, it is useful to consider the definitions of the terms below:

1. System adequacy: the ability of the electricity system to meet the demand of all consumers at all times. It is a measure used for long term planning and capacity investment decisions [91];
2. System reliability: the ability of the system to manage unexpected events such as generator outages. It is related to the short-term management of the system and is a measure of system security [91];
3. Loss of load probability (LOLP); the probability, in a fixed time period, of an occurrence where there is insufficient capacity to meet demand [92]. It does not indicate the frequency, duration or severity of the capacity shortage;
4. Capacity credit: the amount of conventional generation in an electricity system which can be displaced by an intermittent generator. There are several variations on how it is calculated. The UK Energy Research Centre (UKERC) defines it as the amount of thermal capacity which can be replaced by an intermittent generator without increasing the LOLP [91].

There is a significant body of research on the cost of intermittency spanning over 25 years. A brief summary is presented below which draws substantially from [91] where a more thorough review of the literature can found. The majority of the research to date focusses on costs

¹ Dispatchable generation refers to electricity output which can be turned on, off or adjusted on demand.
associated with integrating wind power; reflecting the relative maturity of this technology compared to other renewable generators.

Studies conclude that with wind power penetration of up to 20% in the UK, an additional 10-20% reserve capacity is needed to maintain sufficient system adequacy. This leads to additional costs of approximately £5/MWh [91]. A wide range of cost values is reported, suggesting that costs are sensitive to specific assumptions in each model. In all cases, as more wind power is deployed, the costs rise because the capacity credit of wind diminishes as its penetration increases [93].

Costs associated with maintaining system reliability are also estimated at approximately £5/MWh. Similarly, this would increase with higher penetrations of wind as issues become more difficult to manage when the remainder of the system is less capable of flexibility [91].

In addition to costs associated with maintaining system adequacy and reliability, there is expected to be reduced efficiency of thermal plant running at part load in response to increased wind power output. Estimates of the effect of this range from negligible impact up to a reduction in potential fuel savings of 7% [91]. As with other costs, this would be expected to increase as the penetration of wind power increased.

As more wind power is deployed, more is curtailed, primarily due to network constraints limiting the amount of electricity which can be transmitted from wind farms to loads. Estimates of curtailment of wind power output range from zero to up to 7% [91] with 20% installed wind capacity. As wind capacity increases, without significant enhancement of transmission and distribution infrastructure, larger quantities of electricity will be curtailed on more frequent occasions due to grid constraints. In addition, there is the potential for wind power to be curtailed for periods where output exceeds demand.

Increased intermittent power will also have an effect on the wholesale price of electricity. Research shows that significant penetrations of wind power will be likely to reduce the average electricity price – as a result of the minimal marginal price of wind power – but increase the range and variability – due to its variable output [94], [95]. While lower average prices may be beneficial, price spikes, allowing peaking generators to recover their fixed costs, are expected to become less frequent and more volatile. As a result, the market for generation capacity will be higher risk and investment capital more expensive [26].

Solutions which provide flexibility would be beneficial to reduce the costs associated with integrating large amounts of intermittent renewable energy into the existing electricity system.
They will become essential if complete decarbonisation of the sector is ever achieved. EES is one technology which could provide this flexibility. Alternative solutions, such as enhanced interconnections, DSR and smart grid technologies, are also expected to contribute. However, storage is unique in that it can provide flexibility independently of demand as well as offering services which can improve system control and power quality.

3.2 Applications for Electrical Energy Storage

The benefits that EES can bring to the electricity system are summarised in Figure 3.1. These span a range of applications across the entire value chain of the industry including generation, transmission, distribution and operational savings. The principal applications for EES are outlined below.

![Figure 3.1 Benefits of electrical energy storage (source [96])](image)

3.2.1 Provision of Ancillary Services

Ancillary services are procured through bilateral contracts and spot markets. Any EES device which is capable of meeting the required criteria would be able to bid in these markets to offer provision of ancillary services.

**Fast reserve**

Fast reserve services must respond automatically to an electronic request from the system operator when the service is required. In GB, devices must be capable of ramping up to full
power at a rate of at least 25MW per minute and must provide a minimum of 50MW for up to 15 minutes [97]. Example response profiles are shown in Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2 Typical fast reserve profile (source [97])]

**Frequency response**

To ensure security of supply, the system frequency must be maintained at a nominal level within specified limits. If the consumption exceeds generation, the system frequency will reduce; if generation is greater than consumption, the system frequency will increase.

Regulation services handle rapid fluctuations in frequency. These are rapid response generators which are connected to the grid and operate with a governor to allow automatic response to changes in frequency [98]. Load following services also make use of online equipment to manage fluctuations, but over slightly longer time periods than regulation services. These tend to be over intervals of around ten minutes rather than minute to minute. Regulation and load following services are preventative security measures which are provided continuously with fairly small actions that are largely predictable.

Primary frequency response is a regulation service which is activated within seconds of a change in frequency to recover it back to its nominal level. After a fixed time period, secondary frequency response mechanisms come online to replace primary response services. The time at which secondary response mechanisms are activated varies between different countries, but is usually in the range of 30 seconds to 15 minutes. If required for longer periods of time, usually greater than an hour, tertiary response (or reserve) can be called upon by the system operator.

In GB, frequency response services are provided through mandatory frequency response, which all large generators connected to the grid are obliged to supply, and firm frequency response, procured through a separate tender process [99]. Generators are considered to be
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large if their installed capacity is greater than 100MW in England and Wales. In SPTL and SHELT transmission territories, the limits are 30MW and 10MW respectively [100]. To provide firm frequency response, devices must have a minimum power output of 10MW [101].

Reactive Power Services

Voltage must also be maintained within prescribed limits to make the transmission system secure and reduce the likelihood of insulation failures. Provision of voltage control is also called reactive power support service. Voltage control is provided by both generators which can control their reactive power output and by separate reactive power resources such as mechanically switched capacitors, reactors and tap changing transformers [102].

Similarly to frequency response, in GB, these services are provided through both obligatory services, mandatory for large generators, and enhanced reactive power services, which are procured through a separate tender process [103].

Black start capability

Following a system failure, black start services may be required. Restarting large thermal generators requires electric power to drive auxiliary equipment such as pumps and fans. This will not be available if the system has collapsed [104]. Often small diesel generators or hydro plants are used for these services. Sufficient black start services must be available to ensure prompt restart of the system at any time.

Partial or total shut down of the GB system is not common and black start services are rarely called upon, but high reliability is essential when they are. Requirements for providing black start services include [105]:

- capability to start at least one generation unit without external supply of electricity;
- ability to maintain voltage and frequency when loaded in discrete blocks of between 30 and 50MW; and
- ability to provide at least three sequential black start supplies in case tripping occurs during the re-instatement period.

3.2.2 Peak Shaving

EES can store electricity during off peak hours and release it to serve peak demand. This would reduce the requirement for investment in peaking generators and distribution network infrastructure, which is also sized for local peak loads [75].
3.2.3 Load Levelling

By charging and discharging in response to variations in demand, EES could be used to average out fluctuations in load throughout the day allowing thermal generators to run at a constant, optimal level improving their efficiency [44].

3.2.4 Integration of Renewable Power

Smoothing the output from renewable generators would allow them to be integrated more easily into the electricity system. EES could prevent curtailment of renewable output by storing electricity during periods of grid congestion and releasing it when there is spare transmission capacity. This would offset investment requirements in transmission network infrastructure by making more effective use of existing assets [106].

3.2.5 Long Term Storage

There are concerns that a system with a high penetration of wind power may experience a high pressure weather system during winter leading to several days with significantly reduced output [44]. EES with long term storage capability and large capacity could be used to overcome these challenges. Historically, daily electricity consumption in January in the UK has been just over 1TWh [107]. An electricity storage device must be capable of storing 3TWh of electricity and discharging power at approximately 60GW to meet peak demand if it were to deliver electricity over a period of 3 days with no other power output. There is not currently an EES device capable of storing such large volumes of electricity. An extension of this application is seasonal storage of electricity to even out variations in demand over the year and allow a reduction in generation capacity. Historically, electricity demand has not varied significantly from summer to winter, with average demand increasing from approximately 30-35MW in July to 40MW in January [107]. However, if heating is electrified, this will change significantly. In 2014, domestic gas demand reduced from approximately 120TWh in the first quarter of the year to approximately 30TWh in the third quarter [108]. This change is attributed to increased requirements for gas heating over the winter months. To manage such fluctuations, after accounting for conversion efficiencies, storage capacities of several hundred terawatt hours would be required. This is not expected to be an economically viable application of EES [44].

3.2.6 Consumer Applications

Industrial consumers who require an uninterrupted power supply could use EES for backup power, replacing diesel generators which are traditionally used for this purpose. EES could
also be used in consumer homes to shift demand to off peak times. However, this would require time of use tariffs as an incentive, which are not common in GB.

3.2.7 Comparison of Applications

The applications presented require different characteristics such as speed of response, discharge time, storage capacity, power rating and frequency of cycles. Figure 3.3 shows a selection of applications arranged by power rating and discharge time.

![Figure 3.3 Applications of storage arranged by discharge time and power rating (source [109])](image)

This can be compared to Figure 2.27 in the previous chapter which shows storage technologies arranged by the same characteristics. This highlights which technologies are best suited to which applications, for example, PHS and CAES are well suited to provision of energy management, whereas FES and DLCs would be more useful for uninterruptible power supply services. It is evident that no single EES technology could fulfil all the applications. In order to deliver the range of applications which EES can serve, a range of diverse technologies must be developed.

3.3 The Value of Storage

3.3.1 System Value

Many studies attempt to quantify the system savings which could be made through implementing EES. These studies model the entire electricity system and optimise the inputs for the lowest total system cost. A wide range of values is reported with optimum storage capacity in the UK in 2050 ranging from 7GW to 59GW [5]. There are two principal reasons
for this inconsistency: inadequacies in modelling EES, which requires high spatial and temporal resolution to capture the full range of benefits, and uncertainty surrounding the landscape of the future electricity system.

Many system optimisation models have coarse temporal resolutions which implement investment decisions over a timescale of several years [6]. By comparison, system balancing, to which EES could contribute significant savings, occurs over a timescale of seconds, minutes or hours. Other studies, which have a shorter time step and consider the value of EES in the balancing market, do not capture the longer term benefits of storage in reducing the need for generation capacity [8] [9] [10]. Furthermore, both system and balancing models commonly over simplify transmission and distribution networks, neglecting the benefits of EES in reducing grid congestion.

A report by Imperial College, London for the Carbon Trust [2] attempts to address some of these inadequacies by modelling the electricity system in the UK over a range of time scales and aggregating savings across different sectors. The system model, DSIM (Dynamic System Investment Model), was developed to carry out the analysis, which optimised the total electricity system costs: a combination of short term operational costs and long term investment costs. The transmission network was represented by 5 different zones: Scotland, North England and Wales, the Midlands, London and South England and Wales. Distribution areas were represented by statistically configured networks. EES was included using generic storage characteristics, selected to be technology agnostic. While this enabled a technology neutral approach to be taken, it risked that the characteristics, and corresponding costs, were not representative of any feasible EES technology. Headline results estimated that, at the lowest cost, EES could bring savings of over £10bn per year to the UK by 2050. Figure 3.4 shows the allocation of annual savings of transmission connected (bulk) and distribution connected (distributed) storage where: OPEX is operational expenditure, CAPEX is capital expenditure, G is generation, T is transmission, IC is interconnection, D is distribution and S is storage. The savings in system CAPEX and OPEX are shown as positive, while the EES cost is represented as a negative saving. A range of EES costs were investigated and the optimum capacities and resulting system savings calculated for each. The marker on each bar shows the net savings; the total system savings subtract the EES costs. The results show that the largest savings were attributed to system OPEX followed by generation CAPEX.
Alternative scenarios and competing sources of flexibility were also investigated. Results showed that the annual savings of EES reduced by £0.9bn/year after introducing DSR, but there was less impact from both increased interconnection and flexible generation with reductions of £0.6bn/year and £0.4bn/year respectively [110].

Most recently, Strbac has concluded that the true value of storage is only evident when considering stochastic planning of the electricity system [110]. For any deterministic model, systems will be optimised without EES, favouring conventional generation; however, when the uncertainty of future energy scenarios is considered, the flexibility that storage provides significantly reduces the over-all costs.

3.3.2 Market Value

In addition to academic research, commercial studies have attempted to quantify the future market value of EES. These estimates also vary significantly between analysts; however,
details of modelling are not largely in the public domain so it is difficult to determine the reasons for discrepancies. A range of valuations of the annual global market size from Lux Research [111], Pike Research [112] and SBI Energy [113] is shown in Figure 3.5. Despite the considerable variation, all reports show that the size of the EES market will increase significantly within the next decade.

![Figure 3.5 Estimates of annual global market value for grid connected storage][111], [112], [113]

Figure 3.6 shows the historic growth of the market from 2006-2012 based on the sum of the cost of projects which were deployed globally each year. Many demonstration projects are completed at a high cost and often at a loss to developers in an attempt to de-risk the technology by proving its technical viability [111]. Additionally, government funding has skewed the historic market size where start up grant capital has been available to support early stage technologies. Many forecasts are based this on historic growth which creates an overly optimistic perception of the market potential based on unsustainable sources of funding [111].

![Figure 3.6 Historic global market growth of grid connected electricity storage market (source [111])][111]
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3.4 Environmental and Social Effects

There are additional environmental and social benefits of EES which are not captured in system models.

1. Savings from reduced curtailment of renewable energy and more efficient use of conventional generators are commonly reported in terms of fuel savings which do not capture the true environmental value of reducing emissions.

2. Using EES to reduce peak demand would contribute to more stable wholesale electricity prices reducing the risk associated with investing in generation capacity and lowering the cost of capital [20].

3. Creation of a new industry would contribute to the economy bringing additional jobs associated with manufacturing, installation and maintenance of EES. Estimates for the net contribution of the EES to the UK economy range from £6bn-£34bn by 2050 [5].

Despite the benefits, there are also detrimental impacts which must be considered. When assessing the contribution of EES, the interim objective of integrating more renewable energy must not take precedence over the ultimate goal of achieving a secure, sustainable and affordable electricity system. The energy used to produce, operate and maintain the EES unit must be considered in conjunction with its direct environmental impacts. As with the costs of EES technologies, these effects are challenging to quantify as they are dependent on the specific technology, project location and its application. The electricity source used during charging and displaced during discharging will also affect the environmental impact of EES.

3.4.1 Energy Stored on Energy Invested

Various measures are used to compare the energy required to generate electricity including the energy returned on invested (EROI)\(^2\) and the energy payback time\(^3\) [114]. These parameters cannot objectively be compared between generators and EES technologies, which are net consumers of electricity. Instead, Barnhart and Benson [115] propose a new parameter of energy stored on invested (ESOI) to quantify the lifecycle energetic costs of EES. ESOI is the ratio of the total electrical energy discharged from a device in its lifetime to its embodied primary energy. This accounts for the expected depth of discharge and number of cycles a

\(^2\) EROI is the ratio of usable energy the plant produces over its lifetime to the total energy invested to make the energy usable.

\(^3\) Energy payback time, also called the energy amortization time, is the time after which the energy produced by a generation plant equals the energy invested.
device would complete in its life and so should only be used to compare EES devices intended for similar applications. Figure 3.7 shows the ESOI calculated for CAES, PHS and a number of battery storage devices.

![Figure 3.7 Energy stored on invested for a range of electrical energy storage technologies (source [115])](image)

The low ESOI of batteries is mainly due to the energy intense processes used to mine the raw materials and the short cycle life of the devices. A conventional lead acid battery has an ESOI of two implying that it is only capable of storing twice as much energy as was used to produce it. PHS and CAES have significantly higher ESOI values as they use less energy intensive materials and have significantly longer cycle lives.

### 3.4.2 Material Resource Requirements

In addition to energy costs for fabrication, EES devices require raw materials which may make the technologies themselves unsustainable. Research in this area relates predominantly to batteries which generally depend more on scarce materials than other EES devices [116]. Figure 3.8 shows the global production, cost and embodied energy of various elements used in EES technologies plotted against the element abundance in the Earth’s crust. The element abundance is reported by lithospheric mass fraction which is the ratio of the mass of the element present in the lithosphere to the total mass of the lithosphere. The colour of the

---

4 The Earth’s lithosphere is its outermost shell which includes the crust, from which elements are mined, and a portion of the upper mantle [301]
element corresponds to the EES technology it is used in. The blue lines represent a linear regression of the data with the grey areas showing the 95% confidence interval for the data.

Figure 3.8 (top) Average annual global production of elements used in energy storage technologies (2006-2011), (middle) Price of elements, (bottom) Embodied energy used to extract element (source [115])
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The graphs demonstrate the generally lower production, higher cost and higher embodied energy of the rarer materials [115]. Notable is the relatively low abundance of elements essential for Li-ion and NaS batteries. Further information on the lifecycle analysis of battery technologies can be found in [116].

3.4.3 Environmental Performance

Conversely to research on material resource requirements, studies on the environmental performance of EES focus on PHS. Figure 3.9 shows the land use per MW for a range of storage technologies. PHS has the largest footprint as a result of its low energy density [117]. Other studies report considerably higher figures for PHS of up to 4,000m²/MW [106]. Batteries, which tend to have high power densities benefit from smaller physical footprints.

![Figure 3.9 Land use of energy storage technologies (source [117])]()

The principal impacts of PHS are a result of water and land use which have consequential effects on local biodiversity and visual impacts. Specific case studies on the environmental impact of operational PHS projects can be found in [118].

3.4.4 Greenhouse Gas Emissions

CAES emits carbon dioxide (CO₂) directly when discharging electricity as it combusts natural gas. The quantities are estimated to be around one third of a conventional gas turbine at 100-150 grams CO₂ equivalent per kWh [117]. Adiabatic CAES, which recycles the heat generated during compression for use during the expansion process, could eliminate these emissions; however, the technology has not yet been proven.
PHS reservoirs may also cause greenhouse gas emissions. If biomass is left in place during flooding of reservoirs, it may decay both aerobically and anaerobically, producing CO$_2$ and methane. If biomass is cleared before flooding, there would be an increase in atmospheric CO$_2$. Furthermore, reservoirs transport carbon sediment from the surrounding ecosystem into the atmosphere. There is a tendency for shallow reservoirs in hot climates to be more problematic; however, there is no consensus in the research community on the impact of gas emissions from reservoirs, with valuations ranging from 0.2-152 grams CO$_2$ equivalent per kWh [118].

Further to direct operational emissions, the net emissions of EES depend on the electricity used to charge the device. Figure 3.10 shows the lifecycle CO$_2$ emissions from CAES, PHS, a Vanadium-redox battery (VRB) and a polysulfide-bromide-redox flow battery (PSB) as a function of the emissions from the primary electricity source used during charging.

As CAES combines natural gas with compressed air during the discharging process, a relatively small portion of primary electricity is used resulting in the shallow slope seen in Figure 3.10. Emissions from CAES and PHS are equal when the primary electricity generator produces approximately 425 tonnes CO$_2$ equivalent per GWh which is roughly equal to current emissions from the most efficient CCGTs [119]. If the primary electricity generator is coal, CAES is the least polluting storage solution; however, if the primary generator is renewable or nuclear, PHS has lower emissions. In general, it is fossil fuel generation which is displaced when energy storage is discharged, which would further reduce the net system CO$_2$ emissions. Studies of lifecycle emissions of EES conclude that any combination of renewables or nuclear
generation with energy storage will produce significantly less CO\textsubscript{2} emissions than a fossil fuel based generation system [119], reaffirming the value of EES.

3.5 Revenue Streams for Storage

It is evident that there are benefits of EES; however, without accessible revenue streams, sufficient to cover the costs and risks associated with EES, it will not be implemented. While some applications, such as ancillary services, can provide direct sources of income, some sources of revenue are not directly related to a single application. Furthermore, some benefits of EES are not rewarded financially in the current market.

3.5.1 Energy Trading

The most apparent source of income for EES is through energy trading, or arbitrage, purchasing electricity off-peak when the price is low and selling it during peak hours when the price is high. Many economic case studies are based on arbitrage [20], [120], [121], [22], [122]. The economic evaluation is similar to that of a generator; however, the primary energy is traded on the same market as the final product. Retail customers are generally charged a fixed tariff for electricity and so energy trading requires interaction with wholesale electricity markets.

The majority of electricity in GB is traded through private bilateral exchanges in forward markets [123]. These provide long term contracts with comparatively stable prices. The price spread between peak and overnight prices is approximately £4/MWh for summer contracts and £8/MWh for winter contracts which does not provide sufficient revenue for EES [124].

Around 3\% of electricity is traded on the power exchange, a spot market operating up to an hour ahead of real time [123]. As a market of last resort, the spot market exhibits high price volatility which is reflected by more significant price spreads between peak and off-peak hours. As a result, the spot market presents more favourable prices to enable EES to trade; however, the revenue is also higher risk [22].

3.5.2 Participation in the Capacity Market

In GB, there were concerns that with increasingly high levels of intermittent generation and market flaws, such as short term demand side inelasticity, there were insufficient market signals to trigger the required investment in generation capacity. To address this, a capacity mechanism was introduced as outlined below as part of the recent Electricity Market Reform (EMR) [125]:


A forecast of future peak demand is made on behalf of Government by Ofgem, the System Operator or other technical experts;

- Ministers agree the total amount of capacity required to ensure security of supply based on this forecast;

- The agreed volume of capacity is contracted through a competitive central auction run by the System Operator 4-5 years ahead of the delivery year;

- The participants successful in the auction enter into capacity agreements and receive an agreed revenue stream to cover the cost of the plant capacity. In return, the plant is committed to provide electricity when called upon for a stress event. If they cannot deliver when required, they face high penalties;

- The cost of the capacity payment is split between the electricity suppliers in the delivery year.

The capacity market provides an additional revenue stream for EES. The first auction results were released in December 2014 for delivery of capacity in 2018. The clearing price of £19.30/kW/year was lower than expected [126]. As a result no new EES projects were enabled through the capacity mechanism. The only EES which was able to compete was existing PHS which was only eligible for contracts of a single year. Thermal generation accounted for over 80% of the contracted capacity [126]. EES provides additional benefits when compared to conventional generation; however, when competing directly, thermal generators provide a lower risk and lower cost investment than FOAK deployments of EES.

In addition to competing with existing generators, capacity providers face considerable penalties if they fail to deliver during a stress event. These penalties present significant barriers to entry for new technologies which do not have sufficient operational experience to provide confidence in their reliability. Furthermore, specific to EES, is the challenge of providing energy for the open ended duration of any stress event [109]. EES has a finite storage capacity and cannot provide power indefinitely. Penalties are linked to the value of lost load which has been estimated at up to £17,000/MWh [127]. The scale of the penalties faced is currently prohibitive for many EES devices.

### 3.5.3 Ancillary Service Markets

Some specific ancillary services are outlined in Section 3.2.1 which could provide direct revenue streams for EES. In general, ancillary services have minimum power requirements which providers must meet and many small to medium sized EES projects would not qualify. To enable these devices to participate, aggregator services can be employed. Aggregators
provide access to ancillary service markets for smaller energy resources which are combined to provide a single larger megawatt response which would fulfil qualification criteria [128]. While this does carry additional contractual costs, a single agreement can be arranged enabling access to multiple ancillary service markets [128].

Ancillary service markets are continuously evolving and products and services vary from one year to the next [128]. National Grid does not usually contract services for periods longer than two years and revenues can be unpredictable which makes them relatively high risk. Figure 3.11 shows National Grid’s spending on frequency response services from 2007-2015. This shows a general increase in spending on frequency response, largely expected due to the increased volume of intermittent wind power connected to the system. However, there is an unexpected reduction in spending in 2013-2014. When queried on this, National Grid commented that it did not reflect the contracted volumes of frequency response services, which did not change considerably from the previous year, but was due to changes in the company’s tender strategy which was continuously under review [124]. This highlights one aspect of risk that the ancillary service markets are exposed to.

![Figure 3.11 National Grid expenditure on frequency response services (source [124])](image)

Spending on fast reserve and black start services has increased over the last decade [129] and Ofgem anticipates that these trends will continue in the future [130]. Despite the uncertainty, the size of the ancillary service markets is expected to grow providing more potential opportunities for EES. In addition to growing requirements for existing services, new service markets are expected to emerge including inertia services and additional balancing reserve services [128].
System inertia is currently provided by synchronous generators from thermal plant connected to the grid. This is slowly being removed as conventional generators are mothballed and more non-synchronous generation, including wind and solar, is connected. A reduction in system inertia will cause the rate of change of system frequency to increase in response to an incident such as the loss of a generator [128]. As an alternative to procuring additional frequency response, National Grid could use synthetic inertia from a new ‘system inertia service’ to provide rapid frequency response for periods of 0.5-4 seconds. This would present an ideal market for some EES technologies and would reward the speed within which some systems can respond. A similar service has been introduced in North America to provide additional compensation for provision of rapid response [128] and Ireland have also proposed a new synchronous inertia response service [131].

### 3.5.4 Distribution Network Services

An important application of EES is its potential to defer spending on traditional distribution network reinforcement. In economic models this is accounted for as a system saving [110] and is not currently a direct source of revenue. UK Power Networks is investigating the business case for EES in distribution networks through a demonstration project called Smarter Network Storage. The project is supported by £13.2m of funding from the Low Carbon Network Fund and an additional £5.5m from UK Power Networks and other partners [132].

The Smarter Network Storage project is testing a 6MW, 10MWh lithium ion battery facility at Leighton Buzzard primary substation. The substation comprises two 33/11kV 38MVA transformers fed by two 33kV overhead lines with a winter rating of 35.6MVA [133]. Peak demand at Leighton Buzzard has exceeded the firm capacity limit for between 9 and 37 days in each of the last 5 years. During these periods, additional capacity has been transferred from neighbouring parts of the network; however the transfer capacity limit is 2MVA and the demand is forecast to grow with expectations that the limits will be breached in the future. The conventional response would be to reinforce the network with a third 33kV circuit and 38MVA transformer providing an additional 36MVA of firm capacity which is expected to be overrated for a number of years [133]. Reducing peak demand at Leighton Buzzard could delay the need for reinforcement for a number of years or potentially avoid it completely. The installation of a distribution-connected EES device is being trialled to investigate the operation strategy and commercial arrangements which could enable this. The traditional and storage reinforcement options for the Leighton Buzzard site are shown in Figure 3.12.
UK Power Networks has proposed a number of business models which could provide revenue to an EES device from a DNO ranging from direct ownership by the DNO to arrangements for contracted services. Details of these can be found in [133]. There are also a number of challenges associated with the operation of EES in a distribution network. These are discussed in Section 3.6.

### 3.5.5 Consumer Markets

**Large Domestic Consumers**

Opportunities for domestic consumers to benefit from EES may emerge in the future. Domestic solar power producers benefit from a feed-in-tariff payment for the electricity they generate and additionally an export tariff paid for 50% of the electricity they produce [134]. This is calculated, in the absence of time of use meters, on the assumption that 50% of the electricity produced is consumed locally and the remainder is exported to the National Grid. This ratio is fixed regardless of how much electricity the domestic producer consumes. As a result, owners can benefit from reduced electricity bills, without affecting their payments, during periods where they can use the electricity generated from their solar panels. With the implementation of domestic EES, they could store the electricity they produce when it is sunny to use it when they needed it. Retail electricity prices are not currently high enough to justify
an investment in domestic EES, but if prices increase significantly there may be a viable business case for this application in the future.

**Commercial Consumers**

There is scope for commercial consumers to gain revenue from EES by providing relief for electricity suppliers from transmission and distribution use of network charges.

The cost of operating the transmission network is driven by peak demand and is recovered via a system called triad charging. Triad season runs from November to February each year and, at the end of the season, the three half hourly periods with maximum system demand are identified. Suppliers are charged their customer’s average consumption in each network zone, during each triad period, multiplied by the charge for that zone [135]. The charges for each network zone for 2014-2015 are shown in Table 3.1 which demonstrates the higher prices in the relatively more populous areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Zone</th>
<th>Triad Charge (£/kW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern Scotland</td>
<td>11.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Scotland</td>
<td>16.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>22.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>25.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire</td>
<td>25.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merseyside and North Wales</td>
<td>26.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>28.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midlands</td>
<td>29.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>29.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Wales</td>
<td>27.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East</td>
<td>32.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>34.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>33.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West</td>
<td>33.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If customers can avoid consuming electricity, or generate it locally from EES, during the triad periods they can save money for electricity suppliers. Generators can typically negotiate 90-95% of the share of triad savings from a supplier [135]. However, triad periods are not known
in advance and most generators run for 25-30 hours during a triad season in response to warnings from market forecasters. Payment is only received for a maximum of the three actual half hour triad periods where savings are made [135]. Triad savings are unlikely to be a sufficient revenue stream to justify the cost of EES on their own; however, they could provide additional income to a storage operator at a high value for a small number of hours per year enabling alternative revenue streams to be accessed for the remainder.

The cost of delivering electricity through the distribution system is recovered by local DNOs through distribution use of system charges which vary regionally and depend on the voltage level at which the customer is connected. Large consumers, connected at high voltage levels, are charged through traffic light systems which define the peak periods throughout the year [128]. An example of the periods defined by the traffic light system is shown in Figure 3.13.

![Traffic light time bands for distribution use of system charges](source [128])

Prices during the red time band are typically only slightly lower than domestic consumer rates and can be orders of magnitude larger than those in other time bands [136]. A consumer could make use of EES to charge during the green time band and discharge during the red time band, receiving significant revenue.

### 3.5.6 Aggregating Revenue Streams

It is generally concluded from economic models that currently deployment of EES for a single application is not economically viable [137]. Commercial trials from the Smarter Network Storage project support this conclusion [128]. Ancillary service markets do not provide sufficient revenue to justify investment in EES, when conventional generators can provide similar services at a lower cost, and applications which alleviate peak demand lead to
underutilisation. It is accepted that multiple revenue streams will need to be aggregated to make a business case for EES.

Some sources of income are not compatible with others, such as black start services, which must maintain 100% availability for their application. Other ancillary services, require automatic response to electronic instructions from the system operator. This priority would need to be accounted for when providing multiple services. Additionally, each application will have associated costs for example for trading, administration and licences. Each of these must also be taken into account.

Xian et al proposed a method to allow multiple participants to share the use of an EES device [137]. Value is achieved through a series of auctions selling the power and energy capacity of the device to different users. Each auction takes place in a sequential time horizon with the user bounded by the EES constraints and, additionally, by the constraints imposed by the previous users’ actions. This may lead to some users not gaining as much value as they would have if using a dedicated storage device independently; however, the sum of the aggregated values would be significantly greater than any single application. Market arrangements to enable this form of trading do not currently exist and would be complex and expensive to establish. It would rely on individual users cooperating with others, despite their own benefits being suboptimal as a result, and on the free exchange of information [137].

Figure 3.14 shows the applications of EES divided into centralized and decentralized markets and their estimated value in 2030. This demonstrates that the potentially profitable markets span both parts of the sector. There are regulatory obstacles preventing interaction between the centralized and decentralized parts of the electricity industry which would prevent the methods proposed by Xian et al [137] being implemented. The division of benefits across regulated and deregulated sectors presents one of the major challenges facing EES. This is discussed, with other barriers to market entry, in the following section.
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3.6 Barriers to Market Entry

Some specific issues, such as the risks associated with participation in the capacity market, are discussed above but there are broader barriers to market entry for EES. Figure 3.15 shows the policy tools being implemented in GB which could affect EES. Each of these policies is being consulted on separately which highlights the level of complexity surrounding the policy environment. EES technologies which can contribute to energy management, such as PHS and CAES, have high capital costs and long service lives. For projects to be funded, investors need confidence in future revenue streams for decades ahead. However, as an enabling technology, revenues depend on the future development of the electricity system which is largely uncertain [138]. Specific regulatory barriers are discussed below.

Figure 3.14 Energy storage market forecast by application for 2030 (source [45])

Figure 3.15 Policy tools being implemented in Britain which will impact storage (source [139])
3.6.1 Classification of Storage

In the absence of a dedicated asset class to define EES, it is classified as generation plant [109]. This presents several issues which are discussed below. The allocation of a distinct asset class for storage in the UK, to remove these complications, is one of the recommendations made by the Electricity Storage Network, the UK industry body [96].

**Grid access fees**

The classification of EES presents uncertainty surrounding grid access fees. Although a generation licence is granted, EES is a net consumer of electricity. In most EU countries EES pays fees as both a consumer and a producer [140]. It has been argued that EES should be exempt from paying any access fees as its operation could contribute to alleviating grid congestion [65].

**Climate Change Levy**

The Climate Change Levy (CCL) is a tax paid on generation of electricity in GB. Originally, renewable generation was exempt from payment; however, from August 2015, this exemption was removed and all generators are now eligible to pay [141]. EES consumes electricity which has been produced by a primary generator and, as such, has already been subject to CCL payments. However, as EES holds a generation licence, it may be subject to payment of the CCL a second time for the electricity it discharges. As part of the Smarter Network Storage Project, UK Power Networks received exemption from CCL payments as the lithium ion battery being used was not considered a generator when assessed as an individual case study. It is unclear if other forms of EES which comprise rotating generators, such as PHS, CAES and CES, would receive the same exemption [109].

**Unbundling Requirements**

The separation of centralized and decentralized activities is referred to as unbundling and is enforced through legislation at both EU and GB levels. At EU level, the Third Energy Package specifies that “without effective separation of networks from activities of generation and supply (effective unbundling), there is an inherent risk of discrimination not only in the operation of the network, but also in the incentives for vertically integrated undertakings to invest adequately in their networks” [142]. In GB, the Electricity Act 1989 [143] and later amendments prohibit any company from holding both generation and transmission, distribution or supply licences.
Small generators, with an output of less than 50MW, are exempt from licencing requirements. The exemption is applied per site and the capacity is not aggregated, so DNOs could legally own multiple small scale distribution connected EES units. However, DNOs are prohibited from undertaking activities which may distort the generation or supply markets. Trading of electricity by a DNO would not be permitted, so a third party would be required to manage the flow of electricity to and from the EES device and DNOs would not be able to receive any revenue associated with energy trading.

Furthermore, under distribution licence agreements, DNOs are subject to de-minis business restrictions which limit their activities which are not directly related to the distribution of electricity. These specify that annual turnover from all non-distribution related activity cannot exceed 2.5% of total turnover [144]. Analysis from the Smarter Network Storage Project estimates that DNOs would be able to deploy between 10 and 20 EES devices of equivalent size to the lithium ion battery demonstration project to remain under this threshold [109]. However, this could restrict other business activities. The regulations also specify that no more than 2.5% of total investment is allowed to be in non-distribution related activities [144]. The definition of EES as a distribution or non-distribution related investment is harder to determine; however, it is expected that this will be less restrictive than limitations on turnover [109].

Risk Appetite

The regulatory framework within which DNOs operate is complex and legislation relating to EES is ambiguous. While exemptions appear to exist which would enable the ownership of storage by DNOs, in practice, there is little implementation. As regulated organisations DNO profits are restricted and investments in the business are characterised as low risk, low return [31]. Furthermore, the reliability of infrastructure is valued highly with significant penalties imposed if there are service failures. As a result, DNOs are risk averse with a preference for using proven traditional technologies over higher risk innovative solutions [138]. This does not present a favourable environment for the development of novel EES technology despite the longer term and broader benefits it could offer.

3.6.2 Undervaluation of flexibility

Further to direct regulatory barriers for EES, there are indirect mechanisms which serve to reduce the value of flexibility in the electricity market. In GB, if a market participant generates or consumes more electricity that they have contracted prior to gate closure, they must pay an imbalance settlement at the ‘cash-out’ price. The current method used to determine the
imbalance settlement dampens the cash-out price through the mechanisms outlined below. As a result, the incentive for participants to balance their contracts prior to gate closure, which could be achieved using EES, is reduced [109].

1. The principal imbalance price is a weighted average of the most expensive trades required to balance the system which means that participants are not necessarily incentivised to reduce the cost of their individual imbalances.

2. When short term operating reserve is exercised through the balancing mechanism the utilisation fees contribute to the cash-out price. However, the fee prices are fixed during the tender process which is in advance of the delivery period so they do not reflect the system scarcity in real time.

3. During periods of extreme system stress, the system operator can instruct DNOs to reduce their local demand through voltage control enforcing brownouts or even blackouts. A brownout is a drop in voltage on the electricity system. The term comes from the dimming experienced by incandescent lighting as a result of the voltage sag. A blackout refers to a complete power outage of part (or all) of the electricity system. These actions are not included in calculation of the cash-out price and so system imbalance prices are further dampened during these periods.

The dampening of cash-out prices results in flexibility being undervalued by market participants. Although Ofgem has launched an Electricity Balancing Significant Code Review to attempt to address these issues, at the time of writing the proposed changes were not approved [145].

### 3.6.3 Environmental Legislation

Environmental legislation presents a further barrier to EES project development. While it is essential that projects are adequately assessed, to ensure there are not significant environmental impacts outweighing the benefits, the complexity adds significant costs and risks during project development [118]. Legislation spans national and EU planning frameworks which are approved at different stages by different organisations.

Despite local impacts, EES projects contribute to the wider objective of decarbonising the electricity sector. Often planning decisions are made at a local level where authorities do not have the expertise or resources to fully assess projects. In Ireland, the Strategic Infrastructure Act has been introduced to accelerate projects of strategic importance through the approval process. It is expected that PHS and CAES projects would fall within this category [140]. It has been suggested that including EES in national plans, such as these, would enable decisions
to be made by higher authorities at an earlier stage which would help to reduce costly planning delays [118].

3.7 Support for Storage

Despite the challenges there is support for EES, both in GB and internationally. Changes are being implemented to promote EES, reduce costs and lessen the regulatory obstacles it faces.

3.7.1 Great Britain

Over the last decade in GB support for EES has increased and funding has been made available for fundamental research and development, innovation and demonstration projects.

In 2006, the Supergen Energy Storage Consortium was founded to accelerate the development of energy storage systems [146]. In 2012, the Engineering and Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) funded two Grand Challenge projects for energy storage with £5.5m awarded to the Energy Storage for Low Carbon Grids project led by Imperial College London [147] and £3m awarded to the Integrated Market-fit and Affordable Grid-scale Energy Storage (IMAGES) project led by Warwick University [148]. In the same year, the Energy Storage Research Network was established to develop a more integrated energy storage research community in the UK [149].

These developments have led to a more focused research community and 2012 saw a number of high profile reports published which highlighted the value of storage and the regulatory challenges it faces.

1. Imperial College London produced an important study for the Carbon Trust, Strategic Assessment of the Role and Value of Energy Storage Systems in the UK Low Carbon Energy Future [2]. This highlighted the significant benefits from development of grid-scale storage, but also concluded that the current UK market framework did not allow these benefits to be realised commercially. This report is commonly quoted by industry and lobby groups [96].

2. DECC published its report, Electricity System: Assessment of Future Challenges [150]. This was welcomed by the energy storage industry as formal recognition by the Government of the role that storage could play in the electricity sector in the future. It committed to continued support for storage technology innovation and also highlighted a need to develop commercial arrangements to allow owners and operators to capture an appropriate return for the benefits that storage can provide.
3. The Low Carbon Innovation Coordination Group published its report, *Technology Innovation Needs Assessment for Electricity Networks and Storage* [5], estimating the potential for up to 59GW of grid connected storage capacity by 2050. It highlighted that some technologies are likely to be deployed more extensively than others depending on technology improvements and also on regulation and commercial factors.

Following these developments, in 2013, the Minister for Universities and Science, announced an additional £30m of capital funding from EPSRC for research into grid-scale EES technology [151]. Five university proposals were awarded funds to create dedicated research and development facilities. Additionally, in 2014, the Supergen Energy Storage Hub was established to facilitate the development of research projects to larger scale prototypes. The consortium of seven academic and fourteen industrial and governmental partners was awarded £4m [152].

At the same time, funding for technology developers was made available. The Energy Technologies Institute announced project funding and an equity investment of £14m in Isentropic Ltd to build a full scale demonstrator of its pumped heat EES device [153] and DECC announced a series of funding including [154]:

1. The Energy Entrepreneurs Fund Scheme;
2. The Energy Storage Component Research Feasibility Study Competition; and
3. The Energy Storage Technology Demonstration Competition.

Similarly, Ofgem established the Low Carbon Network Fund of up to £500m to support projects sponsored by DNOs to trial new technology, operating and commercial arrangements [155]. Several EES demonstration projects have been funded by this including UK Power Networks’ Smarter Network Storage project.

There is also support for EES emerging at European level. The Horizon2020 work programme specified 3 calls for EES projects with collective budgets of €44m and €26m in 2014 and 2015 respectively [156].

The level of funding for innovation of EES is significant and the Carbon Trust estimates that this could lead to average cost reductions for EES technologies of 39% by 2050 [157]. The estimated savings for each technology are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Estimated cost reductions through innovation for energy storage technologies (source [157])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>2020 Cost Reduction (%)</th>
<th>2050 Cost Reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAES</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaS Batteries</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Batteries</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium Ion Batteries</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FES</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supercapacitors</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal to Electric</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td><strong>39</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

23% of the total cost reduction by 2050 is expected to be achieved through additional fundamental research and development and the remaining 16% through learning by doing [157]. Both the academic and developer led innovation is essential for this to be achieved.

Despite the innovation support, initiating cost reduction and a technology push for EES, without fundamental changes to the regulatory system, there will be no market pull. Many proponents of EES argue that it should receive a direct subsidy from targeted support through either CfD or the capacity market arrangements [158]. This would recognise that EES is a developing technology and has not yet benefited from the cost reductions that mature technologies experience [158]. When questioned on this, DECC maintains the need to remain technology neutral to ensure that flexibility is provided at the lowest cost to consumers [159]. Conversely, DECC does recognise that not all low carbon generators are at the same level of development and offers technology specific CfDs for different generation technologies [160]. Furthermore, in addition to direct subsidies, paid for by consumers, nuclear generators also receive unquantified support from tax payers in the form of underwritten insurance, underwritten political risk, guaranteed finance and funding for the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority [161]. These additional measures significantly reduce the risk of large infrastructure nuclear projects which would not be feasible in their absence. Large scale EES such as PHS and CAES would benefit considerably from similar support which is not available for them.

During the Committee Stage of the EMR Energy Bill, Baroness Worthington commented in relation to EES that “… if you spend that kind of money on the demonstration but you do not
have a policy to secure the route to market, that is effectively wasted money. Markets are useful but policy is needed to implement change.” [158]

Some changes are being made to improve the planning process at regional and European level. In Scotland PHS has been included in the Third National Planning Framework which sets out a national plan for large infrastructure projects [162]. This is expected to streamline the planning process for PHS in Scotland. The European Commission has also identified strategic energy infrastructure priorities including EES. These have been termed Projects of Common Interest (PCIs) which must benefit at least two member states, contribute to market integration and further competition, enhance security of supply and reduce CO₂ emissions. PCIs can benefit from a rationalized permitting progress and access to EU funding, but must be connected to the transmission system, be rated at a minimum of 225MW and contribute a minimum of 250GWh of electricity generation per year [109].

3.7.2 International Experience

USA

Regulation of EES in the USA is further complicated by inter/intra state regulation. The Federal Regulatory Commission regulates interstate transactions while state bodies, such as the Public Utility Commissions, regulate utility management, operations, electricity rate structure and capacity acquisition within their respective states [163]. Various innovative funding is available for EES in the USA. Full details are available in [163]. Three key legislative changes which are helping to remove regulatory barriers faced by EES are discussed below.

The California Assembly Bill 2514
In 2013, the California Public Utilities Commission adopted a 1.325GW procurement target for energy storage with biannual targets increasing every two years from 2016-2020. These are split into specific capacity targets for transmission connected, distribution connected and behind-the-meter EES and explicit requirements for each utility company [163].

ERCOT Charging Regime Changes
The Electricity Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) is the Public Utility Commission of Texas. ERCOT legislation specifies that generators are compensated for electricity on a nodal pricing basis which depends on grid congestion between transmission network nodes. Demand loads, however, pay for electricity based on the average price of the nodes in the regional zone that they are in. EES was previously charged zone prices as a consumer when charging; however, changes in classification have enabled nodal prices to now apply to EES during both
charging and discharging to provide an incentive for EES to be sited and operated more efficiently.

Rewards for Fast Frequency Response
The Federal Regulatory Commission has introduced compensation for performance in the wholesale regulation market. In the regulation market, resources provide rapid response to manage fluctuations in system-wide supply and demand. Order 755 has modified the compensation regime to reward faster acting resources with higher payments [163].

Each of these changes is contributing to creating a market pull for EES which does not currently exist in the UK.

Ireland
The island of Ireland is an interesting example as, with limited interconnection to the rest of Europe and increasing penetrations of wind power, it is experiencing the problems associated with intermittency ahead of GB. In addition to some existing revenue streams that EES can access, new ancillary services are being proposed in Ireland which will create new markets. This includes services for: synchronous inertial response, fast frequency response, ramping, fast post fault active power recovery and dynamic reactive response [140]. These proposals are currently under review and their impact on deployment of EES is unknown.

Other
Several other countries have specific policies which support EES directly. These are listed in Table 3.3. These all contribute to enabling EES deployment, although some distort the market for electricity and do not necessarily promote the most efficient use of EES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>A subsidy is available to cover 30% of the cost of storage associated with domestic solar power. New storage has also been made exempt from network usage fees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>A transmission and distribution target of 75MW of battery storage by 2015 was implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Government subsidies are available for home owners and companies to install batteries with domestic solar generators. Utilities are also allowed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to curtail wind and solar power for up to 30 days (provided it is not more than 8% of their annual power production) without providing any compensation. In addition to this, some utilities have specified that wind developers must install secondary batteries onsite to mitigate wind variability.

Puerto Rico All renewable generation projects must include 30% of their capacity as storage.

3.8 Removing Market Barriers

While some barriers to market entry for EES could be readily overcome with changes to legislation, there are many areas which would require further consideration of the wider implications on the energy market before specific recommendations could be made. Some examples of ways in which barriers to market entry for EES could be removed, and the subsequent broader impacts, are discussed below:

1. Removal of the open ended definition of stress events on the capacity market would reduce the risk of penalties for EES which can only deliver capacity for a finite period. This may not, however, be sufficient to serve the requirements of the electricity system where the duration of a stress event is not known with certainty. One approach would be to provide categories for different technologies to complete in with specific requirements applying to different technologies. This would result in an approach which was not technology neutral and may favour technologies which would not necessarily best serve the system requirements at the lowest cost.

2. Reclassification of EES from a generating asset so it had its own licence may remove multiple market barriers. For example, depending on the specific requirements of the new licence, it could clarify the uncertainty surrounding grid access fees, the payment of the CCL and the complexities surrounding ownership and operation of EES by DNOs.

3. Providing longer term fixed contracts for ancillary services would provide EES with guaranteed income for a larger proportion of its lifetime and provide certainty for investors to fund projects. This is unlikely to happen as the requirement for ancillary services changes from one year to the next and new technologies could provide services at lower cost if these are contracted annually.
4. Some proponents of EES argue that it should be eligible for a subsidy payment, such as a percentage of a Feed-in-Tariff when co-located with renewables. However, this could skew the market and unduly favour EES being co-located with renewables which would not necessarily be the most efficient solution to providing flexibility.

Enabling EES, as a new technology, to penetrate the market is complex and requires consideration of the policy impact of all areas of the electricity industry.

3.9 Chapter Summary

This chapter has reviewed the issues associated with integrating variable renewable power with the existing electricity system. Research has shown the cost of intermittency to be less than £10/MWh for wind penetrations of less than 20%, but that this will increase as more wind power is deployed. To resolve these issues, technologies which offer flexibility will be required. EES is one solution to this problem. It has multiple applications across a range of different timescales including: provision of ancillary services, peak shaving, load levelling, smoothing renewable power and provision of backup power. The applications can be categorised by their required characteristics such as discharge time, speed of response and capacity and it is evident that no single EES technology can deliver all the applications.

Attempts have been made to quantify the value EES can bring to the electricity system. This is challenging due to the span of temporal and spatial resolutions which must be modelled to capture the range of benefits it provides. Additionally, as a cost saving technology, its value is ultimately dependent on the cost of the future electricity system which is inherently uncertain. Despite this, there is general consensus that EES is valuable to the electricity industry. Similarly, analysts have attempted to quantify the market value of EES and equally, there is a wide range of estimates with consensus that the market value will increase in the future.

EES brings additional benefits, which are not fully accounted for financially, of reduced system emissions, stable wholesale electricity prices and new jobs. However, there are also detrimental impacts. Batteries make use of mined elements which are energy intensive and finite and PHS has a significant environmental footprint. Despite this, and the CO₂ emissions that EES devices cause, research concludes that any renewable electricity system with EES will produce significantly less CO₂ than an equivalent fossil fuel based system.

Regardless of system benefits, it is the commercial valuation of storage which will determine its success. The revenue available to EES is challenging to access. It is evident that income streams from multiple sources will need to be aggregated if EES is to become commercially
viable. However, revenues are split between regulated and deregulated parts of the electricity industry. Market barriers prevent access to all of these simultaneously and the current costs and risks of EES are prohibitively high. There is some support for EES innovation to reduce costs and enable proof of concept through demonstration projects. However, without any direct subsidy, in the current regulatory system there is no market pull for EES and it is unlikely to be developed without changes to legislation.

This chapter highlights the commercial value of EES and the barriers to market entry which currently exist establishing a disparity between the commercial and system level benefits which EES can provide. The following chapters of this thesis examine the commercial value of EES quantitatively through arbitrage alone. It examines the change in the commercial value of EES through arbitrage in future energy scenarios, leading to a reduction, or otherwise, in the gap between the system and commercial value of EES.
Chapter 4 Modelling Energy Storage

This chapter describes a model developed and used to assess the commercial value of EES through price arbitrage. Preliminary results demonstrate the variation in performance of EES in different global markets and changes in revenue from one year to the next. Changes in revenue for different storage characteristics are also investigated. The implications of the assumptions of perfect foresight of electricity prices and the representation of storage as a price taker in the model are then examined. It is expected that these will have minimal impact on the results in the context of this thesis.

The performance of different technologies is compared to demonstrate the range of revenue available to different EES devices and the calculation of net present value (NPV) is introduced to compare the lifetime revenue to the system costs. Finally, the importance of evaluating risk, in addition to profit, is considered and a risk model is presented using characteristics of a CES device as a case study to demonstrate the challenges facing novel EES technologies.

The work reported in sections 4.2 and 4.4 has been presented at the Institution of Engineering and Technology 3rd Renewable Power Generation Conference [164]. A copy of the manuscript is available in the end of this thesis.

4.1 Justification for Investigating Price Arbitrage Alone

Commercial models generally evaluate the techno-economic performance of a specific EES device in a defined market. While there are many revenue streams which EES can access, arbitrage is one which can be readily quantified over the duration of an EES asset. Electricity prices are publically available, whereas other ancillary markets are traded through private bilateral contracts which make it challenging to validate quantitative results. Furthermore, ancillary service contracts are awarded for only one to two years at a time and so it can be challenging to justify their inclusion in an EES project business case.
Previous arbitrage studies have suggested a dependence of EES revenue on market structure through comparisons of arbitrage in different global markets [22] and variations within a single market from one year to the next [20] as generation capacity and fuel prices change. These have largely used historic electricity prices. It has been suggested that commercial opportunities for EES may emerge in the future with a higher penetration of intermittent renewable energy; however, the level of reward and its dependencies have not been fully defined.

One notable exception, which investigates future energy scenarios, is presented by Grünewald et al [19], finding that 32GW of wind capacity would enable the gross value of storage to cover its capital costs and investment could be commercially viable through price arbitrage alone. This suggests that, in future energy scenarios, the disparity between the commercial and system level value of storage may reduce. This finding, and the challenges in assessing the rewards from other ancillary services, justify the investigation of arbitrage alone to quantify the commercial value of EES in the remainder of this thesis. The later chapters investigate future energy scenarios, while this chapter uses historic electricity prices to verify and validate the arbitrage model.

While there is a wealth of research on the broad topic of EES, as highlighted above, only one study has been identified which investigates the commercial value of EES from arbitrage in future energy scenarios. The work presented in the following chapters is compared to existing literature where possible but is, in some cases, limited due to the limited previous work in this specific field.

### 4.2 Modelling Arbitrage

Many studies attempt to quantify the revenue available through price arbitrage. They generally make the assumption that the EES is a small device compared to the total generation capacity in the market [120], [122], [165], [166]. A small device is a price taker i.e. its own participation in the electricity market will have no impact on the price. This may be valid for initial deployments of EES; however, for the full system value of EES to be realised, large volumes must be deployed, and the participation of EES in the energy market will affect prices. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.5. The majority of these studies also assume perfect visibility of electricity prices and use historical price data to estimate the maximum revenue which could have been achieved by EES in previous years. This assumes that prices are known with certainty, which is unrealistic and discussed further in Section 4.4; however, the approach
Modelling Energy Storage provides an optimum solution of the maximum revenue available which provides a benchmark for comparison.

Both deterministic and stochastic approaches to optimisation of EES have been applied, for example, in [22] and [120] respectively. The stochastic method presented by Barbour et al [120] seemed to present few benefits over the simpler deterministic methods, as the constraints described could equally be applied in a linear optimisation programme. Furthermore, it did not guarantee that the final result converged on the optimum solution. When using this approach compared to modelling the same constraints in a linear programme, the model described in [120] was found to consistently underestimate the optimum revenue by around 5%. Simpler deterministic methods, such as those discussed by Connolly et al [22] and Lund et al [121] oversimplified the problem, for example, by assuming the same operation schedule for a storage device each day, rather that changing the schedule to suite the changing price profiles.

Here, a deterministic, linear optimisation strategy was employed as presented by Byrne and Silvia-Monroy [167] and outlined in Figure 4.1. This did not over simplify and over constrain the problem as in [22] or [121] or unnecessarily introduce stochastic methods which were not required as in [120].

![Arbitrage optimisation model](image-url)
Inputs: a time series of half hourly electricity prices.

Constraints: maximum charging and discharging rates, maximum storage capacity, storage efficiency and rate of self discharge.

Decision variables: amount of electricity to charge or discharge (buy or sell) at each half hour time period.

Objective function: to maximise revenue; the sum of the product of the electricity price and the net electricity sold at each half hour period for the duration of the optimisation.

Historic market index data defines the price, \( P_t (\text{£}/\text{MWh}) \), of electricity for each half hour settlement period, \( t \), in the UK. It reflects the value of wholesale electricity in the short-term market and was used as an input for the linear optimisation.

The EES device characteristics, defined below, formed the problem system constraints.

\[
S_{\text{max}} \quad \text{Storage capacity (MWh) - the total amount of electricity that could be stored by the device.}
\]

\[
Q^C \quad \text{Charging rate (MW) – the maximum rate at which the EES device consumed electricity when recharging.}
\]

\[
Q^D \quad \text{Discharging rate (MW) – the maximum rate at which the EES device could deliver electricity.}
\]

\[
\eta_c \quad \text{Conversion efficiency (%) – the ratio of energy delivered to energy consumed excluding any losses due to self-discharge.}
\]

\[
\eta_s \quad \text{Storage efficiency (%) - the percentage of electricity retained in storage over each time period excluding any changes as a result of charging or discharging.}
\]

From the charging and discharging rates, the maximum quantity of electricity (MWh) which can be charged, \( q_{\text{max}}^C \), or discharged, \( q_{\text{max}}^D \), in a single half hour time period was defined.

The decision variables for the EES operator were how much electricity to buy, \( q_t^C \), and sell, \( q_t^D \), during each time period. The state of charge of the EES device, \( S_t \), was defined by Equation (4.1) and subject to the constraints given in Equations (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4).

\[
S_t = \eta_s S_{t-1} + \eta_c q_t^C - q_t^D \quad \text{\text{(4.1)}}
\]

\[
0 \leq S_t \leq S_{\text{max}} \quad \text{\text{(4.2)}}
\]
The objective was to maximise the annual revenue, \( R \), which was the sum of the price multiplied by the net quantity sold during each settlement period. This is defined in Equation (4.5).

\[
R = \sum P (q^D_t - q^C_t)
\]  

(4.5)

Linear programming was used to calculate the revenue that could be achieved with perfect foresight of electricity prices as demonstrated by Byrne and Silva-Monroy [167]. \( R^* \) was defined as \(-R\) to formulate the problem as a standard minimisation problem with the objective defined by Equation (4.6), subject to the constraints in Equations (4.7) and (4.8)

Minimise: \( R^* = -f^T x \)  

(4.6)

Subject to: \( Ax \leq b \)  

(4.7)

\( lb \leq x \leq ub \)  

(4.8)

where \( x \) is a vector of decision variables, units of electricity to buy or sell, and \( f \) a vector of prices for each half hour period throughout the year. \( A \) is a matrix of constraints computed from the conversion and storage efficiencies and \( b \) a vector based on the maximum storage capacity. \( lb \) and \( ub \) are lower bounds and upper bounds on the charging and discharging rates; zero and the maximum charging/discharging rate, respectively. A standard linear programming function implemented in MatLab, “\text{linprog}(f,A,b,[],[],lb,ub)”, was used to solve the objective function and define the optimum operation strategy to maximise annual revenue.

Revenue was optimised on a weekly basis with the additional constraint that the state of charge must be zero at the start and end of each week. This reduced the computational time, but had minimal impact on total revenue with variations of less than 2% compared to optimisation on a daily, monthly or annual basis.

The following assumptions were also applied:

- The EES device had 100% availability throughout the year; there was no planned or unplanned maintenance time allowed for. The concerns surrounding this assumption are discussed during a specific case study at the end of this chapter.
• The network was represented as a single bus system and the EES device was not subjected to network capacity constraints, which is reasonable in GB where there is currently no locational pricing.

• The device characteristics were constant over the period of investigation. This was acceptable for short periods; however, did not represent appropriate degradation in performance of some batteries, for example, as the cycle life progressed.

• The conversion efficiency was modelled during charging only i.e. the discharge cycle was 100% efficient. This may have impacted the absolute value of revenue, but would not affect the comparison between values for a single technology which the latter part of the thesis focusses on.

• The ramp rate was negligible compared to the time period. This is valid as a time period thirty minutes was applied and the majority of EES technologies have a response time of a few second as presented in Chapter 2.

• The cost of charging and discharging (in addition to the cost of electricity) was negligible. This was reasonable for most EES devices, but the economics of CAES, which also burns natural gas during its discharge cycle, would not be represented appropriately.

• The interest rate was negligible over the time period considered. This is expected to be valid for the thirty minute time period.

The model was verified using locational marginal price data from the California Independent System Operator for node TAP78_6_B1 in the day ahead market for 2010-2011 [168] and the EES characteristics listed in Table 4.1. These were used by Byrne and Silva-Monroy and reported in [167], producing identical results. The following chapters of this thesis use this method to investigate arbitrage in future energy scenarios which was not carried out in [167].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1 Storage characteristics used for arbitrage model verification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characteristic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage capacity, $S_{\text{max}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging rate, $Q^C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharging rate, $Q^D$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion efficiency, $\eta_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage efficiency, $\eta_s$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The model was validated against three test scenarios with intuitive solutions for the optimum storage schedule. An artificial input price was used for each scenario with specific storage characteristics for each case and the scenario run for a duration of one week.

1. The test price was a square wave varying between £100/MWh and £200/MWh with a period of 24 hours. The storage capacity was 100 MWh with 8 MW charging and discharging rates and 100% storage and conversion efficiencies. The optimisation performed as expected; charging at its maximum rate for the first 12 hours, when the price was low, followed by discharging at its maximum rate for the subsequent 12 hours, when the price was high. This pattern was repeated over the full week as shown in Figure 4.2.

2. The test price was the same as (1), but the storage efficiency was reduced from 100% to 90%. This is equivalent to a self-discharge of 36% in 24 hours. As expected, the charging rate followed a similar square wave, but minimised the time over which energy was stored, as shown in Figure 4.3.
3. The test price was a sine wave with a period of 24 hours varying from zero to £100/MWh. For this scenario, the conversion efficiency was set to 10% and the storage efficiency 100% with the power and capacity fixed as before. The results, shown in Figure 4.4, demonstrate that, as expected, the EES device only charges and discharges electricity when it can be bought for less than 10% of the selling price. The device charges for a longer duration than it discharges for as the storage efficiency is modelled during the charging cycle only i.e. it can only discharge at its rated power for 10% of the time compared to charging at its rated power.

Figure 4.3 Optimisation validation – test case 2

Figure 4.4 Optimisation validation – test case 3

The test cases demonstrate the optimisation results in EES schedules which would be expected.
4.3 Preliminary Results

4.3.1 Performance in the UK Market

The 2010 Market Index Data from the ELEXON Power Exchange [169] was used with the storage characteristics listed in Table 4.1 to investigate the performance of EES in the UK market. The annual revenue available through price arbitrage was £181,415. The optimum operating strategy for the device was to charge and discharge on a daily basis in line with the variations in electricity price, which were driven by daily demand behaviour. Figures 4.2 to 4.5 show the demand, electricity price, optimum charging schedule and state of charge of the device for the first week in January, which demonstrate these similar diurnal patterns. From Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 it can be seen that the EES device reached its maximum charging and discharging rate and utilised its full range of storage capacity almost every day.

![Electricity demand for first week in January 2010](image1)

*Figure 4.5 Electricity demand for first week in January 2010*

![Spot market electricity prices for first week in January 2010](image2)

*Figure 4.6 Spot market electricity prices for first week in January 2010*
A higher daily price spread would provide a larger difference between the price the EES operator paid to charge the device and the price at which electricity was sold during discharging, increasing the total revenue available. Figure 4.9 shows the total annual revenue gained in each month of the year and the maximum electricity price in that month. This shows that significantly higher revenue was achieved in January, November and December: the months with the highest maximum prices. Although the monthly maximum price is not a direct measure of daily price volatility, it gives an indication of individual price spikes which may have led to significantly higher revenue being achieved in a single cycle. Figure 4.10 shows the time series of electricity prices for the entire year with half hour resolution, which clearly displays the higher price spikes and volatility in the months where the largest revenue was achieved.
Conversely, August, which returned the lowest revenue of all the months in the year, did not exhibit any substantial price spikes. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the optimum charging strategy and state of charge for the device for the first week in August. Similarly to the first week in January, the device reached its maximum charging and discharging rates in each of its daily cycles; however, the full range of storage capacity was not utilised every day. This demonstrates that, in addition to making less profit from each unit of electricity cycled through the device, fewer units of electricity were bought and sold in response to the reduced price spread.
Higher average electricity prices would also lead to reduced revenue as conversion losses would be more costly. For example, if 5MWh of electricity were purchased at a cost of £10/MWh \((5\text{MWh} \times £10/\text{MWh} = £50)\) and sold, after conversion losses of 20%, at a price of £40/MWh \((4\text{MWh} \times £40/\text{MWh} = £160)\), the revenue would be £110. If the prices were all increased by £10/MWh, i.e. the electricity was bought at £20/MWh \((5\text{MWh} \times £20/\text{MWh} = £100)\) and sold for £50/MWh \((4\text{MWh} \times £50/\text{MWh} = £200)\), the revenue would be £100, a reduction of £10. Both the mean price and the price range affect EES revenue in addition to the frequency of price peaks.

### 4.3.2 Market Variation

Comparing the revenue available in the UK to that in California highlights the dependence on the market structure and the local environment. The revenue available and the maximum
electricity price for each month in the Californian market in 2010 is shown in Figure 4.13. Results are shown in US$.

![Graph showing monthly revenue and maximum electricity price from 2010 California market](image)

*Figure 4.13 Monthly revenue and maximum electricity price from 2010 California market*

The total annual revenue was $198,331 (approximately £130,000 at average 2010 exchange rates) which is 28% less than the revenue which could have been achieved in the UK market. Furthermore, the highest revenue was achieved in the summer months compared to the winter months in the UK. This reflects differences between the markets and the periods of highest demand which, in California, tend to be due to air conditioning loads in the summer. Connolly et al [22] compare arbitrage value of a PHS plant in 13 different global markets and similarly highlighted the range of values which could be achieved. California was not investigated, but GB was shown to return an average profit compared to the range of markets investigated with Alberta, Canada performing best with over two times the return of GB and the Nordic region, the worst, performer returning less than 15% of GB. This demonstrates the dependence of value on regulatory frameworks and consumer behaviour. Connolly et al [22] state that a range of issues will affect the electricity price such as market structure, regulation, demand and plant portfolio, but do not attempt to analyse the implications of each of these on arbitrage revenue, which this thesis addresses in subsequent chapters.

Equally, revenue can vary within a market from one year to the next. Figure 4.14 shows the annual revenue available to the EES device from 2008-2013 based on historic Market Index Prices in the UK. There was a reduction in revenue of 52% between 2008 and 2009 and an increase of 65% between 2011 and 2012.
Similar results were found by Connolly et al [22] and Barbour et al [120] with variations from year to year of 50% and 75% identified, respectively. Sioshansi et al [20] attributed variations in the PJM market to the changing generation mix and cost of fuel. These results further highlight the dependency of revenue on market conditions and level of risk associated with an investment in EES. None of the previous works attempt to quantify the impact of varying market factors on electricity prices from one year to the next and subsequently their impact on arbitrage revenue.

4.3.3 Varying Storage Characteristics

In addition to varying market conditions, the revenue available will vary depending on the storage system characteristics, which, to some extent, an investor may control. The cost associated with an increase in either storage capacity, charging or discharging rate is dependent on the specific technology, as discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 4.15 shows the change in revenue with increasing storage capacity using 2010 UK Market Index Prices. The remaining characteristics were kept constant at the values given in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.15 2010 annual revenue with varying storage capacity

The results show an increase in revenue at a diminishing rate as the storage capacity increased. Initially, as the storage capacity increased, the device stored more electricity during each cycle enabling it to displace more units and make more revenue. However, as the storage capacity continued to increase, the charging rate became the limiting constraint. The device was unable to charge and discharge quickly enough to make full use of the maximum storage capacity.

Figure 4.16 shows the normalised state of charge over the same week with a high (80MWh) and low (8MWh) maximum storage capacity. For the low storage capacity, the device utilised the full range every day. For the high storage capacity, the device was only fully charged during two cycles throughout the week, with only around 50% of the capacity used on four of the days. Figure 4.17 shows the optimum charging schedule for both devices for the same week. It can be seen that the maximum charging and discharging rates were applied for longer durations for the device with the high storage capacity than with the low capacity where they were less restrictive.

![Diagram of annual revenue with varying storage capacity](image)

Figure 4.16 Normalised state for charge for one week with high and low storage capacity
Figure 4.17 Optimum charging rate for one week with high and low storage capacity

Figure 4.18 shows the annual revenue for the same EES device with varying charging and discharging rates. The storage capacity was fixed at 32MWh. Although the charging and discharging rates may be discrete processes in some EES devices, in many technologies they are coupled and so it was assumed that the maximum rates for both charging and discharging were the same. The results show a similar increase in revenue at a diminishing rate as the charging rate increased. At low charging rates, the storage capacity was less restrictive, so increasing the charging rate led to an increase in revenue; however, at higher charging rates, the storage capacity became more restrictive and increasing the charging rate further provided little additional benefit.

Figure 4.18 2010 annual revenue with varying charging and discharging rate

The results show that the revenue was dependent on both the storage capacity and the charging rate; however, these characteristics must be optimised together. Increasing one without the other would not continue to yield additional gains. Figure 4.19 shows a contour map of constant revenue for a wider range of both storage capacity and charging rate. If the per unit
cost of an EES device were constant for energy storage and power delivery related costs, the optimum ratio of charging rate to storage capacity would be approximately 17MW:100MWh as represented approximately by the dashed line on the graph. However, different technologies have different energy and power related costs, as discussed in Chapter 2, and so would have different optimal ratios of these characteristics.

![Contour map of 2010 annual revenue with varying capacity and charging rate, optimum ratio of charging rate to storage capacity shown by line](image)

**Figure 4.19** Contour map of 2010 annual revenue with varying capacity and charging rate, optimum ratio of charging rate to storage capacity shown by line

Figure 4.20 shows the change in revenue with varying conversion efficiency. As expected, higher conversion efficiencies led to higher annual revenue. With lower conversion efficiencies, more electricity was lost during each cycle and so lower net revenue was returned. Furthermore, the lower daily price spreads, which would have been profitable at higher efficiencies, became unprofitable and so the lower efficiency devices completed fewer charging and discharging cycles. This reduction in the number of cycles can be seen in Figure 4.21 which shows the optimum charging rate over the same period of 200 hours for a device with a conversion efficiency of 50% compared to one with 100% conversion efficiency. The effect of reducing both the revenue achieved per cycle and the number of cycles leads to the exponential shape of the curve in Figure 4.20. As a result, marginal increases in conversion efficiency could lead to significant increases in revenue, even for the most efficient EES devices.
Figure 4.20 2010 annual revenue with varying conversion efficiency

Figure 4.21 Optimum operating strategy for high and low conversion efficiencies

Figure 4.22 shows the change in annual revenue with increasing storage efficiency, defined as the energy sustained by the storage during a half hour time period. The results show, similarly to conversion efficiency, that marginal increases in storage efficiency provided significant gains, even at the highest efficiencies. The same results are shown as a function of self-discharge per day in Figure 4.23. These results show that EES technologies with high conversion and storage efficiencies are important for arbitrage applications.
4.4 Price Forecast Implications

Spot market prices, used for this analysis, exhibit significant volatility making them difficult, if not impossible, to predict accurately; a prerequisite of the assumption of perfect foresight. In practice, operators will not have perfect foresight and so alternative approximate optimisation methods must be used with price forecasts. Various approaches have been taken to address this ranging from simple, deterministic methods using historic prices in place of actual forecasts, to more complex techniques implementing stochastic price forecasting methods. Grünewald [11] investigated the gain in revenue an operator could receive with foresight over an increasing time horizon. He showed that by increasing foresight from 1 hour to 4 hours, revenue improvements of up to 22% could be achieved; however, he maintained some degree of foresight for all his work. Historically, foresight beyond 12 hours was of no
additional value, as storage devices typically followed a daily cycle in line with electricity prices.

### 4.4.1 Deterministic Methods

Deterministic methods optimise the revenue using projected electricity prices or apply a fixed operation strategy which has been optimised for preceding prices. Walawalkar et al [122] assumed a fixed daily storage cycle: devices were charged overnight and discharged during the same pre-defined peak hours each day. Sioshansi et al [20] determined an optimal charging strategy using prices from the preceding two week period and applied this to the current two week period; using this approach, approximately 85% of the optimal revenue was achieved.

Lund et al [121] and Connolly et al [22] compared different practical strategies – without foresight of electricity prices – to an optimal strategy – with perfect foresight – for CAES and PHS, respectively. With the practical strategies implemented, CAES could achieve 80-90% of its optimum revenue [121]. For PHS, the operator required “very accurate price predictions” to avoid a significant loss in profit. The accuracy required was not, however, quantified [22].

Using a similar approach, the four strategies outlined below were applied to investigate the impact on EES revenue.

1. For each day of the year, the optimum operating schedule from the previous day was applied.
2. For each week, the optimum operating schedule from the previous week was applied.
3. The same daily schedule was applied based on the optimum strategy for the average daily prices from the previous year.
4. The same weekly schedule was applied based on the optimum strategy for the average weekly prices from the previous year.

The optimal revenue was calculated assuming perfect foresight and then applying each of the strategies above for 2006-2010. The average percentage of the optimum annual revenue achieved for each strategy is shown in Figure 4.24.
The results show that optimising using recent historic data (strategy 1 and 2) achieved better results than optimising using average annual data (strategy 3 and 4). This indicates that there was likely to be seasonal variation in the optimum operating schedule. Optimising using the previous week’s prices also provided better results than optimising using the previous day. This suggests that there was also variation within the week. Strategy 2 provided the best results, but still only achieved 67% of the revenue available with perfect foresight. This is less than the 80-90% identified by other authors [20], [122], [121]; however, these studies investigated various US markets which exhibit different price profiles.

A deterministic approach to forecasting is simplistic and computationally fast to implement. Mokrian and Stephen [171] commented that it is crude and performs poorly compared to alternative forecasting techniques. They demonstrated stochastic models implementing price forecasts with correlated random variables with Gaussian noise or geometric Brownian motion as alternatives. However, deterministic methods can be useful to provide an indication of the lower bound on the revenue which could be achieved through arbitrage. More sophisticated strategies, which any storage operator would implement in reality, would enable higher revenue to be gained. The assumption of perfect foresight and application of a deterministic approach provide an envelope within which the actual storage revenue would lie.

### 4.4.2 Dynamic Programming

An alternative method to applying a deterministic forecast to a linear optimisation programme is to use dynamic programming (DP) which can be used with stochastic price forecasts such as those mentioned above. The work carried out relating to DP was completed in collaboration with Francesca Tagliaferri, another PhD student, and presented in [164]. Francesca Tagliaferri
wrote the DP algorithm; however, formulation of the problem and analysis of the results were carried out independently.

DP was formalised by Bertsekas [172] and has been used for a variety of applications [173]. In DP, a problem is defined by its state at each time period. The set of states for the entire problem is called the state space. At each period a number of decisions, or actions, could be taken leading to a number of subsequent states. Each action incurs a cost and/or a reward as shown in Figure 4.25. The sequence of actions taken at each time step forms the policy [174].

![Figure 4.25 Depiction of dynamic programming decision process (source [174])](image)

DP discretizes a problem’s state space and uses backwards recession to derive the policy which results in the maximum global reward [175]. For EES, the state space is described by two dimensions; the electricity price and the state of charge of the device. The state of charge is discretized, for example, into 1kWh steps. The action space would be the decision to charge or discharge, ranging from the maximum amount of electricity which could be discharged per time step to the maximum amount of electricity which could be charged, represented by a discrete series of steps [171]. DP models expand rapidly with an increasing number of states and so algorithms are typically limited to problems with less than three or four state variables. This rapid expansion is known as the ‘curse of dimensionality’ [171]. The computational intensity also limits the solvers to Markovian processes by which the probability of the next state can be described entirely by the current state i.e. no history of state information is needed [175]. This is acceptable for the state of charge; however, it restricts the price models which could be applied, the most accurate of which model prices as a continuous process [171].

Price forecasting is a broad and complex field of research in its own right and it is out with the scope of this thesis to compare forecasting techniques. Electricity price processes are characterised by high volatility, large spikes, reversion to a daily pattern and seasonality [176]. Forecast accuracies depend on the electricity market being examined as well as the forecasting method being used. Instead, the impact of price forecast accuracy on revenue was considered.
DP was applied to the optimisation problem shown in Figure 4.1. Instead of perfect foresight of future electricity prices, a forecast was assumed with an associated error. The objective of the DP algorithm was to generate a policy \( \{ q^D_t - q^C_t \} \), of optimal decisions to charge or discharge. The objective function is defined by Equation (4.9) and has the same constraints as the linear programme defined in Equations (4.7) and (4.8).

\[
\text{Minimise } \quad e(R^*) = e\left[ \sum P_t (q^D_t - q^C_t) \right] 
\] (4.9)

\( e \) represents the expected revenue with respect to the probability distribution of the electricity prices. The price forecasts were artificially generated by adding a random variable with uniform distribution over an interval \([-s, s]\) to the actual prices, where \( s \) was the maximum error of the forecast. The average error of the forecast was zero and the absolute average error half the maximum error, \( s \).

The annual revenue was calculated using 2013 electricity prices. Real storage scenarios were investigated to determine the impact of price forecast accuracy on existing projects. Characteristics for a lithium ion battery were used based on the battery system demonstrated as part of the UK Power Networks Smarter Network Storage Project [177]. This is a small scale storage device connected to the distribution network. Results were compared to a large scale PHS device based on the characteristics of Dinorwig [178]. The EES system characteristics are listed in Table 4.2.

The DP was run using randomly generated forecasts with maximum errors of 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%. Ten simulations were run for each level of forecast error. The maximum percentage difference in revenue between simulations for the same error was 3%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Lithium Ion Battery</th>
<th>PHS</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage capacity, ( S_{max} )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10100</td>
<td>MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging rate, ( Q^C )</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharging rate, ( Q^D )</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion efficiency, ( \eta_c )</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage efficiency, ( \eta_s )</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>% per half hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results, shown in Figure 4.26, show that the revenue reduced at an increasing rate with increasing forecast error for both the lithium ion battery and the PHS. For the lithium ion
battery, with perfect foresight, the optimum revenue which could be achieved was £47,248. With DP, as the maximum error was increased from zero to 50%, the revenue reduced to 63.6% of the optimum. For the large PHS the optimum revenue which could be achieved was £50m. The optimality was slightly more sensitive to forecast accuracy than the smaller scale battery. As the maximum error was increased from zero to 50%, the revenue reduced to 56% of the optimum.

For both technologies, over 95% of the optimum revenue was attained with a maximum forecast error of 10%. Hu and Taylor [179] implied that this level of accuracy of forecast could be readily realised in the short-term British electricity market. As the reduction is relatively small the assumption of perfect foresight appears to be a not unreasonable simplification, and is used henceforth.

4.5 Diminishing Marginal Returns

The assumption that EES devices are price takers is reasonable for single devices and valid for small capacities which could be deployed in the short to medium term. However, EES creates extra demand when electricity selling prices are low, forcing the price up. It provides additional supply when prices are high depressing the selling price. If network capacities of EES increase significantly, a smoothing effect of electricity price differentials, upon which arbitrage depends, would result, and operators’ income would fall. This diminishing marginal value of storage, termed ‘self-cannibalisation’ [180], depresses the commercial value of EES. The effect is more pronounced than standard supply and demand markets which exhibit diminishing marginal returns.

![Figure 4.26 Loss of revenue with increasing price forecast error](image_url)
Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 demonstrate the effect of self-cannibalisation, showing the range of daily prices over the year with a small amount of EES (2GW, 8GWh) and a large amount (10GW, 40GWh), respectively. With a large amount of storage the price spikes, which previously occurred on 25% of the days, are eliminated and the median price range is almost a flat line demonstrating the reduced opportunities for arbitrage.

In addition to recent work by Green [181], discussed above, Sioshansi [182] is one of the few authors to address the assumption of storage as a price taker. He showed that while self-cannibalisation reduced the commercial value of EES, significant external welfare gains were achieved through price smoothing. A simple economic model demonstrated that producer
profit was reduced while consumer surplus was more significantly increased resulting in a transfer of wealth from producers to consumers and a net global welfare gain. The impact of different ownership models on achieving the welfare gain was also investigated. A joint ownership model of EES, with merchant traders, consumers and generators owning a share of the total storage capacity was shown to enable the optimum operational strategy with maximum global benefits. With a single type of owner, a merchant operator would come closest to the optimum, despite sensitivity to a reduction in the electricity price spread.

A price elastic model could be used to adjust electricity prices to modest levels of EES; however, this thesis focusses on early stage EES technology development, where MW rather than GW of capacity are likely to be installed. For these amounts of storage, the assumption that it is a price taker is expected to be valid.

4.6 Technology Comparison

Section 4.3.3 demonstrated that arbitrage revenue would vary depending on the EES characteristics. Different technologies exhibit different combinations of characteristics and as such, revenue will vary between them. A selection of representative EES technologies is shown in Table 4.3. These show feasible characteristics for each technology with a full range listed in Table 2.1 in Chapter 2.

The revenue available to each EES technology was investigated using 2008 electricity prices. Figure 4.14 shows that 2008 was the most profitable year for EES with over double the revenue achieved compared to any other year investigated. This year was selected to give the best case scenario for annual revenue. The results are shown in Figure 4.29.
Table 4.3 Sample storage technology characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Life (Years)</th>
<th>Storage Capacity (MWh)</th>
<th>Maximum Charging Rate (MW)</th>
<th>Maximum Discharging Rate (MW)</th>
<th>Conversion Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Storage Efficiency (%/half hour)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pumped-hydroelectric Energy Storage (PHS)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flywheel Energy Storage (FES)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>82.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>99.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>99.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Layer Capacitor (DLC)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>99.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryogenic Energy Storage (CES)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>99.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumped Heat</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>99.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results show that PHS and CAES returned significantly higher revenue than any other technology. However, these are represented by significantly larger EES devices, in both storage capacity and power rating, which would cost significantly more. Multiple units of the smaller EES technologies could be deployed to reach the size of the larger PHS or CAES devices which may lead to an equivalent revenue. Figure 4.30 shows the annual revenue per unit capacity and per unit charging rate for each of the technologies.
This shows that pumped heat is competitive with PHS on a revenue per MW basis and that there is much less variation in performance per MWh with PHS and CAES among the technologies with the worst return. Capacity and power rating also effect costs of EES technologies and so revenue per MW or per MWh cannot be used to compare commercial value; the total system costs must also be considered to provide a commercial evaluation of a project. Generally, an internal rate of return is used as a measure of the economic case for a project with a threshold percentage considered a ‘good investment’. This is not practical here as many of the technologies will not make a positive return from arbitrage and so an internal rate of return cannot be calculated. Instead, the Net Present Value (NPV) is used.

NPV is a measure of the value of an investment based on the capital spent compared to the discounted revenue over the lifetime of the project [183]. It provides a measure of the rate of return on a project. The NPV is calculated using Equation (4.10)

\[ NPV = \sum_{T=0}^{N} \frac{C_T}{(1+r)^T} \]  

where \( T \) is the year, \( N \) is the lifetime of the project in years, \( C_T \) is the cash flow in year \( T \) and \( r \) is the discount rate. To calculate the NPV of the EES technologies listed in Table 4.3 it was assumed that the project was built and capital released instantaneously in year zero followed by the first year revenue being achieved at the end of year one. Following this, revenue was accrued annually at the end of each year. This is unlikely to be accurate for capital intensive civil projects, such as PHS, which can take over a decade to build [184]. The cost of capital should also be taken into account to calculate the true NPV of specific projects; however, for a high level comparison these simplifications were considered acceptable. Although the revenue would vary each year, for this preliminary assessment, it was assumed that the revenue was fixed based on the annual revenue from 2008. The capital costs were taken as the mean values for each technology from the range listed in Table 2.2 in Chapter 2. A discount rate of 10% was applied. The assumptions are summarised in Table 4.4 and the results shown in Figure 4.31.

\[ 5 \] Discounted revenue applies a reduction to future income to take into account the preference of investors to have cash immediately rather than having to wait for it, known as the time value of money.


Table 4.4 NPV Assumptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumption</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital Spend</td>
<td>Lump sum at commissioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>Technology specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount Rate</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period revenue accrued</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual revenue</td>
<td>Based on 2008 arbitrage revenue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4.31 NPV for a range of storage technologies based on annual revenue from 2008](image)

The results show that the only technologies which returned a positive NPV were PHS, CAES, CES and pumped heat. PHS and CAES are the more mature technologies which have, to some extent, already come down their cost curves, returning the highest NPV. The capital cost of CES and pumped heat are expected to reduce over the coming decades as more of these projects are deployed, which would lead to a higher NPV for these technologies. Although the result for CAES is slightly misleading, as the cost of fuel used during the discharging process is not accounted for in the model, these are the four technologies which are expected to contribute to energy management in the electricity system which would be rewarded through arbitrage. The other devices would be more useful for power quality applications, as discussed in Chapter 3, which would gain revenue through dedicated ancillary service contracts.

Carrying out the same analysis using electricity prices from any other year, which was not as profitable for EES, did not return a positive NPV for any technology. This further highlights the risk associated with revenue which is dependent on an unpredictable electricity market.
Investors tend to be risk averse and favour early returns, which is partially accounted for in the discount rate applied in the calculation of the NPV. However, for large infrastructure projects in the electricity sector, some analysts disregard revenue from later years entirely to represent the high risk associated with changes in the market [185]. This penalises devices with a longer lifetime but better reflects an investor’s preference for quick returns. Eager et al [185] used income available only for the first 15 years of lifetime to calculate the NPV. Applying that approach to EES technologies reduced the value of PHS and CAES most significantly, but they still remained the most economically favourable, followed by CES and pumped heat as shown in Figure 4.32.

![Figure 4.32 NPV for a range of storage technologies with 15 year income based on annual revenue from 2008](image)

4.7 Evaluation of Risk

To fully reflect the level of risk in a project, it is useful to carry out a risk analysis which takes into account the range of risks associated with an investment. Some of the commercial risks facing EES are mentioned above, such as the change in revenue from one year to the next and the dependence on market structures. Novel technologies also carry higher technical risks including uncertainty surrounding cost and performance. Evidence shows that uncertainty and risk delay investment decisions [186] and that a low return on a low risk investment may be more favourable than a higher expected return at a higher risk [187]. Risks can be categorised as technical or commercial, which largely relate to the specific project and market conditions, respectively. The potential risks facing EES technologies are listed in Table 4.5.
### Table 4.5 Risk categories faced by storage technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Risks</th>
<th>Commercial Risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction costs</td>
<td>Fuel costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational costs</td>
<td>Demand growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead time</td>
<td>Emissions costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Degree of competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Cost of capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decommissioning costs</td>
<td>Credit risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulatory changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commercial risks are largely associated with changing market structures and future energy costs, which an EES developer can have little control over. These are discussed in the following chapter. This section examines the impact of technical risks on a project’s commercial viability using realised historic electricity prices. Various approaches can be used to assess the risk. These are discussed below.

### 4.7.1 Methods of Risk Analysis

#### Qualitative Assessment

In qualitative risk assessments risks are identified and rated for their impact and probability of occurrence. Although described as qualitative, these are allocated a number on a sliding scale (e.g. 1-5). The two scores are multiplied to give a resulting risk rating [188]. This enables risks to be ranked in order of importance to identify where project resources should be focussed. Although this method is common practice in project management [188] it is crude and relies largely on engineering insight to identify and quantify the impact and probability of risks.

#### Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is applied to models and calculates an output, such as revenue, based on the expected value of variable inputs, such as capital costs. The responsiveness of the result to a change in value of a specific variable is then measured [189]. Changes are generally applied uniformly across all variables without consideration of how likely the changes are to occur. The approach is also limited in its ability to assess the impact of changing multiple variables together where input values are not mutually exclusive. Stress testing can be applied to
sensitivity analysis where an extreme value of a chosen variable is applied to investigate its impact [189].

**Scenario Analysis**

Scenario analysis provides an assessment of the impact of changing multiple dependent variables where various possible combinations of inputs are investigated [189]. Stress tests can also be applied to scenario analysis where extreme scenarios are created. Similarly to sensitivity analysis, the probability of each scenario is not normally considered.

**Monte Carlo Method**

The Monte Carlo method is a technique which uses repeated random sampling to obtain an expected outcome and its probability distribution, which is a measure of risk [190]. Inputs such as capital costs, availability and performance are modelled by probability distributions rather than single expected values. Models are subject to repeated simulations where each run uses input values selected from the distributions. Completing sufficient numbers of simulations leads to the outputs converging to a single expected value and enables the probability distribution of the output to be computed. It has been proven that the expected output using the Monte Carlo method, which is statistically the most likely result, is not necessarily the same as the output derived deterministically using each input’s mean value [191].

Probability distributions of outputs enable investors to make decisions which are specific to their individual risk appetite. For example, Eager et al [185] require the NPV of new generation plant to be twice the project fixed costs at a 95% confidence level. This information can only be achieved by statistical methods of risk analysis such as the Monte Carlo technique.

A single EES technology was selected to carry out a risk analysis case study using the Monte Carlo technique. Work in this and previous chapters established a precedent that EES technologies have different cost and performance characteristics and must be modelled individually. Equally, the risks associated with inputs vary between technologies: mature technologies are represented by narrower input distributions demonstrating the higher certainty with which variables are known. To carry out a thorough risk analysis accurate and detailed information is required which can be challenging to obtain. In particular, cost information can be commercially sensitive and is not readily available. It is not within the scope of this thesis to complete a risk analysis for multiple technologies, rather a single technology is used to demonstrate the issues associated with novel EES projects.
4.7.2 Case Study

A CES device developed by Highview Power Storage was selected for the case study. It is a novel technology, which highlights the risks associated with early stage development. Detailed cost and performance data was made available by the company [192]. With limited operational experience, the reliability of the data from a source promoting the technology must be considered. However, it was largely in agreement with, or greater than, the published information on CES presented in Chapter 3 and so was considered to be reasonable. An overview of the company and technology development is given below to provide context for the analysis.

The Company

Highview Power Storage is a privately funded UK company developing utility scale CES. It has raised over £26m of equity investment with NTR plc, an international developer and operator of renewable energy, as a major shareholder [193]. It is a small company with 16 staff based in London.

Highview Power Storage has one patent granted for its CES technology and five further patents pending. It has positioned itself as an engineering service and intellectual property licencing company, not a manufacturer or operator of energy storage. Following proof of concept, it intends to design units for customers’ specific applications. This way, it hopes to access a broad range of market applications for its technology [194]. The company is listed in the 2012 Global Cleantech 100 [195] and has won several awards for its technology.

Development

Highview Power Storage was founded in 2002 to develop a piston engine running on liquid nitrogen called the Dearman Engine. In 2005 the company began working with the University of Leeds and the Institute of Engineering Thermophysics at the Chinese Academy of Sciences to develop utility scale CES. In 2008, a lab scale proof of concept system was built. Following successful testing, the company made the decision to position itself with industrial and utility scale storage as its first market. It was awarded a £1.1m grant from DECC through the Low Carbon Investment Fund for development of its pilot plant [196]. The 350kW, 2.5MWh prototype device was hosted by SSE in Slough with a generator connected to the grid in 2010 using an external supply of liquid air to generate electricity. In 2011 a liquefier was added to form a fully integrated EES device. A range of operating conditions were tested at the pilot plant until the end of 2014 when it was disconnected from the grid and moved to The
Birmingham Centre for Cryogenic Storage where it is undergoing re-commissioning for use as a research facility [197].

In 2014 Highview Power Storage was awarded a further £8m from DECC’s Energy Storage Technology Demonstration Competition in conjunction with energy and waste management company, Viridor [198]. The funding was awarded to build a 5MW CES demonstrator to operate at Viridor’s landfill gas generation plant near Manchester. Construction is underway and the plant is expected to be operational in 2016. The company is also working on the design of multi MW projects that can deliver 15-200MWh of electricity at power ratings of 5-50MW.

Technology

An introduction to CES technology is outlined in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5. When charging, electricity is used to refrigerate air from the surrounding environment. The air is cooled and turns to liquid at -196°C. It is then separated and liquid nitrogen stored in insulated, but unpressurised vessels. When discharging, nitrogen is vaporised and the high pressure gas used to turn a turbine and generate electricity. Harnessing and recycling the cold air from the process roughly halves the energy required for the liquefaction increasing the total round trip efficiency to around 50% which is commonly quoted in literature [37]. Additionally, harnessing waste heat from other industrial processes could increase the roundtrip efficiency further to approximately 70%. Low grade heat at around 115°C is required to vaporise nitrogen [199]. This is commonly available from industrial plants as waste as it is not high enough temperature to be useful for many other applications.

The technology uses modular components which have been proven in the industrial gases industry. This reduces the risk associated with project costs and the component life is well understood. The only novel aspect is the detail of the design of the high pressure turbine [199]. Further details on the novel aspects of this technology can be found in [200].

Liquid nitrogen has a high volumetric energy density of 0.12-0.2kWh/litre, several ten times that of compressed air and about a hundred times that of elevated water [37]. Highview Power Storage estimates that a complete CES device with 10MW rated power and 90MWh capacity would have a footprint of approximately 4,000m² (one acre) [201]. Its high energy density provides an added benefit that electricity available at remote off grid locations can be used to produce liquid nitrogen which could be transported to a central location to produce electricity locally. The high volumetric density also means that liquid air can be used to store large quantities of energy. A cryogenic tank with a 150,000m³ capacity is currently used for storage
of liquid natural gas [202]. If such a container were used to store liquid nitrogen, the storage capacity would be around 18-30GWh.

CES does carry associated safety risks including cold hazards, pressure build up and oxygen deficiency [203]. However, these should not prevent the technology being widely deployed. Cold hazards can be managed with suitable materials for low temperature service and appropriate insulation systems [203]. Pressure build up in fuel tanks is commonly solved with pressure relief valves and burst discs [203]. Oxygen deficiency would require stricter regulating. Liquid nitrogen stored for substantial periods will boil off in time as ambient heat penetrates the insulation. This will cause the pressure in the vessel to rise, and gas to be released through a relief valve. If the tank is housed in an enclosed space with inadequate ventilation, this could lead to the concentration of nitrogen causing the air to become un-breathable. Anyone entering the space would be at risk of asphyxiation. This risk could be eliminated by mandating appropriate passive ventilation and monitoring equipment [203].

To date, liquid nitrogen production facilities have required continuous operation [203]. This conflicts with its use for grid-scale energy storage which requires the production of liquid air during times where electricity demand is low and not during peak hours [204]. However, developments have been made to design processes which are suitable for quick start ups, shut downs and variable operations.

Despite some challenges, CES devices are expected to be deployed in increasing numbers in the future.

**Technical Inputs**

It is anticipated that future CES systems will have higher capacity and charging rates than the prototype projects piloted by Highview Power Storage. Costs were provided for two larger EES systems, the characteristics of which are specified in Table 4.6. These were both used for the risk analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>System A</th>
<th>System B</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage capacity, $S_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging rate, $Q^C$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharging rate, $Q^D$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion efficiency, $\eta_c$</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage efficiency, $\eta_s$</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>% per half hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The storage efficiency of 99.979% per half hour represents the boil off of nitrogen from the storage tank, as ambient heat penetrates the insulation, equivalent to a rate of approximately 1% per day. Although some sources report lower boil off rates for larger tanks of between 5% every 100 days [205] and 0.2% per day [206], it is accepted that smaller tanks, such as those which would be used for the CES systems specified in Table 4.6, would experience higher rates due to their larger ratio of surface area to volume.

It was assumed that the system was adequately designed for these characteristics and their values were known with certainty. The lifetime of the device was 30 years and the uncertainty associated with this was accounted for in the model by completely discounting revenue gained after 15 years. An annual planned maintenance time of 7 days was also assumed to occur over a week during the summer months, when revenue was expected to be lowest [201]. The days with the actual lowest revenue, on which it would be optimum to carry out maintenance, would not be known in advance. To represent this down time, the average revenue from the lowest quartile of performing weeks over the year was subtracted from the annual revenue.

An availability of 94.6% was achieved at the CES pilot plant in Slough [207]. In the model availability was applied, in addition to the planned maintenance outages, as a fixed percentage reduction to the total annual revenue in the absence of a more thorough investigation into failure mode probabilities and repair times. The availability was not known with certainty and so was represented by the left skewed lognormal distribution shown in Figure 4.33. The distribution had an upper bound of 100%, mean of 94.6% and standard deviation of 5% (absolute).

![Figure 4.33 Left skewed lognormal probability distribution for device availability](image-url)
Cost Inputs

CES costs were provided for the three subassemblies in the system: the liquefier (charging equipment), the power recovery unit (discharging equipment) and the storage tank. The data is listed in Table 4.7. Costs were provided for a FOAK device and a NOAK device for both system sizes. The NOAK costs were calculated by cost analysts at Highview Power Storage estimating cost reductions through learning by doing and manufacturing at scale [192]. A learning rate of 17.5% was applied each time there was a doubling in the number of CES systems deployed, up to a predefined lower bound. This was based on similar rates which have been observed in CCGT cost evolution since the 1990s [192]. Although much of the equipment is expected to be off-the-shelf from the industrial gases industries, the scale and assembly of the components is novel and the company anticipates opportunities for cost reduction which justify this learning rate. The number of projects deployed and the lower bounds on cost were not disclosed. A six tenths factor was applied to estimate the economies of scale; assuming that as the quantities increased, the cost increased by the same ratio to an exponent of six-tenths as shown in Equation (5.10) [208].

$$\frac{\text{Cost}_1}{\text{Cost}_n} = \left(\frac{\text{Quantity}_1}{\text{Quantity}_n}\right)^{6/10} \tag{5.11}$$

Table 4.7 Cryogenic energy storage subassembly costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Liquefier (£m)</th>
<th>Power Recovery Unit (£m)</th>
<th>Tank (£m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOAK System A</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAK System A</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAK System B</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAK System B</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, a breakdown of component costs from each subassembly was provided, as a percentage of the subassembly cost. An estimate of the certainty with which each component cost was known was also assessed through discussions with Engineers at Highview Power Storage [209]. The data is listed in Table 4.8. This was largely in agreement with the accuracy range estimates in the EPRI Electricity Storage Handbook [106] based on simplified mature technology estimates and preliminary commercial cost estimates. Components which have a
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more established supply chain, such as the storage tank, have significantly lower uncertainty estimates than the more novel aspects of the technology, such as the turbines.

Table 4.8 Cryogenic energy storage subassembly component cost breakdown and uncertainty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subassembly</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cost (% of Subassembly Cost)</th>
<th>Uncertainty (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquefier</td>
<td>Process equipment</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cold box assembly</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recycle compressor</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air compressor and drier</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control and instrumentation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical equipment</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooling equipment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering and site supervision</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank</td>
<td>Tank</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Turbines</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recovery</td>
<td>Cryogenic Pumps</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unit</td>
<td>Control and Instrumentation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heat Exchangers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipework</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering and Supervision</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each component cost was represented by a normal distribution in the risk model with the cost estimate used as the mean value and the uncertainty range as the expanded uncertainty. The expanded uncertainty is defined as the standard deviation of a distribution multiplied by a coverage factor, which is a positive number greater than one. A coverage factor of two was
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used, which resulted in a distribution with 95.5% probability of being within the expanded uncertainty limits [210]. An example of the probability distribution for the process equipment for a FOAK device with the characteristics of system A is shown in Figure 4.34. The expected (mean) value was £3.14m, 11% of the liquefier subassembly cost, and the expanded uncertainty was £0.63m, 20% of the mean component cost. With a coverage factor of two, the standard deviation was £0.315m.

![Figure 4.34 Normal probability distribution for process equipment cost for first-of-a-kind system](image)

Between FOAK projects and NOAK projects the costs and uncertainty ranges reduced as there would be more established supply chains and more confidence in cost estimates. System A and B were examined using both FOAK and NOAK data for comparison. For the NOAK devices, the standard deviation of the lognormal probability distribution characterising the availability was reduced from 5% to 2% to represent the increased certainty with which this would be known.

In addition to the capital expenditure (CAPEX), the following operational expenditure (OPEX), supplied by Highview Power Storage [201] was included in the model:

- fixed OPEX of £2% CAPEX per year;
- variable OPEX of £2/MWh consumed for liquefaction; and
- overheads and insurance costs of £8,000 per year.

The model was run for 100,000 iterations to allow the output of NPV to converge towards a single expected value for each of the systems.

---
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Modelling Energy Storage

Results

The expected NPV for system A and B for FOAK and NOAK devices based on annual revenue from 2008 electricity prices is shown in Table 4.9. It is notable that for all cases investigated the NPV was negative. This is contrary to the preliminary results, shown in Figure 4.32, which suggested CES could return a positive NPV of £1.72m. There were a number of details in the analysis which led to these differences, including the size of the EES system analysed. Secondly, more accurate cost estimates provided by Highview Power Storage were used for the risk analysis which were generally higher than the estimates found in literature used for the preliminary results. Cost estimates for operation and maintenance were also included, which were initially assumed to be negligible. This was the largest cause of the discrepancy. OPEX added additional annual costs of 2-4% of CAPEX, which had a significant impact on the NPV. Finally, the risk analysis included more accurate modelling of the device performance including downtime for planned and unplanned maintenance which were excluded in the preliminary work. The results shown in Table 4.9 are expected to provide a more accurate assessment of the NPV and are in agreement with previous studies which suggest that arbitrage alone is not a viable source of revenue for EES [137].

Table 4.9 Expected net present value for cryogenic energy storage based on 2008 electricity prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Expected NPV (£m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOAK System A</td>
<td>-40.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAK System A</td>
<td>-19.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAK System B</td>
<td>-63.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAK System B</td>
<td>-29.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that the expected NPV was higher i.e. a lower negative result, for the NOAK device than for the FOAK device for system A and B due to the reduction in expected costs. The results also show that the expected NPV was higher for system A, the smaller device, than for system B, when comparing FOAK with FOAK and NOAK with NOAK. Increasing the size of the system from A to B, increased the annual revenue from £0.9m to £2.3m; however, the CAPEX and OPEX increased more significantly resulting in the lower NPV. The normal probability distributions representing the NPV for each system are shown in Figure 4.35. The larger spread of the FOAK systems show the higher risk associated with novel technologies compared to the narrower distribution for the NOAK devices. The uncertainty was measured
as a percentage of the capital cost for each component and so system A, the smaller device with the lower cost, had the narrower distribution, representing the lower risk.

The Monte-Carlo simulation was used to demonstrate the risk profile for an EES project and the reduction in risk as it moved from FOAK to NOAK providing more additional confidence to investors. A deterministic simulation would have produced a similar result; however, it would not have provided an equivalent profile of project risk to be established.

![Figure 4.35 Normal probability distribution for net present value of cryogenic energy storage based on 2008 electricity prices](image)

The results show that the expected costs and risks associated with a novel EES technology should reduce as more devices are deployed. Initially, financial support may be needed to enable developers to deploy high cost, high risk FOAK projects which would, in turn, enable NOAK costs to be realised. The innovation support funding discussed in Chapter 4 will assist, to some extent, with prototype project funding; however, without longer term, guaranteed revenue support for EES, there is little scope for further early stage projects to be funded. In the short term, even with access to multiple revenue streams, EES costs and risks are prohibitively high. Proponents of EES argue that in addition to the potential for reduced costs, opportunities for revenue will increase in the future as more variable output wind power is integrated into the electricity system [11]. This is discussed in subsequent chapters. Grünewald et al [19] considered that without targeted support for EES existing mature generation technologies may be favoured, despite not providing the range of benefits of EES in the long term. Due to the nature of large generators with long service lives, once this capacity has been built, the benefits of additional EES would be diminished and future opportunities for financially independent EES projects eliminated.
4.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented a model to assess the commercial value of EES by optimising revenue through price arbitrage. Investigating the optimum operating strategy showed that devices charged and discharged on a daily basis following diurnal variations in electricity prices which were driven by daily demand cycles. Revenue was affected by mean electricity prices, daily price spreads and the frequency of cyclic price fluctuations. Variations in consumer behaviour, market structures and fuel prices between different global markets and within the same market from one year to the next, led to different opportunities for EES and demonstrated the risk associated with investments in the technology.

Varying technical characteristics showed that revenue increased as storage capacity and power rating increase; however, the constraints were not mutually exclusive and required joint optimisation. Furthermore, arbitrage revenue was highly sensitive to both conversion and storage efficiency.

An investigation into the implications of perfect foresight of electricity prices showed that forecast errors of up to 10% could be tolerated with less than 5% reduction in revenue suggesting that the assumption would have minimal impact on the results. The assumption of EES as a price taker was also discussed. If the impact of EES operation on electricity prices was considered, increasing storage capacity would lead to reduced marginal returns for an investor, but increased social welfare. This would inflate the difference between the commercial opportunity available to a storage operator and value of EES to society. Without dedicated support to reward EES for the external welfare benefits it provides, and to assist in reducing short term investment risk, the opportunity for the long term system benefits to be realised may be diminished.

Comparing individual technologies highlighted the range of device performance and cost characteristics and demonstrated that modelling multiple EES technologies using generic characteristics is not an acceptable representation. The results showed PHS, CAES, CES and pumped heat were the most feasible options available as EES for energy management applications.

A more detailed case study of CES showed that the preliminary modelling results were optimistic in their values of NPV based on arbitrage revenue. Once more accurate cost data and operation and maintenance were accounted for, the results supported previous conclusions that justification of investment in EES is not viable through arbitrage alone. Additionally, the importance of including an analysis of risk in addition to the value of an investment was
discussed. A Monte Carlo risk analysis was used to assess the impact of uncertainty in cost estimates and performance on the NPV. This showed that the uncertainty reduced in addition to the value increasing between FOAK and NOAK devices.

In addition to cost and technical risk reducing in the future, there is the potential for revenue to increase. The value of storage has been demonstrated to be highly dependent on market frameworks. In future energy scenarios, with potentially large penetrations of variable renewable generation and changing fuel prices, electricity price patterns will change, leading to changing revenues for EES. The potential impact of these changes is discussed in the following chapters.
Chapter 5 Electricity Price Model Development

This chapter presents the model developed to simulate time series of electricity prices for future energy scenarios. In the following chapter, this is coupled with the storage arbitrage model, described previously, to investigate the impact of changing market structures and fuel and carbon prices on EES revenue. The work reported in this chapter has been published in a journal paper by Dunbar et al [211], a copy of this is available at the end of this thesis.

An overview of the competitive model of the GB electricity market is presented. The techniques used to create supply and demand curves are explained referencing historic data, which is later used to validate the model. Initial comparisons between historic and simulated electricity prices are presented and improvements made to the electricity price functions. The treatment of future fuel and carbon prices, wind power output and demand are then presented. Finally, the implications of representing wind power output as negative demand and the treatment of errors in the model are discussed.

5.1 Model Overview

The complexity of electricity price processes, in addition to their significance to the power industry has motivated numerous researchers in the field of electricity price forecasting [212]. Many different techniques have been applied [213], which can generally be categorized as either stochastic or fundamental models [214]. Stochastic models focus on addressing short term characteristics of spot electricity markets, but provide little insight into price formation. As such, they are not good at modelling future scenarios where electricity systems may be different to current structures. Fundamental price models rely on accurate forecasts of demand, fuel prices and, in a system with a large penetration of wind power, wind speeds, among other
variables. These are challenging to predict, particularly over long time horizons; however, such models have been shown to be representative of the power exchange and are commonly used for modelling scenarios of future energy prices [215], [94].

The purpose of the electricity price model was not to attempt to predict future electricity prices, but to give an indication of wholesale price volatility for different scenarios to enable the potential value of EES to be explored under different generating capacity and fuel price assumptions. The model represented prices in the GB power exchange and was validated using historic electricity price data from the ELEXON price portal [27], which provides market index prices as a half-hourly time series of the average trades through the power exchange.

The model was based on the assumption of perfect competition in the electricity market. Supply and demand curves were constructed for each half hour time period and the price of electricity determined by the market clearing price: where the curves intersected. The generator supply function was calculated by stacking thermal plant in merit order of increasing marginal cost. An industry supply curve was used, where all generators of the same technology were assumed to have the same bidding behaviour, rather than individual generator supply functions being calculated. This reduced the model complexity and has been shown to be a reasonable approximation of the market in GB [216]. Renewable power output was assumed to have zero marginal generation cost and was deducted from electricity demand to calculate the dispatchable power which was required from thermal generators in the system; this formed the net demand curve. Assuming zero marginal generation costs for renewable power output assumes that no subsidy is paid. This is reasonable as subsidies are expected to be removed as technology costs reduce; the UK Government recently announced an end to subsidies for all new onshore wind farms as early as 2016 [217]. As a result, in the model, the price of electricity never falls below zero; the implications of this are discussed in Section 5.8.

An overview of the model is shown in Figure 5.1.

![Figure 5.1 Overview of electricity price forecast model](image-url)
The model was developed and validated using historic data from 2005-2007. These years were selected as robust data sets for coal, gas and nuclear fuel prices in addition to wind resource data were available. For other years, this information could not be sourced at as high a temporal resolution.

5.2 Generator Supply Function

Thermal generators were grouped into four classes of plant; nuclear, coal, CCGT and OCGT and stacked in merit order of increasing generation cost. It was assumed that each class of generator would bid to produce electricity at a price around its marginal generation cost. In the UK, there are no regulations requiring them to do this; however, it is likely to be the case in a competitive market and studies have shown it to be a reasonable assumption [218], [219]. To represent a competitive market, the price bid by each class was bound by the lower limit of its own marginal cost and the upper limit of the marginal cost of the next class in the merit order stack [180]. A linear relationship between the price of electricity, $PE$, and power output was assumed between these upper and lower limits, defined by:

$$PE = \Pi_x \left[ 1 + \frac{n_{x+1} - n_x}{n_x} \frac{P_x}{C_x} \right]$$ (5.1)

where $\Pi_x$ is the marginal generation cost, $x$ denotes the merit order of the marginal generator (i.e. for baseload $x=1$ and for peaking plant $x=4$) and $P_x$ and $C_x$ are the power output and installed capacity of the marginal generator, respectively. All generators were paid the market clearing price which was set by the highest merit order generator that was scheduled to run. The difference between the market clearing price and the generator’s short run marginal cost is known as a scarcity rent and provides income to cover the plant’s long run fixed costs [36].

Peaking plant was the last class of generator to be dispatched. Its maximum price was not limited by a more expensive generator and so it bid to produce electricity at a premium price to reflect scarcity of supply. This price uplift, significantly higher than the marginal generation cost, enables peaking generators, which generate for a limited number of hours, to recover their fixed costs and is a feature of electricity markets in GB [26] and worldwide [220], [221]. Grünwald [180] and Eager [222] used forms of exponential function to represent the price of electricity bid by peaking generators. Both these uplift functions were investigated; but neither was found to adequately represent the shape of price curve. An alternative exponential was found to be more representative and was implemented in the model:

$$PE = \Pi_x \left[ \beta e^{\alpha \left( \frac{P_x}{C_x} \right)} \right]$$ (5.2)
where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are constants which were determined empirically and used to define the extent of the uplift applied when capacity was scarce. The calibration of these scalars is presented in Section 5.6. Figure 5.2 shows an example aggregate supply curve.

![Figure 5.2. Example electricity supply curve](image)

### 5.2.1 Generation Capacity

There is a wide range of generation capacity contributing to electricity production in GB. To simplify the model, only 4 classes of generation were considered. Smaller peaking generators including oil, as well as pumped-hydroelectric, were grouped with OCGTs and other base load generators, such as run-of-river hydro, were grouped with coal. This approach, used by Eager [92], gives a reasonable representation of the British system without significantly increasing the complexity of the model. Grünewald [11] simplifies his model further, considering only three classes of thermal generation defined generically as base load, mid-merit and peaking plant. While this approach allows easier implementation of the model, it does not enable adequate representation of the different marginal generation costs of different types of generator. Instead of calculating the marginal cost for each classification of generation, a single approximate value was assigned to each class by Grünewald, which meant that sensitivity of electricity price to variations in fuel and carbon price could not be represented.

Historic generator capacity data was obtained from the National Grid Interim Seven Year Statement [223]. Although this data was published ahead of time and based on projected capacities, it provides a detailed breakdown of individual generators allowing the plant to be assigned to each of the categories outlined above. Actual plant capacities were subsequently published in the Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics (DUKES) [25]. The information
was verified against these figures; however, DUKES alone was not sufficiently detailed to distinguish CCGT from OCGT generation. The historic capacities of each class of generator are listed in Table 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Capacity (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>12,134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>11,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>11,086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plant capacity was assumed to be fixed throughout the year and GB was considered an islanded network with no interconnector capacity.

5.2.2 Availability

To reflect plant downtime for maintenance, the capacities listed in Table 5.1 were multiplied by the generator availabilities given Table 5.2 [224]. This applied a constant reduction in capacity to generator output throughout the year, assuming a significantly large number of generators in each class and that the likelihood of shut down was constant throughout the year. Although it is likely that there would be increased planned maintenance during the summer months, this was a reasonable simplification given the level of generator classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generator Class</th>
<th>Availability (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCGT</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCGT</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.3 Marginal Generation Cost

Marginal generation costs can be obtained from a number of sources including reports by Mott MacDonald [225] and the former Department of Trade and Industry [226]. Green [227] and Eager et al [185] compute marginal generation costs from fuel price, plant thermal efficiency
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and carbon price. This allows flexibility to investigate the impact of changes in these variables on electricity price.

Generation costs of thermal generators, $c$, were calculated based on the cubic power output function presented by Wood et al [228]. The cubic function was simplified, assuming that all variable costs were linear and, additionally, the costs associated with emissions were incorporated. Start up and zero load costs were neglected. It is only during peak hours that start-up costs make a significant contribution to marginal costs [95]. As discussed above, during these hours generators will bid to produce electricity at substantially inflated prices and the accuracy of the marginal cost at these times is less critical. The cost function is given as:

$$c(p) = dp + V + \frac{vF_{car}}{\eta}$$

(5.3)

where $p$ is the power output, $d$ is a coefficient derived from thermal efficiency and fuel price, $V$ is the operation and maintenance cost, $v$ is the amount of carbon produced from burning fuel at 100% efficiency, $\eta$ is the thermal efficiency and $F_{car}$ is the price of carbon. From this the short run marginal cost was calculated using:

$$\Pi_x = \frac{1}{\eta_x} (a_x F_x + v_x F_{car}) + V_x + e_x$$

(5.4)

where $\eta_x$ is the thermal efficiency of the marginal generator, $x$, $a_x F_x$ is cost of fuel, with $F_x$ the fuel price relating to each class of generator. Specifically, nuclear and coal fuel prices were in £/kg while gas prices were in £/therm. $a$ was required to convert the units of price into £/MWh. $e_x$ is the cost of enriching the fuel, which only applies to nuclear generators, and $v_x$ and $V_x$ are the carbon emissions and operation and maintenance costs per unit output, respectively. The conversion coefficients for each fuel type were calculated using equations (5.5)-(5.7):

$$a_{nuc} = \frac{8.9}{24 \times 45} = 8.24 \times 10^{-3} \text{kg/MWh}$$

(5.5)

where 8.9kg of uranium ($\text{U}_3\text{O}_8$) is needed to produce 1kg of converted, enriched and fuel fabricated (CEFF) uranium and a burn up rate of 45MWday/kg is used [229].

$$a_{coal} = \frac{3.6}{0.024} = 150 \text{kg/MWh}$$

(5.6)

where 0.024GJ of energy is available per kg of coal [230] and 1MWh = 3.6GJ.

$$a_{gas} = 3.6 \times 9.48 = 34.12 \text{ therms/MWh}$$

(5.7)

where 9.48 therms is equivalent to 1GJ of energy.
The data used for each generator class is listed in Table 5.3. Thermal generators are established technologies. While performance may improve over time due to technology developments, it was assumed that there would not be significant changes and these inputs remained fixed for all future energy scenarios.

Table 5.3 Thermal generator data [92], [230], [225]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generator Type</th>
<th>Thermal Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Carbon Emissions (kg/MWh)</th>
<th>Variable Operating Cost (£/MWh)</th>
<th>Enrichment Cost (£/MWh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCGT</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCGT</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fuel prices**

Fuel markets are volatile and prices depend on a number of complex factors ranging from natural disasters and adverse weather conditions to regulatory regimes and political conflicts. Time series of historic fuel price data were used to ensure that intra-annual volatility was captured.

**Nuclear**

The NUEXCO exchange value of monthly uranium fuel prices are published by TradeTech [231]. This is the longest running uranium price indicator series in the nuclear fuel industry [232]. The monthly time series data for 2005-2008 is shown in Figure 5.3 (Data Source 1). Alongside the average annual price quoted by Eager [92]. The values are similar, but the monthly average prices provide better resolution and so were used in the model.
Coal prices are published in the DECC reports on Quarterly Energy Prices [233] and are shown in Figure 5.4 (Data Source 1). BP also publishes the Northwest Europe marker price of coal in its Statistical Review of World Energy [234]; however, only a single annual price is published, as shown in Figure 5.4 (Data Source 2). There is a small discrepancy, but the DECC prices are specific to GB and provided a better resolution and so were used for the model.

Gas
The UK National Balancing Point (NBP) is a virtual exchange for trading natural gas [235]. It has been in existence since the 1990s and is the most liquid gas market in Europe [236]. Trades at the NBP are made via the On-the-day Commodity Market which is operated by ICE-
ENDEX (previously APX-ENDEX). Historic daily gas price data from 2005-2007 was provided by ICE-ENDEX [28]. The average monthly prices from this data were compared to values reported to be sourced from Argus [235] and Platts [236], although the detailed monthly average prices could not be accessed from these primary sources. The maximum difference between different data sets for the same month was 20%.

Figure 5.5 Gas price time series [28]

Carbon prices

Carbon emissions are a by-product of thermal electricity production. Similarly to fuel prices, carbon prices have a direct impact on marginal generation costs, they can be volatile and are highly dependent on political regulation. Historic daily carbon prices were sourced from the European Environment Agency [237]. These are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 Carbon price time series [237]
5.3 Renewable Power Output

Wind power was the only form of renewable energy considered in the model. Other forms of renewable generation were grouped with classes of thermal capacity as discussed above. The implications of larger penetrations of other variable renewables including solar, wave and tidal generation are discussed in Chapter 6. It was assumed that wind power had zero marginal cost and was always dispatched when available. The UK was conceptually modelled as a single bus transmission system and network constraints were neglected. It was assumed that wind power output was not curtailed unless electricity demand was fully satisfied.

5.3.1 Wind Speed Data

Wind speed measurements are available from the UK Meteorological Office [238], which have been used in other similar analyses [95], [11]. This data is only available at specific met mast locations which may be some distance from wind turbine sites. Additionally, topography local to the met masts, which are often located in urban areas, could affect the boundary conditions which would influence the wind speed measurements [239]. There are also limited offshore locations where data is available.

Hind-cast data from atmospheric models can provide more accurate wind speed data at a higher and more regular spatial resolution. Hawkins [30] used the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model [240] to produce hourly wind speeds for the UK and surrounding waters. Wind speeds were produced at a spatial resolution of 3km by 3km and extracted at various heights above ground or sea level. This allowed the wind speed to be obtained at a height closer to the actual turbine hub height, rather than the met mast height which can be considerably lower. When using met mast data, the wind speed is commonly transformed to the required hub height using the power law [241]. This method can cause issues when assuming values for the shear exponent. For example, when it is sunny, the reduction in shear exponent due to increased turbulence in the boundary layer can be difficult to represent [92]. Further information on the wind speed model can be found in [30].

5.3.2 Power Output

The MatLab code used to calculate the aggregate wind power output described in this section was written by Lucy Cradden, a Research Fellow at the University of Edinburgh.

The DECC RESTATS planning database [242] details renewable energy projects which are operational, under-construction or consented in GB. For the years under investigation, the planning report data was used to identify onshore wind farms, their location, capacity and the
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date that they commenced electricity production. Each wind farm was considered to be producing power from the start of the year in which the database stated it was commissioned and operational. The time series of wind speed data corresponding to each farm location was extracted from the wind model at 80m. This was the height at which wind speeds were available, which was expected to be closest to the average turbine hub height.

Manufacturers’ power curves can be used to estimate power output from wind farms [243], [244]. However, these are obtained in controlled environments and often don’t include the effects of short-term variations in wind speed and direction, the presence of turbulence or other dynamic effects due to interactions between turbines [245], [246]. As a result, manufacturers’ power curves often overestimate power output [247]. Hayes et al [248] demonstrated a 10% error in power output calculated from the manufacturer’s power curve compared to measured data for a UK wind farm. To overcome these issues a number of approaches have been used to develop aggregate wind farm power curves [245], [249], [250]. These conclude that aggregate power curves should exhibit the following characteristic changes from manufacturers’ power curves [30]:

1. Power is generated below the cut in speed;
2. rated power is reached at a higher wind speed;
3. output drops below the rated power earlier than the cut-out speed; and
4. some power is generated after the turbine cut-out speed.

Further information on these differences and their causes is available in [30]. A model for obtaining an equivalent aggregate power curve for a wind farm in the UK was presented in [248]. This is approximated as a function of the wind speed, \( U \), in equation (5.8).

\[
\text{Power Output} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\frac{U - 9.7}{1.8}}}
\]

(5.8)

This was used to calculate the power output for each wind farm in the UK. The output per unit was multiplied by the wind farm capacity for each site. Although the power curve was specific to the wind farm investigated in [248] it was applied as a generic power curve in this model. It was not feasible to empirically obtain aggregate power curves for each individual wind farm.

The power output from all the wind farms was summed to give an aggregate power output for onshore wind. The data was interpolated linearly to obtain a time series of power output at half-hourly intervals. The power output at each time period was then reduced by 10% to
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account for availability, assuming 90% of the wind fleet was operating continuously. This is a somewhat conservative estimate for onshore wind [251].

The process was repeated for offshore wind farms under the same assumptions. Offshore wind farms are likely to have a hub height greater than 80m and, for the years used to validate the model, the availability was expected to have been less than 90%. These inaccuracies are likely to have little impact as the total power output from offshore wind turbines in the UK made little contribution to meeting electricity demand in the years 2005-2007.

The time series of total wind power output for 2005-2007 is shown in Figure 5.7. This is the sum of onshore and offshore power output. The increasing annual installed capacity over these years is also shown. Figure 5.8 shows wind power output and electricity demand on the same scale which demonstrates the minor contribution that wind power made to serving electricity demand during this period.

![Figure 5.7 Wind power output and installed capacity](image1)

![Figure 5.8 Wind power output and electricity demand](image2)
5.4 Demand

Historic demand data is available from National Grid [251]. This provided a time series of half hourly demand for the UK. Electricity was assumed to have zero price elasticity of demand (i.e. consumers would not respond to changes in electricity price), which is a reasonable assumption for historic electricity prices [21] but may change in the future with the introduction of smart grids and demand side response. The implications of this are discussed in Chapter 7.

The electricity supply curve and the demand were calculated at each half hourly time step and, using the basic principles of supply and demand, the intersection of the inelastic demand and the supply function define the electricity price at that time.

5.5 Initial Results and Model Improvements

This section compares preliminary outputs from the price model to historic electricity prices over a three year period. Initially, prices are compared by examining the price duration curve. This gives an indication of if the correct magnitude of prices are generated by the model. Following this, the full three year time series are investigated to provide evidence of the uplift function operating correctly. Examining a two week period of the time series shows that diurnal price fluctuations are appropriately captured by the model; however, the magnitude of the daily price spread is not adequately represented; a feature which is critical to arbitrage revenue. Subsequently, modifications to the model are described, which compensate for previously overestimated daily price troughs and underestimated daily price peaks. For this section the uplift coefficients, $\alpha$ and $\beta$, were arbitrarily fixed at values of 1.8 and 1, respectively. Calibration of these coefficients, discussed in the following section, should correct any errors in electricity price during periods where peaking generators are used.

5.5.1 Price Magnitude

Figure 5.9 shows the price duration curve over three years, from 2005-2007, for simulated and historic electricity prices from the ELEXON Power Exchange [27]. This indicates that the simulated prices were of the correct order of magnitude, although slightly higher than historic prices. The difference was most significant for the highest prices with the maximum simulated price reaching £619/MWh, while historically, the maximum price was £550/MWh. Calibration of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ should correct the overestimation of the extreme prices.
5.5.2 Price Uplift Function

Figure 5.10 shows the time series of the results shown in the price duration curve. The general shape of the two time series is similar, with extreme prices most prevalent during the winter months. This suggests that the model correctly identified periods of scarce capacity and applied the price uplift during these periods. Occasional price spikes, such as those in the summer of 2006, were not captured by the model. These were likely to be caused by isolated events, such as an unexpected generator shut downs, which are not adequately characterised by the simplified approach used to model generator availability. However, these occasions were rare and would have little impact on EES revenue over its lifetime.
5.5.3 Daily Price Spread

Also evident from Figure 5.10 is the frequently larger price spread in historic prices than in the model. The model consistently overestimated the lowest prices and underestimated the peaks when the uplift function was not applied. This is evident on inspection of prices over a shorter duration. Figure 5.11 shows electricity prices for the first two weeks of August 2007 as an extreme example of this. Figure 5.12 shows the demand net wind power output for the same period. 1st August 2007 was a Wednesday so the reduced net demand on days 4 and 5 and 11 and 12 are over the weekends. The capacity limits for each class of generator are also shown.

Figure 5.11 Initial model output and historic electricity prices for first two weeks of August 2007

Figure 5.12 Demand net wind power output and generator class capacity limits for first two weeks of August 2007
5.5.4 Correcting Minimum Prices

The overestimation of the minimum prices may be attributed to the calculation of marginal costs used to form the supply curve. Average generator efficiencies were used to calculate the marginal costs for each class of generator. In reality, the supply curve will be made up of many individual supply curves with the most efficient generators setting the lowest marginal cost for each class. The performance of less efficient generators was not important in the model, as it was accounted for in the linear increase in price bid by each class. It was assumed that the competitive price bid by the marginal generator was always higher than its marginal cost. Mott MacDonald [225] reports high, medium and low generator efficiencies for different classes of generator. The efficiencies in the model were changed from the average values listed in Table 5.3, to the high efficiency figures from this report; 46%, 60% and 46% for coal, CCGT and OCGT respectively. Figure 5.13 shows the simulated and historic prices for 2005-2007 using the high efficiencies. Figure 5.14 shows the same data for the first two weeks in August 2007. These graphs show that the minimum simulated electricity prices were significantly closer to the historic prices. However, the simulated price peaks were also reduced, increasing the difference between the peaks in the model and the historic data.

![Graph showing simulated and historic electricity prices](image)

*Figure 5.13 Model output and historic electricity price time series with high generator efficiencies, 2005-2007*
Figure 5.14 Model output and historic electricity prices with high generator efficiencies for first two weeks of August 2007

5.5.5 Correcting Price Peaks

Figure 5.12 shows that, in the model, CCGT was the marginal generator during every price peak for the first two weeks in August 2007. OCGT (peaking plant) was not required. Calibrating $\alpha$ and $\beta$, would have had no effect on these prices. This suggests that some form of uplift function should be applied to the prices bid by CCGT generators, in addition to that applied to OCGT generators, during this period to better reflect the price peaks. It is reasonable to assume in a competitive market that the maximum price bid by a CCGT generator would not be restricted by the marginal generation cost of the cheapest OCGT generator, but by the minimum price that OCGT generator would bid to produce electricity. To reflect this, the same linear relationship between price and output was assumed for CCGT, but the minimum price bid by OCGT, including the uplift function, was used as the upper limit. This is described by equation (5.9) where the variables are previously defined.

\[
PE_{CCGT} = \Pi_{CCGT} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{n_{OCGT} \left( \beta \frac{p_{OCGT}}{c_{CCGT}} - n_{CCGT} \right)}{n_{CCGT}} \right) \frac{p_{CCGT}}{c_{CCGT}} \right] \tag{5.9}
\]

When the marginal generator is CCGT, there is no power output from OCGT (i.e. $P_{OCGT}$=0) so this can be simplified to:

\[
PE_{CCGT} = \Pi_{CCGT} \left[ 1 + \left( \beta \frac{p_{OCGT}}{c_{CCGT}} \right) \frac{p_{CCGT}}{c_{CCGT}} \right] \tag{5.10}
\]
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With $\beta=1$, as assumed for initial investigations, equation (5.10) simply represents a linear increase in price for CCGT with the upper and lower limits set at the marginal generation costs for CCGT and OCGT, respectively, as previously assumed. Increasing $\beta$ increases the maximum price bid by CCGTs, in addition to the price bid by OCGTs. To demonstrate this, Figure 5.15 shows the simulated and historic electricity prices for the first two weeks of August 2007 with $\alpha=1.8$ and $\beta=2$. While not identical, the price peaks from the model are of a much closer magnitude to the historic data. The actual values of $\beta$ and $\alpha$ must be determined such that the complete time series of model electricity prices reflects the historic market data.

![Electricity Price Model Output and Historic Electricity Prices with High Generator Efficiencies for First Two Weeks of August 2007, $\beta=2$](image)

Figure 5.15 Model output and historic electricity prices with high generator efficiencies for first two weeks of August 2007, $\beta=2$

A further feature evident from Figure 5.15 is the extended duration of the price peaks in the model compared to the historic data. This was improved by replacing the linear supply curves of the marginal generators with the hyperbolic function described by equation (5.11). This was expected to better represent the complexities of supply curve, such as differing ages and efficiencies of plant within each class of generation [92], than the linear approximation.

\[
P_E = \prod_x \left[ 1 + \frac{\prod_{X+1} - \prod_x \cosh\left(\frac{P_x}{C_x}\right) - 1}{\cosh(1)-1} \right]
\]  

(5.11)

The change this made to the generator supply function is shown in Figure 5.16. For both price functions, $\beta=1$. Equation (5.12) was used to calculate the price of electricity for the third marginal class of generator in the hyperbolic supply curve. This incorporates the hyperbolic function in equation (5.11) and the uplift described by equation (5.10).

\[
P_E = \prod_x \left[ 1 + \frac{\beta \prod_{X+1} - \prod_x \cosh\left(\frac{P_x}{C_x}\right) - 1}{\cosh(1)-1} \right]
\]  

(5.12)
The calibration of the uplift function and the final values of the coefficients, α and β, used in the model are defined in the next section.

![Supply curve with linear and hyperbolic price functions for marginal generators](image)

**Figure 5.16 Supply curve with linear and hyperbolic price functions for marginal generators**

### 5.6 Model Calibration

As discussed in the previous chapter, a number of characteristics of the electricity price time series affected the EES revenue including the frequency and magnitude of peaks and troughs as well as the mean price. The uplift coefficients, α and β, were calibrated to minimise the difference between the revenue calculated from historic and simulated electricity prices using the storage arbitrage model and through inspection of the electricity price time series from 2005-2007. Using revenue and inspection, rather than a single statistical measure from the time series, allowed multiple characteristics, which may have impacted the operation of EES, to be accounted for.

Alternative approaches used to calibrate uplift functions include assigning a Value of Lost Load (VOLL) to the price when the capacity margin is zero [92] or pricing to ensure that the investment case for peaking plant remains viable [19]. These methods only use the most extreme prices and are most relevant when investigating system scarcity and investment cases for capacity. They introduce challenges of accurately defining VOLL and peaking plant costs, respectively. Furthermore, in this model, installed generation capacities were defined exogenously and were not dependent on simulated electricity prices. They were expected to
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be reflective of future scenarios, but would not necessarily represent the system margin accurately enough to employ these methods.

The arbitrage algorithm described in the previous chapter was used to calculate the annual revenue using simulated and historic electricity prices. The EES device characteristics listed in Table 5.4 were used. The optimum values of α and β were found to be 1.62 and 1.41, respectively. The annual revenue calculated using historic and simulated electricity prices is shown in Table 5.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage capacity, $S_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging rate, $Q^c$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharging rate, $Q^d$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion efficiency, $\eta_c$</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage efficiency, $\eta_s$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>% per half hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4 Storage device characteristics used for price model validation

Table 5.5 Annual arbitrage revenue, 2005-2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Revenue from historic market index prices (£m)</th>
<th>Revenue from simulated electricity prices (£m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that the model did not consistently over or under estimate the revenue which was within 10% of the revenue based on historic electricity prices in every year. An average annual revenue, across the three years, of £0.87m was achieved using both historic and simulated prices. Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 show a comparison of the historic and simulated electricity prices for the second week in August, 2007 and the monthly average values over the three year period.
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Figure 5.17 Historic and simulated electricity prices for second week in August 2007

Figure 5.18 Historic and simulated average monthly electricity prices, 2005-2007

These show that the model adequately captured the basic features of the market. Critically, the good fit of the half hourly prices shows that the diurnal variations, to which arbitrage is particularly sensitive [19], were well represented. The model was not expected to reproduce an identical time series of historic electricity prices as there are a number of simplifications compared to the real market including; the assumption of perfect competition, transmission constraints, availability and generator classifications.
Table 5.6 presents the annual minimum and maximum electricity prices from historic and simulated data. The mean and standard deviation of the daily troughs and daily peaks for each year are also presented. Historically, there was significant variation in maximum daily price but little variation in the minimum daily price.

A comparison of the price statistics shows that the simulations adequately represented the key characteristics of the historic electricity price time series that were significant to arbitrage. As ‘one-off’ extreme measurements, the absolute maximum and minimum values were less critical than the mean and standard deviation data which was in better agreement. The peak statistics showed better agreement than the trough statistics. The maximum difference between historic and simulated mean peak values in any year was 7%. The maximum difference between the mean trough values for 2006 was 326%; however, this was an absolute error of only £14.29/MWh. The better representation of peak values was possible through calibration of the uplift coefficients α and β whose values did not affect the trough characteristics. The simulated results showed slightly higher standard deviation of peak prices compared to historic data which may have provided additional price volatility to compensate for the minor overestimation in minimum prices. The error in the peak standard deviation was negligible in 2007 where the difference between the mean trough values was also smallest.

The model should be validated using historic data for years which were not used to calibrate the uplift coefficients; however, data at a sufficiently high temporal resolution could not be sourced for all variables out with the years 2005-2007. The wind speed model data was available from 2001-2011. Prior to 2005, there were significant gaps in the demand data available from National Grid and, from 2008-2011, daily gas prices could not be sourced. Utilities have long term contracts with fixed gas prices to hedge against the risks of price variation and it could be argued that publically available quarterly gas prices would be sufficient. However, when using fixed quarterly gas prices in the model, the intra-weekly price variation (and intra-day variation) to which arbitrage is particularly sensitive was not adequately represented. It is likely that while utilities make use of long term contacts for forward and future electricity production, they inevitably trade in the spot gas market to make up shortfalls and sell surplus; these actions feed through into the power exchange. This effectively means that the generators’ marginal costs are reflected by the short term variations.

Ideally, more recent years with a higher penetration of wind power would be used for validation. In recent years, National Grid has published wind power output from wind farms connected to the transmission system. However, this is not appropriate to use as it does not
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adequately capture the approximately 1GW of embedded wind generation. These challenges in sourcing accurate data make it difficult to truly validate the price model. As such, the uplift coefficients may produce electricity prices reasonably for the years for which they were calibrated (2005-2007), but it would be misleading to argue that they would provide an accurate representation of the magnitude of the price spikes in future years. The shape of the price profile is, however, well represented by the model, as shown by Figure 5.17. As a result, while the absolute values of electricity prices may not be accurate for future scenarios, the resulting trends in arbitrage revenue investigated in the following chapter should remain valid. The results have been used to identify patterns of increasing or decreasing revenue and have deliberately not been compared to other costs or other revenues in light of this.
Table 5.6 Annual peak and trough electricity price statistics from historic and simulated data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Price</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>17.38</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Trough Mean</td>
<td>23.18</td>
<td>28.41</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Trough Standard Deviation</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Price</td>
<td>476.91</td>
<td>617.18</td>
<td>414.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Peak Mean</td>
<td>67.49</td>
<td>72.26</td>
<td>69.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Peak Standard Deviation</td>
<td>47.86</td>
<td>64.26</td>
<td>47.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.7 Future Electricity Prices

In future energy scenarios a number of variables will change including generation capacity, fuel prices and demand. The specific scenarios investigated are presented in the following chapter. This section describes the method used to generate time series of fuel and carbon prices, wind power output and demand.

5.7.1 Fuel and Carbon Prices

Average annual prices for gas, coal, uranium and carbon were specified for each future energy scenario. Time series data from a historic base year was scaled to match the average future fuel prices to ensure that intra-annual volatility was maintained. The fuel price for each half hour period, \( F_t \), was calculated according to:

\[
F_t = \frac{\bar{F}}{\bar{f}} \cdot f_t
\]

(5.13)

where \( \bar{F} \) is the average price of the fuel, \( \bar{f} \) is the average price of fuel from the base year and \( f_t \) is the base year fuel price at time \( t \). The carbon prices were calculated using the same method.

5.7.2 Wind Power Output

Several approaches have been taken in the literature to produce aggregate time series for future wind power output. Broadly, a spatial distribution of wind farms is assumed and historic wind speed profiles applied to determine the aggregate power output using a method such as that described in Section Error! Reference source not found.. Techniques vary in their assumptions of future wind farm locations. Grünwald [11] used an optimisation algorithm to position wind capacity in geographically diverse areas. This did not consider planning restrictions or network constraints, both of which are critical factors in the development of wind farms. This is unlikely to be a realistic representation of future distributions. Green and Vasilakos [95] assumed that offshore installations would be focussed in areas where National Grid was intending to upgrade transmission lines and placed additional capacity in regions which aligned with these locations. This would not necessarily be the optimum future position and may, equally, not be the final positions where wind farms are deployed. Onshore, installed wind capacity was scaled at existing locations for future years. This assumed that the spatial distribution in the future would be the same as it is currently. Here, different approaches were taken to onshore and offshore wind farm locations described below.
**Onshore**

Two scenarios of onshore wind farm locations were investigated. Scenario 1 was based on the historic locations of wind farms in GB. The DECC RESTATS planning database [242] was used to identify the location and capacity of all wind farms which were operational by 2013. The locations are show on the left hand map in Figure 5.19 with the right hand heat map weighted by installed capacity. The total installed capacity was 6.7GW. Scenario 2 was based on all onshore wind farms listed in the DECC RESTATS planning database in 2014 [242]. This lists all renewable electricity projects in the UK with an intended installed capacity greater than 1MW from inception through to operation. Although many projects listed may not be built, these represent practical locations which developers are considering and it is reasonable to assume that some form of feasibility study would have been carried out prior to listing a project in the database. As such, the projects listed represent realistic options for future onshore wind farm locations. The locations are shown in Figure 5.20 (left) and weighted by installed capacity (right). The total installed capacity for Scenario 2 was 19.0GW, which includes the 6.7GW already operating.

The spatial distribution of wind farms in Scenario 1 was relatively diverse with the highest installed capacity focussed slightly in southern Scotland. In Scenario 2, the capacity was increased by over 200%. Although the locations appear to be spread throughout GB, the relative increase in southern Scotland is largest with some additional weighting of capacity in west Wales.

The aggregate wind power output per unit was calculated using the method described in Section Error! Reference source not found. for both scenarios using wind speed data from 005, 2006 and 2007. This base year, from which the wind speeds were used, was termed the wind year. The time series output for Scenario 1 was plotted against Scenario 2 for each year and the results are shown in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.19 Location of onshore wind farms used for Scenario 1 (left) weighted by installed capacity (right)

Figure 5.20 Location of onshore wind farms used for Scenario 2 (left) weighted by installed capacity (right)
The graphs of each wind year exhibited the same slope of 1.01, indicating very similar output for both scenarios despite the slight change in spatial distribution of capacity between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. The coefficient of determination (R-squared) from a linear regression was
0.998 or greater for every wind year investigated. As there was little change in output between the scenarios, for future energy scenarios, the installed capacity of onshore wind was scaled linearly from the base year.

**Offshore**

Historically, installed offshore wind capacity has been significantly less than onshore; however, that is anticipated to change in the future. Three scenarios of spatial distributions of offshore wind were investigated. Scenario 1, shown in Figure 5.22, was based on the actual operational capacity in 2013 totalling 3.65GW installed. Scenario 2, shown in Figure 5.23, was based on all the projects listed in the DECC RESTATS planning database [242] including those which were not yet permitted, constructed or operational; this represented a total installed capacity of 21.0GW. Scenario 3, shown in Figure 5.24, used the same installed capacities and locations in Scenario 2, plus additional capacity to represent wind farms which may be developed as part of the Crown Estate Round 3 seabed leasing round [252]. The exact locations of wind farms within each zone specified in the leasing round were approximated to match the anticipated capacity which may be developed in that area [253]. The total installed capacity in Scenario 3 was 51.8GW.

Figure 5.22 shows that the historic installed capacity of offshore wind farms is not geographically diverse with capacity concentrated in near shore locations in the north west and south east of England. In the future, it is expected that there will be increasing installed capacity in Scotland and sites further offshore as shown in Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24. The aggregate per unit output for each scenario was plotted against each other scenario and is shown in Figure 5.25 with a wind year of 2005. The results showed similar patterns of correlation when alternative wind years were used.
Figure 5.22 Location of offshore wind farms used for Scenario 1 (left) weighted by installed capacity (right)

Figure 5.23 Location of offshore wind farms used for Scenario 2 (left) weighted by installed capacity (right)

Figure 5.24 Location of offshore wind farms used for Scenario 3 (left) weighted by installed capacity (right)
Figure 5.25 Comparison of aggregate offshore wind power output per unit for different scenarios with 2005 wind year
The output from Scenario 1 showed little correlation with the output from Scenario 2 or 3 as Scenario 1 had significantly less diverse locations of offshore capacity. Scenarios 2 and 3 had somewhat similar spatial distributions and the per unit output from these scenarios showed some linear correlation; however the relationship was significantly weaker than that shown in Figure 5.21 of the onshore scenarios. This demonstrates the importance of the assumed wind farm locations for offshore capacity. Fewer, larger capacity wind farms make up the offshore fleet and so the location of each has more impact on the aggregate power output compared to numerous, smaller capacity farms forming the onshore fleet which have less individual influence.

Offshore wind power output would have most impact in the future scenarios with a large capacity of installed offshore wind. These are likely to be best represented by Scenario 3. Hence, the offshore farm locations in Scenario 3 were scaled to match the capacity required for future energy scenarios.

5.7.3 Demand

The average and peak electricity demand were specified for each future energy scenario. Time series demand data from each historic base year was transformed to match the future average and peak demand values. Equations (5.14) and (5.15) were used to calculate the future electricity demand at any time period, $D$

$$d_1 = d_t - \bar{d} + \bar{D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.14)

where $d_1$ is an interim time series of demand, $d_t$ is the base year demand at time $t$, $\bar{d}$ is the base year average demand and $\bar{D}$ is the average demand in the future scenario

$$D = (d_1 - \bar{D}) \frac{d_{\text{max}} - d_1}{d_{\text{max}} - \bar{d}} + \bar{D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.15)

$D_{\text{max}}$ is the future peak demand and $d_{\text{max}}$ is the peak of the interim time series. This approach is similar to that used by Eager [92] where a historic time series was scaled by a growth rate each year to reflect changes in demand but maintain patterns of use. Eager’s approach assumed a regular growth rate which was not necessarily representative of real changes in demand due to changing global and economic factors. It is expected that scaling demand to match peak and average values from future energy scenarios would provide a better representation than applying a generic growth rate. Green and Vasilakos also used a similar method in [94] applying a fixed growth rate of 1.1% per year. It is unlikely that this fixed rate of change would be representative of real demand growth as step changes in the use of heat pumps, electric
vehicles and energy efficiency improvement (for example) would lead less uniform changes.
The limitation of the method used here, and by previous authors, is that it does not represent
changes in demand behaviour which may develop in the future. These will be different for
different scenarios, for example, depending on demand side response and the uptake of electric
heat pumps and electric vehicles, which have distinct demand profiles [254]. Creating a bottom
up aggregate demand curve would give a more realistic output than simply scaling historic
demand; however, this detail would introduce additional complexities and is out with the scope
of this thesis.

Unless otherwise stated, the same base year was used for fuel and carbon prices, wind speed
and demand in an attempt to maintain any relationship between fuel costs, weather and
consumer behaviour.

5.8 Discussion

5.8.1 Wind as a Price Setter

The analysis models wind as negative load; however, in the UK, it is only embedded
generation below 50MW capacity which truly behaves in this way. Larger wind farms forecast
their output in advance and trade in forward markets. Instead of contributing to negative
demand, wind farm output would adjust the supply function for each half hour period. Thermal
generation would be required to respond not only to changes in demand, but also to wind
forecast errors. Moreover, the assumption that thermal plant is dispatched in merit order is a
simplification. In reality, the network responds in different ways to variation in wind and
demand and, consequently, there are different cost implications.

If there was a significant market share of wind and wind generators were paid a subsidy for
electricity, generators may not bid to produce electricity at zero marginal cost. These effects
would change the electricity price at the lower end of the supply curve and arguably may drive
it negative. For example, this could be up to the equivalent value of any subsidy which could
be claimed. While this would have some impact on the results, trends in arbitrage revenue
would be unlikely to be affected as the magnitude and frequency of price spikes would remain
largely unchanged. Furthermore, recent analysis has shown that, in the UK, negative prices
are not a significant feature of the market in any year through to 2040 [255].

5.8.2 The Impact of Errors

The price time series produced by the model is the out turn price and represents a projection
of future prices rather than a forecast. The errors in the model would be expected to be
consistent across a range of scenarios and small compared to uncertainties associated with
other inputs such as future gas prices and carbon prices and the variation in wind power output
from one year to the next. Due to the high level of uncertainty associated with future energy
scenario inputs, the results are used to identify trends in revenue over several years, rather than
to compare the absolute value with storage costs and assess the return on investment for a
storage device in the future. It is believed that a lack of explicit treatment of forecast error
within the modelling will therefore not have a substantial impact on the results and
conclusions.

5.9 Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented the development of a model used to simulate future electricity
prices. Historically, prices have been driven by gas prices and demand cycles. Wind power
has made little contribution to demand and variations in output have had little impact on price.
In the future this is expected to change as large penetrations of intermittent renewable power
are connected to the grid. The impact of these changes on electricity prices will have
implications for EES revenue.

A fundamental electricity price model was developed assuming perfect competition in the
electricity market. Thermal generators were grouped into four categories and stacked in merit
order of increasing marginal cost to form the supply curve. An exponential uplift in price was
applied to peaking generators. Wind power output was calculated and deducted from consumer
demand to form a net demand curve, assumed to be completely inelastic. The model was
calibrated using the revenue achieved through price arbitrage from 2005-2007. This was
considered more appropriate than using any individual statistical measurement from the price
time series as a number of characteristics, including the frequency and magnitude of price
spikes as well as average prices, would affect EES revenue.

In the following chapter, this price model is coupled with the arbitrage model described
previously and used to investigate the impacts of changing variables in future energy scenarios
on EES.
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Chapter 4 demonstrated the high costs and project risks facing novel EES technologies. It also implied there were additional risks facing EES as a result of changing market structures and environmental and political changes between markets and between years. This chapter couples the arbitrage model outlined in Chapter 4 with the electricity price model described in Chapter 5 to investigate the impact of specific market variables on EES. The output of a time series of electricity prices was used as an input for the arbitrage optimisation. This soft coupling of models is adequate given the assumptions described in previous chapters and has been used in this way previously [11]. Initially a sensitivity study is carried out to evaluate the impact of independent factors on arbitrage revenue and EES operation. Following this, specific scenarios are investigated to examine plausible future combinations of these market variables.

Selected results from Section 6.2 have been published in a journal paper by Dunbar et al [211]. Portions of Section 6.1 were presented at the Offshore Energy and Energy Storage Symposium, 2015 [256] and have been accepted for publication in the Institution of Engineering Technology journal, Renewable Power Generation: Offshore Energy Storage Special Issue. Copies of these manuscripts are available at the end of this thesis.

6.1 Sensitivity Study

The electricity price model, described in Chapter 6, produces a time series of electricity prices given the inputs of generation capacity, fuel prices, carbon prices, demand and wind speed profiles. This time series was used as the input for the arbitrage model to carry out a revenue sensitivity study. The potential future value of many of the variables is highly uncertain and investors will need to understand how EES performs across a range of outcomes. Sensitivity studies are a useful method for appraising uncertainty, as discussed in Chapter 5, and allow the influence of individual factors to be investigated. It is critical that the relative importance
of key EES characteristics is understood in the context of uncertain market variables. This will enable technology choices to be developed which are robust to changing market conditions rather than solutions which are ‘optimal’ in today’s market, but which may become redundant as the electricity sector evolves.

The sensitivity study was conducted by individually adjusting key external parameters from initial baseline values to investigate the impact of each factor on arbitrage revenue. These parameters included gas and carbon prices, average demand, and installed wind capacity. In a future energy system these would not vary independently of each other and additional variables, such as thermal generation capacity and underlying patterns of demand, would also change; however, these were kept constant to investigate each effect in isolation and gauge its significance. The impact of changing thermal generation capacity is discussed qualitatively. A scenario analysis, with combinations of multiple changing variables, was subsequently carried out and results are presented in Section 6.2.

The baseline case used historic data from 2006, including time series of fuel [28] and carbon [237] prices, generation capacity [25], demand times series [29] and wind speed time series [30]. This ensured a degree of coherence in the underlying data. The installed capacity of each class of generator is shown in Figure 6.1. Typically coal generation was dispatched before CCGT in the merit order. The installed wind capacity was less than 3% of the total generation capacity.

![Figure 6.1 Installed generation capacity 2006][25]
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Initially, the EES characteristics were fixed at the baseline values listed in Table 6.1. These depict a moderate scale device that acts as a price-taker with a power-to-storage ratio of 1:10, reasonable round trip efficiency and no other losses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage Constraint</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum storage capacity</td>
<td>MWh</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum charging/discharging rate</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion efficiency (round trip)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage efficiency</td>
<td>%/day</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.1 Market Variables

Gas price

The National Grid Future Energy Scenarios [257] provide information on plausible pathways for future, uncertain energy landscapes out to 2035. The 2014 Future Energy Scenarios estimate that, in a high price scenario, gas prices would be slightly less than £1/therm by 2035. The arbitrage algorithm was therefore run for simulated electricity prices with average gas prices increasing from 10p/therm to £1/therm. For each average gas price, the remaining inputs from the baseline year were used and the electricity price simulated at each half hour for 365 days to enable the annual revenue to be determined. The time series of historic gas prices from the 2006 baseline year was scaled in each case to maintain a constant intra-annual volatility of gas prices for each run.

![Graph](image)

Figure 6.2 Annual revenue from simulated electricity prices with increasing gas price
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The results, shown in Figure 6.2, indicate that for gas prices greater than 30p/therm the arbitrage revenue increased approximately linearly with gas price. Gas turbines were the most expensive thermal generators dispatched and their marginal prices set the daily peak electricity prices. Figure 6.3 shows the EES device state of charge over a two week period with an average gas price of 40p/therm and £1/therm. This shows that the optimum operating schedule in both cases was almost identical. The device charged and discharged on a daily basis in line with daily demand cycles. Wind power output had little influence on electricity prices compared to variations in demand as the baseline installed capacity was small. Despite the similar operational pattern, the higher gas price led to a larger daily price spread enabling more revenue to be made during each cycle.

For the lowest gas prices, revenue increased. This was because the lowest gas prices reduced the marginal generation cost of gas sufficiently that it became cheaper than coal for some periods. During these periods, coal was the peaking generator and gas generation contributed to base load during off peak hours. Lower gas prices reduced the price of off peak generation which increased the daily price spread, enabling more revenue to be achieved during a storage cycle.

![Figure 6.3 Storage state of charge for final two weeks in January with gas price of 40p/therm and £1/therm](image)

Figure 6.4 shows the marginal generation costs across the year in £/MWh with an average gas price of 10p/therm. This shows periods where coal had the highest marginal generation cost and was dispatched as peaking plant. Figure 6.5 shows the marginal generation costs in £/MWh with an average gas price of £1/therm, which shows that OCGTs were the most expensive generator for all periods of the year. The variation in marginal costs for each generator type are a result of the time series of fuel prices used. Gas prices were available at a
daily resolution, while coal prices were only available as monthly averages and nuclear prices as quarterly average prices.

Figure 6.4 Marginal generation costs with average gas price 10p/therm

Figure 6.5 Marginal generation costs with average gas price £1/therm

**Carbon price**

Historically, the carbon price has always been below £20/tonne [237] and the 2014 National Grid Future Energy Scenarios estimate that by 2035 it could increase to between £30/tonne and £75/tonne [257]. The analysis was repeated for simulated annual time series of electricity prices with increasing average carbon price from £10/tonne (£0.01/kg) to £100/tonne (£0.1/kg). The time series of carbon prices within the year was scaled from 2006 to the average value.
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Figure 6.6 Annual revenue from simulated electricity prices with increasing carbon price

The results, shown in Figure 6.6, demonstrate that revenue increased with carbon price, albeit at a diminishing rate. Increasing the carbon price increased both gas and coal marginal generation costs, but did not affect nuclear generation costs. For many periods, increasing the carbon price raised the daily peak electricity prices, increasing the price spread and enabling the EES device to gain additional revenue. For some off-peak periods the second marginal generator – commonly coal – was required, which set the off-peak electricity prices. Increasing the carbon price increased coal generation costs more significantly than gas generation costs, reducing the price spread during periods where coal was required for off-peak generation. As the carbon price increased further the price spread, and opportunity for arbitrage, was reduced during these periods, leading to diminishing gains in revenue.

If the carbon price were to increase further, the marginal generation cost for coal would increase such that it was more expensive than gas generation and the merit order of the generators would switch. This was the case, for example, with a mean carbon price of £0.25/kg. Coal was the third marginal generator for the majority of the year, with CCGT being the second and OCGT, as previously, providing peaking capacity. In this case, the annual arbitrage revenue increased to £1.36m as the price spread between peak and off-peak prices was magnified. This phenomenon shows that there is not a simple linear relationship between carbon price and arbitrage revenue.

The EES device followed a similar strategy to that shown in Figure 6.3 over the range of carbon prices investigated. The EES revenue was significantly less sensitive to carbon price than to gas price. There was an increase in revenue of less than 30% with an order of magnitude increase in carbon price (from £10 to £100/tonne). This compared to an increase in revenue of over 125% for an order of magnitude increase in gas price (from 10p to £1/therm). This
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demonstrates the relatively modest influence of the current range of expected carbon prices on arbitrage revenue compared to the impact of changing gas prices.

Demand

In 2006, average electricity demand was approximately 40GW. It is anticipated that this will remain constant, or may even reduce, in the future as energy efficiency measures are implemented [257]. Alternatively, if large numbers of heat pumps or electric vehicles are deployed, both average and peak demand could significantly increase, changing the pattern of electricity demand. A detailed examination of scenarios of potential changes in the shape of demand patterns is beyond the scope of the sensitivity study but is discussed further in Section 6.3. Retaining the underlying pattern of demand from 2006, and with peak demand kept constant, average demand was increased in 2GW increments from 30GW to 50GW to investigate the impact on EES revenue. The electricity generation capacity was fixed at 2006 levels, so increasing demand represented a reduction in the average capacity margin. In a competitive market, this would lead to increased electricity prices incentivising investors to build more generators. This would, in turn, restore a greater average capacity margin and reduce prices restoring market equilibrium. The static market model used, with exogenously determined generation capacity, does not fully reflect these changes, but allows variations in demand to also be a proxy for the capacity margin.

The results, shown in Figure 6.7 indicate an increase in annual revenue with rising average demand at an increasing rate. For low average demand, representing a high average capacity margin, commonly the low merit order generators were able to serve demand throughout the day. This was delivered by the left hand side of the supply curve discussed in Chapter 6, an example of which is shown in Figure 6.8. In this region prices are low and price elasticity of supply is also low, demonstrated by the shallow curve, resulting in a small price spread. At higher levels of demand, the higher merit order generators including peaking plant were required. This was delivered through generation represented by the right hand side of the supply curve. Here, prices are higher, and price elasticity of supply is also higher, demonstrated by the steep shape of the curve. As a result, for the same daily variation in demand, the price spread was increasingly larger enabling higher revenue to be achieved.
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Figure 6.7 Annual revenue from simulated electricity prices with varying average annual demand

Figure 6.8 Example electricity supply curve

Wind

The arbitrage model was run for simulated annual time series of electricity prices with increasing installed wind capacity from zero to 40GW. The ratio of offshore to onshore capacity was fixed at 3:2. Again, the remaining inputs, including the wind speed distributions, were taken from the baseline year, 2006. Retaining all other generation capacity as per 2006 (Figure 6.1), 40GW of installed wind represents 35% of the total generation capacity in GB.

The results, shown in Figure 6.9, indicate that the revenue reduced as the wind capacity increased, but tending to an asymptote. This was due to lower variation in electricity price with increased wind power output. Figure 6.10 shows the wind power output for two weeks in
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February with 40GW of installed wind capacity. Figure 6.11 shows the electricity prices for the same period for scenarios with zero and 40GW of installed wind capacity.

- Figure 6.9 Annual revenue from simulated electricity prices with increasing penetration of installed wind capacity

- Figure 6.10 Time series of wind power output with 40GW installed capacity for first two weeks in February

- Figure 6.11 Time series of electricity price with no wind capacity and 40GW installed wind capacity for first two weeks in February
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Prices were similar for both scenarios between days 8 and 9 when the wind power output was low. With 40GW of installed wind capacity, during periods of high wind power output, peak prices were significantly reduced, which led generally to lower price variation. This is a result of the shape of the supply curve (Figure 6.8), which was steep during periods of high net demand (low wind production), but shallow during periods of low net demand (high wind production). The increased wind output with 40GW of capacity reduced scarcity of supply, leading not only to reduced average prices, but also reduced variation in price, despite increased variation in thermal output; this contributed to a decrease in arbitrage revenue.

The pattern of electricity price variation with a high penetration of intermittent wind power was largely in agreement with other studies [26], which additionally concluded that these less frequent price spikes were likely to be of a larger magnitude to enable peaking plant to cover its fixed cost over fewer operational hours. Modelling this phenomenon would have required a dynamic model, where the uplift coefficients $\alpha$ and $\beta$ were recalibrated each year depending on the capacity margin and peaking plant investment case. This was not carried out here, but is an area for further development and is discussed in Chapter 7. The general result of reduced frequency of prices spikes and magnitude of peak prices during periods of high wind power output were also seen in [26] and [92].

Figure 6.12 shows the state of charge of the EES device for the same two weeks. With no installed wind capacity the device charged and discharged once a day in line with the variation in electricity price driven by demand patterns. The EES device did not reach its maximum storage capacity or fully discharge on every cycle. This has different implications for different EES technologies, for example, some battery devices can experience significantly reduced lifetimes when they are regularly cycled without reaching their full storage capacity or fully discharging. With 40GW of installed wind the device charged and discharged less frequently with only four distinct cycles over the two week period, but fully discharged between each cycle. This pattern is similar to the four distinct cycles of wind power output shown in Figure 6.10 and is in line with the typical frequency of synoptic weather patterns that dominate UK climate. Additionally with 40GW of installed wind capacity, the EES device was limited for longer periods of time by its maximum capacity of 200MWh.
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Thermal generation capacity

Revenue sensitivity to changes in thermal generation capacity are more challenging to assess explicitly. As discussed above, variations in average demand provide an indication of sensitivity to average capacity margin. However, changes in the capacity of individual classes of generation will have different effects depending on whether the net thermal capacity changes (changing the capacity margin) or if another class of generation is adjusted to compensate. Increasing the relative proportion of the lower merit order generators will flatten a larger portion of the supply curve leading to frequently lower daily price spreads, reducing revenue. Increasing the relative proportion of peaking plant would lead to the steeper region of the supply curve occupying a larger range of power output. This would result in more frequent larger price spreads and increased revenue. In a competitive market, it is likely that generators would, in fact, respond to these changes and modify their bidding behaviour, leaving the supply curve largely unchanged; however, the static nature of the price model cannot reflect this.

Base year

For all the variables discussed above, time series of fuel prices, demand and wind speeds were taken from the same base year, 2006. These inter-annual patterns change from one year to the next and will affect EES revenue. To examine the effect of this, the underlying time series of demand, wind and seasonal fuel price patterns from different base years were employed with the average fuel and carbon prices remaining at 2006 levels. Only 2005, 2006 and 2007 were investigated as these were the years where similar daily resolution of fuel prices were available and the underlying weather patterns were reasonably diverse.
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Figure 6.13 shows the resulting annual revenue for each of the years. It can be seen that there are substantial differences between them with 2005 and particularly 2007 revenue substantially below 2006. The swing in revenue of 54% between 2006 and 2007 demonstrates the inherent risk facing EES investors from variations in patterns of demand, fuel prices and wind speeds; factors influenced by circumstances outside even the electricity sector.

![Annual revenue from 2006 using alternative base year time series](image)

**Figure 6.13 Annual revenue from 2006 using alternative base year time series**

### 6.1.2 Storage System Characteristics

The external factors examined in Section 6.1.1 are outside the direct control of EES investors. However, it may be possible to engineer device characteristics to minimise potential negative impacts or enhance the positive impacts of these external factors. Understanding the value of different technology characteristics in the context of changing markets will enable development of EES systems which are robust to uncertain future circumstances. Equally, if the characteristics of EES which are promoted through the market are not those which provide the most value to the energy system then alternative support mechanisms may be required.

**Storage capacity and charging rate**

The majority of the variables investigated in Section 6.1.1 did not affect the optimum operating strategy of the EES device. In these cases, the sensitivity of revenue to storage capacity and charging rate did not change significantly as the variables changed. However, Figure 6.12 showed that there was a substantial change in the operating schedule with 40GW of installed wind capacity compared to no installed wind. This suggests that the storage capacity and charging rate may be valued differently in energy systems with different penetrations of wind. This was investigated by comparing the change in annual revenue for devices with increasing storage capacity and charging rate for cases with no installed wind capacity and with 40GW of wind capacity.
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Figure 6.14 shows the change in revenue with increasing storage capacity and constant charging and discharging rate for cases with zero and 40GW of installed wind. The remaining characteristics were fixed at the values listed in Table 6.1. The results are normalised relative to the revenue from devices with a 600MWh capacity, the maximum investigated for each case: these were £0.96m and £0.38m for the zero and 40GW wind cases, respectively. The normalised revenue shows the distinct difference in sensitivity to storage capacity more visibly than the absolute values. Figure 6.15 shows the change in revenue with increasing charging rate and constant storage capacity for the same cases, again normalised relative to the revenue from devices with the maximum charging rate tested (200MW). The absolute revenue for a 200MW device was £2.72m and £0.69m for zero and 40GW of wind capacity, respectively.

![Figure 6.14](image1.png)

*Figure 6.14 Annual revenue for zero and 40GW installed wind capacity cases varying storage capacity, normalised relative to 600MWh capacity*

![Figure 6.15](image2.png)

*Figure 6.15 Annual revenue for zero and 40GW installed wind capacity cases varying charging rate, normalised relative to 200MW charging rate*

Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 show that the increase in revenue from independently increasing storage capacity and charging rate decreased as the capacity and charging rate increased. For
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larger storage capacities the full range was utilised less frequently and increasing the capacity further yielded fewer opportunities to store more electricity and generate additional revenue. Similarly, the highest charging rates were the least restrictive on revenue so increasing them further, with the storage capacity fixed, yielded fewer benefits. These results are similar to those shown in Section 4.3.3. With no installed wind capacity, the arbitrage revenue was less sensitive to the storage capacity than with 40GW of installed wind; however, it was more sensitive to the charging rate. With no wind, the EES performed best by charging and discharging on a daily basis limited by the maximum charging rate on each cycle, as seen in Figure 6.12. With 40GW of wind capacity, however, the EES performed best by charging, discharging and storing energy over longer periods of time with fewer cycles, leading to the storage capacity becoming the more restrictive constraint. These results suggest that devices with higher storage capacity to power ratios may perform better in markets with a large penetration of wind power compared those with little installed wind capacity.

Figure 6.16 shows a contour map of constant revenue for a wider range of both storage capacity and charging rate for the case with 40GW installed wind. The line on the graph shows the ratio of charging rate to storage capacity which would maximise the arbitrage revenue, approximately 1MW:10MWh. This compares to a ratio of 1.7MW:10MWh presented in Chapter 5 using 2010 electricity prices, when there was only approximately 5GW installed wind.

![Figure 6.16 Contour map of annual revenue with varying capacity and charging rate with 40GW installed wind capacity, optimum ratio of charging rate to storage capacity shown by line](image)

Efficiency

With higher electricity prices, conversion losses are relatively more costly and arbitrage revenue is more sensitive to efficiency. Increasing fuel and carbon prices led to higher
electricity prices and increased sensitivity to round-trip efficiency and self-discharge. Increased wind capacity, on the other hand, led to frequently reduced electricity prices. However, similarly, this led to increased sensitivity to round-trip efficiency and self-discharge, as shown in Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18. The higher levels of wind power not only reduced average electricity prices but also reduced the variation between wholesale price peaks and troughs. As a result, conversion processes needed to be more efficient to return the same revenue. This is contrary to previous studies, which have reported that high penetrations of wind power may lead to less value being placed on energy, and conversion efficiency becoming less important. Grünewald et al. [19], for example, state that with very high wind penetration “any renewable energy that has to be curtailed, undergoes an effective conversion efficiency at 0%. At this point even a conversion chain with low efficiency may improve the overall system efficiency”. Strbac et al. [2] also assert that conversion efficiency is of “secondary importance”. For whole system optimisations, a low efficiency EES device may yield benefits, but from a commercial perspective, when revenue is accrues through price arbitrage, high conversion efficiency is critical.

Furthermore, with high wind penetrations, electricity prices cycled over longer durations and energy was stored over longer periods making revenue more sensitive to self-discharge.

![Figure 6.17 Annual revenue for zero and 40GW installed wind capacity cases varying conversion efficiency](image)

*Figure 6.17 Annual revenue for zero and 40GW installed wind capacity cases varying conversion efficiency*
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Figure 6.18 Annual revenue for zero and 40GW installed wind capacity cases varying daily self-discharge

6.1.3 Implications

Systematic examination of the sensitivity of revenue available to an EES operator to key external factors showed that revenue increased with rising average gas prices, carbon prices and demand, but reduced as wind capacity increased. Year-to-year variation in patterns of fuel prices, wind speeds and demand indicated revenue could change by over 50%, demonstrating that the revenue risks facing EES arise not only from uncertain mid- to long-term market conditions, but also from variations in underlying economic, climate and behavioural patterns from one year to the next.

As a facilitating technology, EES was sensitive to a number of changing market variables, but increased wind capacity was a game changer. It not only affected the revenue available to EES, but also the way in which it was operated and the characteristics which were rewarded by the market. Evidence, reported in Chapter 4, Section 4.1, has shown that as the penetration of wind power increases, the associated system costs increase and the value of flexible solutions, such as EES, grows. Conversely, as the penetration of wind power increases, arbitrage revenue lessens, amplifying the disparity between the system value of, and the commercial reward for EES.

With higher wind penetration wholesale prices became more strongly influenced by wind power output than by diurnal patterns of demand behaviour. This reduced the number of cycles carried out by the EES device and led to energy being stored for longer periods of time. As a result, revenue was more sensitive to storage capacity and less sensitive to charging rate, leading to lower power to capacity ratios being better compensated financially compared to cases with low wind penetration. This is challenging for investors, suggesting that EES device characteristics designed for current market conditions may not be optimum if the penetration
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of wind power changes significantly in the future. Consequently, smaller, modular EES devices are likely to be preferable to large, monolithic projects and devices with modular storage and power related equipment, which could be expanded independently as the electricity system evolves, may provide safer investment options. Grünewald et al [19] highlighted that wider benefits, such as energy security, increase with longer storage durations (lower power to capacity ratios) implying that these features provide most value to the system. This suggests that the market may tend to promote characteristics which are also optimum from a system-wide perspective.

Conversely, with wide-spread wind deployment, the arbitrage market also promoted highly efficient EES, which is not necessarily critical from a system perspective. With high wind penetration the marginal cost of electricity is reduced and conversion efficiency becomes less critical to the over-all electricity system value [110]. If wind power were frequently curtailed, even EES with low efficiency would provide an improvement to shedding non-dispatchable energy [19]. This suggests that, in the case of efficiency, the market does not provide appropriate incentives for technologies which enable optimum system-wide solutions.

6.2 Scenario Analysis

As discussed in Chapter 4, sensitivity studies are useful to measure changes in response to a single variable; however, they are limited in their ability to assess the impact of multiple changing variables which, in reality, will not vary independently of one another. In the case of an uncertain future energy market this could include, for example, increased carbon prices resulting in wider deployment of low carbon generation. Scenario analyses enable the impact of multiple dependent variables to be investigated.

A wide range of scenarios have been developed for future energy systems in GB including scenarios based on system optimisation and capacity investment decisions. The UK Energy Research Centre [258] developed optimum scenarios for the future energy landscape using the MARKAL Model, while Eager [92] developed a model which defined decisions to build or mothball generation capacity based on price signals in the market. Any of these approaches could be used to determine scenarios for the future, and equally, any scenario could be applied to the model. In this thesis, the 2014 National Grid Future Energy Scenarios [257] were investigated. Future Energy Scenarios are published annually by National Grid and are defined through discussion with stakeholders and operational experience. The input data are clearly defined and the majority is publicly available. The scenarios take into account a range of socio-
and techno-economic factors to describe plausible future energy systems. For each scenario, there is a range of changing inputs such as fuel costs, generation mix and demand.

Four scenarios were considered representing alternative pathways for the energy system in GB with varying emphasis on affordability and sustainability, as shown in Figure 6.19. The scenarios were classified as: Low Carbon Life; Gone Green, No Progression and Slow Progression. Key details of each scenario are highlighted below with more detailed information available in [257].

![Figure 6.19 National Grid Future Energy Scenarios](image)

### 6.2.1 Scenario Overview

#### Low Carbon Life

The Low Carbon Life scenario represents a world of high disposable income and low sustainability. There is short term political volatility unsettling investor confidence in sustainable technology followed by a long term consensus towards decarbonisation. Consumers and government have capital available to spend but little political will to decarbonise. This results in a low uptake of heat pumps and poor developments in energy efficiency. Greater economic prosperity, however, leads to higher demand in both domestic, commercial and industrial sectors. There is increased nuclear generation and carbon capture and storage (CCS).
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Gone Green

The Gone Green scenario has a high emphasis on sustainability with high economic growth. There is European cross party political support of sustainability. Heat, transport and power sector policies are aligned and renewable energy and carbon targets are met. Strong economic growth enables substantial research and development activities leading to new and potentially disruptive technologies. A significant number of heat pumps and electric vehicles are deployed and energy efficiency is improved. A significant amount of thermal generation is built to manage intermittency of the large numbers of renewable generators which have been deployed.

Slow Progression

The Slow Progression scenario represents a world with the same intentions to move towards a sustainable energy sector as the Gone Green scenario, but with slower economic growth and less capital available. Renewables are favoured over CCS and nuclear power and 2020 renewable energy targets are met. There is a strong emphasis on reducing consumption; however energy efficiency measures are delayed due to affordability. Similarly, uptake of heat pumps and electric vehicles is minimal. Consumers are driven by price and are responsive to time of use tariffs through smart meters.

No Progression

The No Progression scenario represents a future with political volatility and focus on short term measures of affordability. There is little drive to change policy and regulation which remain the same as today. Sustainability is viewed as low priority and the 2020 renewable energy targets are missed. Economic recovery is slow and there is little investment in innovation so only incremental changes to existing technology are realised and the focus is on gas generation to maintain security of supply. There is restricted build of new nuclear plant and no CCS. Energy consumption is constrained due to limited disposable income. There is little drive for energy efficiency and so there is higher domestic demand than the Slow Progression scenario; however, the slow economic recovery means there is less industrial and commercial demand. There is limited uptake of heat pumps and electric vehicles.

6.2.2 Market Evolution

The evolution of market variables from 2015 to 2035 in each of the scenarios is presented below.
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Thermal generation capacity

The capacity of each type of thermal generation for each scenario is shown in Figure 6.20. In the scenario data CCGT and OCGT are not differentiated and so the total gas generation capacity was combined with other peaking generators and assumed to comprise 65% CCGTs and 35% OCGTs, which is roughly in line with historic years. Interconnector capacity was neglected. A separate grouping is shown for CCS/biomass/CHP (combined heat and power) and coal to demonstrate the differences between the scenarios; however, these were all assumed to operate as base load and were grouped together with coal generation for use in the electricity price model.

Figure 6.20 Thermal generation capacity for National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2015-2035
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Up to 2020 generation sources remain largely constant with minor changes as plant becomes compliant with low carbon legislation such as the Large Combustion Plant Directive. There is little variation between the scenarios over this period. From 2020-2026 the impact of the Industrial Emissions Directive is most visible with the majority of coal stations closing by 2023. During the final ten years, there is clearer differentiation between the scenarios representing the uncertainty associated with the longer-term development of the power industry.

Wind generation capacity

The increase in onshore and offshore wind power capacity in each of the scenarios is shown in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22, respectively.

![Figure 6.21 Onshore wind capacity for National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2015-2035](image1)

![Figure 6.22 Offshore wind capacity for National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2015-2035](image2)
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The Low Carbon Life scenario has an increase in nuclear generation and CCS but limited wind development to 2035, although still more than the No Progression scenario as more capital is available. The Gone Green scenario has the highest emphasis on low carbon generation with the highest levels of both onshore and offshore installed wind capacity. The Slow Progression scenario also places emphasis on clean technologies but with less available capital, there is less significant deployment of wind power. In the No Progression scenario cost of generation is more important than sustainability leading to little development of wind power, particularly in later years.

Fuel prices

Figure 6.23 shows the average annual gas price from 2015-2035 from the National Grid Future Energy Scenarios. Prices decrease slightly until the end of the decade as global gas supply increases through commissioning of new liquid natural gas liquefaction plants and demand in Europe remains relatively low. After 2020 demand is assumed to increase in China and India driving up global prices. The two scenarios reflect the level of uncertainty associated with proposed liquefaction export projections from North America, global economic recovery, the level of increasing demand in Asia and the potential restart of nuclear power generation in Japan. The high case is applied in the Slow Progression and No Progression scenarios and the base case for the Gone Green and Low Carbon Life scenarios.

![Gas Price Chart](image)

*Figure 6.23 Gas price for National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2015-2035*

The change in average coal price to 2035 is shown in Figure 6.24. In recent years, coal prices have decreased as there has been surplus supply in the global market with cheap shale gas in the US replacing coal for electricity generation. Despite this, prices are expected to rise
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steadily to 2035 due to increasing demand from developing countries. This is expected to be most notably from Asia; however, demand in China may slow as it moves towards a cleaner energy market in an attempt to reduce concerns over air pollution. The same coal prices are applied in all the scenarios.

Figure 6.24 Coal price for National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2015-2035

Uranium prices are not provided directly in the National Grid Future Energy Scenarios. The trend in base load power price is used to infer the uranium price. Although this may not be entirely accurate, it is expected to give a reasonable indication of changes in uranium price. Furthermore, the model is not largely sensitive to the price of raw uranium as additional costs, such as fuel enrichment and operation and maintenance, make up a significant proportion of the relatively low marginal generation cost for nuclear power. The average annual uranium prices used for all scenarios are shown in Figure 6.25.

Figure 6.25 Uranium prices derived from National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2015-2035
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Carbon prices

The carbon price to 2035 is shown in Figure 6.26. A UK carbon floor price was introduced in 2013 to guarantee a minimum price for carbon emissions from electricity generators in the UK. This was achieved through a Carbon Price Support payment on top of the EU ETS. The support rate will be capped at £18 until 2020; however during this period, the EU ETS price is expected to increase resulting in a small increase in total carbon price. After 2020, it is expected that there will be little further increase in price due to adverse effects which would be imposed on businesses.

![Figure 6.26 Carbon prices for National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2015-2035](image)

Demand

Annual and peak demand data up to 2035 is shown in Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28, respectively.

![Figure 6.27 Average annual demand for National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2015-2035](image)
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Figure 6.28 Peak demand for National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2015-2035

The Low Carbon Life scenario shows improvements in energy efficiency overtaken by growth in demand as a result of the rapid economic recovery. In the Gone Green scenario, improvements in energy efficiency lead to a reduction in demand up to 2025. Following this, there is a sharp increase in demand due to a number of changing factors including limitations to further efficiency improvements and increased numbers of households. The electrification of heat and transport lead to further increases and a steep rise in peak demand. For the Slow Progression scenario there are some improvements in efficiency coupled with limited consumption leading to a continuous reduction in demand to 2035. In the No Progression scenario, there is similarly limited consumption, but also limited improvements to efficiency leading to demand reducing at a lower rate to the Slow Progression scenario.

6.2.3 Results

For all Future Energy Scenario simulations a base year of 2006 was used. Time series of fuel prices, carbon prices, wind speeds and electricity demand were scaled from this base year to maintain any existing relationships between these variables. The storage system characteristics in Table 6.1 were used. The annual revenue available from the storage device for each scenario from 2015-2035 is shown in Figure 6.29.
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All the scenarios showed a similar trend in the initial years with a sharp increase in revenue in 2016 followed by a reduction of similar magnitude in 2017. This is likely to be a result of the reduction in coal capacity across all scenarios in 2016, reducing the capacity margin, which was recovered in 2017 when additional CCGT was brought online. Over these years demand did not vary significantly in any of the scenarios and so the changes in capacity were reflective of changes in the system capacity margin. When capacity was scarce, the prices were increasingly inflated creating additional opportunities for arbitrage and higher annual revenue. Figure 6.30 shows the ratio of total thermal capacity to average annual demand for the scenarios from 2015-2035. The arbitrage revenue peak in 2016 corresponds to the acute reduction in this ratio. It is also evident that there are additional drivers of arbitrage revenue, as in later years the changes in revenue do not correspond solely to changes in the ratio of thermal capacity to average demand.
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In the No Progression scenario, there was a general increase in revenue from 2018 to 2024. This was driven by the reducing capacity margin in that scenario. The reduction in revenue in 2023 may be a result of the reduction of coal capacity in this year. From 2025 to 2035, there was also a trend of increasing revenue, likely to be driven by increasing gas prices, which rose at a reduced rate from 2030 to 2035. The reduced revenue in 2025 coincides with a reduction in peak demand in the same year. Changes in peak demand are not captured in Figure 6.30, but reductions reflect relative increases in capacity leading to a reduced frequency of peak electricity prices and reduced opportunity for arbitrage.

The Slow Progression scenario did not show the same increase in revenue from 2020 to 2025 which is likely to be due to the increase in installed wind capacity over these years. There was a marked reduction in revenue in the 2030s, which coincides with an increase in thermal generating capacity coupled with declining demand during this period.

The Gone Green scenario showed a slower increase in revenue from 2020 to 2030. This was also likely to be driven principally by steadily increasing gas prices, which did not rise as steeply as in the No Progression or Slow Progression cases. The increase in installed wind capacity was likely to have driven the reduction in annual revenue from 2030 to 2035. Additionally, gas prices plateaued during this period.

Revenue in the Low Carbon Life scenario follows a similar trend, inversely related to the ratio of thermal capacity to average demand. The lower gas prices and higher installed wind power led to reduced revenue compared to the Slow Progression and No Progression scenarios. In
the later years investigated, there was higher thermal capacity and lower peak demand than the Gone Green scenario which may explain the lower annual revenue.

The Gone Green and Slow Progression scenarios, which used the base case gas prices, led to significantly lower average annual revenue than the No Progression and Slow Progression scenarios, which used the high gas prices. The scenarios which used the base case gas prices represented the situations where there was more available capital to invest in new technologies and energy efficiency measures. These are likely to be the same cases where there would be research and development funding and investment capital to develop EES projects and reduce the technology costs. Ironically, in these cases the market would provide the lowest financial return. In the Slow Progression and No Progression scenarios, there is less available capital to spend and so, despite potentially higher revenue available for EES, creating a market pull, the upfront capital costs for technology development would be less likely to be available in these cases. The No Progression scenario, in particular, demonstrates the case where EES would provide least value to the system, with minimal installed wind capacity, but the highest return to the investor. Conversely, the Gone Green scenario, with the highest installed wind power, which would benefit most from EES, returns the lowest financial reward for over 50% of the years investigated.

The same base year was used for each year simulated removing the stochastic uncertainty in wind speeds, demand and fuel price patterns from one year to the next. Despite this, arbitrage revenue varied significantly and erratically with variations of up to 60% from year to year and over 100% between different scenarios in the same year. The unpredictable revenue presents a challenging environment for investment in long term EES projects which, in some cases, have a lifetime of over 50 years. The results support the conclusions of Grünewald et al [19] that commercialisation of storage, as a facilitating technology, is dependent on a number of uncertainties including the future generation portfolio, the regulatory environment in the energy sector and global economic trends. Arbitrage revenue is dependent on the individual behaviour of each of these characteristics, but also on the complex interactions between them. These uncertainties increase the cost of finance for storage technologies and reduce the chance of successful market uptake.

When also including the uncertainty from changing patterns of demand, wind speeds and fuel and carbon prices, arbitrage revenue is even more variable. Figure 6.31 shows the annual revenue from 2035 for each of the Future Energy Scenarios with a base years of 2005, 2006 and 2007. This demonstrates the risk to arbitrage revenue from one year to the next. All scenarios show an increase in revenue from 2005 to 2006 of greater than 30% and a reduction
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from 2006 to 2007 of over 40%. This demonstrates, that it is variations in demand and fuel price, in addition to variations in wind power output, which drive arbitrage revenue as even the no progression scenario, with the lowest installed wind power, exhibited substantial changes with different base years. It is, in fact, the Gone Green scenario, with the highest penetration of wind power in 2035, which demonstrated the smallest variation between different base years.

Figure 6.31 Annual revenue from National Grid Future Energy Scenarios in 2035 with changing base year

Figure 6.32 shows the state of charge of the EES device for a week long period in 2035 for the Gone Green and No Progression scenarios. These were the scenarios with the highest and lowest installed wind capacity, respectively. This shows that, in the No Progression Scenario, the device charges and discharges on a daily basis, similar to the pattern with zero installed wind capacity shown in Figure 6.12, driven by patterns of daily demand. In the Gone Green scenario, however, the optimum operating strategy is to charge and discharge only three times over the week long period, demonstrating that in this scenario the optimum EES operation is driven by the cycles of wind speed. As discussed in Section 6.1.2, this drives the optimum EES characteristics demonstrating that different devices may be more or less favourable in alternative future energy scenarios.
6.3 Discussion

Historically, technical development of EES has been driven by economic, environmental and political conditions. Until recently, the majority of grid connected EES projects were established prior to the restructuring of the electricity markets in the 1990s when generation projects were planned centrally and the power sector optimised from a whole system perspective. Following the restructuring, with EES classified as a generation asset, challenges arose surrounding how to accrue value from the highly regulated transmission and distribution sectors, to which EES also provided many benefits. Despite these challenges, the potential for a large penetration of intermittent renewable power has led to a recent resurgence of interest in EES and its commercial viability.

There are expected to be substantial system benefits through deployment of EES, due to the anticipated increase in system balancing costs and requirement for increased flexibility. EES has the potential so provide multiple ancillary services; minimising system operating costs, assisting with network management; reducing the requirement for investment in expensive transmission and distribution network infrastructure and reducing curtailment of renewable energy. In addition, development of the EES industry could create jobs, stabilise wholesale electricity prices and reduce carbon emissions from the electricity sector. System studies conclude that there is substantial value and system-wide cost savings to be made from the implementation of EES.
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There is a range of EES technologies which are suited to specific applications; no single device can serve all flexibility requirements. Devices which can respond quickly with high power output are better suited to power quality applications, while devices which can deliver a large amount of energy over longer durations, such as CES, CAES and PHS are better suited to energy management applications. These tend to have higher capital costs, longer lead times and longer lifetimes creating high risk projects which are not well suited to investment from the private sector. There are many other regulatory challenges facing EES such as restrictions on ownership and operation of generation assets by DNOs, high penalties on open ended stress events in the capacity market and undervaluation of flexibility in the balancing market. Classification of EES as a generation asset present further challenging in accruing revenue from multiple different value streams and many ancillary services are offered as short term contracts which cannot provide EES with the guaranteed future income needed to finance projects. These challenges highlight some of the deficiencies of liberalised markets in enabling access to monetary rewards for the benefits that EES provides.

It has been argued despite these regulatory barriers, an investment in EES could be justified in the future through income from arbitrage revenue alone. With increased penetration of intermittent renewables, prices may become more volatile creating additional opportunities for energy trading. A linear optimisation model was developed to determine the optimum charging and discharging strategy for a storage device given the device constraints of maximum charging and discharging rate, storage capacity, conversion efficiency and self-discharge. Using historic electricity prices, this confirmed that revenue was not sufficient to cover the costs of a storage project. It also highlighted the risks associated with novel technologies and the risk to arbitrage revenue from one year to the next dependent on volatile electricity prices. There was, however, a clear and predictable optimum pattern of charging and discharging following the regular daily cycle of electricity prices driven by patterns of demand behaviour. In the future, as more variable renewable capacity is installed, these price patterns will change leading to changes in the optimum operation strategy for and EES device and changes in revenue. An electricity price model was developed and coupled with the arbitrage optimisation to investigate these effects.

The results from the sensitivity and scenario analysis presented in this chapter show that EES revenue is, indeed, dependent on prevailing generation technology and patterns of demand which dictate the variation in wholesale electricity price. Critical aspects which could affect EES revenue which have not been examined include high penetrations of other renewable
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generation, such as solar, wave or tidal, and significant changes in patterns of demand as a result of widespread uptake of electric vehicles, heat pumps or demand side response (DSR).

In the model, the only renewable generation considered was wind power. This is the most mature technology and accounts for the highest installed capacity in GB. The cost of solar power has reduced significantly in recent years and is continuing to fall [259], making it more competitive with conventional generation and economically viable in countries, such as the UK, which do not have the sunniest climates. Solar power is not included in the model, but may make a significant contribution to generation in GB in the 2020s. Like wind power, solar output would be represented in the model as non-dispatchable with zero marginal cost. Unlike wind power, it follows a more regular daily cycle of peak generation around midday and no generation overnight (out with daylight hours). There is also significant seasonal variation. This would change the pattern of electricity prices, suppressing daytime peaks, particularly over the summer months, but having little effect during hours of darkness. If solar power was the prominent form of generation, storage devices which could charge and discharge on a daily basis, would be best rewarded by arbitrage, rather than those better suited to longer durations promoted by wind power.

Wave and tidal generation are unlikely to be deployed in large numbers over the timescales investigated in the scenario analysis; however, longer term these may also form a substantial share of the generation mix. Tidal power output is regular, following a daily cycle which can be accurately predicted years in advance. Wave power, driven predominantly by the wind, is less regular, and can only be accurately forecast over shorter time horizons. The impact of each of these on electricity prices will depend on the natural resource, technical characteristics and spatial distributions of the devices in addition to the installed capacity relative to other renewable and thermal generators. The presiding generation regime, upon which arbitrage revenue is dependent, is continuously changing and there are a number of vastly different potential long term outcomes.

Changes in patterns of demand will also change wholesale electricity prices and impact arbitrage revenue. It is anticipated that electric vehicles will be used during the day and charged overnight, increasing demand during off peak hours. This would contribute towards reducing daily variations in electricity price and reduce opportunities for arbitrage. The effect would be more pronounced if there were incentives to charge vehicles when electricity was cheap. Electric vehicles would act as proxy EES devices and accelerate the effect of self-cannibalisation discussed in Chapter 5. The extent of this depends on the uptake of electric vehicles relative to traditional consumption levels as well as consumer charging behaviour.
Equally, increased participation in DSR, for example through the role out of smart meters and implementation of time of use tariffs, would tend to flatten the demand curve, reducing opportunities for arbitrage. There are, however, significant socio-political concerns surrounding smart devices in the home and ownership of consumer data which are delaying widespread uptake. Increased use of electric heat pumps on the other hand, could increase opportunities for arbitrage. Heat demand follows a daily cycle with a significant reduction overnight with seasonal variation. Depending on the extent of the electrification of heat, there could be increased opportunities for EES.

It is clear that the electricity market is complex and that wholesale electricity prices, driven by a number of uncertain variables, cannot be accurately predicted over long time-scales. These uncertainties have huge impacts on the return from an EES project over its lifetime. Without certainty in future revenue, it is unlikely that large EES projects will be supported by private funding. It is also evident that increasing penetrations of renewable energy, which increase the value of flexibility in the electricity system, do not necessarily increase EES revenue, and may, in fact, reduce it. In addition, the influence of wind power on electricity prices leads to a less regular optimum daily cycle of charging and discharging for an EES device making it more challenging to schedule a regular operation strategy. This supports the conclusion drawn by the UK Energy Research Centre that providing system reserves “is not... a purely economic issue” [260]. Alternatively, it may be concluded that there is a market failure and that power system economics do not adequately reflect the true system costs. For EES to be commercially viable, alternative methods of remuneration must be considered where a higher economic reward is issued for flexibility services than for simply delivering energy, as is currently the case. This suggests that the regulatory barriers, currently restricting EES from aggregating multiple revenue streams across regulated and deregulated parts of the electricity industry, need to be resolved. The results imply that liberalised electricity markets do not currently provide sufficient financial rewards for the benefits of EES to be realised.

6.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter coupled the arbitrage model, described in Chapter 4, with the electricity price model, presented in Chapter 5 to investigate the impact of changing market variables on EES revenue.

The sensitivity study varied inputs independently to investigate their impact on arbitrage revenue. This showed that rising gas prices, carbon prices and demand led to increased annual revenue, but increased wind capacity reduced revenue. With higher wind penetrations
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wholesale electricity price patterns also changed, changing the way in which EES was operated. As a result, revenue was more sensitive to capacity, but less sensitive to charging rates. Conversion efficiency and self-discharge also became more important. In addition to long-term evolution of the electricity market, annual changes in wind speed, fuel price and demand profiles could lead to changes in revenue of over 50% from one year to the next.

The National Grid 2014 Future Energy Scenarios were investigated to assess the changing revenue to 2035 for different future energy systems in GB. These scenarios demonstrate plausible combinations of changing inputs in the electricity market with alternative priorities of affordability and sustainability. The results showed the No Progression scenario, with least installed wind power, led to the highest annual revenue for EES. Up until 2025, the Gone Green scenario, with the least installed wind, returned the lowest revenue. There was a significant range in revenue between different scenarios, with changes of up to 100%. There was also substantial variation within each individual scenario from one year to the next, despite using a single base year for wind speed, demand and fuel price patterns. There was no underlying trend of increasing or reducing revenue as the scenarios developed. This demonstrated that arbitrage revenue was dependent on the individual behaviour of electricity market variables, but also on the complex interaction between them.
Chapter 7
Conclusions

This final chapter presents the conclusions of the thesis. Following a review of the motivation, the objectives of the thesis are addressed. The key chapter conclusions are summarised followed by consideration of the limitations in the approach taken and opportunities for further work. Finally, the implications of the results are discussed and some closing remarks are made addressing the hypothesis from Chapter 1.

7.1 Thesis Motivation

Legally binding targets to reduce greenhouse gas emissions have led to increased levels of variable renewable electricity generation, a trend which is expected to continue in the coming decades. In recent years, concerns surrounding the cost of integrating these technologies with existing electricity systems have risen on the political agenda. EES is a potential solution which could provide the flexibility needed to enable the integration of large penetrations of variable power without compromising system security.

As the market share of non-dispatchable generators increases, the potential value of EES becomes more evident. Although the system value is important, it is the commercial value which will drive its development. Without appropriate financial incentives for investment in EES, its potential to deliver value to the electricity system will not be realised.

7.2 Scope and Contribution

This project investigated the system level and commercial value of EES in GB. Regulatory and commercial challenges have resulted in an inconsistency between the social value and financial reward for EES and are encumbering its uptake in liberalised electricity markets. The objectives, which are addressed in Section 7.3, were to:
1. review the state of the art of EES technology and scope for future improvements in the absence of non-technical barriers to development;
2. qualitatively assess the benefits of EES to electricity networks;
3. identify routes to market for EES in GB and highlight any commercial or regulatory barriers;
4. develop a techno-economic model to quantify the commercial value of EES through price arbitrage;
5. investigate the value of EES in future energy scenarios with a high penetration of intermittent renewable energy.

Techno-economic models have been developed previously; however, these largely assess the value of EES in historic market conditions. As the electricity sector evolves, from one based on fossil fuels to one based largely on low carbon generation, it is essential that the implications of these changes on enabling technologies, such as EES, are understood. This research combined a state of the art mesoscale atmospheric wind model with an electricity price model, applying a novel price function to represent scarcity of supply. This was coupled with a price arbitrage model to investigate the impact of changing market variables on EES revenue. The level of detail in the price model, which has not been implemented in an investigation on EES previously, enabled an assessment of the impact of changing fuel and carbon prices on storage revenue. A better understanding of how EES is valued commercially in current and future energy scenarios should deliver insights into how policy could best incentivise appropriate investment.

7.3 Key Chapter Conclusions

7.3.1 Technology Development

Chapter 2 reviewed EES technologies. A history of the industry highlighted key technological advances and the economic, environmental and political conditions which enabled their development. Largely, deployment of grid connected EES occurred prior to the re-structuring of the power sector in the 1990s. Many countries liberalised generation markets while retaining highly regulated transmission networks. This introduced a key regulatory issue for EES which provides benefits to both sectors. There is evidence of a recent resurgence of interest in EES, as a result of the increasing penetration of variable renewable electricity; however, beyond demonstration plants and state funded projects, widespread deployment is yet to be seen.

A review of EES technologies was presented by type then compared on technical ability and cost. This highlighted the range of devices with different combinations of characteristics suited
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to different applications. PHS and CAES were the only technologies which offered sufficiently high power ratings suited to delivering energy over long time-frames. A range of battery technologies were found to be better suited to distribution scale applications with varying requirements for power and delivery duration. FES, DLCs and SMES can discharge large amounts of electricity over short periods making them suitable for power quality applications including frequency response and voltage control services.

While no EES technology is yet commercially viable on a large scale for grid applications, further improvements in performance and cost are expected across a range of devices. Existing PHS plants may be upgraded with variable speed turbines and underground and underwater PHS could be developed in the longer term. Advances in analytical and computation tools to understand processes at atomic scale are expected to improve understanding of reactions which occur at the interfaces between electrodes and electrolytes in batteries. Improvements in safety standards and recycling techniques are also anticipated as the industry becomes more established. In the medium term, lithium ion and sodium ion batteries are expected to be market leaders, but in the long term, flow batteries may take the largest share of the grid battery market. Mass production and high performance engineering are anticipated to result in reductions in cost and improved storage efficiency of FES and material science may lead to significant performance improvements for SMES and DLCs. In the absence of non-technical barriers to development, there is significant scope for technological improvements in EES devices.

7.3.2 System Value

Chapter 3 presented evidence on the cost of integrating variable renewable generators with the existing electricity systems. This highlighted the costs associated with maintaining acceptable levels of system adequacy and reliability in addition to losses in efficiency from running thermal plant at part load and the cost of curtailment. Furthermore, reduced running hours for peaking plant and increased volatility of wholesale electricity prices lead to higher costs of capital for investment in generation capacity, indirectly increasing system costs. EES provides a potential solution to this challenge. It could provide ancillary services minimising system operating costs, contribute to peak shaving and load levelling reducing the requirement for investment in expensive peaking plant and assist with network management reducing the need for investment in transmission and distribution network infrastructure and avoiding curtailment from renewable generators. As the penetration of variable renewables increases, system costs increase, and the potential benefits of EES also increase, expected to be of the
order of £10bn per year by 2050 [2]. Further benefits of job creation, stable wholesale electricity prices and environmental benefits would be created in addition to this value.

### 7.3.3 Route to Market and Regulatory Barriers

Despite the benefits EES can provide, revenue streams are challenging to access. Energy trading, or arbitrage, is the simplest method for an EES device to monetise the benefits it provides; however, this generally requires access to the wholesale electricity market, which carries a significant administrative cost. Delivery of ancillary services and, in recent years, participation in the capacity market could provide revenue for EES; however, contracts are provided for short durations and values change from one year to the next. These are not capable of providing the secure annual income required to invest in capital intensive projects which provide services over a number of decades. Provision of transmission and distribution network services, such as reducing peak demand to defer network capacity upgrades, are unlikely to provide sufficient revenue streams for EES on their own, but they could provide additional income to a storage operator at a high value for a short number of hours, enabling alternative revenue streams to be accessed for the remainder of the time. It is evident that there is a requirement to aggregate a number of revenue streams to make storage commercially viable; however, issues surrounding the exchange of information and capital between regulated and deregulated sectors of the industry currently prevents this. Additional market barriers include arrangements surrounding the Climate Change Levy, the undervaluation of flexibility in the imbalance settlement and complex local environmental legislation. These barriers highlight the deficiencies of liberalised markets in enabling access to monetary rewards for the benefits that EES provides.

### 7.3.4 Modelling

The latter part of the thesis addressed the final objectives of developing a techno-economic model of EES and investigating its value in future energy scenarios. Arbitrage was selected as a specific revenue stream which was representative of the commercial value of EES. Although it was recognised that multiple revenue streams are likely to be required to form a business case, market arrangements which enable aggregation of multiple incomes do not yet exist. Furthermore, the commercial nature of ancillary services and transmission and distribution contracts make it challenging to verify models and provide quantitative comparisons. Investigating a single source of income enabled key trends to be identified which provided insights into the drivers of arbitrage value, a more useful outcome than inaccurately modelling numerous markets. It had also been suggested that in future energy scenarios, with a high
penetration of intermittent wind power, arbitrage revenue alone could justify an investment in EES.

Chapter 4 presented the linear optimisation model developed to calculate annual revenue using an input of historic electricity prices and the storage characteristic constraints. This was used, with market index prices from GB, to investigate the commercial value of EES. This highlighted the variation in revenue from one year to the next and the variation between different global markets. There was a clear relationship between the cyclical patterns of electricity demand and the daily charging cycle of the EES device. Comparing the costs and revenues for a case study of a CES device returned a negative NPV supporting previous conclusions that the economic case for EES could not be made through arbitrage alone. The importance of including an analysis of risk in addition to the value of an investment was discussed. A Monte Carlo risk analysis was used to assess the impact of uncertainty in cost estimates and performance on NPV, highlighting the risk facing an investor in any novel EES technology.

Chapter 5 described the model developed to simulate electricity prices for future energy scenarios. Wind power was represented using projections of the location and capacity of future wind farms and spatially distributed hind cast wind speed data generated from a mesoscale atmospheric model. This was coupled with the arbitrage model to assess the value of EES under different market conditions in Chapter 6. A sensitivity study showed that arbitrage revenue increased with rising gas prices, carbon prices and demand, but reduced with increasing penetrations of wind power. This implies that the inconsistency between the financial reward for EES and the system value which it provides is likely to be greater in an energy system with a high capacity of installed wind power. The novel uplift function applied in the price model and the treatment of wind power with zero marginal cost led to this distinct result which has not been demonstrated previously.

With high penetrations of wind power, the optimum EES characteristics also changed. Devices with a low power to capacity ratio performed better than in energy systems with little installed wind. This is likely to deter investment in large, monolithic projects as the commercial value may depreciate as the electricity market evolves. Conversion and storage efficiency became more critical in systems with high wind capacity as devices cycled less frequently and stored electricity over longer time periods. These characteristics have been shown to be of less importance from a whole system perspective suggesting that, in the case of efficiency, the market does not provide appropriate incentives for optimal system-wide solutions.
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Finally, the National Grid Future Energy Scenarios were investigated to compare the performance of EES in alternative plausible future energy systems. This showed the complexity of the electricity market and the range of combination of variables which could emerge as the sector develops, impacting EES significantly. By 2030, the range of annual revenue varied by over 100% between different scenarios. Equally, there was significant variation in revenue from one year to the next within the same scenario. Without certainty in future revenue, it is unlikely that large EES projects will be funded, even with substantial reductions in cost and improvements in technology performance.

7.4 Limitations

There are a number of limitations to the modelling approach which must be considered. The arbitrage model assumed perfect foresight of electricity prices. This was a reasonable approximation for historic electricity prices as it was shown that 95% of the optimum revenue could be attained with a price forecast error of up to 10%. Historically, electricity prices, and storage operation, followed a regular daily cycle. An error in the electricity price forecast would be unlikely to significantly alter the operation schedule, resulting in the minimal impact on revenue. However, in future energy systems with a large penetration of wind power, electricity prices and storage operation strategies followed less regular patterns, driven by variations in wind power output. Errors in price forecasting may have a more significant impact in these cases. While this may affect the absolute value of revenue, the impact would be likely to be similar from one year to the next and so the trends in revenue in the sensitivity study and scenario analysis would be expected to remain largely unchanged.

A further assumption in the arbitrage model was that EES was a price taker and its operation would not affect electricity prices. This is valid when the capacity of installed EES is small compared to the total generation capacity, which is likely to remain the case in GB for the foreseeable future. However, if large capacities of EES were installed, the effect would be to smooth electricity prices, increasing demand during off peak hours and increasing supply to reduce price peaks. This would inherently reduce the opportunities for arbitrage, reducing the financial reward for EES, but increase the system benefits, providing more stable prices and a lower risk environment for generation capacity investments.

The dispatch and pricing model in itself is a simplification of both the price setting process and the operation of the GB system. The nature of the BETTA system makes it extremely difficult to model but the broad fundaments are likely to be a fair representation of a competitive system. In terms of system operation, the use of economic dispatch underplays
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the role of considerations such as spinning and standing reserve. These are an additional system cost, but one which EES could reduce. Further work, using models that explicitly handle reserve would be valuable.

A final limitation in the modelling approach was the representation of GB as a single bus bar with no network constraints. As locational marginal pricing is not currently used in GB, the arbitrage value would not be largely affected by this. However, representation of the network would provide insights into the optimal positioning of EES in the transmission and distribution networks which could provide substantial system savings.

The scenarios investigated included a number of projections about the future including the price of fuel, installed generation capacity and technology performance. Economic projections are difficult to make given the level of uncertainty surrounding market structure, technological progress, investment decisions, policy and consumer behaviour. As such, the results must be interpreted with a degree of caution. The absolute values of annual revenue are unlikely to be accurate and an evaluation of NPV, comparing lifetime income to technology costs for future energy scenarios, was actively excluded from the analysis. Similarly, it was decided not to investigate a specific technology and how its performance and costs may evolve over the time horizon, but to focus on a set of generic storage characteristics which were representative of a real technology used for arbitrage applications to investigate trends in revenue in isolation.

7.5 Recommendations for Further Work

The model could be extended to include alternative forms of renewable energy, such as wave, tidal and solar power. This would allow the relative impacts of different generating regimes to be investigated. It would also be beneficial to investigate the impact of changing patterns of demand on arbitrage revenue. DSR, heat pumps and electric vehicles are not currently represented in the price model. These emerging industries could develop over similar time scales to EES and, depending on the scale of their uptake, may have a significant impact on its operation.

A substantial extension of the project could combine the price model with a dynamic capacity investment model. This would better reflect the evolution of thermal generation capacity based on market signals and provide corrections to dampen or heighten the price peaks (on which arbitrage depends) in response to these changes. This would provide the foundations to include a feedback mechanism between EES operation and the electricity price, which would enable the effects of self-cannibalisation to be investigated and a comparison between investment in EES capacity and thermal generation to be made.
The opportunities for participation in the newly formed capacity market in the UK were discussed. These were limited for EES as contracts were awarded for short durations and penalties were intolerably high for not delivering during an open-ended stress event. However, the impact of the capacity mechanism on wholesale electricity prices was not considered. This would be interesting to model as it is designed to reduce price spikes and flatten wholesale electricity prices. The level of capacity contracted through the capacity market is likely to impact the value of EES revenue. Subsidising technologies, such as existing gas turbines and new build diesel generators, through the capacity mechanism in the short term, may inadvertently reduce the market for novel technologies, such as EES, which could provide these services at a lower cost in the long run.

A further recommendation is to include a representation of transmission and distribution networks in the model. As discussed above, this is unlikely to have a significant impact on arbitrage revenue in the absence of locational marginal pricing; however, additional opportunities to monetise benefits may arise. For example, curtailment of renewable power, due to network capacity constraints, may provide commercial opportunities for EES.

Finally, a more structured review of the electricity market and ways in which barriers to market entry for EES could be removed would be beneficial to the EES industry. While this may be straightforward from the perspective of EES alone, when considering the broader implications of changes to regulation on other generators, loads and providers of flexibility, it quickly becomes more complex.

7.6 Implications

While the results of this thesis must be interpreted with caution and understanding of the assumptions and simplifications required to create a tractable model, the general conclusions can provide some useful insights. The research has demonstrated a clear disparity between the commercial and social value of EES and it is hoped that the results will inform the debate around the challenges facing the industry. There are regulatory barriers which restrict access to financial rewards for the full range of benefits which can be provided. Some of these could be easily resolved, for example, through creation of a new category of licence for EES and clarity on exemption from payment of the Climate Change Levy. There are other more substantial issues which are unlikely to be resolved without significant electricity market reform.

The most substantial challenge facing EES is the level of uncertainty in the electricity industry. There are many alternative futures which could evolve from the current system which are
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drastically different from one another, each with significantly different roles for EES. This is a consequence of the influence of the political system, operating on a five year cycle, compared to the lifetime of EES devices, which can be over 50 years, in addition to the rapid technological changes in generation capacity. Without commitment of guaranteed future income or public funding to pay for projects, it is unlikely that large scale, grid connected EES will be deployed.

7.7 Final Remarks

This thesis has taken an interdisciplinary approach to investigate the value of EES in liberalised electricity markets using GB as a case study. It has drawn on literature from engineering, mathematics, climate and policy research. The work has enhanced the body of knowledge surrounding the implications of wind power on electricity prices and specifically, the performance of EES technology in future energy systems.

The risks facing investors in EES can be largely grouped into three categories; market, technology and environmental factors, which each lead to uncertainty. In addition to the risk, currently the high cost and poor performance of EES technologies, combined with regulatory barriers to the market, restrict their commercial viability. Despite a higher value being placed on EES in energy systems with a high penetration of wind power, oversupply of electricity during windy periods leads to frequently suppressed peak electricity prices and reduced price differentials. This thesis provides evidence which negates the hypothesis that:

\[\text{Increased wind penetration leads to increased commercial opportunities for energy storage through price arbitrage.}\]
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Appendix A:

Background information on Electricity Market Design

This appendix provides an introduction to electricity market design and the fundamentals of energy system economics. It describes the role and relationship of different market participants and explains key economic concepts relevant to the electricity sector. This draws substantially from [36] where further information and examples can be found. The final sections review a brief history of the development of the electricity industry in GB to provide context for the analysis carried out in this thesis.

1. Introduction

Traditionally, electricity was supplied to consumers by local distribution companies. The companies were either vertically integrated, responsible for generation and transmission of electricity, or they purchased electricity and were only responsible for distribution and supply. Consumers had no choice of service provider as companies held monopolies in specific geographical areas [36].

These models were largely successful and delivered electricity to increasing numbers of people with improved reliability. However, by the 1980s, economists argued that liberalised electricity markets were needed to provide further incentives for innovation and that monopolies could not offer maximum cost efficiency for consumers [261].

In a monopoly market, long term planning and optimisation tools are used to determine investment across the entire system. Some economists argue that this is beneficial to stimulate technological progression [262]. Large enterprises can better bear the costs associated with innovation and central planning reduces some elements of risk associated with future uncertainty. However, it is generally accepted that monopolies also lead to inefficiencies and higher costs for consumers. If ineffective decisions are made, the costs are passed onto customers. Competitive markets are driven by profits and are more cost effective [263].
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In 1986, Chile was the first country to liberalise its electricity market followed by GB in 1990 and Norway in 1991 [262]. Today many countries have established wholesale energy markets including; all European Union member states, Australia, Brazil, New Zealand and many parts of the USA [264]. Market operation varies between countries; however, the goal of all market designers is to ensure that the industry operates in the best interest of society to ensure secure and affordable electricity. Recently, a third objective has come to the fore, to minimise emissions; however, the importance given to this depends on national politics and government priorities. Together, these three objectives form the Energy Trilemma.

2. Electricity Market Fundamentals

2.1. Market Participants

The organisations listed in Table 0.1 play a role in the electricity industry and will be referred to throughout this thesis.
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Table 0.1 Electricity market participants [36]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertically integrated utilities</td>
<td>Own generation plant as well as transmission and distribution networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating companies</td>
<td>Produce and sell electricity to the wholesale market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution companies</td>
<td>Own and operate distribution networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retailers</td>
<td>Purchase electricity on the wholesale market and sell it to consumers. They cannot directly own distribution infrastructure, but are often subsidiaries of distribution companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market operators</td>
<td>Run a system to match bids and offers from sellers and buyers of electricity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent system operators</td>
<td>Responsible for maintaining security of the power system. Often the independent system operator is the market operator for the market of last resort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission companies</td>
<td>Own and maintain transmission equipment which is operated under the instructions of the independent system operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulators</td>
<td>Usually a governmental body which is responsible for overseeing the operation of the industry. They approve the rules and regulations for the electricity market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>Purchase electricity from retailers and rent a connection to the power system from distribution companies. Large consumers may take an active role in the wholesale electricity market or provide flexible demand services to the independent system operator.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Models of Competition

Hunt and Shuttleworth [265] identify four phases of development of electricity markets as they progress from regulated monopolies through to fully competitive markets. These are presented below and help to explain the rationale of the structure of liberalised electricity markets today.
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Monopoly

The traditional monopoly model of the electricity industry is shown in Figure 0.1. This could include a vertically integrated monopoly or a monopoly for generation and transmission with further monopolies for distribution and supply in each geographical area. Bilateral trading could occur between the utilities in different areas which would take place at wholesale level. Alternatively, prices may be set through an agreed rate system.

Purchasing agency

The purchasing agency model, shown in Figure 0.2, shows the introduction of competition within the electricity industry. Several independent power producers (IPPs) generate electricity and are connected to the network. They sell the power they generate to the principal utility which acts as a purchasing agency but does not own all the generation capacity. A further development of this model introduces multiple distribution companies as shown in Figure 0.3. In this model, there is no vertically integrated utility. The IPPs sell electricity to the purchasing agency and the distribution companies purchase electricity from it to sell to consumers. In this scenario, the purchasing agency must be regulated as it would have monopoly power over the distribution companies and monopsony power towards the IPPs [36]. This model has the advantage of introducing some competitive elements into the electricity industry without the complexity and cost of establishing a fully competitive market. However, with the regulation of the purchasing agency, prices would not be as cost reflective as a free market.

---

Figure 0.1 Monopoly model of the electricity industry (based on [265])

Purchasing agency

The purchasing agency model, shown in Figure 0.2, shows the introduction of competition within the electricity industry. Several independent power producers (IPPs) generate electricity and are connected to the network. They sell the power they generate to the principal utility which acts as a purchasing agency but does not own all the generation capacity. A further development of this model introduces multiple distribution companies as shown in Figure 0.3. In this model, there is no vertically integrated utility. The IPPs sell electricity to the purchasing agency and the distribution companies purchase electricity from it to sell to consumers. In this scenario, the purchasing agency must be regulated as it would have monopoly power over the distribution companies and monopsony power towards the IPPs [36]. This model has the advantage of introducing some competitive elements into the electricity industry without the complexity and cost of establishing a fully competitive market. However, with the regulation of the purchasing agency, prices would not be as cost reflective as a free market.

---

Monopsony power describes a market condition where there are several sellers, but only one buyer who has the ability to drive prices down. This is sometimes referred to as a buyer’s monopoly.
Wholesale competition

The wholesale competition model shown in Figure 0.4 shows a further level of liberalisation. Distribution companies purchase energy directly from generating companies through a wholesale market. At the wholesale level, the spot market and the transmission network remain centralised. Wholesale prices are then determined by supply and demand rather than being set by the regulator, which is a more competitive process. Distribution companies maintain monopolies over customers in their local areas and, as such, retail prices must remain regulated. This leaves distribution companies exposed to losses if there are any unexpected increases in the wholesale market price.
Retail competition

Small consumers cannot afford to participate directly in the wholesale market due to high transaction costs. To enable price competition for retail customers, a retail market must be established as shown in Figure 0.5. Retail competition removes monopoly power over customers so prices no longer need to be regulated which allows the most efficient cost of energy to be passed on to consumers. For retail competition to work effectively, customers must be able to switch readily between competing utilities. In practice this is not always the case. Transmission and distribution networks are natural monopolies and remain regulated. This model is implemented in most modern liberalised electricity markets.

Figure 0.4 Wholesale competition model of the electricity industry (based on [265])

Figure 0.5 Retail competition model of the electricity industry (based on [265])
3. Economic Concepts

This section introduces some fundamental economic concepts which provide a foundation for
the work in this thesis. A more comprehensive summary can be found in Chapter 2 of [31].

3.2. Supply and Demand

The supply and demand functions, shown in Figure 0.6, represent the relationship between the
price of a product and the quantity sold in competitive markets. As prices increase fewer
consumers will buy units. Similarly, as prices reduce, fewer suppliers will sell the product.
The market clearing price, \( \pi^* \), and the quantity, \( Q^* \), represent market equilibrium where the
two lines intersect.

![Supply and demand functions](image)

\( Figure \ 0.6 \ Supply \ and \ demand \ functions \)

3.3. Global Welfare

Consumer surplus is the difference between the price paid for products purchased and the value
of those products to consumers. This is represented by the area above the market clearing
price, but below the demand curve marked ‘a’ in Figure 0.6. The supplier profit is the
difference between the cost of producing the products and the price they are sold to consumers
for. This is represented by the area above the supply curve but below the market clearing price
marked ‘b’ in Figure 0.6.

The sum of the consumer surplus and the supplier profit equates to the global welfare of the
system. This is maximised at market equilibrium where the supply and demand curves
intersect. Higher profits could be achieved if products were sold at a higher price; however,
fewer units would be sold and the consumer surplus would be significantly smaller. This would
lead to a net reduction in global welfare. Equally, if the price were lower than the equilibrium
price, consumer surplus may increase, but supply would be restricted and profits reduced, again, leading to a net reduction in global welfare.

### 3.4. Perfect Competition and Monopoly Power

The model shown in Figure 0.6 assumes that there is perfect competition between all suppliers. This depends on two key assumptions:

1. Every supplier is a price taker i.e. no single supplier has a market share large enough to control the price of a product.
2. There is transparency in the market and consumers have visibility of all prices available to them [31].

When any individual company has a large enough share of the market that they are able to influence the price they are said to have monopoly power. Suppliers with monopoly power can withhold capacity which artificially shifts the supply curve to the left and increases the price of the product. This is known as exercising market power. The result is to increase profit for suppliers but, as discussed above, the consumer surplus will be reduced and the overall result is a reduction in global welfare. The loss of welfare is also known as a deadweight loss [36].

An oligopoly is a market structure where a small number of competing firms dominate, rather than a single firm, as in a monopoly. Oligopolies are commonly found in electricity industries including the GB market where there are six major generation companies. These are discussed in more detail in Section 9. Firms in oligopolies are interdependent and must take into account their competitors actions when making their own decisions, for example, on price setting. Barriers to market entry make it difficult and expensive for new firms to enter oligopoly markets. The dominant firms exploit natural barriers and manipulate the market to create new ones to maintain their position [266].

### 3.5. Price Elasticity

The price elasticity of demand is a measure of how sensitive the level of demand is to a change in price [267]. It is defined as:

\[
\epsilon_d = \frac{d\pi}{d\pi} = \frac{\pi}{q} \frac{dq}{d\pi}
\]

(0.1)

where \(q\) is quantity, \(\pi\) is price and \(\epsilon_d\) is the price elasticity of demand. If \(\epsilon_d\) is negative then demand is considered price responsive: a fall in price corresponds to a rise in demand and vice
versa. If the magnitude is greater than one, demand is considered elastic, or more responsive. If it is less than one, the demand is inelastic, or less responsive.

Similarly, levels of supply respond to changes in price and the price elasticity of supply is used to measure its sensitivity. This is defined in equation (0.2) where $\epsilon_s$ is the price elasticity of supply and other parameters are defined above [267]. Price elasticity of supply is similar to price elasticity of demand, but it is derived from the supply curve rather than the demand curve shown in Figure 0.6.

$$\epsilon_s = \frac{dq}{q} \frac{d\pi}{\pi} = \frac{\pi dq}{q d\pi} \quad (0.2)$$

4. Energy Trading

It is commonly accepted that there are two principal failures of electricity markets [31]:

1. Consumers do not respond to short term changes in price leading to almost zero price elasticity of demand.
2. Consumers are able to take power from the grid without a contract.

These failures prevent the market from functioning successfully without regulation and lead to additional complexities. As a result, energy is traded over different timescales through a combination of open and managed market arrangements which are described below.

4.2. Open Energy Market

Electricity is traded ahead of real time on the open energy market. These trades can be bilateral or through electricity pools.

Bilateral trading

Bilateral trading occurs directly between market participants. A key characteristic is that deals are made directly between buyers and sellers and prices are set by the participants, not by any third party.

Customised long term contracts are negotiated privately for large amounts of energy over long time periods. These are referred to as forwards and futures contracts. They have high transaction costs and so are too expensive to use to trade smaller quantities. These contracts are attractive in highly vertically integrated markets [36].
Forward trading also occurs over the counter (OTC). These contracts are pre-defined with standard terms and so have lower transaction costs, but prices are not made public. Price disclosure for OTC trades is reliant on price reporters and informal market intelligence [268]. These trades take place closer to real time than customised long term contracts and allow participants to refine their position as forecasts become more accurate.

Electronic trading allows participants to buy and sell electricity in a more transparent marketplace. Bids and offers are submitted by generators and suppliers and matched automatically. When a match is made, the price is made public. These trades are fast with low transaction cost and occur up until the market closes, allowing generators and retailers to adjust their positions just before delivery [36].

**Electricity pools**

‘Pools’ are a less common form of commodity trading, but do feature in electricity markets as they are seen as a natural evolution from centralized systems. Bids and offers are submitted to a pool which is managed by a third party. The bids from generators are ranked in increasing price order to determine the supply curve. Similarly, offers from suppliers are stacked to produce a demand curve. The point at which the two curves intersect gives the market clearing price (also known as the system marginal price) and this price is paid to (and by) all generators (and consumers) [36].

An electricity pool provides a centralised form of system management where the price paid is publically available.

---

**Figure 0.7 Stacked bids and offers in an electricity pool**
4.3. Managed Spot Market

The system operator is ultimately responsible for ensuring security of supply and so trading must stop ahead of real time to allow the system to be finally balanced. The point at which trading ceases is known as gate closure. The interval between gate closure and real time varies in different countries. System operators prefer long intervals to give them sufficient time to plan and execute balancing. Market participants, however, prefer short gate closures to enable them to make more accurate forecasts and reduce the risk they are exposed to.

At gate closure, producers and suppliers inform the system operator of their contractual positions. The system operator uses this information to run a managed spot market. Bids and offers are made by balancing resources to increase or reduce generation or demand. The system operator decides which bids and offers to accept, but the parties responsible for the imbalances pay the cost of the balancing activities. These markets are also called balancing or reserve markets.

Balancing services are offered by generating units which are not operating at full output to either increase or reduce their production. Equally, the demand side can provide balancing services by offering to reduce consumption. Offers of balancing resources that are made close to real time present a risk to the system operator that the prices will be high. To reduce the risk exposure balancing resources can be purchased in advance under longer term contracts.

5. Ancillary Services

In addition to the balancing services discussed above, there are other ancillary services which are required to ensure the secure and reliable operation of the electricity system [31]. These, including types of balancing mechanisms, are outlined below.

5.2. Frequency Response

To ensure security of supply, the system frequency must be maintained at a nominal level within specified limits. If the consumption exceeds generation, the system frequency will reduce; if generation is greater than consumption, the system frequency will increase.

Regulation services handle rapid fluctuations in frequency. These are rapid response generators which are connected to the grid and operate with a governor to allow automatic response to changes in frequency [98]. Load following services also make use of online equipment to manage fluctuations, but over slightly longer time periods than regulation services. These tend to be over intervals of around ten minutes rather than minute to minute.
Regulation and load following services are preventative security measures which are provided continuously with fairly small actions that are largely predictable.

### 5.3. Reserve Services

Reserve services are intended to handle larger, less predictable power deficits such as outages of generators and are brought online as corrective actions [269]. They are generally classified as spinning and non-spinning (standing) reserve. Spinning reserve can provide a faster response while standing reserve has a start-up time associated with it. These services are used for relatively long periods until replacement generators can be brought online.

### 5.4. Voltage Control

Voltage must also be maintained within prescribed limits to make the transmission system secure and reduce the likelihood of insulation failures. Provision of voltage control is also called reactive power support service. Voltage control is provided by both generators which can control their reactive power output and by separate reactive power resources such as mechanically switched capacitors, reactors and tap changing transformers [102].

### 5.5. Stability Services

Some system operators require additional network security services such as inter-trip schemes to mitigate transient stability problems. In the event of a fault, these schemes automatically disconnect generation and/or load to maintain system stability [36].

### 5.6. System Restoration

Following a system failure, black start services may be required. Restarting large thermal generators requires electric power to drive auxiliary equipment such as pumps and fans. This will not be available if the system has collapsed [104]. Often small diesel generators or hydro plants are used for these services. Sufficient black start services must be available to ensure prompt restart of the system at any time.

### 5.7. Provision of Ancillary Services

Ancillary services are either compulsory for system users to provide or a separate market is created for their provision, depending on the service.

One example of compulsory provision of ancillary services is the requirement for generators connected to the grid to be capable of operating within a specific voltage range and be equipped with a voltage regulator. These compulsory requirements are not always
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economically efficient. It may be more expensive for some units to provide services than others and may encourage inefficient investment. Furthermore, it provides little incentive for innovation [36].

Some services are provided through ancillary service markets such as long term contracts for black start capabilities and inter-trip schemes. In some cases, spot markets are preferred because of interactions with the energy market. While these should provide more efficient markets, the number of participants for certain services is small and so they are susceptible to abuse.

The overall requirement for ancillary services is set by security standards for the system. Services are procured by the system operator and charged to the system users.

6. Transmission Networks

Transmission constraints and losses in the network introduce distortions in the electricity market which must be resolved. The physical laws governing power flow in the network include Ohm’s Law as well as Kirchoff’s Current and Voltage Laws. The latter two, respectively, state that the current flow into any point in a circuit is equal to the current flow out of that point;

\[ \sum \text{current} = 0 \quad (0.3) \]

and the voltage drop around any closed loop circuit must sum to zero:

\[ \sum \text{voltage} = 0 \quad (0.4) \]

6.2. Losses

Losses in a transmission line are proportional to the square of the current flowing through it. This is true for direct current (DC) and a good approximation for an alternating current (AC) lines [270]. Transmission lines, therefore, operate at high voltages to deliver power over long distances at low currents to minimise losses. High voltage lines are then stepped down through transformers to deliver power at safe voltage levels for consumers.

Transmission losses cannot be attributed to single generators or individual loads, but depend on the interactions between them. The additional loss associated with transmission of one extra unit of power is called the marginal loss and is twice as high as the average loss [271]. In a perfectly competitive market for transmission, users would be charged the marginal cost of their losses.
6.3. Congestion Charging

The maximum amount of electricity which can be delivered through a power line is limited by its transmission capacity limit. Losses in the line create heat which can cause sagging or, in extreme cases, failure. The thermal limit of a line is dependent on both the real and reactive power flowing through it.

Lines also have stability limits. In AC power lines the voltage at the generator is at its maximum value ahead of the voltage at the load. The difference between these values enables current and power to flow. The larger the voltage difference, the larger the power flow. However, if the generator voltage leads the load by a phase angle of more than 90°, the voltage at the load end rapidly becomes unstable and collapses [272]. To avoid stability limits, maximum phase differences and corresponding maximum power capacities are specified for transmission lines.

There are two classifications of limits on power lines; physical and contingency limits. Contingency limits are stricter than physical limits and ensure that a line’s physical limit is not reached if another line or a generator unexpectedly goes offline. Congestion charging is required to account for limits on transmission lines.

When line limits are approached, the transmission resource is considered scarce and the price increases. Transmission rights are traded separately to energy. In order to sell and transmit power from one location to a second, either the buyer or the seller must own transmission rights. The cost of transmission can lead to different costs of energy at different locations.

7. Generation Investment

7.2. System Merit Order

At any time, a typical generation mix will contain a range of generators with differing fixed and variable costs. Ordering these generators by increasing short run marginal cost provides the system merit order (the order in which generators are economically dispatched). This can be broken down into three general categories as outlined below.

**Base load generators**

These have low operating costs, but high capital costs. They are expected to operate during most hours available in order to gain sufficient revenue to recover their fixed costs over their lifetime. Often, base load generators are required to operate with constant power output for technical reasons and are slow to respond to variations in demand.
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Mid-merit generators

These are generally more flexible with lower capital costs and so are not required to operate continuously to be economic. They usually have higher variable costs and so only come online when prices are higher and sufficient to cover their short run marginal costs.

Peaking generators

Peaking plant is called upon for a short number of hours per year, typically during times of high demand. They have high variable costs due to low thermal efficiency and expensive fuels.

7.3. Long Run Costs

In perfectly competitive energy markets, generators are incentivised to bid their marginal cost for generating electricity. In the short run, this cost covers variable operating costs such as fuel. In the long run, however, they must also cover the initial capital investment associated with building the plant.

Although generators bid their marginal costs, they are paid the market clearing price. The market clearing price is set by the highest merit order generator which is scheduled to run. The difference between the market clearing price and a generator’s short run marginal cost is known as a scarcity rent and covers the generator’s long run fixed costs [31]. Peaking generators are the highest merit order plant and so bidding at a price equivalent to their short run marginal cost would not allow these generators to ever recover their fixed costs. When electricity is scarce, these generators bid significantly above their short run marginal cost resulting in a price spike. Price spikes allow peaking plant to recover their long run fixed costs.

Price spikes generally occur for a short number of hours a year. Plotting an annual electricity price duration curve gives an indication of the range of electricity prices over a year as shown in Figure 0.8.
It is price spikes which send long term investment signals to generators [273]. When capacity is scarce, price spikes occur more frequently and are of a larger magnitude. This presents opportunities for generators to make higher profits and so additional plant is built. As more generators come online, there are fewer periods of scarcity and so price spikes reduce, reducing opportunities for profits. This signals investors to retire old plant which is no longer economic. The uncertainty surrounding the height and duration of these price spikes leads to investment risk.

### 7.4. Capacity Expansion

There are issues associated with relying on the market to drive investment in generation adequacy. A lack of demand price elasticity and cyclic demand patterns lead to price increases that are not smooth or gradual. In theory, when capacity is scarce, price spikes should provide adequate signals for investors to build extra generators. Equilibrium should be reached and social welfare maximised. However, the consumers’ inability to respond to short term price signals can delay investment. Additionally, generation plant has a lead time which further delays the response of the market. Traditionally generators are large and ‘lumpy’. These features can lead to boom and bust cycles with periods of over-investment followed by delayed capacity and energy scarcity [31].

Inadequate provision of capacity could lead to disconnection of consumer loads which is considered largely unacceptable politically. Equally, price spikes are considered by some customers to be unjustified and socially unacceptable [36].

With increasing penetration of intermittent renewable generation making price spikes more difficult to forecast, generation investment becomes higher risk [26]. Increasingly regulators
are implementing alternative mechanisms to promote generator investment. These are highlighted below.

**Capacity payments**

This system is formed on the basis that paying small regular payments to generators providing capacity is preferable to paying extreme price spikes on rare occasions. This provides a revenue stream for peaking generators to cover their fixed costs. Payments are proportional to the capacity provided and the price is set by the regulator. The effect is to moderate the price in the energy market and socialise the cost of peaking plant. In the long term, this reduces incentives for efficient behaviour and could lead to too much capital being invested in generation and too few signals to consumers to control demand in response to price [36].

**Capacity market**

A capacity market sets the amount of capacity required relative to a ‘generation adequacy’ target. Retailers and consumers are required to buy a share of the total requirement from a competitive market. The quantity of capacity required is set by the regulator, but the prices can be volatile. The timescale over which capacity is planned and sold is critical to the market. Retailers prefer shorter time periods (one month or less) as it reduces the capacity they are required to purchase during times of light load. Generators prefer longer periods (seasonal or annual) which encourage investment [36].

**Reliability contracts**

Reliability contracts would allow consumers to decide freely and independently how much they value reliability. In current markets this is not possible and would require a central authority to purchase contracts on behalf of consumers [36].

**8. Transmission Investment**

The transmission network is a natural monopoly exhibiting features of high capital costs, bulky investments and significant economies of scale. As such, it must be regulated and so presents a low risk (low return) business for investors [274]. The generation market is deregulated and separated from the transmission network; however, investment in transmission must be optimised in line with generation investment to achieve system level optimisation.

---

10 Generation adequacy defines the ability of the system to meet the total power and energy demand of all consumers at virtually all times. It is a statistical measure of the security of supply of the system.
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Investments in transmission are large and irreversible with little or no resale value. Assets have long lifetime of 20-30 years. Changing markets over this lifetime can lead to stranded assets [31].

Cost based transmission expansion allows transmission companies to receive sufficient revenue to attract capital investors looking for a safe return. The transmission company forecasts transmission requirements and submits an expansion plan to the regulator. The regulator reviews the plan and agrees what can be built. The transmission company then makes the upgrades and recovers the costs through charges to the users. Transmission and distribution costs accounted for approximately 20% of an average UK electricity bill in 2012 [275].

9. Development of the UK Electricity Industry

9.2. Pre-privatisation

The electricity supply industry in GB was initiated through the Electricity Lighting Act 1882 [276]. In 1933 a 132kV National Grid began interconnected regional grid operation [92]. After World War Two, there were around 560 suppliers in the UK, with approximately one third of these under private ownership [277].

In 1943, the Hydro-electric Development Scotland Act placed responsibility for generation, transmission and distribution in the north of Scotland under a public corporation, the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board. A few years later, the Electricity Act 1947 [278] was passed and the industry in England and Wales was also reorganised and nationalised. The British Electricity Authority (BEA) was made responsible for generation and transmission and 14 area boards were created with responsibility for distribution and retail of electricity in their own regions. 12 area boards were based in England and Wales and two in the south of Scotland.

Over a decade later, the two Scottish area boards and BAE’s Scottish generating divisions were merged under the Electricity Reorganisation (Scotland) Act 1954. From these, the South of Scotland Electricity Board (SSEB) was established. The SSEB was vertically integrated and was responsible for generation, transmission and distribution of electricity. At this time, the BEA was renamed the Central Electricity Authority (CEA), which, following the Electricity Act 1957, became the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) [277]. The industry structure remained like this until privatisation in 1990.
9.3. Privatisation

Prior to privatisation of the electricity industry, national supply was considered crucial in helping the economic recovery after the Second World War. It enabled expansion of generation capacity and transmission infrastructure [36]. However, by the 1980s, in line with global attitudes towards state-owned sectors, the British regulatory system was regarded as an “inefficient equilibrium that only privatisation appeared capable of upsetting” [279]. In response to criticism of sell offs of previous public monopolies, the industry was restructured prior to privatisation [280] under the Electricity Act 1989 [143].

In March 1990, the CEGB was dissolved and its assets divided between four new companies introducing a new industry structure in England and Wales. Three generating companies were established; National Power, PowerGen and Nuclear Electric. Fossil fuel plant was allocated between National Power and PowerGen and Nuclear Electric was transferred the entire nuclear generating capacity. A single transmission company, National Grid Company (NGC), took responsibility of the transmission system, pumped storage stations and interconnections with Scotland and France. Twelve regional electric companies (RECs) were created to replace the area boards. These were responsible for distribution systems in their respective areas and were required to supply all ‘reasonable demand’ for electricity [277].

After being vested as public limited companies, National Power and PowerGen sold 60% of their shares in 1991 and the remainder in 1995. Nuclear reactors, however, were considered too expensive to be privatised and Nuclear Electric remained under state ownership until 1996 [277]. Shares in the RECs were sold in 1990, with the government retaining a golden share in each until 1995 [216]. When NGC was fully privatised in 1996, the pumped storage capacity was sold to an American firm, Edison Mission Energy (acquired by International Power in 2004) as it was deemed anti-competitive for a private company to own both generating and transmission assets [281].

In Scotland, ScottishPower and Scottish Hydro-Electric replaced the SSEB and the Hydro-Electric Board. Both companies were privatised in 1991. Similarly to England and Wales, nuclear generation was assigned to a separate company, Scottish Nuclear. In 1996, Scottish Nuclear became part of British Energy and, in 1998, Scottish Hydro-Electric merged with Southern Electric to become Scottish and Southern Energy [277].

An electricity pool was established as the mechanism for trading wholesale electricity in England and Wales. An independent regulator, the Office of Electricity Regulation (OFFER), was established to regulate the newly privatised industry [282].
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The electricity pool

The purpose of the pool was to enable competitive bidding between generators to establish an electricity price for each half hour period. The principles of the pool were based on the CEGB merit order dispatch. Generators submitted their supply curve a day-ahead. The system operator (NGC) computed the least cost economic dispatch required to meet demand and all generators were paid the system marginal price. NGC was responsible for making real time adjustments to ensure supply and demand were balanced [277].

The pool purchase price was formed from two components; the spot market price for electricity and a capacity payment. The capacity payment was a function of the system loss of load probability and the value of lost load. This payment would increase exponentially as demand approached the total system capacity available. Pool prices were peaky and volatile. To hedge against uncertainty, generators and suppliers would sell the bulk of electricity in OTC forward trades which would usually take the form of contracts for difference [283].

Over a decade of operation, a number of problems were identified with the electricity pool [284]:

- There was a lack of competition in price setting with PowerGen and National Power able to set the spot price over 90% of the time due to their considerable market share;
- There was a minimal demand side participation in the market;
- Bidding arrangements were considered too complex;
- The capacity payment mechanism was susceptible to producers with a large market share withholding capacity by declaring plant unavailable, leading to poor signals for actual requirements for long term capacity investment;
- Interactions with the gas market were inefficient with trading taking place a day ahead while gas trading occurred closer to real time. The large numbers of gas turbines could influence electricity prices at the day ahead stage, but if prices were not high enough, they could sell their fuel on the gas market much closer to real time. This created further issues for the system operator in matching supply and demand.

Some of these problems were attributed to a lack of competition in the generation market which was addressed during the late 1990s with regulatory responses including enforced divestment of generation capacity [285]. This allowed a number of new players to enter the market and improved competition but many issues with the pool still remained. Subsequently, there was a review of electricity trading arrangements and the New Electricity Trading Arrangements (NETA) were introduced in 2001 [277].
NETA was intended to maintain a secure and reliable system whilst providing greater competition in the wholesale electricity market. It enabled direct trading between generators, suppliers, traders and consumers through a combination of forward and future markets and short term power exchanges. ELEXON was assigned as the Balancing and Settlement Code Company (BSCCo) and was responsible for the market operation. Key changes from the electricity pool are outlined below [277].

- Each generator was responsible for determining its own output rather than the NGC scheduling supply of all generators;
- Trades were valued at the individual bid price, not the highest overall price bid;
- Trading continued up until gate closure which was closer to real time to allow market participants to tailor their contracted positions more accurately;
- Differences between physical consumption or production and contracted position at gate closure were settled through the balancing mechanism and incurred an associated penalty;
- The demand side was expected to play a more active role in price setting and so there was no capacity payment [286].

In April 2005, the electricity markets in Scotland and England and Wales merged to form a single British wholesale market. NETA was replaced by the British Electricity Trading and Transmission Arrangements (BETTA). The principles and market mechanisms remained largely unchanged but exposed Scottish-based generators to the prevailing transmission charging arrangements. An overview of the market structure is shown in Figure 0.9.

![Figure 0.9 BETTA market trading arrangements (source [287])](image-url)
9.4. Current Market

Generation

The ‘Big Six’ energy companies dominate the generation market in GB. These are Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE), RWE Npower, EDF, E.ON, Centrica and Iberdrola/Scottish Power (SP). The market share of electricity generated by each of the ‘Big Six’ in 2011 is shown in Figure 0.10. These companies have largely integrated generation and supply businesses. With only six companies controlling almost three quarters of the generation market it is fundamentally an oligopoly. As a result there are significant barriers to new entrants and a high potential for abuse of market power, collusion and price setting [266].

![Figure 0.10 Market share of electricity generation in 2011 (source [288])](image)

Transmission

There are three sets of transmission assets onshore and various offshore assets making up the transmission system in GB. A single system operator, National Grid Electricity Transmission PLC (NGET), owns and operates the system in England and Wales and is responsible for the operation of the entire network. The transmission owners for southern Scotland and northern Scotland are Scottish Power Transmission Ltd (SPTL) and Scottish Hydro-Electric Transmission Ltd (SHETL), respectively [277]. The construction of offshore transmission assets is administered by the Offshore Transmission Owners (OFTOs) regime. OFTOs are selected and licenced by regulator, Ofgem.

Distribution

Distribution network operators (DNOs) are responsible for the distribution service in their areas. There are 14 licensed DNOs in the UK. These companies are owned by six different organisations in GB and one in Northern Ireland in the regions shown in Figure 0.11.
Additionally, there are some independent network operators who own and run smaller networks embedded within the DNO networks.

![Electricity Distribution Map](image)

**Figure 0.11 Distribution network operator companies (source [289])**

**Supply**

Electricity suppliers pay DNOs for transporting their customers’ electricity in the distribution services area network. Suppliers then pass the costs onto customers. At the end of 2011, the ‘Big Six’ companies, discussed above, supplied electricity to 99% of domestic customers. Outside the domestic market, smaller suppliers have gained some share, supplying between 3% and 9% of the market in different commercial sectors [290].
Regulation

The regulatory framework in GB was established under the Electricity Act 1989 and has undergone numerous amendments since then [277]. Ofgem was established as the gas and electricity market regulator under the Utilities Act 2000.

Ofgem operates under the direction and governance of the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority (GEMA). Ofgem’s principal objective is to protect the interests of customers ‘through promotion of value for money, security of supply and sustainability, for present and future generations’ [291]. The regulatory regime is based on a licensing system where specific activities cannot be undertaken without a licence. These include generation, transmission, distribution, supply and operation of interconnectors. Ofgem is responsible for approving licences, setting price controls and investigating and penalising companies which breach their licence conditions.

To facilitate competition, the regulatory framework requires separation of monopoly activities from generation and supply. The Electricity Act, 1989, prevents companies which operate under distribution or transmission licences from holding generation or supply licences. In reality, several DNOs are owned by holding companies which also own supply and generation businesses.

Licence conditions require licensees to maintain relevant industry codes. Codes include a procedure for modification of their terms so that they can remain relevant to the changing requirements of the electricity market. Key industry codes are outlined below [292]:

1. the Connection and Use of System Code (CUSC) outlines arrangements for connection to and use of the transmission system, including methods for NGET to determine charges that users pay;
2. the Grid Code contains all technical regulations for the operation and use of the transmission system;
3. the System Operator-Transmission Owner Code (STC) regulates the relationship between system operators and transmission owners;
4. the Balancing and Settlement Code (BSC) governs the arrangements for balancing of electricity and settlement;
5. the Distribution Code contains the technical protocols for connection to and use of each distribution network;
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6. the Distribution Connection and Use of System Agreement (DCUSA) governs licensed distributors, suppliers and generators regarding the use of distribution networks to transport electricity between them;

7. the Master Registration Agreement (MRA) is an agreement between all licences distributors and suppliers which includes the procedures relating to customers switching their supplier.

In addition to Ofgem, DECC is responsible for establishing policies relating to energy and climate change.

Key legislation affecting the electricity industry includes:

1. The Climate Change Act, 2008 placing a legally binding commitment on the UK Government to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050 relative to 1990 levels [1];

2. The Renewable Energy Directive requiring the UK to supply 15% its energy demand from renewable sources by 2020 [293];

3. The Large Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD) requiring combustion plants with a thermal capacity of 50MW or greater to limit their emissions. Under the directive, plant built earlier than 1987 could choose to comply with the limits or to opt out. If the option to opt out was chosen, then the plant was limited to a maximum of 20,000 hours of operation after 2007 and was required to close by 2015 [90].

Other bodies involved in regulation of the electricity industry include:

1. The Health and Safety Executive (HSE), which is responsible for imposing the safety aspects of the Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations, 2002 [294];

2. The Office of Nuclear Regulation (ONR), which plays a key role in regulating nuclear power. The ONR previously operated as an agency of the HSE, but was established as an independent statutory body following the Electricity Market Reform [295].

9.5. Electricity Market Reform

It is estimated that before 2020, the electricity industry will require over £110 billion capital investment [296] to replace and upgrade generating plant and transmission and distribution infrastructure. Historic electricity market arrangements were not expected to deliver the required scale or pace of investment required in lower-carbon generation whilst ensuring adequate security of supply and affordability to consumers. In December 2010, the UK Government announced a proposed Electricity Market Reform (EMR). Following a two year
consultation period, in November 2012, the Energy Bill was introduced to the UK Parliament. It received Royal Assent at the end of 2013 [295].

There are four key elements to the EMR which are outlined below.

**Contracts for Difference (CfD)**

Allocation of the first round of CfD was announced in 2015. They will fully replace the Renewable Obligation, an existing subsidy for renewable generators, from 2017. The mechanism sets a strike price for energy from low carbon generators. If the wholesale price is less than the strike price, generators are paid the difference. If the wholesale price is greater than the strike price, the generators must pay the difference. The cost characteristics of low carbon generators (low operating and high capital cost) mean that they face greater exposure to wholesale price risk than conventional fossil fuel plant, which had a natural hedge as a price setter. The strike price provides a fixed payment for generators to reduce this risk and encourage investment in low carbon generation [297]. Renewable, nuclear and carbon capture and storage plant is eligible for CfD. A government owned company acts as the party responsible for collecting a levy from suppliers to fund the contract payments. The cost of the levy is, in turn, passed onto customers.

**Carbon Price Floor**

In addition to incentives for investing in low carbon generation, the government introduced a new carbon price floor on carbon emissions. From 2005, the carbon price was set by the market under the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EUETS). A fixed number of allowances to emit carbon were created and distributed. Businesses then had to provide allowances to match the emissions they produced. Companies were free to trade allowances enabling supply and demand to create a traded price for carbon [298]. However, it was argued that there was an oversupply of allowances which suppressed the price. DECC noted that “the carbon price resulting from this cap has not been stable, certain or high enough to encourage sufficient investment in low-carbon electricity generation in the UK” [4]. The carbon price floor was introduced in 2013 and set a minimum price for carbon in the UK. The price is collected through a tax imposed on fossil fuels used for power generation on the basis of their carbon content [299].

**Emissions Performance Standard (EPS)**

The EPS sets an annual limit on carbon emissions from new fossil fuel power stations. This does not apply to new biomass plant or to energy from waste. The EPS was initially set at a
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level equivalent to 450g CO₂/kWh for all new fossil fuel plant and is reviewed every three years. This level ensures that no new unabated coal-fired power stations can be built [300].

Capacity Market

There were concerns that with increasingly high levels of intermittent generation and market flaws, such as short term demand side inelasticity, there were insufficient market signals to trigger the required investment in generation capacity. To address this, a capacity mechanism was introduced as outlined below [125]:

- A forecast of future peak demand is made on behalf of Government by Ofgem, the System Operator or other technical experts;
- Ministers agree the total amount of capacity required to ensure security of supply based on this forecast;
- The agreed volume of capacity is contracted through a competitive central auction run by the System Operator 4-5 years ahead of the delivery year;
- The participants successful in the auction enter into capacity agreements and receive an agreed revenue stream to cover the cost of the plant capacity. In return, the plant is committed to provide electricity when called upon for a stress event. If they cannot deliver when required, they face high penalties;
- The cost of the capacity payment is split between the electricity suppliers in the delivery year.

Generators eligible for CfD payments are not allowed to participate in the capacity auction to avoid overcompensation for low carbon plants. The first capacity auction was held by the system operator in 2014 for a delivery year of 2018/19. The duration of contracts offered is between one year for providers of existing capacity and up to ten years for developers of new-build plant.

10. Summary

This appendix has provided an introduction to the electricity market industry and fundamentals of energy system economics which are referred to throughout this thesis. A brief history of the development of the electricity industry in GB was provided and the key rules and regulations governing the sector were presented. Finally, the most recent changes brought about through the EMR were outlined.
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Abstract: Electrical energy storage provides a potential solution to the challenge of integrating large amounts of intermittent renewable energy into the electricity system. To make storage commercially viable, its operators will have to aggregate multiple revenue streams across the electricity industry. Arbitrage is recognised as one potential revenue stream. To date, wind power has provided a small contribution toward electricity generation in Great Britain (GB). Gas generators have delivered a significant proportion of total demand. Historic electricity prices reflect this, being driven principally by variations in gas price and daily demand cycles. The study reported here investigates the potential impact of wind power on electricity prices and arbitrage opportunities for energy storage in GB. Results indicate that increased wind power leads to higher price volatility for low electricity prices, but reduced frequency of higher prices which may be detrimental to storage revenue.

1 Introduction

Electrical energy storage provides a potential solution to the challenge of integrating large amounts of intermittent renewable energy into the electricity system. Many potential benefits have been identified throughout the electricity system [1] including:

(i) improved system control, power quality and reliability;
(ii) provision of emergency power and black start services;
(iii) reduced network congestion and deferral of investment in distribution and transmission infrastructure;
(iv) system balancing;
(v) peak shaving and load levelling;
(vi) more efficient use of generation plant;
(vii) avoided curtailment of renewables; and
(viii) firming up intermittent generation and shaping inflexible plant.

Storage has the potential to benefit a range of users in different subsectors of the electricity industry including the system operator, distribution network operators, renewable energy generators, conventional generators, industrial users, and consumers. However, each would traditionally be more likely to invest in established technologies which would be more cost effective to them in the short term, overlooking the system-wide, longer-term benefits of storage [2]. It has been estimated that by 2050 deployment of energy storage could lead to savings of £10 bn/year within the British electricity system [3]. Despite this, accessing commercial rewards remains challenging.

It is increasingly understood that operators will have to aggregate multiple revenue streams for storage to be commercially viable [4]. Arbitrage, purchasing cheap off-peak electricity and selling it on-peak when the price is high, is recognised as one revenue stream which will contribute to a business model. Many studies have investigated revenue available to a storage operator based on historic electricity prices and generally highlight a lack of commercial opportunities for storage despite the wide range of benefits which are provided.

Walawalkar et al. [5] investigated the potential for storage in the New York spot market and found a high sensitivity of arbitrage revenue to the round trip efficiency of the storage technology. This paper highlighted that there may be opportunities for storage in arbitrage and reserve services markets, but that there remained barriers to large-scale integration for wholesale market applications. Connolly et al. [6] compared arbitrage value of a pumped storage plant in 13 different global markets highlighting the range of values which could be achieved. This demonstrated the dependence of value on regulatory frameworks and generation portfolios which other studies also point to. Sioshansi et al. [7] attributed variations in arbitrage value of storage in the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) market to the specific generation mix and cost of fuel. This highlighted the high level of risk associated with an investment in energy storage. Even with perfect foresight of electricity prices, profits vary from year to year with variations of 50 and 75% identified in [6, 8], respectively. Other studies including [9–11] assessed different optimisation methods and the importance of forecast accuracy, but similarly, were based on historic market prices.

Projecting the future scope for arbitrage is more challenging and this is particularly so for markets such as Great Britain (GB) where substantial structural changes will occur. Historically, peak electricity prices in GB tend to have been driven by gas prices as Fig. 1a shows. This occurs as mid-merit and peaking generators include a large proportion of combined and open cycle gas turbines (OCGTs) [12]. Furthermore, as wind power has made only a small contribution and has had little impact on wholesale electricity prices, daily fluctuations in price have been driven principally by variations in demand as shown in Fig. 1a. Over the next decade, the contribution from wind generation is expected to increase dramatically. It is often speculated that commercial opportunities for storage will emerge as the penetration of intermittent renewables grows as it has the potential to increase price volatility [13]. More frequent and more acute price differentials would provide additional opportunities for arbitrage which could become a more profitable revenue stream in the future.

A notable analysis of this phenomenon for future GB systems is presented by Grünewald et al. [14] finding that 32 GW of wind capacity would enable the gross value of storage to cover its capital costs and investment could be commercially viable through price arbitrage alone. The framework applied is credible, but there are a number of areas within the model that may have limitations. The simulation of future energy prices using a simple marginal
The generation cost model did not consider the impact of varying fuel and carbon prices, which are both significant sources of uncertainty. Additionally, wind is attributed a marginal value equivalent to the opportunity cost of a Renewable Obligation Certificate (ROC) which has the effect of driving costs negative. An exponential mark-down was also applied to electricity prices when demand was lowest to represent generators’ preferences not to curtail output. This subsidy was available for renewable generators although this will not be the case in the future as the UK Government has announced an end to ROCs for all new onshore wind farms as early as 2016 [15]. While adopting a broadly similar framework, this paper specifically addresses these aspects by incorporating changing fuel and carbon prices in future energy scenarios and making the assumption that no subsidy is paid for wind generation meaning that the minimum price of electricity never falls below zero. Subsequently, an alternative price function is applied for periods of low demand. These changes lead to distinct results, observing that increased wind capacity leads to more frequently suppressed electricity prices which may be detrimental to arbitrage revenue. Given the rapidly changing portfolio of generation technologies, this paper makes a valid contribution by enabling understanding of the implications of wind power on energy storage and the business case for developing storage in the future.

2 Model

2.1 Overview

A model was created to simulate time series of electricity prices under different generating capacity and fuel price assumptions. The electricity prices were used to define the optimum operating schedule for an energy storage device and determine how much revenue could be expected from arbitrage.

The majority of electricity in GB is traded through private bilateral exchanges in forward markets. It is not possible to model these contracts directly as electricity prices are not published. About 3% of electricity is traded on the power exchange, a spot market operating up to 1 h ahead of real time [20]. Although only a small volume of electricity is traded, prices are published and so the market index price is expected to strongly influence pricing in forward markets. Fundamental price-based market models, established on the assumption of perfect competition, have been shown to be representative of the power exchange and are commonly used for modelling scenarios of future energy prices [21].

To model market prices, the dispatchable power which must be delivered by thermal generators in the system was calculated. For each half-hour period, renewable power output was deducted from electricity demand to produce a ‘net demand’ curve. The generator supply function was formed by stacking thermal plant in merit order of increasing marginal cost. The price of electricity for each time period was determined by the market clearing price. The electricity price time series and storage system characteristics were used to determine the optimum operating schedule to maximise arbitrage revenue. A summary of the model is shown in Fig. 2, which is based on a fundamental price model coupled with an arbitrage optimisation. This is broadly similar to that proposed by Grünewald et al. [14], but critical aspects differ including:

(i) the approaches used for modelling the meteorological data for renewable energy output;
(ii) the generator supply function;
(iii) the calculation of marginal generation costs; and
(iv) the optimisation of the storage operating schedule.

The details of the model are described below. Section 2.2 describes how the thermal generator supply function was formed. Section 2.3 explains how wind power output was calculated. Section 2.4 outlines the approach used to represent demand data and Section 2.5 describes how the storage operating schedule was determined and the technical characteristics of the device that were used.

2.2 Generator supply function

Thermal generators were grouped into four classes of plants: nuclear, coal, combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) and OCGT. Each class

![Fig. 1 Historic electricity price variation](image1)

![Fig. 2 Model overview](image2)
was bound by a lower limit of its own marginal cost and an upper limit of the marginal cost of the next class in the merit order stack [4]. Between these two values the hyperbolic function shown in (1) was assumed. This smoothed the discontinuities in the step function and better represented the complexities of the supply curve such as differing ages and efficiencies of plant within each class of generation

\[
CE = \Pi [1 + \frac{\Pi_{i+1} - \Pi_i}{\Pi_i} \cdot \frac{\cosh(P_x/C_x) - 1}{\cosh(1) - 1}]
\]

where \(CE\) is the cost of electricity, \(\Pi_i\) is the short run marginal generation cost, \(x\) denotes the merit order of the marginal class (i.e. for base load \(x = 1\) and for peaking plant \(x = 4\)), \(P_x\), and \(C_x\) are power output and installed capacity of the marginal class, respectively.

All generators were assumed to be paid the market clearing price which was set by the highest merit order generator that was scheduled to run. The difference between the market clearing price and a generator's short run marginal cost is known as a scarcity rent and covers long run fixed costs [22].

Peaking plant was the last class of generator to be dispatched. Its maximum price was not limited by a more expensive generator and so it bid to produce electricity at a premium price to reflect scarcity of supply. This enabled peaking generators to recover their fixed costs. Following a similar approach to Eager et al. [23], the exponential function in (2) was used:

\[
CE = \Pi_i \left[\beta e^{\alpha(P_x/C_x)}\right]
\]

where \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are constants which were determined empirically and used to define the extent of the uplift applied when capacity was scarce. Fig. 3 shows an example aggregate supply curve.

Historic generator capacity was sourced from the Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics [12]. Smaller peaking plant including oil, as well as pumped storage, was grouped with OCGTs. Other small generators, such as run-of-river hydro, were grouped with coal. Plant capacity was assumed to be fixed throughout the year with a constant availability applied to each class of generator reducing its total capacity. The British system was considered an islanded network with no interconnector capacity.

Marginal generation costs were calculated for each class using (3)

\[
\Pi_i = \frac{1}{\eta_x} (a_i F_i + v_i F_{car}) + V_i + e_e
\]

where \(\eta_x\) is the thermal efficiency (\(x\) denoting the generator class), \(a_i F_i\) is the price of fuel, with \(a_i\) as a conversion coefficient and \(F_i\), as the fuel price in units relating to the fuel for each class of generator. Specifically, nuclear and coal fuel prices were in £/kg while gas prices were in £/therm. \(v_i\) is the amount of carbon produced from burning fuel at 100% efficiency, \(F_{car}\) is the price of carbon, \(V_i\) is the variable operation and maintenance cost and \(e_e\) is the cost of enriching fuel which only applies to nuclear generators. The data used for each class is listed in Table 1.

Time series of historic fuel, \(F_i\), and carbon prices, \(F_{car}\), were sourced from the NUEXCO Exchange [27], the Department of Energy and Climate Change [28], the ICE ENDEX [17] and the European Environment Agency [29].

### 2.3 Wind power output

Wind power was the only form of renewable energy considered in the model. It was assumed to have zero marginal cost and was always dispatched when available. GB was conceptually modelled as a single bus transmission system and network constraints were neglected. It was assumed that wind output was not curtailed unless demand was fully satisfied.

Hourly wind speed data for the United Kingdom and surrounding waters were produced by Hawkins [19] using the Weather Research and Forecasting model for the years 2001–2010. Wind speeds were available at a spatial resolution of 3 km×3 km and were extracted at 80 m above ground or sea level.

The DECC RESTATS planning database [30] was used to identify the location and capacity of wind farms in GB. Each farm was considered to be producing power from the start of the year in which the database stated it was fully commissioned and operational. The time series of wind speed data corresponding to each farm location was extracted from the wind model.

Power output from each wind farm was calculated using the equivalent aggregate power curve described by (4) [19], where \(P\) is the power output and \(U\) is the wind speed. Although this was not representative of all wind farms, it was expected to be typical and accounted for effects due to interactions between turbines that tend to smooth power production, which manufacturers’ power curves do not [19]

\[
P = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(U-9.7)/8.8}}
\]

Power output from all wind farms was summed to give the aggregate output for both onshore and offshore winds and reduced by 10% to account for availability. This was a conservative estimate for onshore, but early offshore availability may be <90% [31]. The data was interpolated linearly to obtain a time series of power output at half-hourly intervals.

### 2.4 Demand

Historic demand data is available from National Grid [18]. Demand was assumed to have zero price elasticity, a reasonable assumption.
for historic electricity prices. This may change in the future with the introduction of smart grids and demand side response. These effects were not considered in this paper.

2.5 Storage operating schedule

The optimum operating schedule for a storage device was established assuming perfect foresight of electricity prices and subject to the technical constraints of the device. Revenue was optimised on a weekly basis with the additional constraint that the state of charge must be zero at the start and end of each week. This had minimal impact on total revenue compared with optimisation on a daily, monthly or annual basis, but reduced the computational time. The following assumptions were applied:

- The storage device had 100% availability.
- The storage capacity was small compared with total electricity demand. It was a price taker and did not affect the market price of electricity.
- GB was a single bus system and storage was not subject to network constraints.
- The device characteristics were constant over its life time.
- The conversion efficiency was modelled during charging only. The discharge cycle was 100% efficient.
- The ramp rate was negligible compared with the time period.
- The cost of charging and discharging (in addition to the cost of electricity) was negligible.
- The discount rate was negligible over the time period considered.

The decision variables for the storage operator were how much electricity to buy, \( q_i^c \) (MWh), and sell, \( q_i^d \) (MWh), during each time period, \( t \). The state of charge of the storage device, \( S_t \) (MWh), was defined by (5) and subject to the constraints given in (6)–(8)

\[
S_t = \eta_s S_{t-1} + \eta_f q_t^c - q_t^d \tag{5}
\]

\[
0 \leq S_t \leq S_{\text{max}} \tag{6}
\]

\[
0 \leq q_t^c \leq q_{\text{max}}^c \tag{7}
\]

\[
0 \leq q_t^d \leq q_{\text{max}}^d \tag{8}
\]

where \( \eta_s \) is the storage efficiency (%), \( \eta_f \) is conversion efficiency (%), \( S_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum storage capacity (MWh), \( q_{\text{max}}^c \) and \( q_{\text{max}}^d \) (MWh) are maximum quantities of energy which can be charged or discharged in a single time period. These are a function of the maximum charging and discharging rates, \( Q_c \) and \( Q_d \) (MW).

The objective was to maximise annual revenue, \( R \), which is the sum of the price, \( P \), multiplied by the net quantity sold during each settlement period. This is defined in (9)

\[
R = \sum P_t (q_t^d - q_t^c) \tag{9}
\]

The linear optimisation described by Byrne and Silva-Monroy [32] was applied to calculate the optimum operating schedule and determine the maximum revenue available to the storage operator.

There is a range of storage technologies with different technical and cost characteristics. The applications, benefits and disadvantages are discussed by a number of authors [33]. The characteristics presented in Table 2 were used as the storage constraints in this paper. These are representative of a grid scale device which would likely participate in arbitrage markets. This paper does not seek to investigate the impact of varying storage characteristics on arbitrage or to compare the performance of different technologies.

### Table 2: Storage characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage capacity</th>
<th>Maximum charging rate ( Q^c ), MW</th>
<th>Maximum discharging rate ( Q^d ), MW</th>
<th>Conversion efficiency ( \eta_f ), %</th>
<th>Storage efficiency ( \eta_s ), %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Model validation

The simulation was initially run for three historic years to validate the price model and investigate the revenue available to a storage operator under market conditions with a small penetration of wind power. The years 2005–2007 were selected as robust data sets for coal, gas and nuclear fuel prices were all available, in addition to wind resource data. For other years, this information was not available at as high a temporal resolution.

A number of characteristics of the price time series affected the storage operating schedule including the frequency and magnitude of peaks and troughs as well as the mean price. The uplift coefficients, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), were calibrated using the revenue available from historic and simulated electricity prices. Using revenue, rather than a statistical measure from the time series, allowed multiple characteristics, which may have impacted the storage operating schedule, to be accounted for. Alternative approaches used to calibrate uplift functions include assigning a value of lost load (VOLL) to the price when the capacity margin is zero [24] or pricing to ensure that the investment case for peaking plant remains viable [14]. These methods introduce challenges of accurately defining VOLL and peaking plant costs, respectively. Furthermore, in this model, installed generation capacities were defined exogenously and were not dependent on simulated electricity prices. They were expected to be reflective of future scenarios, but would not necessarily represent the system margin accurately enough to employ these methods.

3.1 Generation capacity

The classifications of installed generation capacity for 2005–2007 are shown in Fig. 4. Over these years the installed wind capacity increased from 1.65 to 2.82 GW. In 2007, it represented 3.7% of the total installed capacity.

3.2 Electricity price

Historic electricity prices from the UK power exchange [16] were used to validate the price model. For reasons discussed in Section 2.1, the power exchange can be used as a reference for forward and ancillary electricity prices. Additionally, as a market of last

The model adequately captured the basic characteristics of the market. Critically, the good fit of the half-hourly prices in Fig. 5 shows that the diurnal variations, to which arbitrage is particularly sensitive [14], were well represented.

Fig. 6 shows demand net wind output and corresponding historic electricity price for November and December 2007. This shows that price troughs of a similar magnitude occurred on a daily basis when the net demand was lowest. Price peaks corresponded with the daily peak, in mid-November, did not coincide with maximum net demand, indicating that other factors were influencing the magnitude of price spikes.

Table 3 presents the annual minimum and maximum electricity prices using historic data from 2005 to 2007. The mean and standard deviation of the daily troughs and daily peaks for each year are also presented. This shows that there was significant variation in maximum daily price, but little variation in the minimum daily price. The same data for the simulated electricity prices is presented in Table 4.

The simulations adequately represented the key characteristics of the historic electricity price time series that were significant to arbitrage. As one-off, extreme measurements the absolute maximum and minimum values were less critical than the mean and standard deviation data which was in better agreement. The peak statistics showed better agreement than the trough statistics. The maximum difference between historic and simulated mean peak values in any year was 7%. The maximum difference between the mean trough values for 2006 was 326%; however, the absolute error for this year was still only £14.29/MWh. The better representation of peak values was possible through calibration of the uplift coefficients α and β whose values did not affect the trough characteristics. The simulated results showed slightly higher standard deviation of peak prices compared with historic data which may have provided additional price volatility to compensate for the minor overestimation in minimum prices. The error in the peak standard deviation was negligible in 2007 where the difference between the mean trough values was also smallest.

3.3 Electricity price forecast error

The price time series in this model is the out turned price and represents a projection of future prices rather than a forecast. In reality, a storage operator will not have perfect foresight of electricity prices and will have to devise an operating schedule using a price forecast. Errors in the price forecast will lead to sub-optimal decisions being made and storage revenue being reduced. The price forecast error is dependent on the wind forecast error, the demand forecast error and other associated errors.

Demand has historically been forecast relatively accurately and wind forecasts are becoming more precise as more capacity is deployed. Hu and Taylor [34] suggest that electricity price forecasts with errors of <10% could be readily achieved in the short-term British electricity market. The implications of price forecast accuracy on the optimality of storage revenue are analysed by Dunbar et al. [11]; relative to perfect foresight, an error of 10% would typically equate to a few per cent reduction and, in the extreme, a loss of 10% revenue. These errors would be expected to be consistent across a range of scenarios and are small compared with uncertainties associated with other inputs such as future gas prices and carbon prices and the variation in wind power output from one year to the next. Owing to the high level of uncertainty associated with future energy scenario inputs, the results are used to identify trends in revenue over several years, rather than to compare the absolute value with storage costs and assess the return on investment for a storage device. It is believed that a lack of explicit treatment of forecast error within the modelling will therefore not have a substantial impact on the results and conclusions.

3.4 Arbitrage revenue

The storage operation algorithm was applied to both historic market index price and simulated price time series for 2005–2007 to compare the revenue. The results are shown in Table 5.

Using simulated prices, the revenue was not consistently over or under estimated compared with historic prices. The simulated price results were within 10% of those obtained using historic prices. This gives further confidence that the characteristics critical to arbitrage revenue were captured well in the electricity price model. The revenue varied by <10% between years with the same 3 year average of £0.87 m from both historic and simulated price data. Fig. 7 shows the optimum operating schedule for November 2007 using simulated prices. This shows that the device was charging and discharging on at least a daily basis in line with the daily cycle of

---

**Fig. 5** Historic market index prices and simulated electricity prices

a First week in August 2007
b Average monthly electricity prices

**Fig. 6** Demand net wind and electricity price (2007)
electricity prices. This pattern was typical of the operating schedule over the three years investigated.

4 Future energy scenario case study

A wide range of scenarios have been developed for future energy systems in GB including scenarios based on system optimisation [35] and capacity investment decisions [23]. Any future scenario or forecast could be applied to the model. In this paper, the National Grid Gone Green Future Energy Scenario 2014 [36] was used as a case study for analysis of future years with a high penetration of wind power. The future energy scenarios are published annually by National Grid and are defined through discussion with stakeholders and operational experience. The input data are clearly defined and publicly available. The scenarios take into account a range of socio- and techno-economic factors to describe plausible future energy systems. For each scenario, there is a range of changing inputs such as fuel costs, generation mix and demand. In the Gone Green scenario, sustainable energy policies are aligned and renewable energy and carbon targets are met. There is strong economic growth and investment in new technologies; particularly wind.

Fig. 8 shows the classification of installed generation capacity from 2020 to 2025 for the Gone Green scenario. The extent to which coal capacity was reduced is not explicit from Fig. 8 as carbon capture and storage and biomass, whose capacity increased, were grouped in the same classification as coal for the purpose of the model. From 2020 to 2025, the total installed wind capacity increased from 22 to 42 GW which represented an increase from 26 to 39% of the total installed generation capacity.

Several approaches can be taken to determine the future spatial distribution of wind farms. Grunewald et al. [14] used an optimisation algorithm to place wind capacity in geographically diverse areas. This did not consider planning restrictions or network constraints, both of which are critical factors in the development of wind farms. Green and Vasilakos [37] assumed that offshore installations would be focused in areas where National Grid was intending to upgrade transmission lines and placed additional capacity in regions which aligned with these locations. Here, wind capacity was scaled at existing sites. This assumed that the spatial distribution in the future would be the same as it is currently. Onshore and offshore capacities were scaled as separate regions to ensure that variations between onshore and offshore resource were captured. The power output was calculated as described in Section 2.3 using spatially distributed wind speed time series from a historic year – this year is termed the ‘wind year’.

Future average annual fuel and carbon prices are detailed in the Gone Green scenario data and summarised for the years 2020–2025 in Table 6. Time series of fuel price data from the wind year

| Table 3 | Annual peak and trough electricity price statistics from historic data |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Year | Minimum price, £/MWh | Daily trough mean, £/MWh | Daily trough standard deviation, £/MWh | Maximum price, £/MWh | Daily peak mean, £/MWh | Daily peak standard deviation, £/MWh |
| 2005 | 11.86 | 23.18 | 4.41 | 476.91 | 67.49 | 47.86 |
| 2006 | 1.09 | 4.38 | 6.7 | 414.71 | 69.93 | 47.92 |
| 2007 | 5.92 | 17.06 | 4.47 | 553.3 | 60.5 | 52.94 |

| Table 4 | Annual peak and trough electricity price statistics from simulated data |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Year | Minimum price, £/MWh | Daily trough mean, £/MWh | Daily trough standard deviation, £/MWh | Maximum price, £/MWh | Daily peak mean, £/MWh | Daily peak standard deviation, £/MWh |
| 2005 | 17.38 | 28.41 | 6.44 | 617.18 | 72.26 | 64.26 |
| 2006 | 8.62 | 18.67 | 5.95 | 513.6 | 70.27 | 53.53 |
| 2007 | 9.02 | 13.23 | 4.11 | 451.06 | 63.32 | 53.22 |

| Table 5 | Annual arbitrage revenue 2005-2007 |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Year | Revenue from historic market index prices, £m | Revenue from simulated electricity prices, £m |
| 2005 | 0.892 | 0.839 |
| 2006 | 0.831 | 0.914 |
| 2007 | 0.875 | 0.845 |

| Table 6 | National Grid Gone Green future fuel and carbon prices [36] |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Year | Wholesale gas price, pence/therm | Wholesale coal price, £/tonne | Wholesale UK carbon price, £/tonne |
| 2020 | 75.9 | 96.5 | 32.7 |
| 2021 | 78.5 | 96.5 | 37 |
| 2022 | 80.6 | 96.6 | 41.4 |
| 2023 | 81.9 | 96.4 | 45.7 |
| 2024 | 83.2 | 108.9 | 50.1 |
| 2025 | 84.9 | 109.1 | 54.5 |
was scaled to match the average value to ensure that some intra-annual volatility was maintained. Similarly, a time series of historic demand data from the wind year was transformed to match the average peak demand for future years. Taking historic time series from the same wind year ensured that the relationship between weather, demand patterns and fuel costs was maintained.

5 Results and discussion

5.1 Electricity price

Fig. 9a shows the time series of demand and wind power output predicted for November and December 2025 using a 2007 wind year. In 2025, the average demand was similar to that from 2005 shown in Fig. 1b; however, the average wind power output was significantly increased. Fig. 9b shows the demand net wind power output and the resulting electricity price for the same period. This can be compared with Fig. 6 which shows the same time series for 2007.

The demand net wind time series represents the output which thermal generators would be required to supply. In 2025, this was less regular than in 2007 due to the increased output from wind power, a similar result to that presented by Cox [13]. As a result, the daily electricity price troughs were more volatile. This is evident from the dips in price seen in Fig. 9 which are absent in Fig. 6. These occurred during periods of low demand and high wind output where base load generation, rather than mid-merit plant, acted as the marginal generator and set the price of electricity. The standard deviation of the daily minimum electricity price in 2025 was £10.76/MWh, double that from 2007. There was also reduced frequency of high electricity prices due to periods of high wind output reducing the peaks in net demand. Peaking generators were no longer needed during these periods of high wind power output where previously in-fill peaking plant, acted as the marginal generator and set the price of electricity.

Fig. 10 shows the storage operating schedule for November 2025 using a 2007 wind year. The device generally cycled on a daily basis, however, unlike Fig. 7, which shows the operating schedule for the same month in 2007, there were some days that the device did not charge or discharge at all. These days coincided with periods of high wind power output where previously inflated prices were diminished.

Table 7 presents the maximum expected annual revenue from 2020 to 2025 using both 2006 and 2007 wind years. The results showed a modest increase in revenue over the years investigated compared with the 90% increase in installed wind capacity over the same period. Furthermore, the increase in revenue from 2006 to 2020 with a 2006 wind year was <5%. Over this period, wind capacity increased from just over 2 to 22 GW. This suggests that there were other factors influencing the storage revenue and, in accordance with the observation from Section 5.1, the increase in wind capacity was unlikely to be the cause of the rise in revenue.

Increasing gas and carbon prices over the period are likely to have led to the increased revenue. Increases in both gas and carbon prices would increase the marginal cost of generation for peaking plant, but have no impact on the marginal cost of the baseload generator, nuclear, which has zero emissions. As a result, the daily price spread would be larger and the opportunity for revenue from arbitrage increased. In the National Grid Gone Green Scenario, carbon prices increased steadily up to 2025. The expected increase in revenue from this may have been counteracted by the increase in wind power over the same period. Gas prices, however, decreased from 2015 to 2020 followed by a small, but steady increase from 2020 to 2025. This trend is consistent with the changes in arbitrage revenue over the period.

5.2 Arbitrage revenue

Fig. 10 shows the storage operating schedule for November 2025 using a 2007 wind year. The device generally cycled on a daily basis, however, unlike Fig. 7, which shows the operating schedule for the same month in 2007, there were some days that the device did not charge or discharge at all. These days coincided with periods of high wind power output where previously inflated prices were diminished.

Table 7 presents the maximum expected annual revenue from 2020 to 2025 using both 2006 and 2007 wind years. The results showed a modest increase in revenue over the years investigated compared with the 90% increase in installed wind capacity over the same period. Furthermore, the increase in revenue from 2006 to 2020 with a 2006 wind year was <5%. Over this period, wind capacity increased from just over 2 to 22 GW. This suggests that there were other factors influencing the storage revenue and, in accordance with the observation from Section 5.1, the increase in wind capacity was unlikely to be the cause of the rise in revenue.

Increasing gas and carbon prices over the period are likely to have led to the increased revenue. Increases in both gas and carbon prices would increase the marginal cost of generation for peaking plant, but have no impact on the marginal cost of the baseload generator, nuclear, which has zero emissions. As a result, the daily price spread would be larger and the opportunity for revenue from arbitrage increased. In the National Grid Gone Green Scenario, carbon prices increased steadily up to 2025. The expected increase in revenue from this may have been counteracted by the increase in wind power over the same period. Gas prices, however, decreased from 2015 to 2020 followed by a small, but steady increase from 2020 to 2025. This trend is consistent with the changes in arbitrage revenue over the period.
A second observation evident from the results in Table 7 is the reduction in expected revenue when the wind year changed from 2006 to 2007 and a different wind pattern was assumed. This highlights the additional risk to a storage operator when there is a large amount of intermittent generation in the system. Revenue could reduce by up to 50% from one year to the next.

The results support Grunewald’s conclusions that commercialisation of storage, as a facilitating technology, is dependent on a number of uncertainties including the future energy mix, the regulatory environment in the energy sector and the stochastic uncertainty from one year to the next [14]. Arbitrage revenue is dependent on the individual behaviour of each of these characteristics, but also on the complex interactions between them. These uncertainties increase the cost of finance for storage technologies and reduce the chance of successful market uptake.

5.3 Wind as a price setter

The analysis above models wind as negative load; however, in the UK, it is only embedded generation below 50 MW capacity which truly behaves in this way. Larger wind farms forecast their output in advance and trade in forward markets. Instead of contributing to negative demand, wind farm output would adjust the supply function for each half-hour period. Thermal generation would be required to respond not only to changes in demand, but also to forecast errors. Moreover, the assumption that thermal plant is dispatched in merit order is a simplification. In reality, the network responds in different ways to variation in wind and demand and, consequently, there are different cost implications. Additionally, if there was a significant market share of wind, wind generators would not bid to produce electricity at their marginal cost of zero. These effects would change the electricity price at the lower end of the supply curve and some cases may drive it negative. In the UK, this would be expected only at high levels of installed capacity and would be infrequent [38]. While this would have some impact on the results, trends in arbitrage revenue would be unlikely to affect as the magnitude and frequency of price spikes would remain largely unchanged.

6 Conclusions

Grid scale electrical energy storage could be a facilitating technology enabling intermittent renewable generation to be connected to the electricity grid. However, the commercial arrangements for storage are complex and it can be challenging to access financial rewards for the benefits which are provided. Electricity price arbitrage is one revenue stream which is available to storage operators. Electricity prices, currently driven by gas prices and daily demand cycles, are expected to vary in the future as more intermittent wind power is connected to the grid. This will change the potential revenue available from arbitrage.

This paper presents a model developed and used to investigate the revenue available to a storage operator through price arbitrage in future years. The National Grid Gone Green Future Energy Scenario, which has significantly increased wind capacity, was investigated. The results showed a modest increase in arbitrage revenue from 2020 to 2025 which was not expected to be a direct result of the increase in wind capacity, but due to contributions from a number of changing factors including increased fuel and carbon prices. The investigation into electricity prices suggested that, contrary to previous findings, increased wind power may, in fact, be detrimental to storage revenue. With increased wind capacity there were numerous occasions of suppressed electricity prices and a reduced frequency of price spikes. This may create fewer opportunities for storage to discharge and sell electricity at a high price. Furthermore, increased wind capacity is likely to lead to large variations in revenue from one year to the next which will increase the risk of investment in energy storage technology.
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Energy storage and wind power: sensitivity of revenue to future market uncertainties
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Abstract: Grid connected electrical energy storage is expected to enable the integration of variable renewable generation in the future. As the electricity sector develops wholesale electricity prices will change, which will change the way in which storage technologies are operated. This study investigates the sensitivity of storage revenue to uncertain market variables. Results indicate that higher gas prices, carbon prices and average demand would increase peak electricity prices, lead to larger daily price spreads and increased storage revenue. Increased wind generation, however, would reduce opportunities for price arbitrage and lessen storage revenue. Wind power also affects the way in which devices are operated and changes the characteristics which are rewarded by the market. With increased wind capacity, storage devices cycle less regularly as operation is driven by substantial changes in wind power output, rather than daily demand patterns. As a result, slower discharge times are more favourable and revenue is more sensitive to rates of self-discharge. Furthermore, there is less variation in wholesale electricity price and consequently conversion efficiency is more critical to performance.

1 Introduction

Electrical energy storage (EES) is regarded as a potential solution to the challenge of the Energy Trilemma in facilitating the grid integration of renewable energy. Many benefits of storage have been identified including improved system control, reduced network congestion and avoided curtailment of renewable output [1]. In the coming decades deployment of renewable energy capacity is expected to increase significantly leading to a greater requirement for flexibility and a higher value to be placed on these benefits.

There are expected to be bespoke applications, such as in islanded or heavily constrained networks, where business cases for storage would exist [2]. Storing renewable electricity until it could be consumed locally would be a more attractive option than upgrading transmission or distribution network connections in these cases. However, many renewable energy projects will not have the benefit of local consumers. These projects, particularly those located offshore, will be network-connected and will generate into a centralised energy system.

Grid connected EES will be required to aggregate revenue streams from a range of markets if it is to be commercially viable [3, 4]. One recognised revenue stream is price arbitrage – purchasing electricity when it is cheap and selling it back to electricity suppliers during periods of peak demand when the price is high.

Several studies have investigated the revenue available to a storage operator through price arbitrage with [5–9] using historic electricity prices to estimate revenue available under existing market conditions. Barbour et al. [5] compared the performance of pumped hydro, hydrogen and battery storage devices in the Great Britain (GB) market from 2005 to 2010. The results demonstrated increasing revenue with charging rate and technology performance improving with efficiency. Other studies have investigated a single technology in multiple markets. Connolly et al. [10] compared arbitrage value of pumped hydro plant in 13 different regions highlighting the dependence of revenue on local market conditions. Sioshansi et al. [11] concluded that arbitrage value was dependent on the specific generation mix and fuel costs. As larger number of wind farms are deployed, the generation mix will change substantially and wholesale electricity prices will increasingly be driven by wind power output in addition to demand cycles. Gas and carbon prices will also change in the future affecting the daily price spread. These may change the way in which storage devices are operated. Few authors have modelled arbitrage revenue in future electricity markets, however, Grünwald et al. [12] proposed a method to investigate this. Four storage technologies were examined in markets with increasing renewable energy capacity and the sensitivity of net present value was tested against a range of variables. The trading margin, or daily price spread, was highlighted as one of the most sensitive parameters. The model was not, however, capable of reflecting variations in gas and carbon prices in the price spread and consequently the effect of these on storage revenue. Furthermore, wind power was attributed a marginal value equivalent to the opportunity cost of a Renewable Obligation Certificate, which had the effect of driving costs negative. Barbour et al. [13] investigated the impact of negative electricity prices on arbitrage revenue for storage and concluded that whilst creating some opportunities to gain additional revenue during periods of charging, their occurrence would be infrequent and would probably not impact technology choices for storage.

Dunbar et al. [14] used a similar approach to [12] implementing an alternative wind model, price function and including sufficient detail to reflect the impact of changing gas and carbon prices on arbitrage revenue. A single set of storage characteristics was investigated to show the changing annual revenue from 2020 to 2025 in the National Grid 2014 ‘Gone Green’ Future Energy Scenario (FES). This scenario exhibited increasing wind capacity and higher gas and carbon prices, among other changes. The results suggested that increased wind power may lead to reduced arbitrage revenue, while increasing gas and carbon prices may increase revenue. However, these factors were investigated with a single scenario and the impact of their individual effects was not explicitly identified. Furthermore, the impact of these changes on the storage operation strategy was not investigated, nor the implications of this on the device characteristics which would be most favourable in these conditions.

Using the model described in [14], this paper investigates the sensitivity of arbitrage revenue to changes in gas price, carbon price, capacity margin and wind power capacity in the GB market and the impact of these variables on the preferred device characteristics. The potential future value of these variables is highly uncertain and investors will need to understand how a storage investment will perform across a range of outcomes. Scenarios are a useful method for appraising uncertainty, but sensitivity studies allow the influence of individual factors to be
investigated. It is critical that the relative importance of key storage characteristics is understood in the context of uncertain market variables. This will enable technology choices to be developed which are robust to changing market conditions instead of solutions which are optimal for today's market, but which may become redundant as the sector evolves. Table 1 compares the approach used in this study with other work investigating arbitrage revenue to highlight its contribution.

## 2 Storage revenue model

The model comprises several components which estimate storage revenue in a simulated electricity system: an electricity market price model, a wind generation model and a storage arbitrage revenue model. Each of these components is explained fully in [14] which should be referred to for further details regarding the model assumptions and validation. A summary of the key features is given below.

### 2.1 Electricity market model

The electricity market price model was established on the assumption of perfect competition. This approach has been shown to be representative of the power exchange in GB and is commonly used for modelling scenarios of future electricity prices where variables are significantly different from historic levels [15]. The pricing model operates using estimated aggregate supply and demand functions where the price of electricity for each half hour time period is determined by the market clearing price. Thermal generators were grouped into four classes: nuclear, coal, combined cycle gas turbines (CCGTs) and open cycle gas turbines (OCGTs). The aggregate supply function was formed by stacking the generator classes in merit order of increasing marginal cost, \( C \), which was calculated for each technology using:

\[
C = \frac{1}{\eta} (aF + vF_{\text{car}}) + V + e \tag{1}
\]

where \( \eta \) is the thermal efficiency, \( F \) is the fuel cost, \( v \) is the carbon emitted from combustion, \( F_{\text{car}} \) is the carbon price, \( V \) is the variable generation cost, \( a \) is a conversion coefficient and \( e \) is the cost of nuclear fuel enrichment.

Competitive prices were assumed with marginal generators bidding a price between their own marginal generation cost and the cost of the next class of generator in the merit order stack (the fundamental costs and characteristics of each generator type are given in Table 2). Between these two values, a hyperbolic function was used to smooth the discontinuities in the step function and better represent the complexities of the supply curve, such as differing ages and efficiencies of plant within each generation type [14]. An exponential uplift in price which applies to OCGT to represent their ability to set high prices at extreme demand levels (and recover their fixed costs) [14]; similar approaches have been used by other authors [16, 17]. An example of the supply curve is shown in Fig. 1 where the merit order was nuclear, coal, CCGT then OCGT. The supply curve is notably flat in regions where base load and mid rate generators are all dispatching. When peaking capacity is required, there is a sharp increase in price.

Historic demand data from National Grid is used to drive the model and this defines the power which conventional generation must serve in each time period. It is common when modelling markets with wind generation to deduct aggregate wind output time series (Section 2.2) from the underlying electricity demand time series; it is this 'net demand' that the remaining generation is dispatched to meet and the resulting intersection with the supply curve defines the market price.

In practice only relatively small, embedded wind generation behaves as negative load with larger wind farms forecasting their output and trading in forward markets. As such, wind farm output would tend to adjust the supply function for each half-hour period. Thermal generation would be required to respond not only to changes in wind and demand, as well as forecast errors, indicating that the assumption that thermal plant is dispatched in merit order is a simplification. With significant market share of wind there is potential for market prices to not only be suppressed, but in certain cases to become negative [21]. First, wind may be the marginal generator and when in receipt of subsidy it may offer negative bids up to the subsidy level to avoid curtailment. Second, an inflexible baseload plant that otherwise would be shut down and re-started may seek to avoid the costs of doing so by offering negative bids to keep generating. The extent and occurrence of negative prices is, however, strongly dependent on a range of factors including the extent of wind generation, levels of demand and the specific subsidy regime in place [21]; they would be expected only at high levels of installed capacity and would tend to be relatively infrequent [21]. As the merit order model applied here does not account for the dynamics of generation dispatch, the assumption that no subsidies are paid for renewable generation means the minimum price of electricity never falls below zero. As such, the shape of the supply curve does not fundamentally change, remaining shallow at low net demand and steep during periods of high net demand.

Historic Market Index Prices from the UK power exchange [22] were used to calibrate and validate the market model. Data from

### Table 1: Comparison of scientific literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Electricity prices</th>
<th>Negative prices</th>
<th>Sensitivities investigated</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figueiredo et al. [8]</td>
<td>various historic</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>alternative historic markets</td>
<td>Revenue varies significantly between markets, dependent on specific generation mix, market design and participant behaviour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connolly et al. [10]</td>
<td>various historic</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>market, year, optimisation strategy</td>
<td>Highlights variation in revenue between historic years, markets and optimisation strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sioshansi et al. [11]</td>
<td>PJM historic</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>storage characteristics, forecasting, year</td>
<td>Highlights influence of gas price on arbitrage revenue from historic prices. Justifies use of perfect foresight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grünewald et al. [12]</td>
<td>GB future scenarios – varies wind/solar</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>storage characteristics, generation mix</td>
<td>Concludes arbitrage may be commercially viable for low cost, long duration storage in future with large renewable capacity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbour et al. [13]</td>
<td>GB historic (modified)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Storage efficiency and capacity</td>
<td>Negative pricing demonstrated to be beneficial to storage, but unlikely to have a major impact on technology choices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial College London [4]</td>
<td>GB future scenarios</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Storage size relative to wind farm size</td>
<td>Focus on ‘value of storage’: simple case study of wind farm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this paper</td>
<td>GB future scenarios – varies wind, gas and carbon prices</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>‘Wind year’, gas and carbon prices, wind capacity, storage characteristics</td>
<td>Sensitivity to wind power capacity, gas and carbon prices investigated (independently). Implications of wind-driven price profile on storage operation investigated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2005 to 2007 [14] was used as it represents a period prior to the major increase in wind generation in GB. Time series of historic fuel and carbon prices were sourced from [23–26]. Price data at as high a temporal resolution as possible was used; in the case of gas, daily prices were found to substantially better capture underlying electricity market price behaviour. This was deemed credible as although generators will purchase most of their fuel at fixed prices on forward markets, they may also trade on daily gas markets to adjust their position; this leads daily gas prices to better represent the marginal behaviour of gas generation.

The calibration was aimed at ensuring that the intraday spread in electricity prices – of critical importance to arbitrage revenue – was represented well by the model. The mean daily peak and trough prices are much more important for arbitrage than the extreme values and these were found to be captured well [14]. Across the 3 years, the absolute error (bias) for mean peak prices was £2.64/MWh and £5.64/MWh for mean trough values. When applied to the storage model (Section 2.3), the difference between the modelled and historic electricity prices resulted in revenue differing by at worst 10% in any one year and virtually zero on average. The quality of the fit is well demonstrated in Fig. 2 which shows the historic and simulated electricity prices for the first week in August 2007.

2.2 Wind power production

Aggregate wind production time series were based on high resolution hourly wind simulations for the UK and surrounding waters produced by Hawkins [27]. The DECC RESTATS planning database [28] was used to identify the location and capacity of existing and planned wind farms in GB with the site-specific wind speed series extracted at each location. Power output from each wind farm was calculated using an equivalent aggregate power curve described in [27]. Depending on the assumptions about wind deployment this allows aggregate production for onshore and offshore wind fleets to reflect the diversity of wind speeds across the UK. Aggregate production was reduced by 10% to account for availability, a conservative assumption onshore but early offshore availability was less than 90% [29]. The data was interpolated linearly to obtain a time series of wind power output at half-hourly intervals. To represent scenarios with larger amounts of wind generation, the capacities at existing wind farm locations were scaled up; while this does not fully reflect the spatial diversity promoted by larger, more distributed wind fleets it is adequate for the purposes of this paper and not expected to substantially alter the results.

Although the analysis presented here focuses on wind, it could conceivably be extended to other variable renewable generation such as solar PV, wave and tidal using similar atmospheric or oceanographic modelling techniques.

2.3 Energy arbitrage model

The time series of electricity prices formed an input for the storage arbitrage revenue model. The revenue was calculated using linear optimisation [30] which determines the quantity of electricity bought and sold during each period, subject to the constraints of the storage capacity, maximum charging/discharging rates as well as efficiencies for conversion (the round-trip ratio of energy delivered to energy consumed) and storage (which measures self-discharge of the device). The model assumes the storage operator has perfect foresight of electricity prices; previous work showed minimal reduction in revenue using practical operating strategies compared to perfect foresight [31]. The storage device was assumed to be small relative to the total capacity in the market and its operation did not affect the price of electricity. Further details on the optimisation can be found in [14].

3 Sensitivity study

The sensitivity study was conducted by individually adjusting key ‘external’ parameters from initial baseline values to investigate the impact of each factor on arbitrage revenue. These parameters included gas and carbon prices, average capacity margin and installed wind capacity. In a future energy system these would not vary independently of each other and additional variables, such as thermal generation capacity and underlying patterns of demand, would also change; however, these were kept constant to investigate each effect in isolation and gauge its significance.

The baseline case used historic data from 2006, including time series of fuel [25] and carbon [26] prices, generation capacity [32], demand times series [33] and wind speed time series [27]. This ensured a degree of coherence in the underlying data. The installed capacity of each class of generator is: 12 GW nuclear, 26 GW coal, 22.6 GW CCGT, 12 GW OCGT, 1.9 GW onshore wind and 300 MW offshore wind [32]. Installed wind capacity was less than 3% of the total generation capacity and typically, coal generation was dispatched before CCGT in the merit order.

Initially, the storage characteristics were fixed at the baseline values listed in Table 3. These depict a moderate scale device with a power-to-storage ratio of 1:10, reasonable round trip efficiency and no other losses.

| Table 2 | Thermal generator data [18–20] |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Generator type  | Thermal efficiency $\eta$, % | Carbon emissions $v$, kg/MWh | Variable operating costs $V$, £/MWh | Enrichment cost $e$, £/MWh | Availability, % |
| nuclear          | 36              | 0               | 1.8             | 2.5             | 78              |
| coal             | 36              | 285             | 2.0             | 0               | 86              |
| CCGT             | 60              | 185             | 2.2             | 0               | 87              |
| OCGT             | 46              | 185             | 2.7             | 0               | 95              |

The figure and table refer to the model's elements and data, illustrating the electricity supply curve and market prices.
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4 Market variables

4.1 Gas price

The 2014 National Grid FES [34] estimates that, in a high price scenario, gas prices would be slightly less than £1/therm by 2035. The arbitrage algorithm was therefore run for simulated electricity prices with average gas prices increasing from 10 p/therm (£3.41/MWh) to £1/therm (£34.13/MWh). Gas prices are volatile and have varied over this range of values in the last ten years. For reference, the average gas price in 2015 was ∼50 p/therm (£17.07/MWh) [25]. For each average gas price, the remaining inputs from the baseline year were used and the electricity price simulated at each half hour for 365 days to enable the annual revenue to be determined. The time series of historic gas prices from the 2006 baseline year was scaled in each case to maintain a constant intra-annual volatility of gas prices for each run.

Fig. 3a shows that for gas prices greater than 30 p/therm the arbitrage revenue increased approximately linearly with gas price. Gas turbines were the most expensive thermal generators dispatched and their marginal prices set the daily peak electricity prices. Fig. 3b shows the storage device state of charge over a two-week period with an average gas price of 40 p/therm and £1/therm. This shows that the optimum operating schedule in both cases was almost identical. The device charged and discharged on a daily basis in line with daily demand cycles. Wind power output had little influence on electricity prices compared with variations in demand as the baseline installed capacity was small. Despite the similar storage operational pattern, the higher gas price led to a larger daily price spread enabling more revenue to be made during each cycle.

Interestingly, for the lowest gas prices, revenue increased. This was because the lowest gas prices reduced the marginal generation cost of gas sufficiently that it became cheaper than coal for some periods. During these periods, coal was the marginal generator and CCGT contributed to base load during some off peak hours. Lower gas prices reduced the price of off peak generation which increased the daily price spread, enabling more revenue to be achieved during a storage cycle.

Fig. 4a shows the marginal generation costs across the year with an average gas price of 10 p/therm. This shows periods where coal had the highest marginal generation cost and was dispatched as peaking plant. Fig. 4b shows the marginal generation costs with an average gas price of £1/therm, which shows that OCGTs were the most expensive generator for all periods of the year. The variation in marginal costs for each generator type is a result of the time series of fuel prices used (daily gas, monthly coal and quarterly nuclear prices).

4.2 Carbon price

Historically, the carbon price has always been below £20/tonne [26] and the 2014 National Grid FES [34] estimate that by 2035 it could increase to between £30/tonne and £75/tonne. The analysis was repeated for average carbon prices from £10/tonne (£0.01/kg) to £100/tonne (£0.1/kg). The time series of carbon prices within the year was scaled from 2006 to the average value.

Fig. 5a shows that revenue increased with carbon price, albeit at a diminishing rate. Increasing the carbon price increased both gas and coal marginal generation costs, but did not affect nuclear generation costs. For many periods, increasing the carbon price raised the daily peak electricity prices, increasing the price spread

Table 3 Baseline storage characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage constraint</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maximum storage capacity</td>
<td>MWh</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum charging/discharging rate</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conversion efficiency (round trip)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage efficiency</td>
<td>%/day</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 Impact of gas prices on
(a) Annual storage revenue with range of prices and, (b) Storage state of charge for two winter weeks with gas price of 40 p/therm and £1/therm

Fig. 4 Marginal generation costs with average gas prices of
(a) 10 p/therm and, (b) £1/therm
and enabling the storage device to gain additional revenue. For other off peak periods the second marginal generator – commonly coal – was required, which set the off peak electricity prices. Increasing the carbon price increased coal generation costs more significantly than gas generation costs, reducing the price spread during periods where coal was required for off peak generation. As the carbon price increased further the price spread – and opportunity for arbitrage – was reduced during these periods, leading to diminishing gains in revenue.

The storage device followed a similar strategy to that shown in Fig. 5b over the range of carbon prices investigated. The storage revenue was significantly less sensitive to carbon price than to gas price. There was an increase in revenue of less than 30% with an order of magnitude increase in carbon price (from £10 to £100/tonne). This compared with an increase in revenue of over 125% for an order of magnitude increase in gas price (from 10 p to £1/thrm). This demonstrates the relatively modest influence of the current range of expected carbon prices on arbitrage revenue compared to the impact of gas prices.

4.3 Capacity margin
Retaining the underlying pattern of demand from 2006 and with peak demand kept constant, average demand was varied from 30 to 50 GW to investigate the impact on storage revenue. Generation capacity was fixed at 2006 levels, so increasing demand represented a reduction in the average capacity margin. In a competitive market, this would lead to increased electricity prices incentivising investors to build more generators. This would, in turn, restore a greater average capacity margin and reduce prices restoring market equilibrium. The static market model used does not reflect these changes, but allows variations in demand to be a proxy for the capacity margin.

Fig. 5b indicates annual revenue increasing as capacity margin falls. For low average demand, representing a high average capacity margin, commonly the low merit order generators were able to serve demand throughout the day. This was delivered by the left-hand side of the supply curve shown in Fig. 1. In this region, prices are low and price elasticity of supply is also low, demonstrated by the shallow curve, resulting in a small price spread. As demand grew, reducing the capacity margin, the higher merit order generators including peaking plant were required. This was delivered through generation represented by the right-hand side of the supply curve. Here, prices are higher, but price elasticity of supply is also higher, demonstrated by the steep shape of the curve. As a result, for the same daily variation in demand, the price spread was increasingly larger enabling higher revenue to be achieved.

As the pattern of demand remained unchanged, the optimum operation strategy was similar across the range of average demand investigated, comparable to that shown in Fig. 5b.

4.4 Installed wind capacity
The arbitrage model was run for installed wind capacity increasing from 0 to 40 GW. The ratio of offshore to onshore capacity was fixed at 3:2. Again, the remaining inputs, including the wind speed distributions, were taken from the 2006 baseline year. Retaining all other generation capacity as per 2006, 40 GW of installed wind represents 35% of the total generation capacity in GB. Fig. 6a shows that the revenue reduced as the wind capacity increased. This was due to lower variation in electricity price with increased wind power output. To illustrate this Fig. 6b shows the wind power output for two winter weeks with 40 GW of installed wind capacity and Fig. 6c the resulting electricity prices for cases of 40 GW and no installed wind. Prices were similar for both scenarios between days 8 and 9 when the wind power output was nearest to zero. With 40 GW of installed wind capacity, peak prices were significantly reduced during periods of high wind power output, which led generally to lower price variation. This is a result of the shape of the supply curve (Fig. 1) which was steep during periods of low wind production, but shallow during periods of high wind production. 40 GW of wind capacity reduced scarcity of supply, leading to reduced average prices and although there was increased variation in thermal output there was reduced variation in price; these led to decreasing arbitrage revenue. This is shown clearly in the annual price duration curves (Fig. 6d) with 0 and 40 GW of installed wind capacity. Prices are generally suppressed with 40 GW wind including at extreme low net demand. Higher peak prices have been suggested to be a natural outcome in a system with high penetrations of wind capacity where peaking plant seeks to recover its fixed costs over fewer operational hours [15], although the operation of a capacity market would tend to transfer these costs out of the wholesale energy market. In common with other models that neglect dynamic pricing changes (e.g. [21]), the increases in peak prices are not seen here. However, the consequent impact on revenue estimates is limited as the constraints on operation of a storage device limit their ability to exploit these sporadic and infrequent price spikes.

Fig. 7 shows the state of charge of the storage device for the same two weeks. With no installed wind capacity the device charged and discharged once a day in line with the variation in electricity price driven by demand patterns. The storage device did not reach its maximum storage capacity or fully discharge on every cycle. With 40 GW of installed wind the device charged and discharged less frequently with only four distinct cycles over the two-week period. This is similar to the four distinct cycles of wind power output shown in Fig. 6b and is in line with the typical frequency of synoptic weather patterns that dominate UK climate.

In addition with 40 GW of installed wind capacity, the storage device was limited for longer periods of time by its 200 MWh maximum capacity.

4.5 Base year
For all the variables discussed above, time series of demand and wind speeds were taken from the same 2006 base year. These
patterns change from one year to the next and will affect electricity storage revenue. To examine the effect of this the underlying time series of demand and wind speed patterns from different base years were employed with fuel and carbon prices remaining fixed at 2006 levels. Table 4 shows the resulting annual revenue for each of the years. It can be seen that there are substantial differences between them with variations of over 100% in revenue from one year to the next. This demonstrates the inherent risk facing electricity storage investors from variations in patterns of demand and wind speeds; factors influenced by circumstances outside even the electricity sector.

5 Storage system characteristics

The external factors examined in Section 4 are outside the direct control of electricity storage investors. However, it may be possible to engineer device characteristics to minimise potential negative impacts or enhance the positive impacts of these external factors. Understanding the value of different technology characteristics in the context of changing markets will enable development of storage systems which are robust to uncertain future circumstances.

5.1 Storage capacity and charging rate

The majority of the variables investigated in Section 4 did not affect the optimum operating strategy of the storage device. In these cases, the sensitivity of revenue to storage capacity and charging rate did not change significantly as the variables changed. However, Fig. 7 shows that there was a substantial change in the operating schedule with 40 GW of installed wind capacity compared with no installed wind. This suggests that the storage capacity and charging rate may be valued differently in energy systems with different penetrations of wind. This was investigated by comparing the change in annual revenue for devices with increasing storage capacity and charging rate for cases with no installed wind capacity and with 40 GW of wind capacity.

Fig. 8a shows the change in revenue with increasing storage capacity and constant charging rate for cases with 0 and 40 GW of installed wind. The remaining characteristics were fixed at the values listed in Table 3. The results are normalised relative to the revenue from devices with a 600 MWh capacity, the maximum investigated for each case: £0.96 m and £0.38 m for the 0 and 40 GW wind cases, respectively. The normalised revenue shows the distinct difference in sensitivity to storage capacity more visibly than the absolute values. Fig. 8b shows the change in revenue with increasing charging rate and constant storage capacity for the same cases, again normalised relative to the revenue from devices with a

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Revenue (£000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
200 MW charging rate (£2.72 m and £0.69 m for 0 and 40 GW of wind capacity, respectively).

Figs. 8a and b show that the rate of increase in revenue falls as storage capacity and charging rate are independently increased. For larger storage capacities the full range was utilised less frequently and increasing the capacity further yielded fewer opportunities to store more electricity and generate additional revenue. Similarly, the highest charging rates were the least restrictive on revenue so increasing them further, with the storage capacity fixed, yielded fewer benefits. With no wind capacity, the arbitrage revenue was much less sensitive to the storage capacity than with 40 GW of wind, however, it was more sensitive to the charging rate. With no wind, the storage performed best by charging and discharging on a daily basis limited by the maximum charging rate on each cycle, as shown in Fig. 7. With 40 GW of wind capacity, however, the storage performed best by charging, discharging and storing energy over longer periods of time with fewer cycles, leading to the capacity becoming the more restrictive constraint. These results suggest that devices with higher storage capacity to power ratios may perform better in markets with a large penetration of wind power.

5.2 Efficiency

In any energy market, arbitrage revenue will be sensitive to the round-trip efficiency and self-discharge of a device. With higher electricity prices, conversion losses are relatively more costly. Increasing fuel and carbon prices led to higher electricity prices and increased sensitivity to round-trip efficiency and self-discharge. Increased wind capacity, on the other hand, led to frequently reduced electricity prices. However, these led to increased sensitivity to round-trip efficiency and self-discharge, as shown in Figs. 9a and b. The higher levels of wind power not only reduced average electricity prices, but also reduced the variation between wholesale price peaks and troughs. As a result, conversion processes need to be more efficient to return the same revenue. Furthermore, with high wind penetrations, electricity prices cycled over longer durations and energy was stored over longer periods making revenue more sensitive to self-discharge.

6 Conclusions

As the electricity system incorporates increased renewables there will be changes in electricity price which will affect the operation of and business case for energy storage. This paper demonstrates the impact of a range of uncertain market variables on price arbitrage opportunities and how different storage characteristics are rewarded. Systematic examination of the sensitivity of revenue to key external factors showed that revenue rose with increasing gas price, carbon price and demand, but fell as wind capacity increased. Further, as well as uncertain mid- to long-term market conditions storage revenue was sensitive to inter-annual variations in wind speeds and demand and the economic, climate and behavioural patterns that drive them. Increased wind capacity is found to substantially impact the revenue available to storage, but also the way in which it is operated. With higher wind penetration, wholesale prices became more strongly influenced by wind power output than by diurnal patterns of demand behaviour. This reduces the number of storage cycles and leads to energy being stored for longer periods. As a result, revenue becomes more sensitive to storage capacity and efficiency, but less sensitive to charging rate. Revenue also becomes more dependent on conversion efficiency as the variation between wholesale price peaks and troughs was reduced. As a result, conversion processes need to be more efficient to return the same revenue. Furthermore, with high wind penetrations, electricity prices cycled over longer durations and energy was stored over longer periods making revenue more sensitive to self-discharge.

Fig. 8 Annual revenue for 0 and 40 GW installed wind capacity cases with other variables fixed at baseline
(a) Varying storage capacity with fixed charging rate, normalised relative to 600 MWh storage capacity and, (b) Varying charging rate with fixed storage capacity, normalised relative to 200 MW charging rate

Fig. 9 Annual revenue for high and low installed wind capacities, varying
(a) Conversion losses with zero self-discharge and, (b) Self-discharge with zero conversion losses
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Abstract

Grid connected electrical energy storage could enable large numbers of intermittent renewable generators to be deployed in the UK. Many studies investigate the revenue which could be achieved through arbitrage assuming perfect foresight of electricity prices. In practice, storage operators will not have perfect foresight and will have to devise operational strategies using price forecasts. This paper investigates the impact of forecast accuracy on the optimality of storage revenue. The optimal revenue available is determined using linear programming and historic electricity prices. The results are compared to those found using dynamic programming and electricity price forecasts with increasing percentage error. A small scale lithium ion battery and a large pumped hydro energy storage (PHES) device are compared. The results show that revenue reduces at an increasing rate with increasing forecast error. The PHES device is more sensitive to forecast accuracy than the lithium ion battery. For both technologies, with a maximum error of 30%, 80% of the optimal revenue can be achieved. With increased capacity and significantly increased power rating, the lithium ion battery becomes more sensitive to price forecast accuracy.

1 Introduction

Electrical energy storage provides a potential solution to the challenge of integrating large amounts of intermittent generation to the grid. It could reduce the requirement for investment in expensive peaking plant and avoid curtailment of non-dispatchable generators. Additionally, it could reduce capital expenditure in transmission and distribution infrastructure as well as system operating costs. Strbac et al [1] have estimated that by 2050 electrical energy storage could provide savings of up to £10bn per year to the British electricity system.

With the potential value of electrical energy storage recognised, understanding the economic and market drivers for widespread storage deployment is a growing area of research. Many studies consider the revenue that could be achieved through arbitrage, i.e. taking advantage of price differentials in the wholesale electricity market. Arbitrage alone is not expected to provide sufficient revenue to storage operators. However, combined with additional services, such as delivery of ancillary services, it is likely to be an essential revenue stream.

It is common practice to assume perfect foresight of electricity prices to assess the revenue that can be achieved through arbitrage [2]. Grunewald [3] investigated the gain in revenue an operator could receive with foresight over an increasing time horizon. He showed that by increasing foresight from 1 hour to 4 hours, revenue improvements of up to 22% could be achieved. Foresight beyond 12 hours was of no additional value, as storage devices typically follow a daily cycle in line with electricity prices.

In practice, operators will not have perfect foresight and so alternative approximate optimisation methods must be used with price forecasts. Various approaches have been taken to address this. Walawalkar et al [4] assumed a fixed daily storage cycle: the device was charged overnight and discharged during the same pre-defined peak hours each day. Sioshansi et al [5] determined an optimal charging strategy using prices from the preceding two week period and applied this to the current two week period. Using this approach, approximately 85% of the optimal revenue was achieved.

Lund et al [6] and Connolly et al [7] compared different practical strategies – without foresight of electricity prices – to an optimal strategy – with perfect foresight – for compressed air energy storage (CAES) and PHES respectively. With the practical strategies implemented, CAES could achieve 80-90% of its optimum revenue. For PHES, the operator required “very accurate price predictions” to avoid a significant loss in profit. The accuracy required was not, however, quantified.

In this paper, the impact of price forecast accuracy on the optimality of storage revenue is investigated. Typical characteristics of a lithium ion battery are used as a base case. An upper bound on the revenue available through arbitrage is calculated using linear programming. This optimal solution is compared to results found using dynamic programming with notional price forecasts with increasing percentage error. The results are compared to characteristics of a large scale PHES system. The storage power capacity and energy rating are
varied to investigate the sensitivity of storage size to forecast accuracy.

Electricity price processes are characterised by high volatility, large spikes, reversion to a daily pattern and seasonality as described by Amjadi and Keynia [8]. Price forecasting is a broad and complex field of research in its own right. Electricity markets vary between countries depending on geographical and system specific constraints, generator types and demand profiles. Forecast accuracies depend on the electricity market being examined as well as the forecasting method being used. This paper does not attempt to compare forecasting techniques, but investigates the impact of varying forecast accuracy on the optimality of storage revenue in the British electricity market.

2 Method

Market index data defines the price, $P_i (£/MWh)$, of electricity for each half hour settlement period, $t_i$, in the UK. It reflects the value of wholesale electricity in the short-term market.

The storage device is defined by the following characteristics:

- $S_{max}$: Storage capacity (MWh) - the total amount of electricity that can be stored by the device.
- $Q^c$: Charging rate (MW) – The maximum rate at which the storage device consumes electricity when recharging.
- $Q^d$: Discharging rate (MW) – The maximum rate at which the storage device can deliver electricity.
- $\eta_c$: Conversion efficiency (%) – the ratio of energy delivered to energy consumed excluding any losses due to self-discharge.
- $\eta_s$: Storage efficiency (%) - the percentage of electricity retained in storage over each time period.

The following assumptions are applied:

- The storage device has 100% availability.
- Storage is a price taker and its operation does not affect the market price of electricity.
- The network is a single bus system and storage is not subjected to network constraints.
- The device characteristics are constant.
- The conversion characteristics are constant during charging only i.e. the discharge cycle is 100% efficient.
- The ramp rate is negligible compared to the time period.
- The cost of charging and discharging (in addition to the cost of electricity) is negligible.
- The interest rate is negligible over the time period considered.

From the charging and discharging rates, the maximum quantity of electricity (MWh) which can be charged, $q_{i}^c$, or discharged, $q_{i}^d$, in a single half hour time period is defined.

The decision variables for the storage operator are how much electricity to buy, $q_{i}^c$, and sell, $q_{i}^d$, during each time period. The state of charge of the storage device, $S_i$, is defined by Equation (1) and subject to the constraints given in Equations (2), (3) and (4).

\[
S_i = \eta_s S_{i-1} + \eta_c q_i^c \cdot q_i^d,
\]
\[
0 \leq S_i \leq S_{max}
\]
\[
0 \leq q_i^c \leq q_{max}^c
\]
\[
0 \leq q_i^d \leq q_{max}^d
\]

The objective is to maximise the annual revenue, $R$, which is the sum of the price multiplied by the net quantity sold during each settlement period. This is defined in Equation (5).

\[
R = \sum P_i (q_i^d - q_i^c)
\]

2.1 Linear Programming

Linear programming is used to calculate the upper bound on revenue that can be achieved with perfect foresight of electricity prices as demonstrated by Byrne and Silva-Monroy [9]. $R^*$ is defined as $-R$ to formulate the problem as a standard minimisation problem with the objective defined by Equation (6), subject to the constraints in Equations (7) and (8).

Minimise

\[
R^* = -f^T x
\]

Subject to

\[
Ax \leq b
\]
\[
lb \leq x \leq ub
\]

where $x$ is a vector of decision variables and $f$ a vector of prices for each half hour period throughout the year. $A$ is a matrix computed from the conversion and storage efficiencies and $b$ a vector based on the maximum storage capacity. $lb$ and $ub$ are lower bounds and upper bounds; zero and the maximum charging/discharging rate respectively. A standard linear programming function implemented in MatLab, “linprog(A,b,f,[],[],lb,ub)”, is used to solve the objective function and define the optimum operation strategy to maximise annual revenue.
2.2 Dynamic Programming

Dynamic programming is a technique used to solve a broad range of optimization problems, and is particularly applicable to multi stage stochastic optimization problems. It was formalised by Bertekas [10] and has since been used for a variety of applications including finance [11] [12].

Dynamic programming divides problems into a number of sub-problems and solves each sub-problem such that the overall solution is optimal to the original problem. In this work dynamic programming is used to solve the stochastic version of the problem defined in Section 2.1. Instead of perfect foresight of future electricity prices, a forecast is assumed with fixed maximum error. The objective of the dynamic programme is to generate a policy \( \{q^*_tD - q^*_tC\} \), which is a set of time-dependent optimal decisions, with the objective function defined by Equation (9) and with the same constraints defined in Equations (7) and (8).

\[
\text{Minimise } E(R^*) = E(\sum P_t(q^*_tD - q^*_tC)) \tag{9}
\]

\( E \) represents the expected value with respect to the probability distribution of the electricity prices. Electricity prices are modelled as a Markov chain, i.e. the probability distribution for the prices at time \( t+1 \) depend only on the price observed at time \( t \).

The price forecasts are artificially generated by adding a random variable with uniform distribution over an interval \([-s, s]\) to the actual prices, where \( s \) is the maximum error of the forecast. The average error of the forecast is zero, while the absolute average error is \( s/2 \).

Further details on the dynamic programming algorithm are detailed in [13].

2.3 Data

Market price data for Great Britain is available online from the Elexon Portal [14]. For this study, the annual revenue is calculated using data from 2013. Figure 1 shows the half hourly electricity prices for the first two weeks in January 2013. This demonstrates the typical daily cycle of cheap electricity prices overnight followed by an increase in the morning and a daily peak in the evening. This cyclic pattern presents opportunities for arbitrage on a daily basis.

Characteristics for a lithium ion battery are used for this analysis. These are based on the battery system demonstrated as part of the UK Power Networks Smarter Network Storage Project [15]. This is a small scale storage device connected to the distribution network. For comparison, results are compared to a large scale PHES based on characteristics of Dinorwig [16].

The storage efficiency of PHES is approximated to 100%. There will, in fact, be some losses due to evaporation; however, these will be minimal compared to the size of the reservoir.

The dynamic programme is run using randomly generated forecasts with maximum errors of 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%. Ten simulations are run for each level of forecast error. The maximum percentage difference between simulations for the same error is 3%.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Increasing Forecast Error

For the lithium ion battery, with perfect foresight using linear programming, the optimum revenue which could be achieved based on 2013 electricity prices is £47,248. With dynamic programming, as the maximum error is increased from zero to 50%, the revenue reduces to 63.6% of the optimum. The results, shown in Figure 2, show that the revenue reduces at an increasing rate with increasing forecast error.

Hu and Taylor [17] implied that forecast errors of 10% or less could be readily realised in the short-term British electricity market. If a storage operator could achieve this level of forecast accuracy, ~98% of the optimum revenue available could be attained. Even if forecast accuracy reduces with a larger number of variable generators in the future, a significant proportion of the optimal revenue would still be available.
Figure 2: Loss of revenue with increasing forecast error for lithium ion battery

3.2 Large Scale Storage

For the large PHES the optimum revenue which could be achieved based on 2013 electricity prices is £50m. The optimality is more sensitive to forecast accuracy than the smaller scale battery. The results, shown in Figure 3, exhibit a similar pattern to those for the lithium ion battery, however, the revenue reduces at a faster rate as the forecast error increases. As the maximum error is increased from zero to 50%, the revenue reduces to 56% of the optimum. To maintain 98% of the optimum revenue, the forecast error must be within 5%. The optimum revenue available to the PHES operator is significantly higher than that available to the lithium ion battery operator, as a result of the differing scales of technology. This may imply that a lower percentage of the optimal revenue is more acceptable to the PHES operator; however, the costs for the PHES will also be significantly higher so this conclusion cannot be made without the cost information being considered which is out with the scope of this study.

3.3 Variation in Storage Capacity and Power Rating

The simulations are repeated using the characteristics for the lithium ion battery, with increased storage capacity. The results are shown in Figure 4.

The optimal revenue available for storage devices with 10MWh, 15MWh and 20MWh capacities is £47,248, £57,322 and £61,503 respectively. The results show that for increased storage capacity, but fixed power rating, the device is more sensitive to price forecast accuracy.

Figure 4: Loss of revenue with increasing forecast error for lithium ion battery with variation in storage capacity

Figure 5: Loss of revenue with increasing forecast error for lithium ion battery with variation in power rating

Figure 5 shows the results using the characteristics for the lithium ion battery with fixed storage capacity but varying power rating. The optimal revenue available for storage devices with 6MW, 12MW and 18MW power ratings is £47,248, £56,772 and £60,331 respectively. The results indicate that the different power ratings have differing...
sensitivities to the accuracy of the forecast. Doubling the power rating leads to a small improvement, however, the revenue decreases significantly when tripling the power rating. This suggests the presence of an optimal threshold for the least sensitive power rating.

5 Conclusions

Grid connected electrical energy storage could enable a significant number of intermittent renewable generators to be connected to the electricity grid. There is a need to understand the economic case for energy storage to determine how it may be deployed in the future. One way in which storage operators can gain revenue is through price arbitrage, or time-shifting of energy. Many studies have calculated the expected revenue which could be achieved with perfect foresight of electricity prices. In practice, storage operators will not have perfect foresight and must devise operating strategies based on electricity price forecasts. Inevitably, this will lead to a reduction in projected revenue. This paper investigates the impact of price forecast accuracy on the optimality of storage revenue.

The optimal storage revenue is determined using linear programming with historical electricity prices to model a situation where perfect foresight is available. A practical strategy is then implemented, without perfect foresight, using dynamic programming and notional price forecasts with increasing percentage error. Storage characteristics of a lithium ion battery and a large scale PHES device are investigated using price data from the British wholesale electricity market from 2013.

For the technologies investigated, the optimality of storage revenue reduced at an increasing rate as the forecast error increased. The PHES device was more sensitive to forecast error that the smaller scale lithium ion battery. For both technologies, with a maximum error of 30%, 80% of the optimal revenue was achieved. These levels of forecast accuracy can be readily realised for the short term UK market. With increased storage capacity and significantly increased power rating, the lithium ion battery was more sensitive to forecast error.
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**Abstract**

Grid connected electrical energy storage is expected to enable the integration of many varying output offshore wind farms into the electricity network. As more wind farms are deployed, wholesale electricity prices will change. Peak and off-peak times will be driven by wind power output in addition to demand cycles. This will change the way in which storage technologies will be operated. This paper investigates how different storage characteristics are rewarded and how this may change with a higher penetration of offshore wind generation. Results indicate that increased variable generation reduces opportunities for price arbitrage. Storage devices cycle less regularly as operation tends to be driven by substantial changes in wind power output, rather than daily demand patterns. As a result, slower discharge times are more favourable and revenue is more sensitive to rates of self-discharge. Furthermore, increased wind production leads to less variation in wholesale electricity prices and consequently conversion efficiency is more critical to performance.

1 Introduction

Electrical energy storage is a potential solution to the challenge of the *Energy Trilemma* in facilitating the integration of intermittent renewable energy into the electricity network. Many benefits of storage have been identified including improved system control, reduced network congestion and avoided curtailment of renewable output [1]. In the coming decades deployment of offshore wind power is expected to increase significantly leading to a greater requirement for flexibility and a higher value to be placed on these benefits.

There are expected to be bespoke applications in islanded or heavily constrained networks where business cases for commercial scale storage would exist [2]. Storing renewable electricity until it could be consumed locally would be a more attractive option than upgrading transmission or distribution network connections in these cases. However, many offshore renewable energy projects will not have the benefit of local demand consumers. These projects will be connected to the network and will generate electricity into a centralised energy system.

Grid connected electrical energy storage will be required to aggregate revenue streams from a range of markets if it is to be commercially viable. One recognised revenue stream is price arbitrage – purchasing electricity when it is cheap and selling it back to electricity suppliers during periods of peak demand when the price is high. There is a range of storage technologies available with different combinations of characteristics which will be rewarded differently by price arbitrage.

In the future, as large numbers of intermittent offshore wind farms are deployed, wholesale electricity prices will change. Peak and off-peak times will be driven by wind power output in addition to demand cycles. This will change the way in which storage devices will be operated. This paper investigates how different storage characteristics are rewarded by price arbitrage and how this may change in the future. Understanding the changing market and financial drivers for energy storage will help to guide technology developers and provide evidence to de-risk investment. If the characteristics of storage which are promoted through the market are not those which provide the most value to the energy system then alternative support mechanisms may be required.

2 Method

2.1 Storage revenue

The linear optimisation method described by Byrne and Silva-Monroy [3] was used to determine the maximum revenue available to a storage operator through arbitrage. The decision variables were how much electricity to buy, \(q_t^C\) (MWh), and sell, \(q_t^D\) (MWh), during each time period, \(t\). The state of charge of the storage device, \(S_t\) (MWh), was defined by equation (1) and subject to the technical constraints of the device given in equations (2), (3) and (4):

\[
S_t = \eta_s S_{t-1} + \eta_d q_t^C - q_t^D
\]  
\[
0 \leq S_t \leq S_{\text{max}}
\]  
\[
0 \leq q_t^C \leq q_{\text{max}}^C
\]  

\[\text{(1)}\]
\[\text{(2)}\]
\[\text{(3)}\]
A fundamental price-based market model, established on the assumption of perfect competition was used. This approach has been shown to be representative of the power exchange in GB and is commonly used for modelling scenarios of future energy prices [6].

A generator supply function was formed by stacking thermal plant in merit order of increasing marginal cost. Wind power output was deducted from electricity demand to produce a ‘net demand’ curve. The price of electricity for each half hour time period was determined by the market clearing price. An exponential uplift in price was applied for peaking generators to represent scarcity of supply. An example of the aggregate supply curve is shown in Figure 1. Similar approaches have been used by Grünewald [7] and Eager [8].

\[ P = \frac{1}{1+e^{\frac{U-\bar{P}}{\Delta T}}} \]  

where \( P \) is the power output per unit capacity and \( U \) is the wind speed (m/s). Power output from all wind farms was summed to give the aggregate output for both onshore and offshore wind and reduced by 10% to account for availability. This was a conservative estimate for onshore but early offshore availability may be less than 90% [11]. The data was interpolated linearly to obtain a time series of power output at half-hourly intervals.

\[ 0 \leq q_i^B \leq q_{i,\text{max}}^B \quad (4) \]

where \( \eta_i \) is the storage efficiency (%), \( \eta_c \) is conversion efficiency (%), \( S_{\text{max}} \) is maximum storage capacity (MWh), \( q_{i,\text{max}}^C \) and \( q_{i,\text{max}}^D \) (MWh) are maximum quantities of energy which can be charged or discharged in a single time period.

These are a function of the maximum charging and discharging rates, \( Q_c \) and \( Q_d \) (MW). The objective function of the optimisation was to maximise annual revenue, \( R \), which is the sum of the price, \( P_i \), multiplied by the net quantity sold during each settlement period. This is defined in equation (5).

\[ R = \sum P_i (q_i^D - q_i^C) \quad (5) \]

The revenue was optimised on a weekly basis with the additional constraint that the state of charge was zero at the start and end of each week. This had minimal impact on total revenue compared to optimisation on a daily, monthly or annual basis, but reduced the computational time. The following assumptions were applied:

- The storage operator had perfect foresight of electricity prices for the week ahead.
- The storage device had 100% availability.
- The storage capacity was small compared to total electricity demand i.e. it was a price taker and did not affect the market price of electricity.
- Great Britain (GB) was represented as a single bus system and storage was not subject to network constraints.
- The device characteristics were constant over its life time.
- The conversion efficiency was modelled during charging only. The discharge cycle was 100% efficient.
- The ramp rate was negligible compared to the time period.
- The cost of charging and discharging (in addition to the cost of electricity) was negligible.
- The discount rate was negligible over the time period considered.

2.2 Electricity prices

A time series of electricity prices was required as an input for the arbitrage model. For historic years Market Index Prices from the UK power exchange [4] could be used. Although only a small volume of electricity is traded on the power exchange, prices are published and so the Market Index Price is expected to influence electricity prices in forward markets [5]. Furthermore, as a market of last resort, the power exchange exhibits high price volatility and is likely to be the platform where storage operators would trade for arbitrage sales.

A model was created to simulate electricity prices for future energy scenarios with a high penetration of time varying offshore wind power. A fundamental price-based market

\[ a_n = \frac{1}{1+e^{\frac{U-\bar{P}}{\Delta T}}} \]  

Figure 1: Example electricity supply curve.

2.2.1 Wind power output

Wind power was assumed to have zero marginal cost and was always dispatched when available. With GB modelled as a single bus transmission system, network constraints were neglected and it was assumed that wind output was not curtailed unless demand was fully satisfied.

Hourly wind speed data for the United Kingdom and surrounding waters was produced by Hawkins [9] using the Weather Research and Forecasting model for the years 2001-2010. Wind speeds were available at a spatial resolution of 3km by 3km and were extracted at 80m above ground or sea level. The DECC RESTATS planning database [10] was used to identify the location and capacity of wind farms in GB. The time series of wind speed data corresponding to each farm location was extracted from the wind model. Power output from each wind farm was calculated using the equivalent aggregate power curve described by equation (6) [9].

\[ P = \frac{1}{1+e^{\frac{U-\bar{P}}{\Delta T}}} \]  

where \( P \) is the power output per unit capacity and \( U \) is the wind speed (m/s). Power output from all wind farms was summed to give the aggregate output for both onshore and offshore wind and reduced by 10% to account for availability. This was a conservative estimate for onshore but early offshore availability may be less than 90% [11]. The data was interpolated linearly to obtain a time series of power output at half-hourly intervals.
Wind capacity was scaled at existing sites to represent scenarios with different penetrations of wind power. This assumed that the spatial distribution in the future would be the same as it is currently. Onshore and offshore capacities were scaled as separate regions to ensure that variations between resource were captured.

For future energy scenarios, other variables would be expected to change including thermal generation capacity, fuel prices and demand patterns. However, these were kept constant in this study to investigate the isolated effect of varying installed wind capacity on arbitrage revenue.

2.3 Sensitivity study

Initially, the installed wind capacity was varied and revenue calculated using fixed storage characteristics. Subsequently, to examine the impacts of storage technology and capability in the context of high and low wind scenarios, each of the following factors was then varied:

1. storage capacity
2. charging/discharging rate
3. conversion efficiency
4. storage efficiency.

The revenue was calculated using simulated electricity prices with (a) no installed wind and (b) 40GW installed wind:

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Installed wind capacity

The arbitrage algorithm was run for simulated electricity prices with increasing installed wind capacity from zero to 40GW. The ratio of offshore to onshore capacity was fixed at 3:2. The remaining inputs of fuel prices [12], carbon prices [13], thermal generation capacity [14] and demand profiles [15] were taken from historic data from 2006. 40GW of installed wind represents 35% of the total generation capacity in GB under these assumptions. The storage characteristics used are listed in Table 1. The results are shown in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum storage capacity $S_{max}$ (MWh)</th>
<th>Maximum charging/discharging rate $Q_C/Q_D$ (MW)</th>
<th>Conversion efficiency $\eta_C$ (%)</th>
<th>Storage efficiency $\eta_S$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Storage characteristics.

The results show that the revenue reduced as the wind capacity increased. This was due to the reduced variation in electricity price with increased wind power output. Figure 3 shows the wind power output for the first two weeks in February with 40GW of installed wind generation capacity. Figure 4 shows the electricity prices for the same period for scenarios with zero installed wind and with 40GW of installed wind capacity.

Prices were similar for both scenarios between days 8 and 9 when the wind power output was nearest to zero. With 40GW of installed wind, during periods of high wind power output peak prices were significantly reduced, which led generally to lower price variation. This is a result of the shape of the supply curve, shown in Figure 1. The curve was steep during periods of high demand, but shallow during periods of low demand; indicating higher price elasticity of supply when electricity was scarce. The increased wind output with 40GW of capacity reduced scarcity of supply, leading to reduced price elasticity. This led to not only reduced average prices, but also reduced variation in price, despite increased variation in thermal output, decreasing arbitrage revenue.

Figure 5 shows the state of charge of the storage device for the same two weeks. With no installed wind capacity the device charged and discharged once a day in line with the variation in electricity price which was driven by demand patterns. The storage device did not reach its maximum storage capacity or fully discharge on every cycle. With 40GW of installed wind the device charged and discharged less frequently with only
four distinct cycles over the two week period. This is similar to the four distinct cycles of wind power output shown in Figure 3 and is in line with the frequency of synoptic weather patterns that dominate UK climate. Additionally with 40GW of installed wind capacity, the storage device was limited for longer periods of time by its maximum capacity of 200MWh.

Figure 5: Storage state of charge for first two weeks in February with no wind and 40GW installed wind capacity.

The change in the optimum operating schedule for the storage device suggests that storage characteristics may be valued differently in energy systems with a high penetration of intermittent renewables.

### 3.2 Storage capacity and charging/discharging rate

Figure 6(a) shows the change in revenue with increasing storage capacity for scenarios with 40GW of wind and no wind. The remaining storage characteristics were fixed at the values given in Table 1. Figure 6(b) shows the same results normalised relative to the revenue from a storage device with 600MWh storage capacity to show the relative sensitivity in each scenario.

Figure 6(a): Annual revenue with varying storage capacity (b): Normalised relative to 600MWh storage capacity for each scenario.

Figure 7(a) shows the change in revenue with increasing charging/discharging rate for scenarios with 40GW of wind and no wind. The remaining storage characteristics were fixed at the values given in Table 1. Figure 7(b) shows the same results normalised relative to the revenue from a storage device with 200MW charging/discharging rate to show the relative sensitivity in each scenario.

Figure 7(a): Annual revenue with varying charging rate (b): Normalised relative to 200MW storage capacity for each scenario.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that, as expected, the increase in revenue from increasing storage capacity and charging/discharging rates decreased as the capacity and charging/discharging rates increased for both scenarios. With no wind, a lower storage capacity returned the maximum normalised revenue, but higher charging/discharging rates were required than with 40GW of wind.

With no wind devices performed best by charging and discharging on a daily basis and were rarely restricted by storage capacity. In this scenario increasing the charging/discharging rate was more beneficial than increasing capacity. With 40GW of wind devices performed best by charging, discharging and storing energy over longer periods of time, causing storage capacity to be more restrictive on revenue than charging/discharging rate. In this scenario increasing capacity was more beneficial than increasing the power rating.

### 3.3 Efficiency

Conversion efficiency is a measure of the roundtrip efficiency of a storage device. Examples of conversion losses include those associated with the turbines in a pumped hydro plant. Storage efficiency is a measure of the device self-discharge and is a function the length of time that the energy is stored. Examples of storage losses include the evaporation of fluid
from a pumped storage reservoir or loss of charge from a battery. For the purpose of this study storage efficiency was defined as the percentage of energy retained in the store at the end of each half hour time period relative to that at the beginning. For example, a storage efficiency of 99% corresponded to a 1% loss of energy in a half hour period or a 38% loss in 24 hours. Conversion efficiency and storage efficiency were varied independently to investigate their impact on revenue.

Figure 8(a) shows the change in revenue with 100% storage efficiency and increasing conversion efficiency for scenarios with no wind and 40GW of wind. The maximum storage capacity and charging/discharging rates were fixed at 200MWh and 20MW respectively. Figure 8(b) shows the results normalised relative to a device with 100% conversion efficiency for each scenario. This demonstrates the relative importance of conversion efficiency in each scenario.

Figure 9(a) shows the change in revenue with 100% conversion efficiency and increasing storage efficiency for scenarios with no wind and 40GW of wind. The maximum storage capacity and charging/discharging rates were fixed at 200MWh and 20MW respectively. Figure 9(b) shows the results normalised relative to a device with 100% storage efficiency for each scenario.

As expected, for both scenarios, high storage efficiency was critical to performance. The higher potential revenue from the scenario with zero wind power led to the more apparent increase in revenue with increasing storage efficiency than with 40GW of wind seen in Figure 9(a). However, Figure 9(b) shows that the scenario with 40GW of wind, has a much more pronounced increase in revenue for the highest storage efficiencies. With lower average electricity prices, revenue should be less dependent on storage efficiency as the losses would be less costly than if average prices were higher [17]. However, with 40GW of wind, electricity prices cycled over longer durations and energy was stored over longer periods. As a result, revenue was relatively more sensitive to storage efficiency.

4 Conclusions

Grid connected electrical energy storage is expected to enable the integration of large amounts of time varying offshore wind power. As more intermittent generation is connected to the network, electricity prices will change which will change the way in which storage is operated. This paper discusses the
impact of increased offshore wind on price arbitrage opportunities and how different storage characteristics are rewarded.

Simulated electricity prices with increasing installed wind capacity were used in a linear optimisation programme to determine the maximum revenue available to a storage operator. The results show that revenue reduced as wind capacity increased. With 15GW of installed wind, revenue reduced by 60% compared to that with no installed wind capacity. This was due to changes in wholesale electricity prices with increased wind power output. The mean price and the price range were reduced lessening opportunities for arbitrage. Energy storage devices will need to rely more heavily on alternative revenue streams with increasing penetration of intermittent renewable power.

With higher wind penetration, wholesale prices became more strongly influenced by wind power output than by diurnal patterns of demand behaviour. This reduced the number of cycles carried out by the storage device and led to energy being stored for longer periods of time. As a result, revenue was more sensitive to storage capacity and storage efficiency, but less sensitive to charging/discharging rate. Revenue was also more dependent on conversion efficiency as the variation between wholesale electricity price peaks and troughs was reduced.

This was due to changes in wholesale electricity prices with increased wind power output. The mean price and the price range were reduced lessening opportunities for arbitrage. Energy storage devices will need to rely more heavily on alternative revenue streams with increasing penetration of intermittent renewable power.

With higher wind penetration, wholesale prices became more strongly influenced by wind power output than by diurnal patterns of demand behaviour. This reduced the number of cycles carried out by the storage device and led to energy being stored for longer periods of time. As a result, revenue was more sensitive to storage capacity and storage efficiency, but less sensitive to charging/discharging rate. Revenue was also more dependent on conversion efficiency as the variation between wholesale electricity price peaks and troughs was reduced.
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The Value of Electrical Energy Storage
A comparison of commercial and system level benefits
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MOTIVATION

The Climate Change Act, 2008, initiated a drive to transform the electricity industry. Large numbers of intermittent renewable generators and less flexible nuclear power plants are expected to be deployed in the coming decades. The integration of these technologies, whilst maintaining security of supply, is expected to increase costs. This challenge has been dubbed the Energy Trilemma.

Energy storage could be a solution to this challenge. It has been estimated that by 2050, grid scale electrical energy storage could provide savings of over £10bn/year to the British electricity system.

MARKET ISSUES

Electrical energy storage provides value to a number of stakeholders throughout the electricity industry. Benefits are accrued between regulated and deregulated markets.

This leads to complex contractual arrangements and provides little incentive for any individual player to invest in storage technology.

PROGRESS TO DATE

A linear optimisation programme is used to determine the optimum storage strategy and maximise revenue using historic electricity prices.

Expected costs are defined as distributed variables and Monte Carlo techniques used to determine expected NPV and investment risk. Preliminary results show:

1. Large scale storage is not commercially viable if arbitrage is a sole revenue stream.
2. Technology cost uncertainty causes a wide distribution of expected returns. Uncertainty associated with electricity prices is not yet modelled.
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SYSTEM BENEFITS

Reduced network congestion
System balancing
Transmission Network
Asset upgrade deferral
Peak shaving

MODELLING

COMMERCIAL VALUE

Without sufficient commercial rewards, the system benefits of storage may never be realised. Understanding the economic drivers for storage is essential. One way storage operators can make money is through arbitrage; taking advantage of daily fluctuations in wholesale electricity prices. The model outlined below is used to address the following questions:

a) What is commercial value of storage in today's market?
b) What is the commercial potential of storage in the future?
c) What level of deployment could cause self cannibalisation of the market?
d) What is the expected impact of the Electricity Market Reform?

NEXT STEPS

A wholesale price model has been developed which exhibits similar behaviour to historic market prices. Calibration of the uplift function used to model extreme prices should lead to further improvements.

Statistical variations in demand and climate forecasts will be represented in the wholesale price model. Following this, the value of storage in future electricity scenarios can be investigated.

The interaction between storage operation strategy and electricity price will be modelled to investigate self cannibalisation of the market and the proposed capacity mechanism modelled to investigate the effect of the Electricity Market Reform.
The implications of wind power on price arbitrage opportunities for electrical energy storage

"Could wind power be detrimental to storage?"
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1. MOTIVATION

Energy storage is a potential solution to the challenge of the Energy Trilemma, acting as a facilitator for integrating intermittent renewables. Many benefits have been identified throughout the electricity system as shown (right). It has been estimated that storage could enable savings of £33bn/year to the British electricity market by 2050.

System Benefits

- Thermal storage
- Pumped storage
- Compressed air storage
- Batteries

Commercial Opportunities

- 2. Provision of ancillary services - Storage is competing with existing established technologies which are more cost effective than first generation electricity storage devices.
- 3. Triad management - Cost savings to electricity users through triad management are not sufficient to cover capital costs of energy storage.
- 4. Arbitrage/Time shifting - Revenues from arbitrage are not currently sufficient to make storage commercially viable. However, wholesale electricity prices are driven principally for price spikes and daily demand cycles as shown in the graph (right). Wind only delivers a small amount of power compared to total electricity demand. As more wind power is connected to the system, arbitrage may become viable.

Research Questions

1. Do electricity prices become more volatile if a large amount of wind power is connected to the grid?
2. Does more price volatility mean more opportunity for arbitrage for electricity storage?

2. MODEL

Overview

A fundamental price model has been developed and validated using historic electricity prices. Thermal generators are grouped into 4 classes of plant to create a simplified stack model. Base load and mid-marginal generators are assumed to bid to produce electricity at a price between their marginal generation cost and the cost of the next cheapest generator. An exponential uplift function is applied to the prices bid by peaking plant to reflect scarcity of supply. This model is applied to the National Grid Future Energy Scenarios.

National Grid Future Energy Scenarios

- Low Carbon Use
  - Carbon targets - lower emission
  - Energy efficiency trends - lower
  - Economic outlook - lower

- GONE GREEN
  - Carbon targets - lower emission
  - Energy efficiency trends - higher
  - Economic outlook - higher

- LOW PROGRESSION
  - Carbon targets - lower emission
  - Energy efficiency trends - higher
  - Economic outlook - lower

3. RESULTS

Input Data

The National Grid Gone Green Future Energy Scenario results are presented. This is the scenario with the most aggressive development of wind power.

Gone Green - UK 2020-2025: Reduced - Domestic and commercial policies - Energy efficiency trends - lower - Low carbon policy - higher

Gas Forecasts - UK 2020-2025: Reduced - Domestic and commercial policies - Energy efficiency trends - lower - Low carbon policy - higher

Output Data

- Expected Annual Revenue
  - The graph shows the maximum expected annual revenue available to a storage device with the following characteristics:
    - Capacity: 200MW
    - Power: 208MWh
    - Conversion Efficiency: 75%
    - Storage Efficiency: 100%

4. CONCLUSIONS

Prices

- Increased wind power caused higher price volatility for low electricity prices.
- Multiple instances of superceded prices.
- Reduced frequency of inflated prices.
- Other factors, including thermal plant capacity and fuel prices, maintain significant influence on electricity prices.

Revenue

- From 2020-2025 there were small increases in annual revenue.
- For the same period installed wind capacity increased from “2006” to “2009”.
- Using an alternative wind speed and demand profile, the revenue reduced by almost 50%.
- More wind led to higher variation in revenue between years.
- Increased wind power may be detrimental to storage revenue.
- More opportunity to change when prices are suppressed.
- Less opportunity to discharge when prices are inflated.

Further Work

1. Improve inputs:
   - Demand behaviour
   - Wind farm distribution
2. Consider alternative future energy scenarios
3. Investigate changes to future electricity price formation
   - EMR – capacity mechanism
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Catch-22: Could Wind Power Reduce Commercial Opportunities for Electrical Energy Storage?
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1. MOTIVATION

THE ENERGY TRILEMMA

£10BN PER YEAR BY 2050

ESTIMATED SAVINGS TO THE ELECTRICITY SYSTEM FROM STORAGE BUT CURRENTLY NO BUSINESS CASE

2. MODEL

A fundamental price model, assuming perfect competition in the electricity market, was created to simulate electricity prices with increasing installed wind capacity.

3. RESULTS

40GW WIND CAPACITY COULD REDUCE ARBITRAGE REVENUE BY UP TO 70%

Why does this happen?

Wind power has low marginal generation costs and so increased output reduces daily price peaks reducing the price spread and opportunities for arbitrage.

What does this mean?

1. there are fewer cycles and operations are more constrained by storage capacity than by charging rate;
2. there is less variation in electricity price, so revenue is more sensitive to conversion efficiency; and
3. electricity is stored over longer periods of time, so revenue is more sensitive to self-discharge.

4. CONCLUSIONS

WIND POWER INCREASES THE SYSTEM VALUE OF ENERGY STORAGE BUT REDUCES ITS COMMERCIAL VIABILITY

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Evidence of a failure in the electricity market in rewarding the true value of storage. Without appropriate financial rewards storage benefits will not be delivered and, despite potentially being more costly in the long term, conventional fossil fuel technologies will prevail.
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